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For Poesy alone can tell her dreams,
With the fine spell of words alone can save
Imagination from the sable charm
And dumb enchantment.

John Keats, “The Fall of Hyperion”

Poets survive in fame.
But how can substance trade
The body for a name
Wherewith no soul’s arrayed?

No form inspires the clay
Now breathless of what was
Save the imputed sway
Of some Pythagoras,

Some man so deftly mad
His metamorphosed shade,
Leaving the flesh it had,
Breathes on the words they made.

J. V. Cunningham
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PART ONE

WRITING MATTERS
A simple practical problem within a single discipline began the line of inquiry that led to this book. As a university teacher of writing I was charged with preparing students to write academic essays for their courses in all disciplines. Since academic assignments bear a loose relationship to the writing done by mature members of the disciplines, a serious investigation of writing within disciplines promised to turn up information useful to teaching undergraduates. The investigation from the first was interdisciplinary by necessity, but only in a superficial sense, in that the writing examined came from a variety of academic disciplines. The concepts and analytical tools, however, did not extend beyond the typical repertoire of the English department.  

1. What constitutes the repertoire of the English department is no easy thing to categorize, nowhere codified, and nowhere discussed with methodological clarity. Rather, on the literary side it is embodied in the corpus of literary scholarship and criticism and in the seminar practices of textual discussion. Primarily it consists of close textual readings and historical contexting. The textual readings are all framed by recognition of traditional literary devices, and have been intensified by new critical insistence on the text in itself. However, other modes of criticism have suggested the application of interpretive frameworks from other disciplines, such as linguistics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and philosophy. Such imported frameworks are justified in two ways: either they represent fundamental truths so that they cannot help but influence texts, or the writer on some level was aware of such ideas and constructed parts of the text upon them.

Historical contexting has served a variety of functions, from simply providing a decorative frame for a self-contained and independent text to offering a complete account for the creation and meaning of a historically bound text. On occasion text and context have been drawn more tightly together to view the text as a historical event within the unfolding context. Most often, contexting has served to make odd features of the text more accessible to the reader.

The recent concern for literary theory, while raising some fundamental questions, has done little to change the actual analytical tools of literary interpretation. Concepts such as self-referentiality, intertextuality, reader response, and binary oppositions simply put additional weight on existing analytical concepts and tools.

An extended repertoire of concepts and tools has also come out of the teaching of writing. The rhetorical approach to the teaching of writing has been particularly concerned with public argument; an approach loosely labelled composition has been con-
Very soon into engaging this problem, I found that I could not under­
stand what constituted an appropriate text in any discipline without
considering the social and intellectual activity which the text was part of.
Too much of the texts directly invoked and acted against these contexts
to treat the features of texts simply as isolated conventions. Moreover,
the rhetorical gist of entire texts evoked the larger framework of mean­
ings within the active disciplines. That is, I couldn’t see what a text was
doing without looking at the worlds in which these texts served as sig­
nificant activity. Sociology of science became an inevitable resource for
understanding how communication was organized in academic com­
unities and how texts fit in with the larger systems of disciplinary activ­
ity. And philosophy of science became important, not for the ultimate
questions of epistemology, but for more modest ones of how people
conceived of disciplinary activity. Understanding what people think
they are doing gives insights into how they use words to accomplish
those things.

History as well loomed large as I began to see that current writing
practices (in conventional, interactional, and epistemological dimen­
sions) build on a history of practice and speak to a historically condi­
cerned with the formal prescriptions of the school essay, but has in recent years also
taken on a concern for the process of writing, as approached through a cognitive psy­
chology model. Gary Tate, ed., Teaching Composition: Twelve Bibliographic Essays, offers
the best and most current review of work in the field. I will discuss approaches to writing
and the teaching of writing more fully in the final chapter of this book.

2. Robert Merton, in his personal generosity of spirit and his profound analytical
clarity, has influenced my understanding of sociology deeply. As I will argue in chapter
5, his seminal thinking is consonant with much of more recent work, which has fre­
quently attacked a straw man version of his work. Bazerman, “Scientific Writing as a
Social Act,” and Harry Collins, “The Sociology of Scientific Knowledge,” provide
reviews of sociological studies relevant to questions of text, language, and knowledge
formation. I will refer to the literature of the sociology of science throughout this book,
but see especially chapter 5.

3. Although my readings in the large and complex field of the philosophy of science
have been limited, I have found myself most in sympathy with Thomas Kuhn’s observa­
tion of communal interaction in the production of knowledge (The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions), Karl Popper’s concept of three worlds (Objectivist Knowledge), Imre Lakatos’
relation of work to ongoing research programs (The Methodology of Scientific Research
Programs), Stephen Toulmin’s evolutionary view of the development of historically situ­
at ed knowledge (Human Understanding), and Ian Hacking’s emphasis on physical
activity in science (Representing and Intervening). As will be evident throughout this
book, I have been most profoundly influenced by Ludwik Fleck’s Genesis and Develop­
ment of a Scientific Fact. Further articles by and about Fleck appear in Cohen and
Schnelle, Cognition and Fact. Explicit philosophic accounts of scientific texts include
Joseph Agassi, Faraday as a Natural Philosopher; M. A. Finocchiaro, Galileo and the Art of
Reasoning; and Edward Manier, “Darwin’s Language and Logic.”
tioned situation. A political scientist or a medical researcher writes as part of an evolving discussion, with its own goals, issues, terms, arguments, and dialect. The history frames both the rhetorical moment and the rhetorical universe.

Psychology seemed also to have an important place. As a historically realized, social, epistemological activity, writing is carried on through people. People write. People read. What a text is must take into account how people create it and how people use it. The socially situated study of writing directly implies an interest in psychology, for in every situation, coming and going, writing vanishes into the black boxes of human nervous systems.

All this contexting of writing as a multidimensional activity, finally, forced me to confront the traditional view of the word as a separable, textual fact. If the written word could only be understood within a historical, social moment, that would vex many of our habits of looking at language and texts as fixed structured systems of meaning. On the other hand, to conceive of meaning creation as fluid threatens to cast language loose on uncharted seas. Moreover, such an unmooring of language threatens to undermine the motivating impulse prompting this research. What does learning to write better mean if we cannot moor meaning to language? Thus I had to confront language theory.

As the serious interdisciplinary base for the research broadened, fortunately the superficial interdisciplinary base narrowed a bit. Since context was becoming increasingly important to my understanding of knowledge texts, I sought some degree of uniformity of context by con-

4. Historical literature is cited throughout this book within the context of each study. Historical studies that specifically consider the role of text and language in the development of science include Peter Dear, "Totius in Verba"; B. Eastwood, "Descartes on Refraction"; Frederic Holmes, "Scientific Writing and Scientific Discovery"; Martin Rudwick, The Great Devonian Controversy; and Steven Shapin, "Pump and Circumstance."

This book can also be seen as part of the examination of the technology and consequences of literacy as historically developing processes. Landmark works in this area include Eric Havelock, The Greek Concept of Justice; Jack Goody and Ian Watt, Literacy in Traditional Societies; Jack Goody, Domestication of the Savage Mind; Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change; and Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole, The Psychological Consequences of Literacy.

5. In social psychology I have been most influenced by the works of George Herbert Mead, Harry Stack Sullivan, and Lev Vygotsky. The latter has been of particular interest to me because of his analysis of symbolic behaviors as the concrete mechanism of social cognition. I will discuss some of his ideas in chapter 11.

6. Linguistic theory and its reflections in studies of scientific language are discussed in the beginnings of chapters 2, 6, and 7, and throughout chapter 11.
considering the sciences, with physics, and even more narrowly optics, becoming a central research site.

This decision was in part fostered by an early and continued contact with the sociology of science which offered many contextual maps to guide my way. Examining the writing in science seemed a particularly important challenge for several reasons. First, the statements made through scientific discourse have been socially and culturally important in ways I hardly need elaborate; we are constantly rebuilding our world upon the statements of science. Second, scientific methods of formulating knowledge have been highly successful in gaining almost universal assent to claims hardly accessible or persuasive to common sense. Third, as a result of science's great success, habits of scientific discourse have influenced almost all other areas of intellectual inquiry. By unpacking scientific language one can come to understand important influences in all disciplines. Finally, scientific language is a particularly hard case for rhetoric, for sciences have the reputation for eschewing rhetoric and simply reporting natural fact that transcends symbolic trappings. Scientific writing is often treated apart from other forms of writing, as a special code privileged through its reliance on mathematics (considered a purer symbolic system than natural language). If one can show the workings of formulating practices in sciences on the kinds of statements science produces, one can begin to mine important depths of rhetoric.

Of course the sciences, or even one science, or a single specialty within science, is far from a single, unmixed discourse community. The more I looked at varieties of scientific texts, the more I saw, with Darwin, that variation is everywhere the rule. So I narrowed my view further, on a single mechanism generating similarity throughout the wide expanses of variation: Genre, and one genre in particular.

---

7. By rhetoric I mean most broadly the study of how people use language and other symbols to realize human goals and carry out human activities. Rhetoric is ultimately a practical study offering people greater control over their symbolic activity. Rhetoric has at times been associated with limited techniques appropriate to specific tasks of political and forensic persuasion within European legal institutions. Consequently, people concerned with other tasks have considered rhetoric to offer inappropriate analyses and techniques. These people have then tended to believe mistakenly that their rejection of political and forensic rhetoric has removed their own activity from the larger realm of situated, purposeful, strategic symbolic activity. I make no such narrowing and use rhetoric (for want of a more comprehensive term) to refer to the study of all areas of symbolic activity. I elaborate these views later in this chapter and in chapter 12.

8. In literary studies, attempts to understand and define genre have a long history, dating back to the first literary critic, Aristotle. In general these attempts have been either formal or essentialist, defining genre by a collection of recurrent features or by comprehensive typologies of literary types. Sometimes the two have been connected,
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transformation of the single genre of the experimental report runs as a common thread throughout the natural sciences of the last three centuries and the social sciences of this century.

Clearly, many other genres of great significance have emerged in the sciences. Important stories remain to be told about theoretical articles, reviews of literature, speculative articles, handbooks and other reference works, proposals, and various pedagogic genres—their separate histories and interrelationships. Yet the experimental report has a ubiquity that seems to overshadow the others. The experimental report seems central to many conceptions of the sciences as empirical inquiry. The experimental report has developed as a favored solution of the problem of how to present empirical experience as more than brute fact, as a mediated statement of inquiry and knowledge.

While features of the genre may emerge as individual solutions to

with the features seen as resulting from some more fundamental dynamic of the text, such as the structure of elegy derived from a psychology of grief and consolation (see, for example, Scaliger). Two recent volumes reviewing the debate over genre and adding many interesting observations about the workings of genre in literary contexts are Heather Dubrow, Genre, and Alastair Fowler, Kinds of Literature.

However, attempts to understand genre by the texts themselves are bound to fail, for they treat socially constructed categories as stable natural facts. Recently Ralph Cohen has argued against formalist and essentialist views and presented a more socially constructed view of literary genres as “historical assumptions constructed by authors, audiences and critics in order to serve communicative and aesthetic purposes” (210).

The most thoroughgoing analysis of genre as a social phenomenon, nonetheless, comes from rhetoric and not literary studies. Carolyn Miller in “Genre as Social Action” considers genres “as typified rhetorical actions based in recurrent situations” (159). The typification of rhetorical actions entails the emergence of recognizable text types marked by repeated formal elements. Recurrence of social situation is itself a socially constructed recognition. Thus the emergence of genre goes hand in hand with the emergence of generic situations, with the rhetorical action itself helping to define the situation. Miller, following Alfred Schutz, relates genre, as a social institution, hierarchically to other forms of social typification.

My analysis of genre follows Miller, both in the importance of social understanding of text and situation in the emergence of genre (see chapters 3 and 4) and in the interplay between typification of texts and typification of other social understandings (see chapter 5). A recent article by Paul DiMaggio develops important sociological consequences of a similar definition of genre. Unfortunately it came to my attention too late to be incorporated into my argument. In particular it has implications for the argument of chapter 5 here.

9. Theory testing through experimentation is a major premise of both positivist and Popperian philosophies of science and has roots going back to Isaac Newton’s concept of crucial experiment (see chapter 4 below). Although all these have come under vigorous and valid criticisms, experimentation has had a robust and enduring role in science. Hacking’s Representing and Intervening is a recent attempt to explain the central role of experiment in scientific practice.
various rhetorical problems, the regularities that appear in the genre come from the very historical presence of the emerging genre. Writers find in existing models the solution to the recurring rhetorical problems of writing science. As these solutions become familiar, accepted, and molded through repeated use, they gain institutional force. Thus though genre emerges out of contexts, it becomes part of the context for future works. Thus the social fact of genre has given the study a peg to rest on. The emergence of the genre of experimental report is a social reality that helps shape discourse in a great range of disciplines. Now anyone with results to report must somehow address the context created by the social fact of this genre.

Yet we must be careful not to consider this genre as a unitary social fact. Formal definitions, expected features, institutional force, impact, and understandings of the genre vary through time, place, and situation. And that variation is an important part of the story. Each new text produced within a genre reinforces or remolds some aspect of the genre; each reading of a text reshapes the social understanding. The genre does not exist apart from its history, and that history continues with each new text invoking the genre. So the largest lesson that this study holds is not that there are simple genres that must be slavishly followed, that we must give students an appropriate set of cookie cutters for their anticipated careers, but rather that the student must understand and rethink the rhetorical choices embedded in each generic habit to master the genre. Although genre may help stabilize the multiform rhetorical situation of scientific writing and may simplify the many rhetorical choices to be made, the writer loses control of the writing when he or she does not understand the genre.

Since the genre I have chosen to study (like all genres) is no unitary thing, and since the canvas of scientific writing is vast and growing, this first inquiry is a spotty affair. I have investigated those spots which seemed to be crucial and about which I could gain some knowledge given my limited and happenstance resources. I did what I could. Major episodes of emergence and transformation are missing or only conjec-

10. A rhetorical problem is the set of constraints and goals recognized by a person framing a symbolic response within a rhetorical situation. A rhetorical situation consists of all the contextual factors shaping a moment in which a person feels called upon to make a symbolic statement. The identification and elaboration of rhetorical problem, situation, and moment are construed by the individual through that individual's perception, motivation, and imaginative construction, although the individual's desire to gain more information about the situation, problem, and moment can lead to more intimate understanding of these things (see Bitzer; Vatz; and Consigny). Jamieson makes an early (1974) connection between genre and regularization of rhetorical situation.
tured about; some parameters of variation are explored, others not; the range of variation is not mapped at all; some implications are explored, and others sidestepped. Further research may modify or reverse many of the claims made here. I see this work as a beginning, but a beginning that has afforded some insight into fundamental processes about writing in the sciences and about writing more generally. Using the tools and texts available to me, I have been seeing what kinds of things could be said.

Writing as an Interdisciplinary Concern

This account of increasing intellectual scope and sharpening research focus overlooks many of the thickets I found myself in along the way. Borrowing material and ideas from other disciplines comes at a price. The work in each discipline is framed around the problems and discussion internal to that field. In order to understand what I needed from the sociology of science or the philosophy of science or the history of science, I had to encounter them in the context of their own problematics. To steal random parts of different engines leaves one with a junkpile, even if one can create the appearance of a coordinated assembly.

Yet entertaining the discussion of a new discipline offers continual temptations of novel and important issues. The problematics of each discipline contain their own intrigue and motive. Keeping my own problematics clear while still taking seriously the problematics of others, translating from one conceptual system to another without distorting ideas beyond good conscience, is a struggle I cannot ever be certain of having won. Nonetheless, the struggle constantly poses the question: What is the fundamental goal of the study of writing? To that question I have been able to find no better answer than the practical goal of helping people (myself included) to write better. That goal suggests a facilitating question: How does writing work? The assumption linking the two is the naive one that writing improves through intelligent choice of the linguistic resources in any situation; the more we understand how writing works, the more intelligently we can control our choices.

Unfortunately for writing researchers, but fortunately for human beings, writing works socially, historically, philosophically, and psychologically. Writing occurs in writers and readers living in complex worlds. The page is no more than a score is to a Scarlatti sonata performed in a Santa Barbara living room or than a script to a production of *Oedipus Rex* in a Hyderabad auditorium—an archive mediating between
an imagined event and a distant realization. To help people write more effectively we need to unpack the entire transaction and identify what the words are doing in the middle.

Nonetheless, as my findings started to take shape, I found they did start to reflect back on the problems of these other disciplines. Writing is a social action; texts help organize social activities and social structure; and reading is a form of social participation; thus, saying something about writing is saying something about sociology. In regard to philosophy, writing is the statement of what we know and reading is a way of learning; epistemological implications keep leaking out of the edges. Texts, as written and as read, are important historical events and the dynamics of the communication embody historical forces; in giving rhetorically sensitive accounts of historical events, we uncover new dimensions of history. Any claims about how writing works are claims about how people handle words—a major issue in psychology and linguistics.

I found myself continually being drawn over the interdisciplinary cliff. I could not simply borrow without addressing. Particularly in the later chapters, as I draw the pieces of the puzzle together, the story becomes one that sits between disciplines, focused on an activity that is prior to the many branches of knowledge which are currently interested in it. The final conclusions I draw pertain to a praxis of writing, but a writing praxis so integrated with social, epistemological, psychological praxis and events-in-the-making that the problem of choosing which words to put on a page looks outward to the whole world rather than inward to a contained technology.

To anyone open to the gusts of intellectual zeitgeist, such an interdisciplinary location and import for the study of writing is hardly a breath of fresh air. Today, theory and research in many fields are claiming words to be the turtles upon which both the world and their disciplines rest. Wittgenstein, Derrida, Foucault, and other astral lights of the postmodernist pantheon remind us that we all talk in words, and words are just talk. Language is situated and ephemeral, a momentary realization of protean life forms. Rhetoric has again threatened, as in the scholastic middle ages, to become the queen of the sciences.

The academic atmosphere has been infused with linguistic structuring of textual organization, literary deconstructions of textual relations, sociological readings of social construction through language, historical reconstructions of rhetorical events, psychological restructuring of cognition, philosophical poststructuring of consciousness, and critical de-

11. See, for example, Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse, and D. La Capra, History and Criticism.
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structions of entrenched discourse in all disciplines. The doings and undoings of language on all fronts have made this an exciting period in which to wonder about writing.

Yet it seems only in the last decade that such concerns have become general. Earlier in this century only a few philosophers, radical social scientists, and literary theorists seemed to hold these mysteries in their hands, despite the long preoccupation with rhetoric of the pre-twentieth-century world. When I began this inquiry, few people (except us drudges hired to teach composition) expressed any interest in nonliterary writing. Literary studies of nonfiction rarely ventured beyond belletristic biographies and autobiographies. Even linguistics had for a half-century abandoned written language as an unnatural phenomenon. Study of writing was considered necessary only for the grossly incompetent; the knowledge to be transmitted was of the kind already mastered by skilled junior high school students.

The renewed dignity for the written word, however, still maintains about it the aura of theory and philosophy. Rhetorical analysis has become the grounds for radical critique and epistemological ponderings. Concern for the role of the word in making our world has more often seemed a form of withdrawal or denial of the world, demonstrating that all these things we have once thought so solid were only the projections of evanescent symbols. The debunkers of illusions have exposed us all as charlatans of the word with only philosophic self-consciousness as a consolation. Proposals for the application of this new rhetorical self-consciousness to scholarly discourse recommend institutionalizing this critical disengagement in explicit required ironies and self-reflections, in encouraging fictionalizing freedoms and literary markers, in creating visible disjunctions and aporias. 12

This apostasy from the world seems to me to miss the point of learning about language. For a writer the point of learning about language is engagement—doing it better. That words have great powers is hardly a secret to those who have wrestled with words to make worlds throughout history. Writers' self-consciousness about the power of words is what has allowed them to wield that power, to engage in the world

12. Two examples from sociology are Richard Brown, A Poetic for Sociology, and Michael Mulkay, The Word and the World. Some of the essays in The Rhetoric of the Human Sciences, ed. Nelson, Megill, and McCloskey, reflect similar views, but some present more balanced analysis and recommendations for rhetorical self-consciousness within the disciplines of the social sciences. Two of the contributors to that volume have published noteworthy books developing balanced views of language in the social sciences: Donald N. McCloskey, The Rhetoric of Economics, and James Boyd White, Heracles' Bow.
through their words. Self-consciousness, reflexivity, to a writer is simply knowing what you are doing, not undermining what you do. This spirit of engagement in the world through language characterizes composition departments, and this is perhaps why they have not gained the status benefits of the new dignity of the word, despite a significant scholarly activity within composition. Put bluntly, composition research is too much committed to aiding language do the work of the world to mesh easily with critical exposé.

On the other hand, writers do have a dyspeptic, despairing, and cynical side. They know how recalcitrant a medium language is, how difficult audiences are, and how easily language can lead writer and reader down foolish paths. Words often fail. Messages go awry. Books remain unsold and unread. Finely hewed portraits of the conditions of this world gain no attention, while mindless hack work plays upon mass illusion. Skilled writers and readers know that language is a slippery affair. Whenever a text actually manages to accomplish anything admirable, it is a hard-won achievement. High hopes must constantly confront limited realities.

The world the writer wants to bring into being through words is often frustrated by the world that actually emerges. One way out of that frustration is the cynicism that finds the world a phantasm, that finds language manipulation a set of empty tricks. Another way out of the frustration is to limit ambitions; a hack is a respectable occupation that simply rehearses already available solutions to well-known writing problems. A hack reinforces the existent world, but does not extend it. But that frustration also can drive a writer back to do better, get it right, bring that more satisfying world into being. That motivation can be said to be the exact one that drives some scientists back to find the right formulation, find the compelling argument that will create a more satisfying world of living knowledge in the human community.

This attitude of engagement and positive concern for the use of language turns many of the issues of postmodernist criticism inside out, even while sharing a number of assumptions. Both the writer and the postmodernist critic consider language as a human activity shaping human consciousness with no necessary connection with objects beyond consciousness. But for the writer that is the opening situation and challenge rather than the final critique. Similarly, where both see language as socially conditioned, to the writer that is again a starting fact for a dialectical relationship between social givens and individual experiences, motives and inventiveness. While both see institutionalized social relations in received forms, the writer sees those institutions as prior achievements forming opportunities for new achievements.
While both see reading and textual interpretation as having as much to do with the readers as with the text, the writer sees responsibilities for both writers and readers to find in the text as much meeting ground as they can, rather than cutting each free to make of the text what they will. While the writer is impressed with the world of human consciousness created from nothing and thus feels responsible to participate in that creation of the human world, the postmodernist critic finds the human world made from no more than phantasms of nothing. In short, the writer is always looking with delight and surprise at what can be done with this fallen state.

**Scientific Writing as an Accomplishment**

The evaluative language of the last few paragraphs is no accident or methodological oversight. Writing is choice making, the evaluation of options. To view writing from the prospect of language users is to consider the benefit of some choices over others. Such an evaluative position would seem forbidden from both a social scientific objectivist position and a postmodernist relativist position—one would deny the propriety, the other the basis, for such judgments. Yet any praxis-oriented constructivist study cannot avoid evaluative assumptions built in somewhere. To mark human constructions as worthy of attention is to valorize accomplishments. To be curious as to how these things were accomplished implies a desire to imitate, incorporate, or outdo. To study choices is to notice what they accomplish and what they don’t. To develop a praxis from such study is to encourage some lines of development for human society at the expense of other developments or nondevelopment. Finally, practical goals necessarily provide an evaluative framework for the entire scholarly endeavor.

A not-very-hidden assumption of this study is that the corpus of scientific writing is one of the more remarkable of human literary accomplishments. Innovation, complexity, intricacy, social influence, and simple extensiveness of the corpus make scientific writing interesting as an object of study and important as part of human society. The literary accomplishment is more narrow: the development of linguistic means for statements that move toward relatively stable meaning and assent among people sharing wide numbers of social variables (even while sharing participation in scientific activity). Moreover, these statements seem to give us increasingly immense control of the material world in which we reside. These symbolic representations have literally helped
us move mountains and know when mountains might move on their own.

To someone who approaches scientific writing from the point of view of rhetoric, it is no surprise that people have different interests in communicating, that they disagree, that they will understand statements differently, that alternative descriptions are possible, that different contexts will lead to very different kinds of statements, statements so different as to seem to be contradictory. What else would one expect from human beings in contingent human society? What is remarkable is that statements emerge over time, that for all practical purposes these statements represent an overwhelming consensus as the best of currently available formulations, and that these formulations are sufficiently reliable to be near infallible for most practical purposes, such as operating microwave ovens.

The more I study scientific writing, the more I see how much work, thought, intelligent responsiveness to complex pressures, and fortunate concatenations of events went into creating this evolving and manifold linguistic system that could do these things. For the purposes of science, it is a remarkable achievement. Such a successful discourse system within its own domain, however, does not necessarily displace other linguistic systems in theirs. Poetry, law, and rhetorical analysis have developed their own discourse systems to meet their situations and goals. Recurring themes of this book are, in fact, the variety of discourse systems and their relation to evolving communities.

One peculiar aspect of the accomplishment of scientific discourse is that it appears to hide itself. We know that poetry, laws, and newspapers are the active products of word-hagglers. The only ploy to minimize human linguistic agency in these endeavors is to invoke divinity, muses, or the depths of the human psyche. Yet to write science is commonly thought not to write at all, just simply to record the natural facts. Even widely published scientists, responsible for the production of many texts over many years, often do not see themselves as accomplished writers, nor do they recognize any self-conscious control of their texts. The popular belief of this past century that scientific language is simply a transparent transmitter of natural facts is, of course, wrong; the evidence presented in this book only confirms this conclusion argued so forcefully and frequently in recent years. It is nonetheless fascinating that such a misconception could have thrived so well in the face of the massive linguistic work that has gone into scientific communication. This attests to the success of scientific language as an accomplished system. So much has already been done, and hides so far behind the
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scenarios of current practices, that using the language seems hardly an effort at all.

The apparent transparency of the system to the latercomers is something then imputed back to the firstcomers and makers of the system. This book, examining the many rhetorical choices evidenced over the last three centuries, should help dispel the view that scientists never have and never will write. Sometimes scientists' rhetorical choices are self-conscious responses to perceived rhetorical problems; sometimes they are unselfconscious impromptu inventions; sometimes they are slow and imperceptible shifts. In whatever way these writing choices are realized and become institutionalized, they shape the kind of thing we consider contributions to knowledge. To unpack what kind of thing a contribution to knowledge is, we need to see what these choices originally were and why they were made. We need to see what kinds of mechanisms are embodied in current unreflective practice. And by bringing unreflective practice to attention, we reassert conscious control over it.

The concern for actual practice leads to a smaller role for rhetorical theorists than is usual in rhetorical histories. The actual writers of scientific texts take center stage. Although a number of chapters here focus on scientific language in seventeenth-century England, Bacon appears only in his influence on practicing scientists as they interpret and attempt to realize his ambitions in their writing. Spratt and Wilkins are only minor background characters. Newton emerges in the forefront of actual innovation in rhetorical practice, and Oldenburg by rearranging the context of communication seems to wield great force in shaping communication.

No attempt is made to reread and reinterpret the classics of rhetorical thinking, except as they shed light on the rhetorical climate. Too often the history of rhetoric has meant the history of prescriptions and theories; the actual living practice has seemed less real than the prevailing theories. Certainly, prevailing theories bear important relationships to practice as social facts defining an intellectual climate of attitudes and understandings. But the history of rhetoric must be read more subtly and dialectically than has been the case.

This overreliance on theoretical statements read without concern for their impact on praxis has led to mistaking ambitions and goals for accomplished realities. This has been particularly the case with theories of scientific language. Bacon's desire to expunge the language of science from the four idols does not arise from the ease or even absolute possibility of doing so; quite the contrary, it arises from the contrariness of
human language. Bacon's goal of finding better ways to describe that which is, rather than that which we imagine, helps create some interesting linguistic proposals, but it does not mean that epistemological magic has been performed. The attempt to realize these goals leads to particular kinds of rhetorical activity, even though the goals may be unreachable ontologically. Similarly, in epistemological terms Wilkins' attempt to create a philosophic dictionary of pure correspondence between words and things is a silly mistake, doomed to failure, but when we look at the project within the history of lexicography, we see his ambitions helping create the modern dictionary, which tries to establish the complete semantic range of a language, comprehensive of all words and meanings. Previously, only lists of difficult words had been compiled (Dolezal). What is important is the emerging practice; the contemporary theory is best understood as part of the historical dynamic—inspiring, encouraging, justifying, or hindering the practice.

**Synopsis**

In the attempt to understand what scientific language has become in practice, this book consists of a series of case studies. In chapter 2 the analysis of three texts will suggest how much differences in writing matter. The differences are not just on the page, but in how the page places itself with respect to social, psychological, textual, and natural worlds. By examining texts from three different disciplines, we see what very different textual objects they are and what different worlds they reside in. The remainder of the book will look more exclusively into scientific writing, concentrating on the genre of experimental report.

The second part of the book looks at the early emergence of the experimental article. One chapter examines the changing form of the article over the first hundred and thirty-five years of the *Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London*, pointing to the shaping role of conflict. The next chapter examines Newton's struggles to find a textual form for his optical findings to contend with the controversial dynamics of journal publication. The last chapter of the section examines how the organization of scientific communication in journals had impact on the social structure of the scientific community.

The third part looks at more recent developments in the genre of experimental article within physics. A historical examination of spectroscopic articles in *Physical Review* suggests how the increasing role of theory has reshaped the experimental article. A study of the forces
shaping an article by the early twentieth-century physicist Arthur Holly Compton considers how he used experiments as a resource and a constraint in arguing his views. An interview study of how contemporary physicists read research articles indicates how deeply their readings are embedded in their practice of science.

The fourth part examines the diffusion of the experimental report to the social sciences in this century. A historical survey of the development of writing in experimental psychology resulting in the American Psychological Association Publication Manual considers how the rhetoric of the experimental article is reshaped around the epistemology of the field adopting it. Finally, a look at some recent articles in political science reveals some tensions between the project of the discipline and the wholesale adoption of a transplanted form.

The closing chapters examine the implications of these studies for our understanding of language and our practice of writing.

These chapters are far from complete and I could just as well have written an anti-contents, of all the topics and issues not investigated. Yet the bits of the world I have tried to recreate here, I hope will begin a new world of rhetorical understanding of how we make statements about the world. It is for what comes after to give greater substance to that world or to let that world fade into the pale graveyard of failed visions.
Knowledge produced by the academy is cast primarily in written language—now usually a national language augmented by mathematical and other specialized international symbols. The written text, published in journal or book, serves as the definitive form of a claim or argument, following on earlier printed claims and leading to future claims. A traditional, although incomplete, form of history of knowledge has been simply to trace the record of printed claims. This book will argue that close attention to the textual form of written knowledge will tell us much about what kind of thing knowledge is, that the written form matters. The mode of argument here will be primarily close attention to the page, and persuasion (if it comes) will be through the force of what we find there.

But examination will not be of dormant symbols lying quietly on flat pages. The symbols will constantly lead us outward to the many worlds they interact with. Without use and activity there is no language. We will come to see how the word draws on and ties together writers, readers, prior texts, and experienced reality to constitute the domain symbolic knowledge.

1. Of all the contemporary national languages, English is by far the most commonly used in scientific and technical publication (Swales, "English as the International Language of Research"). However, in examining the technical literature on fisheries, Baldauf and Jernudd find "that despite the dominance of English as an international communicative medium, there was a strong national usage pattern . . . [which] cut across issues of international importance" (245).
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Three Criticisms

The idea that writing matters, that different choices of what to put on a page result in different meanings, has been subject to three kinds of criticism that would diminish our estimation of the power and importance of written language. Each of these types of criticism has a long history and has been presented in many variants. Being neither a philosopher nor a historian of ideas, I cannot hope and do not desire to address the criticisms successfully in general terms, nor add any abstract arguments to centuries-old debate. I place these criticisms here to acknowledge the issues and suggest an orientation toward them consonant with the data to be presented later. Each of the criticisms point to a truth whose proper meaning, however, is not revealed until it is seen enmeshed with other truths in the living practice of language. After I have presented the specific studies that constitute the main argument of the book, I will in chapter 11 offer a more complete theoretical statement of my view of language.

The first criticism against finding much significance in written formulations argues that the meaning of texts lies somewhere outside of the symbols used to clothe them in the text. Some philosophers, theologians, artists, psychologists, and others have believed in direct apprehension of truths, ideas, or realities through direct nonsymbolic means. Symbols, they claim, only remind us of these meanings that we know from elsewhere. This argument, of course, is ancient, dating back to Plato and Moses, but it has gone through many transformations, finding primary meanings in such things as presymbolic imagination, biologic imperatives, and sensory apprehension of reality. Meaning is said to lie in these primary referents; once we grasp these referents, we can discard the clothing of public language that allows us to locate this presymbolic reality. From this perspective, the problem of language is only one of clarity and precision—to help us locate what we need and then to vanish.

From a modern, nontheological perspective, it is easy to scoff at a shadowy world of essences, of things in themselves, of authentic feelings, of positive reality—tantalizing our reach, but beyond our grasp. Yet people do use language as though they were referring to something other than their own linguistic practices. They do seem to have some loose grasp of a world they live in and premonitions of meanings that seem to reside within them. They in fact struggle with language to capture these external worlds and internal meanings, to get the words right. They are frustrated when their words fail to communicate their experience and vision. Mature writing can be said to begin with the
realization of the need to struggle with words to make them do more fully what we wish them to do. The cases examined here indicate that this struggle is deeply conditioned in social and linguistic systems, and that the struggle only takes place at socially defined moments, around social activities, in social relations (no matter how displaced by internalization). Yet this struggle with meaning, a dialectic between the language system and the writer’s knowledge, experience, ideas, and impressions of his reader, is a deeply creative force, constantly remaking our symbolic world.

The second criticism inverts the first. It claims the meaning of the text is enclosed entirely within a text, is purely a construct of the arbitrary signs brought together in a text. From this position, language becomes the entire contents of our minds and experience. Language, then unencumbered by any constraints other than the socially given linguistic system, can mean anything, which is as good as meaning nothing, for it is a web of illusions. Reference to objects, experiences, and ideas outside the sign system is only a deceiving appearance; the idea of reference is itself only a semiotic creation. With no grounding point of meaning outside the individual sign system, different sign systems create incomparably different worlds of consciousness. This vision of the world of human consciousness being constructed by human language-making goes back to the Sophists and to the Biblical description of Adam naming the animals, but finds its currently most influential form in the literary/linguistic theories of structuralism, poststructuralism, and deconstruction.

The power of language and other symbol systems to create our realities is certainly a cause for our fascination with language and an imperative for understanding. Otherwise language study would not extend beyond linguistics. The arts would be only an entertainment, literary studies would be trivial, and sociology, political science, anthropology, history, and philosophy would find no impulse to worry over our linguistic symbols. The symbol-makers of societies would neither be so adulated nor be so central in the operations of polity and culture. The cases examined in this volume indeed indicate how ways of perceiving and knowledge-making emerge out of sociolinguistic processes. Each community examined here finds its own way to formulate its knowledge and in so doing defines what it considers knowledge to be. As the community changes, so do the symbolic means.

Yet enough sharing of meaning occurs between communities of symbolic systems to make translation between Hindi and English a fruitful, although difficult and imperfect, endeavor. Certain common elements of life and the world allow occasional cooperation among people of different symbolic communities, although the meaning of such coopera-
tive events may be interpreted variously by the participants. Enmeshed as we are in our own symbolic systems we can even gain shadowy glimpses into the worlds of others and expand our own symbolic repertoire by contact with different systems. In surveying the symbolic options, we find some more apt to our experiences and needs, and others less. We choose among various possible meanings and rise above being unreflective automatons of our linguistic system. And we find that certain formulations, although not written eternal, do have more staying power and wider cultural dispersion.

The cases of scholarly and scientific formulations examined here indicate that the symbolic developments within communities may depend on something more than arbitrary swings of cultural fashion. Symbolic systems react to experiences and situations, to contact with different communities and the formation of new communities, to struggles with old meanings deemed inadequate to account for emerging ideas and experiences, to the need to create shared understanding and agreement where none existed previously. The world of symbols and consciousness here is no blindfold, but a dynamic means of acting in the world. In the course of acting, there is even seeing, partial (yet focused and goal directed) as it may be in any instance.

The third argument against putting much stock in written texts is an extension of the second. Accepting language as a structured social creation, this position claims that the significant social and creative action occurs in the living moment of spoken language instead of on the dead written page. In some versions, informal personal communication, such as in letters, is granted some breath of life. Generally, however, this argument considers written language an epiphenomenon, a pale reduction of the living language of personal presence. Written texts appear contextless and socially meaningless in comparison with spoken language that arises out of the needs of a moment and has an observable effect on identifiable listeners. In the interactive dialogue of spoken conversation, community and communication seem to be born. This idea also has an ancient history going back to the early period of literacy. Biblical concepts of divine presence and Plato’s preference for living dialectic over the death of wisdom that occurs in writing find their echoes in modern valorization of oral over written language in theology, linguistics, anthropology, and ethnomethodological sociology.

The important truth brought home by this criticism is that the power of language can only be understood in the context of social action in

2. Linguists have, of course, long observed that contact between people of different linguistic and dialect groups affects the language of both groups and is one of the main forces for linguistic change.
specific situations. But we should not be fooled by the distances travelled by written language, carrying messages across many miles and many years. Writing and reading may take place in privacy and composure, and they may carry out distant social actions, but they are still highly contextualized social actions, speaking very directly to social context and social goals. If written language didn't do anything, people would treat it only as an idle pleasure. The cases examined here uniformly demonstrate how much the writing and reading of texts are enmeshed in social activities. Moreover, the essential social purpose of the communities examined here is to produce statements of knowledge. That is, text production is the goal, and the activity cannot be understood without seeing the centrality of texts. In fact, as I will argue in chapter 5, the organization of textual activity can help generate many other features of social structure. The emergence of certain patterns of written communication give generic qualities not only to texts, but to the way the texts are used in situations, and even to the character of the situations themselves. Writing is social action. Regularized forms of writing are social institutions, interacting with other social institutions.

In communities organized around the production, reception, and use of texts, as in the cases examined here, much of the spoken interaction and even nonverbal behavior can be seen as in fact secondary to the written interaction. For example, chapters 3, 4, 7, and 9 suggest that emerging standards for the reporting of experiments create imperatives for experiments to be done in certain ways, so that an acceptable account may be given of them in an article. Similarly, chapter 7 suggests that specific debates in the literature create the impetus for new experiments. It is not a great stretch of the imagination to see talk occurring over the laboratory bench and even over morning coffee as bound together by the goal of producing written statements that would be found acceptable by the relevant audience (see, for example, Latour and Woolgar 151-86).

Although less formal oral and written linguistic events within “invisible colleges” (Crane) constitute significant moments along the way toward the public statement, the printed statement circulates beyond the inner circle, creating public knowledge out of esoteric knowledge. In the public forum the printed statement is what is held accountable and becomes the reference point for future discussion. Even within those fast moving and tightly structured scientific communities where preprints, letters, and chalk talks may be the primary forms of publication, with judgment of peers being passed long before the article reaches the archive of journal publication, the prejournal forms of publication must meet the essentials of public written argument to gain approval. The
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core of the argument must be inspected and approved by the relevant others.

Recent scholarship into the complex private and semiprivate activities of scientists has enriched our view of how knowledge is created, the impulses and processes that lead to public statements; these private moments indeed shed light on the public statement, and I shall often draw on such evidence (see, for example, Collins, Changing Order; Garfinkel et al.; Knorr-Cetina, The Manufacture of Knowledge; Latour and Woolgar; and Lynch). In helping show the construction of the public moment, insights into private activities do not deconstruct, devaluate, or invalidate the public moment. They would only be disillusioning if we held naive illusions that texts were to appear spontaneously and pristinely, and then were immediately to transsubstantiate, without being read, pondered, and acted on, into the pure world of truth. To recognize the rhetorical character of visually transmitted symbolic activity is only to recognize that we live and use our texts in a human world.

These three arguments against granting substantial importance to written texts are illuminating rather than damning. They help reveal the dialectical interconnectedness of written language with the worlds around it and point to the danger of seeing the printed page as an isolated, internally whole phenomenon. Written language can decay faster than the page it is printed on, although a powerful text can outlast multiple editions, translations, and reconstructions. The force of written language only maintains to the degree that contextual factors are properly aligned and the text is able to capitalize on these factors. That is why writing is hard. When we write with any success, the success is likely to be weak and transient. Only the rare statement has long-lasting social force.

The regularization of writing genres and situations within specific communities can increase the likelihood of successful, forceful communication, as several of the case studies below will illustrate. If the communal wisdom of a discipline has stabilized the rhetorical situation, rhetorical goals, and rhetorical solutions for accomplishing those goals in those situations, the individual writer and reader no longer need make so many fundamental choices and perform virtuosities of communication. Writing up an experiment on visual perception may seem a more transparently easy activity to an experimental psychologist than framing an argument in aesthetics to a philosopher, but that has more to do

3. Our current eclectic hunger for texts from distant times and societies is a recent, sporadic, and incomplete phenomenon. Because a text exists in some archive does not mean it has living meaning for any readers.
with the stabilization of the rhetorical world in one than the innate depth in the other.

This book examines the amount of difference writing makes in constituting what we consider knowledge. The different choices made in formulating knowledge under different conditions, the regularization of choices and contexts within communities, the modification of these regularities as they disperse through time and domain, and the implications of the rhetorical choices of individuals and communities, will I hope reveal how important it is that we attend to the rhetorical process in our understanding and production of knowledge texts. I doubt the fundamental philosophic questions surrounding language and knowledge will evaporate in confrontation with the evidence here; certainly since this book is not framed as an argument in philosophy, I would be surprised if it actually engaged recognizable philosophic questions. Yet I do hope that the concrete sense of the relations between language, social action, empirical experience, and knowledge will help us control our symbolic attempts at knowledge with increased skill.

**Texts and Contexts**

Here begins the examination of the ways in which writing matters. Three texts, from different sorts of knowledge creating communities, will be examined in relation to four contexts, as these contexts are referred to, invoked, or acted on in the texts: the object under study, the literature of the field, the anticipated audience, and the author's own self. By examining how these four contexts are brought together in each text, we can see what is embodied in the language of the statement of knowledge. This method, although it gives no firm evidence about the actual intentions of the authors and the actual understanding of the readers, does nonetheless reveal the intentions and meanings available in the text.

This study also ranges beyond the scientific paper to examine knowledge-bearing texts in other disciplines in order to explore the possibilities of variation in what constitutes a statement of knowledge and to accentuate textual features through contrast. The differences in the examples reveal the resources of language to mediate the four contexts examined. The examples are not claimed to be typical of their disciplines, nor are the analyses to be taken as a simple model of the spectrum of knowledge.

---

4. This four-part analysis is a modification James Kinneavy's communication triangle. He sees language (or text) mediating among an encoder (or writer), a decoder (or audience) and reality; I have added the fourth item of the literature.
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How a text refers to, invokes, or responds to each context is explored here through specific features of language. First, the lexicon of an article is examined to find the types of information conveyed about the objects under discussion. The nature of the symbolization, the frameworks in which the objects are identified, the precision of identification, and the tightness of fit between name and object indicate the quality of tie between text and the world.

Second, explicit citation and implicit knowledge indicate an article's relationship to the previous literature on the subject. About explicit references questions arise concerning the precision of meaning conveyed by the reference, the relation of the reference to the claim of the article, the use made of the reference, and the manner of discussion of the reference. About implicitly used knowledge, questions arise concerning the extent of codification and the role the knowledge takes in the argument.

Third, each article's attention to the anticipated audience can be seen in the knowledge and attitudes the text assumes that the readers will have, in the types of persuasion attempted, in the structuring of the argument, and in the charge given by the author to the readers (i.e., what the author would like the readers to do after being convinced by the article).

Finally, the author is represented in several ways within the text. The human mind stands between the reality it perceives and the language it

5. Karl Popper in “Epistemology Without a Knowing Subject” in Objective Knowledge argues similarly that knowledge once created becomes largely autonomous, something separate from either reality or our subjective sense of it. Once created, knowledge can be treated as an object, upon which further intellectual operations may be made, much as a spider web once woven becomes an object in the world. In like manner, I consider the literature of the field as a fact in itself, a fact with which all new publications must contend, just as they must contend with the objects they presume to study. With respect to new publication the literature of the field has a status beyond simply the record of past subjective perception. The new publication, in criticizing, correcting, extending, and simply using the prior literature treats that literature as the “third world” Popper describes.


8. Latour and Woolgar, Knorr-Cetina, “Producing and Reproducing Knowledge,” and Knorr and Knorr, From Scenes to Scripts, seem most interested in the persuasive and other effects texts have on their audiences; the process of text creation is seen to have the primary goal of persuasion. In this they follow Joseph Gusfield, “The Literary Rhetoric of Science.”
speaks in; statements reflect the thoughts, purposes, observations, and quirks of the individual. The individual can be seen in the breadth and originality of the article's claims, in the idiosyncrasies of cognitive framework, in reports of introspection, experience, and observation, and in value assumptions. These features add up to a persona, a public face, which makes the reader aware of the author as an individual statement-maker coming to terms with reality from a distinctive perspective.

Although the four contexts (and the features that indicate them) are separated here for analysis, they are mutually dependent in each text. An observation concerning one has implications for the others. The depth of the interdependence is evident if one considers that the perception and thought of both author and audience are shaped for the most part by the same literature, and that literature provides the accepted definition of the objects discussed. Similarly, shared interest in and observation of objects of study draw the literature, author, and audience together.

An author, in deciding which words to commit to paper, must weigh these four contexts and establish a workable balance among them. A text is, in a sense, a solution to the problem of how to make a statement that attends through the symbols of language to all essential contexts appropriately. More explicitly, an article is an answer to the question, Against the background of accumulated knowledge of the discipline, how can I present an original claim about a phenomenon to the appropriate audience convincingly so that thinking and behavior will be modified accordingly? A successful answer is rewarded by its becoming an accepted formulation.

Each of the contexts, when abstracted from the writer's task of embodying complex meaning in a specific text and when viewed singly as a theoretical problem in communication, can appear to raise overwhelming epistemological difficulties. The kinds of difficulties that arise from such monochrome analysis are suggested by a slight renaming of the four factors we have been considering: language and reality; language and tradition; language and society; and language and mind. Exclusive concern with the language-creating mind leads to a subjective view of knowledge which makes uncertain the reality perceived and which rejects the cognitive growth of cultures. Viewing in isolation the effect of tradition on statement-making may lead one to misjudge accumulated statements—whether called paradigms or authority—as juggernauts, flattening out observed anomalies and individual thought. Perceiving statements only within the process of social negotiation of a socially constructed reality ignores the individual's powers of observation and language's ability to adjust to observed reality. But the most common
errors arise from language considered only in relation to reality: on one side the naive error of assuming that language is an unproblematic reflection of reality, and on the other side the sophistry that language is arbitrary, radically split from nature, with no perceiving cognitive selves and no trace of rational community to heal the split.

The three texts examined below represent three different solutions to the problem of writing knowledge: James Watson and Francis Crick, "A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid"; Robert K. Merton, "The Ambivalence of Scientists"; and Geoffrey H. Hartman, "Blessing the Torrent: On Wordsworth's Later Style." The different balance of contexts established in each article derives in part from the differences in contexts—different types of objects studied, differently structured literatures, audiences of differing homogeneity, and different role expectations for the authors. The origin of the papers in separate fields (molecular biology, sociology, and literary criticism) representing the three traditional divisions of the academy (sciences, social sciences, and humanities) of course accentuates the differences on all fronts; however, these examples should not be overread as typical of large divisions of knowledge.

**Suggesting a Molecular Structure**

The article "A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid" (see pp. 49-50) primarily describes a geometric model, elaborated in quantitative and qualitative terms, that is claimed to correspond to the structure of a substance found in nature. This act of geometric naming depends on the substance being discrete and robust and its structure being consistent through repeated observations, for otherwise the names will not convey a distinct and stable meaning to all observers. Thus the primary context explicitly attended to by the language of the paper is the context of the objects of nature.

All other contexts are subordinated to this primary one so that the article may appear to speak univocally about nature. The previous literature on the subject is sorted out according to the criterion of closeness of fit between the observed phenomena and the claims made, and the accepted claims in the literature become assimilated into the language.

---

9. Here I am not concerned with the reproducibility of individual experiments, but rather with the appearance of the phenomenon under a variety of circumstances. The more situations in which the phenomenon unmistakably appears, the more certain is the identification of its discrete existence.
used to describe the phenomena. The audience is assumed to share the same criteria of closeness of fit, discreteness, robustness, and reproducibility for acceptance of claims (or symbolic formulations) about phenomena; therefore, the audience can be relied on to have much the same assessment of the literature as the authors do, and persuasion may proceed by maintaining apparent focus on the object of study.\textsuperscript{10} Further, because the audience has a well-established frame of reference in which to fit the new claim, they do not need to be given much guidance about the claim’s implications. Finally, the authors’ apparent presence is minimized by the common pursuit of authors, literature, and audience to establish a common, codified, symbolic analogue for nature. The authors seem only to be contributing a filler for a defined slot, and they are only in competition with a few other authors who are trying to fill the same slot. The persona, although proud among colleagues, is humbled before nature.

The opening sentence of Watson and Crick’s article sets the task: “We wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribose nucleic acid.” The task of identifying a structure assumes, first, that there is a distinct substance which can be isolated and inspected and which has qualities distinguishing it from other substances. By 1944 Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty had extracted a substance which they called “the transforming principle” and the method of extraction was standard by the time Watson and Crick began work.\textsuperscript{11} Further, this substance is assumed to pre-exist the historical, human act of isolating and identifying the substance. The ability to isolate the substance under repeatable conditions gives an ostensiveness to the name. Since the name only serves to point out or tag something distinctly and unmistakeably observable, the name need not convey any particular information. It can be arbitrary, whimsical, eponymic, or otherwise accidental; it need only be distinctive. The name, however, can do double service, conveying information as well as identifying. The name deoxyribose nucleic acid identifies elements of structure—e.g., the ribose configuration without an oxygen—as well as letting us know that the substance is to be found within cell nuclei. Thus the name is in this case overdetermined with respect to reality; we know more about the substance than we need to for purely identificatory purposes.

\textsuperscript{10} Latour and Woolgar, 75-76, suggest that scientific persuasion is successful when attention is drawn away from the circumstances of statement creation toward a “fact,” which appears to be above the particularities of a specific circumstance. In the authors’ terms, “the processes of literary inscription are forgotten.”

\textsuperscript{11} Judson, 36. DNA was, in fact, first extracted by Johann Friedrich Miescher in 1869 (28). A more detailed account of the complex history of DNA can be found in Robert Olby, \textit{The Road to the Double Helix}. 
At this point we can see how the accumulated knowledge of the field (represented by the literature) is incorporated into the language. The isolation of elements and the theory of chemical combination, as well as the idea that substances can be analyzed chemically, are all implicit in the name of the object. More than that, the name reveals the gradually emerging orientation of chemistry to describe most features and processes through structure. Even the linguistically oldest component of the name, acid, has been transformed through redefinition as chemical knowledge and orientation have changed. In Bacon's day the word acid meant only sour-tasting; then it came to mean a sour-tasting substance; then, a substance which reddens litmus; then, a compound that dissociates in aqueous solution to produce hydrogen ions; then, a compound or ion that can give protons to other substances; and most recently, a molecule or ion that can combine with another by forming a covalent bond with two electrons of the other (Oxford English Dictionary, 20; Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 8; American Heritage Dictionary, 10). The tasting and taster vanish as the structure emerges.12

The task of assigning a structure relies on a further assumption, that nature arranges itself in geometrical ways; theories of forces account for this remarkable correspondence between the symbolic representation of geometric shapes and the repeating arrangement of matter in nature. Geometry as a study is the product of human consciousness, but geometric forms are claimed to preexist human invention. Thus the task of the molecular biologist is not to create a structure that approximates nature, but to discover and express in human terms the actual structure resulting from all the forces and accounting for the behavior and appearance of the molecule. The claim of representing an actual structure rather than creating an approximate model results in a strong requirement for correspondence between data and claim. This correspondence, as we shall see below, is the main criterion of persuasion offered to the audience.

The few words of text discussed so far convey much about the object and the knowledge developed through the history of chemistry and biology, yet such compact transmission of information reveals no literary genius on the part of the authors. The dense communication is inherent in the names of objects and tasks. That a mere naming of parts conveys much precise and full meaning indicates how much the historical genius of the discipline is embodied in the development of its language.

12. Notice also how the changing definitions of acid are tied to changing contextual knowledge as well as to changing procedures of identification of phenomena and interpretation of data.
The analysis of the first sentence is not yet finished. The first five words, "we wish to suggest a...," reveal much about the joint persona and contribution of the two authors. Despite the folk belief about the absence of the first person in scientific papers, the authors do assert their presence through the word we. That direct presence, however, is immediately subordinated to the object under consideration, the structure of DNA. Moreover, the authors are only suggesting, and the suggestion has only an indefinite article; whether a suggestion turns out to be the structure depends on nature. Wish to suggest is a form which implies humility before the facticity of the object, yet the phrase also has the boldness of the authors' presumption that their claim indeed will be confirmed by nature. Mild speech is possible because the suggestion will gain all the force it needs from the observation of reality; nature will stand up for scientists. The locution wish to suggest, appropriate here, might sound pompous in a branch of knowledge which does not find such immediate confirmation in nature.

Science will as well stand up for scientists, for the authors also subordinate themselves to scientific knowledge as currently constituted. By identifying their subject within the language of scientific disciplines, they are implicitly putting their original contribution within the framework of existing scientific knowledge. The placement and titling of the paper itself suggest how much the originality of the paper is subsumed within a highly structured framework of knowledge. The article is within a section entitled "Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids" and is followed by another article of the same class, "Molecular Structure of Deoxypentose Nucleic Acid." The Watson-Crick article discusses only one particular substance in a larger class of substances, all being studied by colleagues to determine the same type of information.

The second sentence—"This structure has novel features which are of considerable biological interest"—places the chemical claim in the context of biological knowledge; this added context identifies the great importance of the paper. The knowledge of one field is not treated as the hermetic creation of that field, liable only to internal consistency within that field. Rather, other disciplines are subject to the discoveries about nature. Yet the specific implications of the discovery need not be discussed, for once the novel features of the structure are made known and referred to the codified knowledge of biology, any competent biologist would see a wide range of implications. Later in the article the authors comment, "It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately suggests a copying mechanism for the genetic material." This brief comment invokes the knowledge of genetics and cellular mechanics and tells the biologist where to fit this struc-
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ture into the open claims of the field. The single added piece of information will allow biology to move forward in directions determined by its own logic. It would be presumptuous, tedious, and unnecessary for Watson and Crick to lecture on the subject.

It is worth noting that although the subject of the paper is structural, the consequences and import are functional. From the shape of things, one can better understand how things happen.

It is also worth noting that all the uses of the first person are to indicate intellectual activities: statement making (opening words of paragraphs 1 and 4), making assumptions (later in paragraph 4), criticizing statements (paragraph 2), and placing knowledge claims within other intellectual frameworks (paragraphs 11 and 12). None of the first-person uses imply inconstancy in the object studied, but only changes or development of the authors’ beliefs of what the appropriate claims about the object should be. The object is taken as given, independent of perception and knowing; all the human action is only in the process of coming to know the object—that is, in constructing, criticizing, and manipulating claims.

Once the claim about the object has been placed into its chemical slot, to define the inquiry, and its biological slot, to define the significant consequences, the competing claims that would fill the same slots must be eliminated. If the codified literatures of the relevant disciplines aim to represent the way nature is, a multiplicity of claims about the same phenomenon indicates an unresolved issue. Until a univocal formulation that describes the phenomenon in all its features is found, the phenomenon is not fully understood.

The grounds on which the two competing structures for DNA are rapidly dismissed in the second and third paragraphs reveal the central role of specific knowledge about the object of study. How any claim fits with what is or can be known about the object forms the chief constraint for originality, codification of the literature, and persuasion of the readers. The Pauling and Corey model, defined by a quick geometric description, is dismissed as impossible on two counts, both based on knowledge of features of such molecules well established in the literature: binding forces and van der Waals distances. Because Watson and Crick do not present their exact calculations, their criticisms must rely on the presumption that the features they invoke are commonly accepted and similarly understood well enough to allow reproducible calculations that will satisfy other researchers in the field. The codified knowledge about all aspects of the object presents clear constraints that must be met by any potential model. If a model does not match existing theory which is believed to accurately describe nature, then the model
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must be dismissed. If later the dismissed model is strongly supported by other evidence, the dismissing theory must be called into question.

The dismissal of the Fraser model on the grounds that it is “rather ill-defined” is even more interesting, for the ill-defined does not allow calculations of the kind invoked for the Pauling-Corey model. The Fraser model is not consequential enough. Since the model cannot then be discussed against the framework of codified knowledge or against measurable aspects of the object, there is no profit looking into it.

With the competition disposed of, Watson and Crick can proceed to the core of the paper, their suggested structure. The diagram to the left of the fourth paragraph gives the geometrical essence of the solution; the fourth through eighth paragraphs cast the geometry into words, add details, and clarify elements of the structure through reference to accepted causal statements, prior work, and other models. The five paragraphs are descriptive, recreating physical presence through the symbolic systems of words and numbers, but the symbols are more than approximate metaphors. The names point to discrete objects, and the geometry is of nature itself. Scientific language, as a symbolic system with a commitment to reform itself in accordance with replicable observation of nature, becomes more than an arbitrary symbolic system. 13

After this long description of the model, only brief mention is made in paragraphs 9 and 11 of the evidence in hand that confirms the model and the evidence still needed to provide a rigorous test. Acceptance of the model depends on the confirming evidence; therefore, the sketchiness of the discussion of evidence might seem surprising. But once the model is described, the existing evidence needs only be referred to because it is generally available and can be interpreted by any competent molecular biologist. Similarly, the construction of new tests is within current technology. The other researchers must satisfy themselves that the model fits past evidence and new tests. It is up to nature to persuade the readers, not the authors.

Just as the ninth and eleventh paragraphs present only limited per-

13. Harriet Zuckerman, “Cognitive and Social Processes in Scientific Discovery: Recombination in Bacteria as a Prototypical Case,” discusses the resistance to discovery created by misleading names and the processes by which definition is corrected through discovery. The inaccurate naming impedes, but does not prevent, discovery; ultimately, observation of the object leads to corrected knowledge. In the case Zuckerman studies, “bacteriologists believed that bacteria were asexual by definition” (emphasis hers) because bacteria were classified as schizomycetes, from the Greek meaning “fission fungi” (8). In 1946 Joshua Lederberg’s discovery of sexual recombination in the bacteria E. coli, however, led to a revised definition of the classification schizomycetes, despite the literal meaning of the etymology.
suasion, the tenth paragraph presents only limited guidance to the
readers about how the model might be applied. The comment that the
model is probably not applicable to RNA may be primarily to eliminate
RNA as a competitor for the biological slot of genetic carrier (as was then
thought more likely than DNA).

After mentioning the genetic implications of the structure, the paper
has finished its primary scientific business. The thirteenth paragraph
promises greater detail in later publication. Later publications primarily
were devoted to spelling out the genetic copying mechanisms (Watson
and Crick, “Genetical Implications” and “Structures”; Crick and Wat­
son, “Complementary Structure”). Nonetheless, it is this first short arti­
cle that counts as the primary statement of knowledge and is the one
usually cited.

The last paragraph pays its respects to some aspects of the social sys­

tem of science: prepublication criticism, access to unpublished evi­
dence and ideas, and funding. To those who know the history of this
discovery, these few thanks and the earlier criticisms of competitive
work recall a web of social intricacies and inchoate psychological reach­
ing toward discovery. These prepublication facts of life are recognized
by working scientists as necessary preconditions of publishable work; nonetheless, these preconditions of discovery do not enter the actual
argument of the publication. In the article, competition is dealt with
only in cognitive terms, discovery is presented as a fait accompli,
and the social system is appended only as a courtesy, a polite nod at the
end.

Dependence on the community of the discipline is even more funda­
mental in the language used, the prior knowledge, and the accepted
perception of the object of study, yet even this cognitive dependence on
the scientific community is not given explicit recognition. The article
cites only work immediately relevant to the assessment of claims made
in the article. The six footnotes document only articles presenting com­
peting claims that were criticized or offering supporting data.

In order to maximize the tightness of fit between nature and its sym­
bolic representation, all the relations between language and other con­
texts—the literature, the audience, and the authors—are both harnessed
to and driven by the relationship between language and nature. Society,
self, and received knowledge are present in the research report, but they

14. The complex sociological, psychological, and historical specifics of the process of
discovery in the case of DNA are extensively recounted in James Watson, The Double
Helix; Anne Sayre, Rosalind Franklin and DNA; and Horace Judson, The Eighth Day of
Creation.
are subordinated to the representation of nature. The criterion of correspondence between statement and object governs all of the contexts.

Establishing the Ground beneath a Phenomenon

Robert K. Merton’s essay in the sociology of science, “The Ambivalence of Scientists” (see pp. 51–53 for the beginning of this essay), presents a different kind of linguistic solution to a different kind of linguistic problem. In the DNA paper, except for the specific structure proposed, all aspects of the symbolic formulation are shared by author, audience, and literature. At the beginning of the ambivalence paper much less is shared; Merton must establish the ground on which his claim is to rest. The phenomenon which is the object of study is not universally recognized as a discrete phenomenon, and much of the language needed in the discussion does not have unmistakable ostensive reference. The literature of the field does not provide a generally recognized framework in which to place the current claim. The criteria the audience will apply are not clear-cut and universal, nor is it certain what intellectual framework they will bring to the reading. The author’s perspective is, then, in many respects individual; nonetheless, through the medium of the paper he hopes to establish his claims as shared knowledge.

The particular subject of the article—the ambivalence of scientists (including social scientists) in observing and reporting certain aspects of behavior—adds an additional level of problem to be solved in the paper. The subject concerns the process of statement making and applies in a self-exemplifying fashion to the author’s work in this essay, the statements in the literature, and the statements made by the readers. Thus, if the claims of the paper are correct, then the literature must be reinterpreted, the author must take into account his own ambivalence, and the readers must question their own statement making. Not only must Merton establish the grounds of the claim, he must carry the claim across shifting grounds.

In this article a wide range of linguistic choice is open to the author; little is predetermined by a knowledge of reality codified in language, literature, and criteria of judgment. Merton must develop at length original formulations to represent the phenomenon, to assemble and interpret the relevant literature, to establish his perspective, and to attend to the audience’s perception.

The first specific difficulty faced by the essay is the identification of the
topic and its placement in the discipline. Unlike the Watson-Crick topic, which is located at the intersection of two terms already within the lexicon of the discipline (i.e., “structure” and “DNA”), Merton’s topic is doubly alien to his discipline. First, the topic depends on the recognition of a prior topic—multiples and priorities—not previously in the discipline; then the topic inquires into why the prior topic has not obtained due recognition. Merton’s solution to the importation of a topic which he claims to be indigenous, necessary just to set the stage for the true topic of the paper, is to rely on his own prior work on multiples and priorities and then to suggest that enough evidence already existed within documents familiar to the field such that the topic should have been raised earlier, except for the impeding mechanism of ambivalence.

The fact that the prior topic of multiples and priorities has a clear and substantial place in the author’s own framework of knowledge, but does not yet have a fixed place in the codified literature of the discipline, leads to three consequences common in the social sciences. First, for clarification, readers are referred to the author’s own works rather than the shared knowledge of the discipline. Second, the readers must be persuaded not only of the specific claims of the essay, but of the author’s larger framework of thought in which the claims are placed. Finally, the author’s new construction of the knowledge of the field requires a reconsideration of the validity of wide parts of the literature and not just of the specifically competing claims. Without a fixed, codified literature to place and constrain topics and claims, authors are both free and encouraged to frame their contributions in broad revolutionary terms, reordering large segments of knowledge. Paradoxically, the great power and broad implications of Watson and Crick’s structure of DNA result from the claim’s tight constraint within a highly elaborated framework of thought; the narrow claim reverberates through the whole system. A broader claim in a less tightly strung system may have a more damped effect.

In order to establish the phenomenon to be discussed, the opening paragraph of the ambivalence paper asks the scholarly reader to recall a wide range of evidentiary documents: “the diaries and letters, the notebooks, the scientific papers, and biographies of scientists” as well as the scholarly discussion of these documents. The reader of the Watson-

15. Brannigan (47) cites several precursors and sources for Merton’s analysis of multiples, but these earlier discussions do not establish that multiples was a firmly entrenched topic in sociological discourse at the time of Merton’s writing. Our concern here is with the rhetorical situation as perceived by the author.
Crick article must only make a highly directed scan of codified knowledge to locate and accept the topic. Here, however, the reader must review the literature from a critical perspective incorporating a new topic of priorities before he can place and accept the topic of ambivalence as worthy of study. Indeed, the large quantity of examples of the phenomenon cited throughout the essay are, in part, necessary to confirm to the reader that this topic does exist.

Since the topic of ambivalence involves a critique of the field, the writer has a special problem with respect to the scholarly audience, all of whom presumably are subject to the cognitive lapse which is under discussion. Merton must challenge the readers while still maintaining their good will and attentiveness. To overcome audience resistance and ease the shock of self-recognition, Merton creates a strong presence of his own viewpoint and an atmosphere of camaraderie that assumes temporarily that the audience is already with him. He begins with statements of great certitude and only later fills in the background of concepts that make the opening statement possible. This technique bears similarity to the way Hemingway opens To Have and Have Not: “You know how it is there early in the morning in Havana with the bums still asleep against the walls of the buildings; before even the ice wagons come by with ice for the bars” (1). The reader is drafted into a club, and only gradually is the reader filled in on the experience that reader presumably shared from the beginning. The reader is companionably drawn into the world populated by sleeping bums and bars and early morning adventures in Havana. In Merton’s essay, the atmosphere of agreement takes the edge off the challenge and creates enough good will for the argument to unfold. Further, Merton withholds explicit discussion of sociologists’ group involvement in the problem until the entire mechanism has been laid out, the giants of science implicated, a few confessions cited, and dispassion praised. Moreover, eminent psychologists and sociologists are identified as having the courage of self-examination on this matter before the readers are asked to consider their own cases.

After introducing the problem, in the second paragraph Merton identifies the mechanism of the ambivalence, thereby localizing the phenomenon in a theory of the operations of science. The metaphor of conflict of forces is drawn from physics, and Merton is careful to label it as metaphor by the phrase “can be conceived of.” There is no claim here of measurable forces as there would be in physics. Metaphors are underconstrained in meaning; by their nature they are only suggestive and approximate. One resorts to metaphor only when the thing to be described is partially or imprecisely known, and one must look to correspondences with better known objects. Even in the best of meta-
phors the correspondence between the thing being described and the metaphorical representation is only partial. In any specific case, however, the metaphor may be the best available description and, when combined with other underconstrained terms and contextual clues, may create a web of approximate meanings surrounding the actual thing, such that a meaning develops adequate to the situation. The second sentence provides a second underconstrained meaning to support the metaphor of resistance: “Such resistance is a sign of malintegration of the social institution of science which incorporates potentially incompatible values. . . .” Of all the sentences in the article, this sounds the most typically sociological, precisely because it attaches the topic to familiar sociological concepts. The terms of this sentence, however, are abstract, some of variable or disputed meaning, some metaphorical, and all in a complex syntactical relationship that makes the imprecision additive, if not geometrical. Further, resistance is only “a sign,” not a particular sign or the only sign. Here the indefinite article is a true indefinite, unlike Watson and Crick’s “a structure,” where near at hand observations of nature can fix the structure as unique.

Such underdetermination of language provides further reason for requiring the good will of the audience. A sympathetic audience is more likely to expend the effort to reconstruct from partial indicators the meaning most congruent to the argument—a process that may be called reading in the intended spirit. The unsympathetic reader, however, can find in underconstrained meanings enough inconsistency, contradiction, and unacceptable thought to mount a serious attack. Even such ordinary appearing terms as “scientific accomplishment” or turns of phrases as “as happy as a scientist can be” rely on many loosely defined conceptual assumptions; they can easily disintegrate under a hostile reading.

In the third paragraph the author turns from an invisible social structure which is claimed to generate the ambivalence to the more visible “overt behavior that can be interpreted as expressions of such resistance.” Even these overt manifestations of trivialization and distortion, nonetheless, are not directly measurable and discrete. Distortion, for example, is a conceptual term, requiring comparative judgments against a normative model, application of judgment criteria, imputation of thought, and similar interpretive procedures. The interpretation of the concrete evidence of contradictory statements by or about scientists on the matter of priorities requires the kind of analysis employed by psychologists and literary critics. Simple claims become indications of internal processes within the makers of the claims. Even the simple claims, that Halsted was overmodest about his work or Freud found
questions of priority boring, are based on human judgment and the
imputation of attitude.

The only direct evidentiary statements of the primary phenomenon of
ambivalence are the confessions of the professionals of introspection,
Freud and Moreno. On the less deeply embarrassing emotional con­
licts discussed in the later part of the paper—fear of the joy of discovery
being dashed and fear of unconscious plagiary—Merton is able to cite
direct confessions of ambivalence by less trained observers of them­
selves. But even the evidence of introspection involves judgment, con­ceptual categories, and the naming of transitory and evanescent phe­
nomena by the introspector. Claims of reproducibility of phenomena
within the self require a kind of phenomenological sense memory, and
claims of similarity between observers raises even greater difficulties of
matching affect to language. On many levels we have only the intro­spectors' words to go by.

As the essay reaches its midpoint, the samp le s of irrational statement­making (analyzed as evidence of ambivalence) start coming from socio­logical sources: the literature of the discipline has become the evidenti­ary document. The practice of imputing psychological phenomena into
the very record of the discipline is justifiable on the basis of social sci­ence's own discoveries, but it makes for great difficulties in establishing
a codified body of knowledge from the literature. To draw the paradox
more strongly, the desire to establish a professional literature that rises
above the cognitive and perceptual limitations of individuals leads to
self-examination, but that reflexivity only reveals the difficulty of cod­ifying statements made by humans about human behavior.

Once Merton has indicated a similarity of structure in many examples
and has moved the examples to the readers' discipline, he is ready to call
on the readers for further analysis of this issue. Before the final perora­tion on the therapeutic value of the study of multiples, he has already
steeled the courage and minds of those he wants to carry forth the inves­tigation. He has also suggested the method: dispassionate observation
of the self and others, aided upon occasion by collaboration. The final
charge to the audience is quite directive: have courage to overcome your
own ambivalence to begin a systematic study of priorities, for not only
will this study add to knowledge, it will be therapeutic for all of science,
including sociology. This kind of “follow my lead” is very different than
the implicit charge to the reader offered by Watson and Crick: gather
more evidence to see if we are right, then use the knowledge to advance
science according to its own dictates.

The strength of Merton's directiveness at the end is typical of the
entire essay, for he must establish a perception of reality and terms of
discourse not universally shared in the discipline. He must persuade the readers not just of a specific claim, but an entire framework of knowledge. Language, rather than being highly determined by the discipline’s shared perception of reality as it is in the Watson-Crick article, must be carefully shaped by the author to turn his own vision into the shared one of the discipline. Because of the originality of formulations, the author’s presence is inevitably strong. If this were typical of the social sciences, one might see the consequences in authors being noted for a point of view or method of perception rather than a specific claim and in a greater tendency for schools to be formed around the most original authors. The differences in formulations among original authors may make reconciliation of viewpoints difficult, and many researchers may find the clearest direction by following in the footsteps of only a limited number of originators. There are, of course, many other economic, social, and cognitive reasons for the formation of schools in all disciplines.

**Reading a Poem**

Unlike the previous two articles, Geoffrey Hartman’s “Blessing the Torrent: On Wordsworth’s Later Style” (see pp. 54-55 for the beginning of the essay) unfixes our knowledge of its subject (a poem), to suggest an experience that goes beyond any claim we can make. Rather than taming its subject by creating a representation that will count as knowledge, the essay seeks to reinvigorate the poem by aiding the reader to experience the imaginative life embodied in it. Insofar as the poem can be reduced to easily understood, verifiable claims—“normalized,” in Hartman’s term—the poem is of little interest.

This concern with the aesthetic moment of the poem requires that an existential bond be created among poet, critic, and reader. In the process of conveying the poetic moment, the critic’s sensibility plays the central role. The poem, the literature, and the audience’s perception are all mediated through the critic’s vision. The critic perceives new dimensions of the poem, uses the literature to allude to his own aesthetic experience, and asks the audience to accept a new way of reading the poem. The poetic text and its context, the accumulated experience of literary criticism and literary texts, and the audience’s critical judgment and expectation of poetry do constrain what the critic can persuasively state, yet the critic has considerable power to transform all of them.

In one sense the object of investigation, a sonnet entitled “To the Torrent at the Devil’s Bridge, North Wales, 1824,” is a known and discrete
phenomenon. It is printed in the collected works of William Wordsworth; apparently no scholar has questioned the attribution to Wordsworth, the dating, or the purity of the text. The poem is easily reproduced, as is done at the beginning of the essay. Moreover, some elementary literary techniques and a few well-known biographical facts seem to explain the apparent features of the poem, as Hartman demonstrates in the third through the sixth paragraphs. The topic of the essay, consequently, appears to be fixed in a framework even more complete than that which surrounds DNA, to the point where the topic appears trivial. Here, though, the essay sets the framework aside as not revealing the important knowledge of the poem.

That important knowledge is a complex state of mind beyond naming. Hartman can only try to reëvoke it through description, contrast, analogy, and reconstruction of context. As Hartman states at the end of the second paragraph in what is the closest approximation of a thesis in the essay, "Uncertainty of reference gives way to a well-defined personal situation, that is easily described, though less easily understood." The outside of the situation, captured in the description, is distinguished from the inside of the moment, which counts as understanding. The poem, as verbal artifice, conveys something beyond the words.

The title of the essay indicates the true subject: "Blessing the Torrent" is an act accomplished through the poem. Six of the essay's seven sections are devoted to recreating the existential moment of blessing. The subtitle, "On Wordsworth's Later Style," indicates that the act of this poem is similar to the acts of others of Wordsworth's later poems, but this similarity is only discussed in the last section of the paper, and no other poem is examined in sufficient detail to establish that it is the vessel of a similar moment. This reading of one sonnet can only provide an analogy for the reading of others, making the other poems more accessible; any more specific claim of equivalence among poems would suggest a reductive normalization. Each poetic moment is itself and no other.

The essay is structured to make the poet's state of mind accessible in all its fullness to the reader, to widen gradually the reader's consciousness of the central issue of the poem. The essay opens with a consideration of the literal meaning of the opening question of the poem: "How art thou named?" Each of the following sections grows out of an issue raised in the previous one in order to open up the central, opening question. In a sense, each section progressively uncontains the flood.

The epigraphs of Hölderlin, Stevens, and Joyce prepare a first reading of the poem by setting the river in motion as one of a poetic family of floods, puzzling and uncontainable. The first section by raising issues
of form—the untitled, unplaceable fragment versus the named, closed sonnet—localizes this particular flood, but raises the problem of understanding the localization. The second section takes up the theme of localization to examine biographical information that raises problems about what the poet could be meaning. At this point the critic brings in other samples of Wordsworth's writing to show the poet's way of thinking about these issues. The writings of other poets are examined to show what Wordsworth did not mean. By the end of the second section the formal solution to naming collapses as the critic points to the inadequacy of the poet's diction to fulfill the domesticating function of the sonnet.

The third section examines this dilemma through the text of the first half of the poem, where the poet explains the problem and proposes a first, inadequate solution. The fourth section discusses the acceptance of the inability of language to localize, as developed in the second half of the poem. Against this reading of the whole poem, Hartman reexamines a few phrases that appear to be clichés, but which now are seen to have unexpected depth, particularly in the context of Wordsworth's other writing. These phrases lead to a return to the problem of naming in the sixth section. Only after the full dynamics of the poem are revealed is the poem seen to represent a key part of Wordsworth's consciousness in his later career, deriving from the realizations of The Prelude.

The structure of Hartman's essay differs substantially from the structures of the two essays discussed earlier. In both of the earlier cases the arguments are built on claims to be placed, established, and applied—thereby achieving closure within a framework of knowledge. The two earlier essays differ primarily in the amount and directiveness of text required to define the framework and phenomenon, to establish the claim, and to indicate the applications of the claim. Hartman's essay, however, denies the reader the closure of a specific claim fixed within a coherent framework of knowledge. The essay only prepares the reader's sensibility to relive imaginatively the Wordsworthian sensibility. The essay ends with a method of reading and a promise of pleasure: “The later poems often require from us something close to a suppression of the image of creativity as 'burning bright' or full of glitter and communicated strife. Wordsworth's lucy-feric style, in its discretion and reserve, appears to be the opposite of luciferic. Can we say there is blessing in its gently breeze?”

The essay also denies closure in another way. The final test of Hartman's argument is whether it illuminates the poems. No hard evidence will determine whether he is right or wrong. Certain kinds of evidence
are available to convince the reader of the plausibility of the argument, which evidence the critic violates only at his own risk. Hartman must show his reading is consistent with the wording and structure of the poems and harmonious with what we know of the poet and his period. Further, each interpretation has an implicit psychology and aesthetic which cannot, without extension rationale, violate readers' ideas of how people read and write poems; in his extensive writings on Wordsworth, Hartman has presented an intriguing and plausible phenomenological aesthetic, based on the Wordsworthian endeavor to feel a connectedness with nature through the poetic imagination (for example, Wordsworth's Poetry, 1787–1814). But all the argument is based on plausibility with no hard, provable answers. And even notions of plausibility can be changed if the essay succeeds in expanding the reader's poetic imagination.

As the object of investigation, the poem only gains importance in its subjective experience, so also with the literature, of which there are four relevant types. First is the critical literature, toward which Hartman's essay contributes. Yet the critical literature is used neither as a groundwork out of which the ideas of the essay grow nor as an orderly body of information into which the essay fits. The accumulated knowledge of the critical literature is implicitly dismissed in several ways, and the whole of Wordsworth criticism is treated as so inconsequential as not to require explicit discussion. In finding this one poem (and most of the other later poems as well) worth serious study, Hartman challenges the conventional wisdom which sees a collapse in Wordsworth's poetic powers after The Prelude. In addition, Hartman criticizes a normalized reading—i.e., conventional criticism—as inadequate to the poem. Finally, by locating the genesis of the later style in the perceptions of the Prelude, Hartman reverses the common view that the epic was the culmination of the early period and that Wordsworth almost immediately turned away from the great poem's realizations. In the text of the essay no explicit mention of Wordsworth criticism is made, and in the notes the only reference to any critics are to Longinus and Kenneth Burke, both of whom discussed concepts analogous to Hartman's. The references are brief, and serve only to illuminate Hartman's ideas. D. V. Erdman is also thanked for calling Hartman's "attention to a topographical tract published in London, 1796."

The second type of literature, used more extensively, provides contextual information, such as Wordsworth's activities at the time of the poem's composition and the typography of the poem's setting. These documents date primarily from Wordsworth's time. The argument does
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rely on this historical, nonliterary information, but only in service of Hartman's literary perception.

Third is the corpus of world poetry, quoted substantially throughout. The works of other poets are used to illuminate Wordsworth's work by analogy and contrast. Wordsworth's poetic moment is identified by setting it against other poetic moments. Even though a Hölderlin poem may shed light on a Wordsworth poem, however, they remain separate, with separate lives to be evoked and with no fixed relationship to each other. Hartman does not even attend to the historical task of tracing influence and literary tradition, which would establish at least some formal connections between poems.

The last type of literature is the testimony of Wordsworth and his intimates concerning his state of mind and poetic intentions. This category includes letters, journals, and Wordsworth's other poems when they are used in an evidentiary way. As with the previous types of literature, these documents are used only to illuminate Hartman's perception of the dynamics of the poem under study, and they are interpreted through that perception. Thus Hartman uses a letter in which Wordsworth copied the poem not as an honest reflection of the poet's state of mind, but to recall another time when Wordsworth criticized just such attitudes as expressed in the letter. This juxtaposition, not at all evident in Wordsworth's letter by itself, prepares Hartman's criticism of the absurdity of the conventional reading and introduces the existential paradox which becomes Hartman's theme. Thus all the references, from the most scholarly historical geography to the most poetic evocations, serve only to recreate the consciousness Hartman perceives embodied in the poem.

The critical and poetic literatures have an additional important, but implicit, role: the language of the essay invokes and evokes concepts and aesthetic experiences from the entire history of poetry and poetic criticism. The literary vocabulary on one level appears to be purely technical, not unlike the technical vocabularies of molecular biology or sociology. Terms such as *topos, apostrophe, sonnet, turn, enjambment,* and *sublime* are the critic's basic conceptual equipment, learned as part of professional training. On another level, however, the literary terms are more than technical, for each reverberates with former uses and examples. One can know and understand *deoxyribose* on the basis of modern chemistry alone, but to understand the *sublime* one must not only have read Longinus and be familiar with the ensuing critical debate to modern times, one must have experienced a wide range of poems that embody the development and variation of that concept. Even terms that do
not refer directly to experience—sonnet, for example—rely on wide literary experience. That a poem has fourteen lines, particular rhymes and meters, and a turn is of some outward interest, but of greater importance is that the poem stands in a tradition that began as a representation of love, became increasingly introspective and confessional, then took on religious and philosophic concerns, fell into disuse as uncongenial to the concerns of the eighteenth century, and was finally revived by the romantics. To understand the term sonnet is to be sensitive to the wide range of consciousness and experience it has served to realize. Moreover, to understand the term’s use in a phrase such as “Though the sonnet as a form is a domesticating device . . .” one must remember the courtly lover torn by love yet graceful in his meters, Donne in religious turmoil tearing at the form, Herbert turning the sonnet in on itself, and Milton in grief, blindness, and civil war finding repose for the space of fourteen lines. In comparison, the sociological and psychological terms used by Merton—e.g., ambivalence, denial, and integration—do have histories in the literature, and familiarity with the original texts helps reveal how the terms are used, yet the history of the field and the experience of reading the entire corpus is not evoked in the use of the terms.

Because the experience embodied in the poetic literature and interpreted through the critical literature is implicit in the literary vocabulary, the terms take on an added subjective element. Not only does Hartman use the critical vocabulary to elucidate the subjective experience of the poem as he perceives it, his use embodies his own entire experience of literature—his experience of Longinus, Milton, and even Joyce. Moreover, in trying to communicate his perceptions he is relying on the subjective experiences each of his readers have of literature. Each reader has intimate familiarity with a different range of literature, and each reader gives each text a different reading. One’s personal anthology personally interpreted comprises the individual’s share of the corporate knowledge and is the basis of that individual’s sensibility.

In the chain of consciousness from poet to critic to reader, the enterprise rests on the quality of the mediating critic’s sensibility. Of course one can read a poem without benefit of a mediating critic, and some schools of thought suggest the best reading is the least tutored. If one turns to a critic, however, the reader must believe that the critic perceives things that would not be apparent to the reader. A critic’s persuasiveness, therefore, depends in part on establishing a persona of perceptivity, if not brilliance. Reputation, which is prior to any given article, no doubt plays a significant role in fostering the persona. The content of the essay itself also provides a substantive basis for judging insight. But a persona of sensitivity and brilliance can also be fostered by stylistic hab-
its. Hartman uses several techniques to increase the appearance of density of thought. First, like many critics, he prefers the elliptical argument to the fully delineated. Consider, for example, this sentence: “The word ‘Viamala’ has punctuated a pathfinding movement of thought and suggests a final station or resting point as it turns the sonnet toward the description of a single scene—though a scene that turns out to be a prospect rather than a terminus, with features that reach beyond time.” The single sentence moves through many concepts cast in metaphorical terms, modifying and by the end even reversing the original imagery. A number of the key phrases, such as pathfinding movement and features that reach beyond time, are neither prepared for earlier in the paper nor spelled out later. No specifics are attached to any of the generalizations of the sentence; the reader is left to figure out how the complex point of the sentence applies to both the rest of the article and to the poem. The interpretation required of the reader is increased because the metaphor of the critical sentence turns the imagery of the poem around, suggesting that the poet, and not the river, is on a pathfinding journey. The sentence can suggest many thoughts to the reader, not all of which may be intended or supported by the argument. In contrast, although the Watson and Crick article does employ ellipsis, the items not spelled out, such as van der Waals distances, do have specific, univocal meanings with clear-cut application to the argument of the paper. The ellipsis runs through a single meaning rapidly rather than reverberating with many possible suggested meanings.

In the literary essay reverberative density is also achieved through allusive language, invoking concepts and experiences of other poets and implying connections between words. The capable negativity Hartman mentions at the beginning of section III is a Spoonerism for Keats’s term “negative capability.” The verbal play suggests a deep transformation of Keats’s poetics, but the phrase seems actually to have only the simple meaning in the essay that the poem recognizes the impossibility of its task. The last sentence of the essay—“Can we say there is a blessing in its gentle breeze?”—refers to the opening line of The Prelude and the title of the essay as well as a contrast to the torrent. Puns run throughout the essay from the first epigraph (where the double meaning of the German entsprungen ties the river to a puzzle), through “the chasm that is like a chiasmus” in the fourth section, to the contrast of luciferic and lucyferic (referring to Wordsworth’s Lucy poems) in the next to the last sentence of the essay. A plethora of connections attests to the fertile sensibility of the critic, and sensibility is essentially what the critic has to offer in the essay.
Final Comparisons

To recapitulate the major points of comparison among the three texts analyzed is to notice that the three statements of knowledge are three different things. In mediating reality, literature, audience, and self, each text seems to be making a different kind of move in a different kind of game. All three texts appear to show interest in phenomena which form the topics for the essays (as well as provide the titles). But the phenomena are not equally fixed prior to the essays. The substance DNA and the concept genetic carrier were well known (although not agreed to be synonymous) prior to Watson and Crick's essay. The Wordsworth poem was also well known, but Hartman claims what was known should not count as true knowledge, which can only come in the subjective recreation of the poetic moment. In the ambivalence essay Merton must first establish that the phenomenon exists and is consequential.

The chemical and biological literatures are codified and embedded in the language, problematics, and accepted modes of argumentation; consequently, the DNA essay does not need to discuss explicitly most of the relevant literature except for claims and evidence immediately bearing on the essay's claim. The sociological literature on scientific behavior is more diverse, unsettled, and open to interpretation; therefore, the essay must reconstruct the literature to establish a framework for discussion. The author attempts codification because codification is not a fact going into the essay. The literatures of poetry and its criticism tend to be particularistic and used in particularistic ways; the Wordsworth essay invokes both literatures idiosyncratically and only in support of the critic's vision of the particular poetic moment of consciousness being investigated. Codification, if it can be called that, is entirely personal.

The biological and biochemical audiences share an acceptance of much knowledge, evidence gathering techniques, and criteria of judgment against which to measure Watson and Crick's claims and to suggest how the claims might be applied; therefore, the authors do not urge, but rather leave the audience to judge and act according to the dictates of science. The sociological audience, sharing no uniform framework of thought or criteria of proof, must be urged, persuaded, and directed along the lines of the author's thoughts. The literary audience, concerned with private aesthetic experience, must find the critic's comments plausible, but more important must find the comments enriching the experience of reading; evocation of the richest experience is persuasion.

In their essay Watson and Crick take on a humble yet proud authorial
presence: the humble servants of nature and their discipline, filling in only a small piece of a vast puzzle and subject to the hard evidence of nature and the cold judgment of their peers—yet the proud originators of claims that have the potential ring of natural truth and nearly universal professional acceptance. Merton stands more uncertainly before his discipline and nature, neither of which holds the promise of clear-cut judgment and unequivocal support, yet through the force of argument he hopes to establish some certainty. Curiously, the literary critic Hartman, who has the least responsibility to establish certainty, must take on the most demanding role: appearing to have insight greater than that of his readers. Since his contribution cannot be measured in terms of a claim to be judged right or wrong, the quality of his whole sensibility is up for judgment.

The diversity of the knowledge-producing activity embodied in these three texts suggests how important the form of knowledge is. Getting the words right is more than a fine tuning of grace and clarity; it is defining the entire enterprise. And getting the words right depends not just on an individual’s choice. The words are shaped by the discipline—in its communally developed linguistic resources and expectations; in its stylized identification and structuring of realities to be discussed; in its literature; in its active procedures of reading, evaluating, and using texts; in its structured interactions between writer and reader. The words arise out of the activity, procedures, and relationships within the community.¹⁶

The solutions to the problem of how to write embodied in these articles are unique, even within their respective disciplines. Each article speaks to its own moment and own intellectual space; each actively realizes its own goals in that moment and space. Judgments about typicality and typologies of textual forms in different disciplines must be made cautiously, if at all. Certainly to declare any features of these three isolated articles as typical of their disciplines would be folly. Yet each does reveal something about its discipline, not so much in the specific writing choices as in the context in which each of those moves make sense; not in the moves, but in the hints about the gameboard revealed by the moves.

The gameboard of biochemistry as revealed by Watson and Crick’s moves is far more defined and stable than the sociological gameboard Merton works on. Watson and Crick can count on many more regularities of the game than Merton can. And the most fundamental of those regularities have to do with the empirical basis of the game. Wat-

¹⁶. Other insights into disciplinary differences may be found in Becher.
son and Crick can rely on great agreement as to what empirical evidence is relevant to the claim and how that evidence is to be produced, represented, and applied in this situation. All the dimensions of Merton's game, however, are more fluid because of the lack of agreement over the relevant empirical experience, its production, its application, and its representation. And Hartman's game is open to even more idiosyncratic moves because the grounding evidence is displaced from the gameboard into the player; the fundamental reality to be experienced resides within the critic.

The contrasts among these three articles bring sharply into relief the accomplishment of the stable (though not static) rhetorical universe which makes possible Watson and Crick's precise, powerful, and highly successful formulation. The emergence of this rhetorical universe, its implications, and its variations will be the subject of the ensuing chapters. We will see the central role of text and genre not just in responding to the emerging regularities of rhetorical universe, but in helping indeed to create that rhetorical universe.
Appendix

A Structure for Deoxyribonucleic Acid

We wish to suggest a structure for the salt of deoxyribonucleic acid (D.N.A.). This structure has novel features which are of considerable biological interest.

A structure for nucleic acid has already been proposed by Pauling and Corey. They kindly made their manuscript available to us in advance of publication. Their model consists of three intertwined chains, with the phosphates near the fibre axis, and the bases on the outside. In our opinion, this structure is unsatisfactory for two reasons:

1. We believe that the material which gives the X-ray diagrams is the salt, not the free acid. Without the acidic hydrogen atoms it is not clear what forces would hold the structure together, especially as the negatively charged phosphates near the axis will repel each other.

2. Some of the sugar and phosphate linkages are not made to occur. The structure is not compatible with the experimental data, but it must be regarded as improved until it has been checked against more exact results. Some of these results are given in the following communications. We were not aware of them until the results presented there when we devised our structure, which rests mainly though not entirely on published experimental data and stereochemical arguments.

It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material. Full details of the structure, including the conditions assumed in building it, together with a set of co-ordinates for the atoms, will be published elsewhere.

We are much indebted to Dr. Jerry Donohue for constant advice and criticism, especially on stereochemical arguments.

What Written Knowledge Does
Molecular Structure of Deoxyribose Nucleic Acids

While the biological properties of deoxyribose nucleic acid suggest a molecular structure containing great complexity, X-ray diffraction studies described here (cf. Astbury*) show the basic molecular configuration has great simplicity. The purpose of this communication is to describe, in a preliminary way, some of the experimental evidence for the poly-nucleotide chain configuration being helical, and existing in this form when in the natural state. A fuller account of the work will be published shortly.

The structure of deoxyribose nucleic acid is the same in all species (although the nitrogen base ratios alter considerably) in nucleoprotein, extracted or in cells, and in purified nucleate. The same linear group of poly-nucleotide chains may pack together parallel in different ways to give crystalline, semi-crystalline or paracrystalline material. In all cases the X-ray diffraction photograph consists of two regions, one determined largely by the regular spacing of nucleotides along the chain, and the other by the longer spacings of the chain configuration. The sequence of different nitrogen bases along the chain is not made visible.

Oriented paracrystalline deoxyribose-nucleic acid and structure B in the following communication by Franklin and Gosling gives a fiber diagram as shown in Fig. 1 (ref. ref. 4). Astbury suggested that the strong 3 A reflexions corresponded to the inter-nucleotide repeat along the fiber axis. The 5 A layer lines, however, are not due to a repeat of a poly-nucleotide composition, but to the chain configuration repeat, which causes strong diffraction at the nucleotide chains into higher density than the interstitial water. The absence of reflexions on or near the monoid immediately suggests a helical structure with axes parallel to fiber length.

Diffraction by Helices

It may be shown (also Stokes, unpublished) that the intensity distribution in the diffraction pattern of a series of points equally spaced along a helix is given by the squares of Bessel functions. A uniform common helix gives a series of layer lines of spacing corresponding to the helix pitch, the intensity distribution along the n-th layer line being proportional to the squares of Jₙ, the n-th order Bessel function. A straight line may be drawn approximately through the innermost maxima of each Bessel function and to the origin. The angle this line makes with the axis is roughly equal to the angle between an element of the helix and the helix axis. If a unit repeat n times along the helix there will be a meridional reflexion Jₙ on the n-th layer line. The helical configuration produces side-bands on this fundamental frequency, the effect being to reproduce the intensity distribution about the origin around the new origin, on the n-th layer line, corresponding to C in Fig. 2.

We will now briefly analyse in physical terms some of the effects of the shape and size of the repeat unit or nucleotide on the diffraction pattern. First, if the nucleotide consists of a unit having circular symmetry about an axis parallel to the helix axis, the whole diffraction pattern is modified by the form factor of the nucleotide. Second, if the nucleotide consists of a series of points on a radius at right-angles to the helix axis, the phase of radiation scattered by the helices of different diameter passing through each point are the same. Summation of the corresponding Bessel functions gives reinforcement for the inter-
Many of the endlessly recurrent facts about multiples and priorities are readily accessible—in the diaries and letters, the note-books, scientific papers, and biographies of scientists. This only compounds the mystery of why so little systematic attention has been accorded the subject. The facts have been noted, for they are too conspicuous to remain unobserved, but then they have been quickly put aside, swept under the rug, and forgotten. We seem to have here something like motivated neglect of this aspect of the behavior of scientists and that is precisely the hypothesis I want to examine now.

This resistance to the study of multiples and priorities can be conceived as a resultant of intense forces pressing for public recognition of scientific accomplishments that are held in check by countervailing forces, inherent in the social role of scientists, which press for the modest acknowledgment of limitations, if not for downright humility. Such resistance is a sign of malintegration of the social institution of science which incorporates potentially incompatible values: among them, the value set upon originality, which leads scientists to want their priority to be recognized, and the value set upon due humility, which leads them to insist on how little they have in fact been able to accomplish. To blend these potential incompatibles into a single orientation and to reconcile them in practice is no easy matter. Rather, as we shall now see, the tension between these kindred values creates an inner conflict among men of science who have internalized both of them. Among other things, the tension generates a
distinct resistance to the systematic study of multiples and often associated conflicts over priority.\(^1\)

Various kinds of overt behavior can be interpreted as expressions of such resistance. For one thing, it is expressed in the recurrent pattern of trying to trivialize or to incidentalize the facts of multiples and priority in science. When these matters are discussed in print, they are typically treated as though they were either rare and aberrant (although they are extraordinarily frequent and typical) or as though they were inconsequential both for the lives of scientists and for the advancement of science (although they are demonstrably significant for both).

Understandably enough, many scientists themselves regard these matters as unfortunate interruptions to their getting on with the main job. Kelvin, for example, remarks that “questions of priority, however interesting they may be to the persons concerned, sink into insignificance” as one turns to the proper concern of advancing knowledge.\(^2\) As indeed they do: but sentiments such as these also pervade the historical and sociological study of the behavior of scientists so that systematic inquiry into these matters also goes by default. Or again, it is felt that “the question of priority plays only an insignificant role in the scientific literature of our time”\(^3\) so that, once again, this becomes regarded as a subject which can no longer provide a basis for clarifying the complex motivations and behavior of scientists (if indeed it ever was so regarded).

Now the practice of seeking to trivialize what can be shown to be significant is a well-known manifestation of resistance. Statements of this sort read almost as though they were a paraphrase of the old maxim that the law does not concern itself with exceedingly small matters; de minimis non curat scientia [lex]. Not that there has been a conspiracy of silence about these intensely human conflicts in the world of the intellect and especially in science. These have been far too conspicuous to be denied altogether. Rather, the repeated conflict behavior of great and small men of science has been incidentalized as not reflecting any conceivably significant aspects of their role as scientists.

Resistance is expressed also in various kinds of distortions: in motivated misperceptions or in an hiatus in recall and reporting. It often leads to those wish-fulfilling beliefs and false memories that we describe as illusions. And of such behavior the annals that treat of multiples and priorities are uncommonly full. So much so that I have arrived at a rule of thumb that

1. This paragraph draws upon a fuller account of the workings of these values in the social institution of science in “Priorities in Scientific Discovery,” chapter 14 of this volume.
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seems to work out fairly well. The rule is this: whenever the biography or autobiography of a scientist announces that he had little or no concern with priority of discovery, there is a reasonably good chance that, not many pages later in the book, we shall find him deeply embroiled in one or another battle over priority. A few cases must stand here for many:

Of the great surgeon, W. S. Halsted (who together with Osler, Kelly, and Welch founded the Johns Hopkins Medical School), Harvey Cushing writes: he was "overmodest about his work, indifferent to matters of priority." Our rule of thumb leads us to expect what we find: some twenty pages later in the book in which this is cited, we find a letter by Halsted about his work on cocaine as an anesthesia: "I anticipated all of Schleich's work by about six years (or five). . . . [In Vienna,] I showed Wölffer how to use cocaine. He had declared that it was useless in surgery. But before I left Vienna he published an enthusiastic article in one of the daily papers on the subject. It did not, however, occur to him to mention my name."5

Or again, the authoritative biography of that great psychiatrist of the Salpêtrière, Charcot, approvingly quotes the eulogy which says, among other things, that despite his many discoveries, Charcot "never thought for a moment to claim priority or reward." Alerted by our rule of thumb, we find some thirty pages later an account of Charcot insisting on his having been the first to recognize exophthalmic goiter and, a little later, emphatically affirming that he "would like to claim priority" for the idea of isolating patients who are suffering from hysteria.6

But perhaps the most apt case of such denial of an accessible reality is that of Ernest Jones, writing in his comprehensive biography that "although Freud was never interested in questions of priority, which he found merely boring"—surely this is a classic case of trivialization at work—"he was fond of exploring the source of what appeared to be original ideas, particularly his own."7 This is an extraordinarily illuminating statement. For, of course, no one could have "known" better than Jones—"known" in the narrowly cognitive sense—how very often Freud turned to matters of priority: in his own work, in the work of his colleagues (both friends and enemies), and in the history of psychology altogether.

4. In his magisterial biography, Harvey Cushing (Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, 1946), pp. 119–20. John F. Fulton describes Cushing's biographical sketch of Halsted, from which this excerpt is quoted, as "an excellent description."
5. Ibid., p. 142.
Blessing the Torrent: On Wordsworth’s Later Style

Ein Reinsprungenes

The river is fateful,
Like the last one. But there is no ferryman.
He could not bend against its propelling force.

Wallace Stevens

riverrun, past Eve and Adam’s

I

How art thou named? In search of what strange land,
From what huge height, descending? Can such force
Of waters issue from a British source.
Or hath not Pindus fed thee, where the band
Of Patriots scoop their freedom out, with band
Despair, as thine? Or come the incessant shocks
From that young Stream, that smites the throbbing rocks.
Of Viamala? There I seem to stand,
As in life’s morn, permitted to behold,
From the dread chasm, woods climbing above woods,
In pomp that fades not; everlasting snows;
And skies that ne’er relinquish their repose.
Such power possess the family of floods
Over the minds of Poets, young or old!

If the two opening lines of this sonnet had been an untitled fragment, their referent would be uncertain. Whom is the poet talking to, what “thou” is addressed? Is the force natural or divine? And why should the act of naming be important?

But the lines are part of a sonnet titled specifically “To the Torrent at the Devil’s Bridge, North Wales, 1824.” Moreover, as line 2 runs into line 3, the “force” is identified as a “force of waters,” that is, a river or, more precisely, a waterfall. (“Force” was dialect in the North of England for “waterfall.”) Describing the impact of a different sight, though it also involves naming or labeling, Wordsworth writes: “My mind turned round / As with the might of waters.”

In the present poem the verse line itself turns round and naturalizes the poet’s wonderment. Uncertainty of reference gives way to a well-defined personal situation that is easily described, though less easily understood.

II

In September 1824 Wordsworth traveled through North Wales on one of the many sentimental journeys he was fond of taking. They were sentimental in the sense of covering old ground in order to reflect on the changes time had wrought in him or the scene; and “Tintern Abbey” was the earliest and most remarkable issue of such memorial visits. On this particular trip Wordsworth saw a friend of his youth, Robert Jones, who had shared with him two determining moments in his life: the ascent of Snowdon in 1791 and the tour of 1790 through revolutionary France and the Alps, with its complex seeding in his mind of experiences in the Simplon Viamala region. Both journeys were now over thirty years old, and had already been described: the Snowdon climb in Book XIII of the unpublished Prelude, and the Continental tour in Book vii, as well as in Descriptive Sketches (1793). In 1820, moreover, Wordsworth retraced his journey through the Alps with his sister, Dorothy, and his wife, Mary, both of whom kept journals of the visit.

On a portion of this new trip to Wales the poet was accompanied by Robert Jones; and it was with him (as well as with Mary and Dora Wordsworth) that he viewed the waterfall described in the sonnet. No wonder, then, that as he stands at the torrent’s edge, he feels he is back “in life’s morn,” and what he sees with the eyes of an aging man (he is fifty-four years old) is not a local river but “the young stream that smites the throbbing rocks. / Of Viamala,”
which had giddied him when his own mind was young and in turmoil.

We can normalize this sonnet then; and the fact that it is a sonnet, one of so many written during the poet's later career, tempts us to give it a nod of esteem and pass on. There is little on first reading to hold the attention. Formal features of a conventional sort abound: opening and closing apostrophes; a first half comprising a cascade of questions that receive their resolution or condensate; a second half which is introduced by an efficient turn in the eighth line, enchantments that reflect the passion or perplexity of the utterance; and the abbreviated effect of sublimity created by a broken series of descriptive phrases characterizing his memory of the Viamala region (II. 10-12).

In line with this we can also normalize the initial "What art thou named?" as a rhetorical or animating movement that is a residue of sublime style and so risks bathos. The poet must have known the name; he is obstructing the question to express a momentary ecstasy or disorientation. Still, this trace of sublime diction makes us uneasy; and the discomfort spreads if we read the letter Wordsworth wrote to his noble painter friend, Sir George Beaumont. We learn that "It rained heavily in the night, and we saw the waterfalls in perfection. While Dora was attempting to make a sketch from the chasm in the rain, I composed her side the following address to the torrent." There is a calming of distance effect in the phrase "waterfalls in perfection" that reminds us of Wordsworth's own earlier critique of the picturesque artist's superficial mastery of landscape; there is also the subdued paradox of making "a sketch from the chasm" and "composing" an "address to the torrent."

Even if "compose" is used here without the overtone of "repose," two further sonnets written during the visit to Wales stress that "expression of repose" with which nature or time endows wild places. And there is, I would suggest, something family absurd about an "address to the torrent." How does one address a torrent? To do so, one hears Alice or some Wonderland Creature saying—"to do so one must have its name and know where it lives. And, indeed, Wordsworth is not asking for an actual name. His opening question is in search of something existential rather than informational. If Lucy lives among untrodden ways near the Springs of Dove, where do I live? Where now, in 1824? Near what springs or feeding-sources? Like the torrent itself, he seems uncertain of origin or direction, and the questioning mood of the next lines confirms that.

Yet his opening cry is not "What art thou" nor as in a moving poem of Hölderlin's "Where art thou?" ("Wo bist Du? Trunken dammert dir Seele mir ... "). It is "How art thou named?" What force, then, lies in the naming of a force? One of the other sonnets written in Wales describes a stream that mingles with the Dee and flows along the "Vale of Meditation." or "Glyn Myvr"—a "sacralizing name," comments Wordsworth. As in his early "Poems on the Naming of Places" (1800), he then invents a name in Welsh for the place he wishes to single out. Yet the sonnet before us bestows no name, even though "Devil's Bridge" and "Viamala" might have encouraged a man called Wordsworth.

To "address the torrent" means, clearly enough, to domesticate the sublime: to contain it in the form of picturesque sketch or reflective sonnet; and the opening exclamation, at once perplexing and marveling, is expressive of Wordsworth's problem. The sublime, moreover, is not a quality of place alone but also of time: a bewildering memory seems to decompose the name of the torrent or any that might be given.

Though the sonnet as a form is a domesticating device and though Wordsworth emulates Milton's "soul-animating strains" when he first chooses the sonnet as a verse instrument, his diction falters or condenses under the strain. But the significance of this cannot be discussed without attending carefully to the strangeness of Wordsworth's later verse, indeed to the verbal style of the sonnet in its entirety, from title to final exclamation. The title already suggests the problems of (1) naming and (2) localization. It anticipates the question of how a "force" can be localized in place, time, or language.

III

It is when we realize what naming implies that this poem betrays its significant failure, its capable negativity: it cannot name the stream. Acts
PART TWO

THE EMERGENCE OF LITERARY

AND SOCIAL FORMS IN

EARLY MODERN SCIENCE
Experimental reports tell a special kind of story, of an event created so that it might be told. The story creates pictures of the immediate laboratory world in which the experiment takes place, of the happenings of the experiment, and of the larger, structured world of which the experimental events are exemplary. The story must wend its way through the existing knowledge and critical attitude of its readers in order to say something new and persuasive, yet can excite imaginations to see new possibilities in the smaller world of the laboratory and the larger world of nature. And these stories are avidly sought by every research scientist who must constantly keep up with the literature.

If each individual writer does not think originally and creatively about how to master recalcitrant language in order to create such powerful stories, it is only because the genre already embodies the linguistic achievement of the three hundred years since the invention of the scientific journal necessitated the invention of the scientific article.¹ The experimental report, as any other literary genre, was invented in response to a literary situation and evolved through the needs, conceptions, and creativity of the many authors who took it up. The corpus of the genre is not only immense, it is rich and varied, synchronically and diachron-

¹. For a comprehensive view of the rise of scientific journals see David A. Kronick, A History of Scientific and Technical Periodicals. A. J. Meadows, Development of Science Publishing in Europe suggests some of the historical variety of scientific publication. A. J. Meadows, Communication in Science, and William Garvey, Communication: The Essence of Science, describe some features of the current system of journal communication.
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ichally. Despite familiar pedagogical prescriptions, the experimental report is no single narrow form.

**Fiction, Nonfiction, and Accountabilities**

The extent of literary construction is not diminished for the genre's being nonfiction. Nonfiction—a concept defined only negatively, for its not being the regular meat of literary investigation—presents serious literary questions of the representations of worlds in words. Given modern critical understanding and modern epistemology, the traditional distinction between that which is made up (and therefore of literary interest) and that which reflects the world (and therefore trivial linguistically), obscures rather than illuminates. Few today would contend that signs are unmistakable and predetermined reflections of things.

Some contemporary theorists would in fact reduce all texts to fiction, claiming reference itself a fiction. While much may be said for this position, nonfiction creation incorporates procedures tying texts to various realities. An introspective phenomenology of religious experience or a political speech or an annual report is no less nonfiction than an account of doings in a room at a physics laboratory. Differences of nonfictions hang on differences of accountabilities (of both degree and kind) that connect texts to the various worlds they represent and act on.

The concept of accountabilities will run throughout this book, as we look at how the various writers and readers, situated in certain communities, following the habits and procedures of observation and representation, are restricted in what they say, do and think by empirical experience. Many mechanisms (of training, argument, criticism, normative behavior, application, sanction, and reward) realize and elaborate this fundamental commitment of the discourse. The chapters that follow will examine numerous accounts of empirical experience that play crucial roles in scientific communication, the emergence of standards and procedures for those accounts, means for reconciling accounts and developing more generalized accounts consistent with more specific accounts, situations where discrepancies or uncertainties within or between accounts call for further accounts. The scientific enterprise is built on accounts of nature, and the development of scientific discourse can be seen as the development of ways of presenting accounts.

2. Core documents for this position are Jacques Derrida, *Of Grammatology*, and Michel Foucault, *The Order of Things*. 
Other types of communities may have other fundamental accountabilities and means of enforcing and elaborating these accountabilities. Sacred texts, for example, provide the constant ground, pattern, and reference point for communication in some religious communities; all discourse is held accountable to the sacred text by means of discourse style, conceptual assumptions, overt quotation and paraphrase, psychological rewards of certainty, social rewards for piety, and ostracism for blasphemy. Legal discourse is held accountable on one hand to a hierarchically arranged series of court decisions, laws, and constitutions, and on the other to evidence gathered through procedures defined by the system and represented in a manner established by tradition and explicit rule. In certain types of literary critical discourse, as exemplified by one text examined in the last chapter, the fundamental reference point is a subjective experience of the text; Hartman’s article mobilizes many mechanisms to identify that experience and transfer it to the reader. The whole enterprise rests on that experience and is elaborated through the socially recognized means of developing such accounts.

As developed here, the concept of accountabilities is closely related to Ludwik Fleck’s definition of a fact as a “stylized signal of resistance in thinking” within a thought collective (98). That is, following the thought style (including styles of perception, cognition, and representation) of a group of people engaged in intellectual interchange, certain statements limit what can be appropriately said and thought within the collective. Certain of the constraints are what Fleck calls active elements, actively produced by the thought style; others are passive, where the discourse system so to speak bumps into objects outside itself, which by the thought style must be respected by the thought collective. Facts are perceived and represented through the actively constructed thought style, but reflect the passive constraint imposed by external conditions. (A more complete discussion of Fleck’s analysis of facts is presented in chapter 11.)

These facts accepted by the community form the basis for the accountability, as I use the term. These facts, outside the immediate active elements of discourse, must be brought into the discourse and accounted for. The process of holding the text accountable to these facts serves to shape the discourse. The mechanisms of accountability permeate the creation, reception, and textual form of statements in the collectives holding themselves accountable in this way.

Fleck goes on to characterize the thought style of contemporary science as actively seeking to include a maximum of passive elements despite their tendency to disrupt other accepted active elements. Put more
simply, the fundamental commitment is to empirical experience. Scientific discourse, therefore, is built on accountability to empirical fact (as of course characterized within the thought style of science) over all other possible accountabilities (such as to ancient texts, theory, social networks, grant-giving agencies), and must subordinate other forms of accountability (that is, those other forms of accountability which do form part of the scientific thought style) to the empirical accountability.

The Experimental Report as a Historical Creation

Although many kinds of communication pass within scientific communities, experimental reports are close to the heart of the accountability process, for experimental reports present primary accounts of empirical experience. Experimental reports attach themselves to the nature that surrounds the text through the representation of the doings, or experiment. How does the world of events get reduced to the virtual world of words? How did the conventions and procedures for this reduction develop? What are the motives and assumptions implicit in the rhetoric and procedure? And what are the accountabilities that limit statements, ensuring the influence of the evidence of the world on human conception? These are equally questions of literary theory and rhetoric as of philosophy of science, for what appears to philosophy of science as the problem of empiricism, appears to rhetoric as the problem of persuasive evidence, and to literary theory as the problem of representation.

One place to turn for answers to these questions is the early history of the experimental report, for the formation of a genre reveals the forces to which textual features respond. A genre consists of something beyond simple similarity of formal characteristics among a number of texts. A genre is a socially recognized, repeated strategy for achieving similar goals in situations socially perceived as being similar (Miller). A genre provides a writer with a way of formulating responses in certain circumstances and a reader a way of recognizing the kind of message being transmitted. A genre is a social construct that regularizes communication, interaction, and relations. Thus the formal features that are shared by the corpus of texts in a genre and by which we usually recognize a text’s inclusion in a genre, are the linguistic/symbolic solution to a problem in social interaction.

That a well-established, successful genre is usually realized in rel-
atively static formal features should not hide the social meaning and
dynamics of a genre, no more than the active reality of a performed
Beethoven quartet should be obscured by the sheet music. By examining
the emergence of a genre we can identify the kinds of problems the
genre was attempting to solve and how it went about solving them. The
history of the experimental report shows how a certain kind of detailed
picture of a laboratory event became the standard and how particular
information became essential to a successful telling. We can also see
forming, as the genre takes shape, a particular literary community with
certain critical expectations.

The Philosophic Transactions of the Royal Society of London, the first scientific journal in English, carries the main line of the development of scientific journal writing in English through the nineteenth century. Here I follow the development of the genre of experimental report in the pages of the Transactions from its founding in 1665 until 1800, when a number of familiar features of the experimental report were firmly in place.

This chapter focuses entirely on the internal development of the
genre. Although the genre of experimental article has origins in essay,
epistolary, and journalistic writing of the seventeenth century (Frank;
Houghton; Kronick; Paradis; Sutherland), the internal dynamics of scientific communication within a journal forum reshape the initial
sources to create a new communicative form, powerful enough to in­
fluence other forms of communication and the social structure of the
community which uses it. Chapter 4 will begin to explore the relations
between the existing book publication of scientific arguments and the
newly emerging journal article. Chapter 5 will consider the kind of so­
cial structure out of which journal publication arose and the power of
journal communication to transform the social structure of science.

Method

This study is based on an examination of all articles (about 1000 altogether over 7000 pages) in volumes 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 of the Transactions. From these volumes all articles using the word experiment either in the title or running text were then selected for closer examination. Then those articles providing only secondary accounts of experiments were eliminated, leaving only articles written by the experimenter reporting on new experiments. This procedure left a remainder of about 100 articles to be analyzed.

Because of the changing character of the writing in the articles and because of the individual character of each separate article no quantita-
tive comparisons appeared useful, so I resorted to the traditional method of literary criticism, descriptive analysis of each of the separate articles. This method did allow me to explore the varying features of writing as they presented themselves. However, such individual description makes generalization difficult. In order to facilitate the comparison and continuity among the many cases, I narrowed my descriptive analysis to a set of specific questions.

1. To what kind of event does the term "experiment" refer?
2. How fully and in what manner are experimental events described?
3. How fully are apparatus and methodology described? How fully and in what way are methodological concerns discussed?
4. How precisely and completely are results presented? What criteria of selectivity are used? How much and what kind of discussion and interpretation are present?
5. Is the experiment presented as a single event or as part of a series of experiments? In a series, what is the principle of continuity?
6. How is the account of the experiment organized? How are series of experiments organized? Where does the account of experiment or experiments fit within the organization of the entire article?
7. What is the rhetorical function of the experiment within the article?

To facilitate the organization of the material of these separate analyses, particularly with the intention of clarifying historical trends, I then synthesized the analyses from each volume examined, thus forming generalizations about the character of the experimental reporting in each time period. From this collection of chronologically arranged syntheses I extracted the major themes and trends as presented below. The story I will be presenting thus has been filtered several times through my own personal interpretive, selective, and synthetic judgments. I will present detailed evidence from the texts to illustrate and support the story I present, but I will not be presenting all the trees in the forest. If I were to tell more I would risk the reader losing sight of the shape of the forest I believe I have found. On the other hand, I have no more impersonal way of either reconnoitering the shape of the forest or communicating and demonstrating that shape. This is always the dilemma of attempting to make sense of historical and literary material which incorporates the complex actions of many individuals. In terms of persuasion, this essay must rest in the short term only on the impression it gives of a plausible story and in the long term only on whether others
crossing the same terrain find the shapes presented here recognizable and useful.

Another consequence of working from individual accounts of the products of many individuals, each reacting to specifics of individual situations, is that the overall trends are likely to wash out many individual variations as well as to appear more uniform than they in fact are. When looking at all the trees in the forest, I find a somewhat more ragged shape than will emerge here, although I will attempt to indicate where the raggednesses are.

The Changing Experiment

Despite our current belief in experiment as one of the foundations of science, only a small part of the volumes examined up to 1800 were devoted to reporting on experiments. Both in terms of the percentage of total articles and percentage of pages, experimental articles accounted for only 5 to 20 percent of each volume through volume 80. Only in volume 90, opening the nineteenth century, did the percentages rise substantially to 39 percent of the articles and 38 percent of the pages.

Until 1800, however, it is clear that experiments were only one of many types of information to be transmitted among those interested in science. The most articles and pages were devoted to observations and reports of natural events, ranging from remarkable fetuses and earthquakes, through astronomical sightings, anatomical dissections, and microscopical observations. Human accomplishments received attention with accounts of technological and medical advances, travelogues of journeys to China and Japan, and an interview with the prodigy Mozart. The reportable business of natural philosophers was hardly restricted to experimenting or even theorizing, which received even less space than experiments.

The relative paucity of experimental accounts should remind us how much the importance we attach to experiments is a function of the rise of the experimental article as a favored way of formulating and discussing science. Although experiments may have their ancient precursors and early books may have experimental accounts embedded within them, the creation of the experimental article has helped create our modern concept of experiment.

Those reported events identified as experiments change in character over the period 1665–1800. The definition of experiment moves from any made or done thing, to an intentional investigation, to a test of a theory,
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to finally a proof of, or evidence for, a claim. The early definitions seem to include any disturbance or manipulation of nature, not necessarily focused on demonstration of any stated preexisting belief, nor even with the intention of discovery. With time, experiments are represented as more clearly investigative, corroborative, and argumentative.

In the first volume of the Transactions, a number of experiments reported are simply cookbook recipes for creating marvellous effects or effects of practical use, such as the directions for coloring marble internally "of use to artisans" (1:125). Elsewhere experiments are a method of investigating nature, treated on a par with observations, as in the formula often appearing in the pages of the journals: "experiments and observations." Observations were made upon undisturbed or unmanipulated nature while experiments involved human intervention. That intervention need not imply intention of investigation; for example, one series of experiments grew out of a cook's pickling of mackerels. Only after several days, when the cook noticed that the broth had turned luminescent, did the master of the house identify the phenomenon as something worth observing (1:226-28).

By volumes 5 and 10 the definition of experiment had narrowed in most cases to a conscious investigation of phenomena involving some doings or manipulations, even though cookbook novelties appeared as late as volume 20 (20:42-44, 87-90, 363-65). These experiments, however, are presented as simply allowing the conditions for brute nature to reveal itself. The meaning of the experiment is simply what is observed upon its occurrence. For example, in volume 10 Christian Huygens and Denis Papin report on a series of experiments to "know, whether the Vacuum would be of use to the Preservation of Bodies" so they placed various flowers, fruits, and other comestibles in vacuums for various periods of time and observed (10:492-95). Retrospectively, such experiments seem part of a broader investigation of the atmosphere, but nowhere do the reports of these or similar vacuum experiments suggest that questions, theories, problems, or hypotheses were being explicitly explored or tested.

Only in cases of overt controversy are assumptions or hypotheses explicitly set out to be tested, for then the experiment becomes a means of adjudicating between two or more proposed views. Again in volume 10, as part of a report of another series of vacuum experiments, Huygens and Papin, prompted by comments by another investigator,

3. This and similar articles are part of a regular program of reporting on the trades, according to Kathleen H. Ochs, "The Failed Revolution in Applied Science," and Marie Boas Hall, "Oldenburg, the Philosophical Transactions, and Technology."
present their alternative view of the reasons for collapse of lungs and then describe a specific experiment that led them to their conclusion.

By volume 20 several experiments have clear hypothesis-testing or debate-solving functions. Experiments are being recognized as created events designed with specific claims about nature in mind. In volume 25, for example, Francis Hauksbee comments, with some pleasure, at the use of experiment as a way to test hypotheses: "... the greatest Satisfaction and Demonstration that can be given for the Credit of any Hypothesis, is, That the Experiments made to prove the same, agree with it in all Respects, without force" (25:2415-17).

In volume 30 five articles place their experiments in the context of extensive discussions of debates which the experiments are set to resolve, such as whether a vacuum is truly empty. In this particular case, the experimenter Jean T. Desaguliers spends a full page reporting on a previous vacuum experiment he had made and the particular objections a group of plenists had to his procedure, against which he sets his current work (30:717-18). In most cases the experiments provide rather direct observations concerning the issue at hand, as in the preceding example where pairs of different objects were dropped in an evacuated column to see whether the time of fall were the same for each. But at least in one case the experiments were at some remove from the issue of contention, indicating that experiments were now accepted within the context of a complex of accepted knowledge rather than simply as brute demonstrations. Desaguliers, in order to dispute Leibniz's explanation of barometric measurements during rain, enters into a theoretical discussion of the weights of bodies falling through a medium, which discussion he then supports through a series of ingenious experiments employing neither barometers nor atmosphere. The experiment stands on established background knowledge for its construction and interpretation (30:570-79).

At this point the experiment's role of adjudicating disputes as to the brute truth of nature starts to shift toward establishing the truth of general propositions that are not necessarily disputed by anyone. Experiments stop being a clear window to a self-revealing nature, but become a way of tying down uncertain claims about an opaque and uncertain

4. Francis Hauksbee and John Desaguliers, as frequent contributors to the Transactions throughout the early part of the eighteenth century, seem to have had significant influence on the development of the experimental article. Studies of their development as writers of experimental science would help fill out the story of the evolution of the experimental report. Similarly, a study of the innovations and influence of William Herschel as a scientific writer ought to reveal significant trends in the latter half of the eighteenth century.
nature. The meaning of an experiment is no longer the simple observation of what happens. An experiment is to be understood only in terms of the ideas that motivate it, for nature is no longer considered to be so easy to find. Through volumes 50 and 60 the experiments become increasingly couched in terms of problems—things that despite our familiarity with phenomena we do not understand. In volume 60, Joseph Priestley describes his puzzlement concerning the nature of the electrical phenomenon he calls “lateral explosion” which did not behave the expected way in a series of simple exploratory experiments: “I do not remember that I was ever more puzzled with any appearance in nature than I was with this; and, in the night following these experiments, endless were the schemes that occurred to me, of accounting for them, and the methods with which I proposed to diversify them the next morning, in order to find out the cause of this strange phænomenon” (60:195). A series of experiments follow, logically solving the puzzle, part by part. Experiments are now clearly represented as part of a process of coming to conclusions. Priestley in another article on electricity comments on the personal intellectual consequences of an experiment: “With respect to the main object of my inquiry, I presently satisfied myself, that the conducting power of charcoal . . .” (60:214).

By volume 80, experiments are subordinated to the conclusions the authors have come to; that is, the experiments are ways of proving or supporting general claims. Hypotheses are presented up front and the series of experiments follow. Priestley, for example, now adopts language of proof rather than of discovery: “That my former supposition . . . is true, will appear, I presume, from the experiments which I shall presently recite” (80:107).

By volume 90 authors talk about the necessity of establishing general knowledge and the role of experiment in testing our beliefs as well as filling out knowledge. William Henry comments at the beginning of his report of experiments analyzing muriatic acid, “The theory of the formation of acids . . . must be regarded as incomplete, and liable to subversion, till the individual acids now alluded to have been resolved into their constituent principles” (90:188). Experiments test and justify the general claim, which is part of a larger system of general claims. The language of general proof holds sway: “The above facts prove, that the combination of oxygen and muriatic acid . . .” (90:194).

**Methodological Concern**

As experiments gain an argumentative function, the reports explain more fully how the experiment was done and why the
particular methods were chosen. How nature is prodded is recognized as affecting nature's response. Debates over differing results focus attention on differences in experimental methods and conditions. Methodological care enables experiments to be used as investigative tools and then as proofs. Investigators, in order to satisfy their own problems, make subtle methodological distinctions among different experiments within the same series. Then toward the end of the period, when experimenters start arguing general propositions, the meaning and validity of the experiment depends on proper methodology.

In the early volumes how an experiment was performed was generally mentioned in passing, simply to let the reader know what kind of experiment was done. In volume 1, issue 3, for example, the editor, Henry Oldenburg, describes a series of observations and experiments made by Thomas Henshaw on the putrefaction of May-Dew. In each of the series, the procedure is described in an introductory clause or modifying phrase only, such as "Dew newly gathered and filtered through a clean Linnen cloth, though it be not very clear, is of yellowish color . . . (1:34). The procedure only serves to identify the dew. Only when directions are for practical use (and not, I emphasize, replication) are more detailed instructions given, though these are still vague by modern cookbook standards. Robert Boyle, for example, in volume 1, issue 15, appearing in mid-July, explains, for the benefit of sweltering Londoners, his new method for producing cold, useful for chilling drinks: "Take one pound of Sal Armoniack and about three Pints (or pounds) of Water, put the Salt into the liquors, and stir altogether, if your design be to produce an intense, though but a short coldness; or at two, three, or four several times, if you desire, that the produced coldness should rather last somewhat longer . . ." (1:256-57).

Even as early as the fifth volume, challenged by disagreements, authors demonstrate their experimental care and account for differences in results by describing in greater detail their experimental procedures and the conditions. Disagreements over experimental results on sap flow in sycamores lead Willoughby to consider both the date and weather conditions when the trees were bled. In volume 10, fear of challenge leads Robert Boyle to report that he took great care that a copper mixture was not shaken in the course of the experiment, although he himself does not believe that disturbance of the mixture to be of any consequence (10:468). The most explicit presentation of technique results from Francis Line's challenge of Isaac Newton's results. Newton in response lays out in much greater detail the method of his earlier experiment and the conditions under which the experiment occurred. He further suggests additional experiments and challenges Line to replicate them all. In presenting the method in such great detail, Newton insinuates that Line in
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doing his first set of experiments got things wrong. Since the debate is over whether such things as reported in Newton's account happen, the method and conditions to make them happen are crucial to the argument. (This incident and the surrounding story are examined more fully in chapter 4.)

By volume 30 authors claim they design experiments to meet specific objections of opponents. Desaguliers, for example, attempts to answer objections of the plenists that earlier experiments concerning bodies falling in vacuo were done over too short a distance. Desaguliers reports: "To obviate this I contriv'd a machine to this purpose, which consisted of a strong wooden frame . . ." (30:718). Variations in apparatus that might cause variations in results are also noted, to indicate that the author is not misled or confused by such variations (for example, 30:1078). Delicate parts of the procedures are noted, so as to distinguish the author's proper procedures from his opponent's less careful ones and to indicate specific points where the opposition may have erred. Desaguliers, for example, defending Newtonian optics at length against an extensive attack by John Rizzetti, points out many places where Rizzetti's procedures were misguided and where his judgment may have failed. In one instance Desaguliers comments, "This must have been Signior Rizzetti's mistake . . . for several of the Persons present at my Experiments made the same Mistake at first before they could perform the Experiment in manner above-mentioned; which they at last did. . . . This mistaking a Reflection for a Refraction has been the Occasion of several more Errors, and Difficulties to be met with in Signior Rizzetti's Book" (35:610).

Articles not engaged in overt contention continue to discuss method only sketchily. However, as experiments become incorporated into stories of discovery, the distinctions between trials become important as events in consciousness, so at least the crucial differences between trials become defined. Richard Watson, for example, introduces the sixth experiment of his series on the solution of salts with the comment: "Thinking that the difference in the bulks of the water before and after solution might be owing to the separation and escape of some volatile principle; I took care to balance as accurately as I could, water and sal gemmæ, water, and the salt of tartar, water and vitriolated tartar &c . . ." (60:335). Since persuasion comes through the audience's willingness to accept the experimenter's experience of discovery, detailed accounts of method indicate both the experimenter's care and that he was convinced of his discoveries for good reasons.

Finally, in volumes 80 and 90, as articles present proofs of general hypotheses, the details of the experiments demonstrate care, exactness
of results, relevance to thesis, and the elimination of alternatives. Henry, for example, gives a complex rationale for a particular method on the bases of precision and clarity of results:

I employed the electric fluid, as an agent much preferable to artificial heat. This mode of operating enables us to confine accurately the gases submitted to experiment; the phaenomena that occur during the process may be distinctly observed; and the comparison of the products with the original gases, may be instituted with great exactness. The action of the electric fluid itself, as a decomponent, is extremely powerful; for it is capable of separating from each other, the constituent parts of water, of the nitric and sulfuric acids, of the volatile alkali, of nitrous gas, and of other several bodies, whose components are strongly united. (90:189)

William Herschel, in his experiments on the distinction between the visible and radiant spectrum, takes his measurements in several different configurations to prove that his results are caused by the principle he is trying to prove. Not only that, he rotates the position of the thermometers to ensure the results are not artifacts of faulty measuring devices. In such duplication and varying of measurements to ensure validity of results and to eliminate all other possible variables, Herschel presents his work in a way that approaches the modern concept of controls (90:255–326).

Indeed, throughout the period, the increasingly expressed awareness of possible variables seems to reach toward an unexpressed concept of controls. In recognizing differences of conditions or execution of the experiment that might affect results, the reports started comparing results from different situations. As more experiments report multiple trials with only slight variation of experiment, crucial factors are isolated. Then, as we have seen, multiple trials are explicitly designed to establish distinctions between two sets of conditions. The practice of experimental controls—running an experiment twice, identically except for an isolated crucial variable—is only the next step in argumentative clarity through the representation of method.

The changes in illustrations through the period also express the growing importance of methods. The early issues of the journal frequently illustrate the phenomena being reported on or new technological marvels, but rarely is the apparatus used for an experiment considered worth a picture. However, as experiments become more ingenious, elaborate, or just simply careful, illustrations follow. The first apparatus illustrations I found were in volume 25, showing the brushes and vac-
uum devices used by Hauksbee to generate static electricity in vacuum. Although not all experiments are illustrated with apparatus diagrams, they do become a prominent feature, as in Desaguliers's answer to Rizzetti, allowing the reader to visualize the experimental procedures and the results (35:575opp.). Herschel's articles in volume 90, punctuated by a number of quite realistic apparatus illustrations, give a concrete feel of what was done. The realism of illustration becomes particularly important as the account or story of the experiment becomes the reader's vicarious surrogate for the actual experiment, as will be discussed below.

**Precision and Completeness of Results**

As with method, results of the experiments are reported with increasing detail, care, and quantitativeness as the experiment bears more and more weight of argument, persuasion, and then proof. Early results are described vaguely and qualitatively, as though the phenomena of nature were robust, uniform, and self-evident. As disputes arise over reported results, writers become more careful about reporting what they see, and measurement takes a greater role. With the proliferation of quantitatively comparable results, experimenters begin puzzling over subtle variations in results; detailed results become a means of figuring out exactly what is going on. Finally, detailed quantitative experimental results, fitting quantitative theoretical results, form the empirical proof of general hypotheses.

In the early volumes, those experiments that provide directions for achieving certain wondrous effects have no explicit results at all, for it is simply assumed that following the recipe will lead to the desired effect. Where results are given they are in the form of general qualitative observations, such as in the example of luminous mackerel broth: "As soon as the Cooks hand was thrust into the water, it began to have a glimmering... they who look'd on it at some distance, from the further end of another room, thought verily, it was the shining of the Moon through a Window upon a Vessel of Milk; and by brisker Circulation it seem'd to flame" (1:227). Even where quantification of results seems a rather simple matter, as in two experiments in volume 5 concerning expansion of a freezing solution and the timing of respiration, the results were given in purely qualitative terms.

Again, debate and conflict push results to greater detail and precision in exactly the same articles with more detailed accounts of method. Newton, for example, in answering Line, spends a lengthy paragraph
describing the three different images cast by a prism, distinguishing the character of these different images, so that anyone repeating the experiment can find the oblong image which was Newton’s particular concern and which Line disputed (10:503).

By volumes 15 and 20 quantitative results in measurements of the speed of sound, barometric air pressure, and specific gravity enable comparisons. With the increase of multiple trials, distinctions among results of various trials become a practical expository tool. In volume 50, for example, William Lewis, in investigating mixtures of platinum and gold, creates nine different mixtures of different proportions from 1:1 to 1:95 in order to compare both qualitative and quantitative properties (50:148-55).

By volume 60 the results sought and reported have specific relation to the hypotheses being investigated and tested. James Johnstone reports a series of experiments designed to test hypotheses concerning the function of nerve ganglions; not only are the results found consistent with the hypotheses, but he adds results from experiments reported by other authors. These additional results also support the hypotheses, even though the experimenters did not have the same questions in mind; Johnstone was already aware of the potential for bias in experimental design (60:30-35).

Near the end of the eighteenth century, as arguments move toward proof, the precise reporting of results enable them to be compared to quantitative predictions of hypotheses and thus to serve as direct evidence. Herschel, in volume 90, in order to prove that the radiant heat is distinct from the visible spectrum, provides extensive quantitative results, to the point of inductive tedium (90:255-322).

The Ocular Proof and Communal Validation

The increasing precision and detail of method and result accompanies a major change in how accessible the experimental demonstrations are for the readers of the journal. As the actual experiment becomes more of a private affair for the investigator and close associates, verisimilitude of the report reassures the readers that the events happened, and happened in the way reported.

In the early years many of the experiments reported in the Transactions were demonstrated before the assembled body of the Royal Society at regular meetings. The demonstration is its own meaning, for all to witness and agree it did take place. The report of the experiment is little more than a news report that such an event took place and was wit-
nessed by the assembled body. The validity of events rests on the com-
munal witness and not the story told.

The communal witness remains important validation of the experi-
mental events for much of the earlier part of the period, but as experi-
ments gain subtlety and face conflicting results, experimenters need to
control the particular conditions of demonstration. Experiments stay in
the laboratory, remote from the lecture hall. Designated competent wit-
nesses travel to the experiment to represent the general membership
and a prestigious list of witnesses becomes an important feature of the
report. Thus in volume 30 Desaguliers's witnesses include the king and
queen as well as the chief members of the Royal Society. Witnesses, how-
ever, no matter how prestigious, can always be opposed by equally im-
pressive witnesses who attest to conflicting results, so a precise account
of methodology with detailed results, allowing critique, comparison,
and replication become part of the argument.

The next change occurs when the problem shifts from the simple exis-
tence of phenomena to the meaning of baffling, troublesome phe-
nomena. The experiment, no longer an end in itself, certainly no longer
performed in public, becomes a private affair, an event in the individual
intellectual journey of the investigator. In the volumes 40 onward there
is almost no direct conflict over results, but rather only over theories,
and even the theories are presented more as the results of individual
research programs rather than highly combative claims and counter-
claims. Conflicts and comparisons of results are more likely to occur
within the series of experiments of a single scientist trying to work out
the subtleties of a complex phenomenon. The series of experiments are
not presented as being likely to be replicated. For example, Tiberius Ca-
vallo in volume 70 reports his earlier experiments as part of his puzzling
through a problem in electricity, not giving adequate instructions for
replication, but at the end he does give detailed replication instructions
for one final, contrived experiment so others can convince themselves of
his conclusions and can explore the phenomenon further (70:15-29).

Nonetheless, specificity, detail, and plausibility of the experiments
are important as part of the story of the intellectual journey of the inves-
tigator. Since neither the reader nor any surrogates or representatives,
except for the author himself, has witnessed the series of experiments,
the account must stand in place of the witness. The reader in order to
understand the experimental argument must vicariously witness the ex-
periment through the account. In order to earn the trust of the reader,
the story of the experiments must be told plausibly if not persuasively,
and the events reported on must provide sufficiently good cause for the
investigator to come to the conclusions he reports.
When finally the structure of the series of experiments turns from a representative personal journey to a retrospective guided tour of conclusions and experimental evidence, the account of the experiment has come, at least for the time being, to stand as the proof. In the long run, the experiment or series of experiments may be replicated, but in the persuasive experience of the reading of the argument, the story of the experiment must serve as a surrogate for the actual experiment.\(^5\) By this time papers were read to the Royal Society, but experiments were conducted in private, simply to be reported on.

### Organization of the Articles

The organization of the experimental articles serves as an outward manifestation of all the trends discussed to this point. Articles tend to grow longer throughout the period as the argument surrounding the experiment grows and individual investigations rely more and more on series of logically connected experiments rather than single events.

In the first issues most of the information passes through the voice of the editor who simply reports on things he has found out about from a variety of sources. Typically, Oldenburg announces that, "The Ingenious Mr. Hook, did, some months since, intimate to a friend of his, that he had . . ." (1:3). By the end of the first volume authored articles appear, with much the format that would maintain through volume 25. The article opens with a short statement of what was done, followed by a narrative of results. Often articles end there, although some discussion of

---

\(^5\) Steven Shapin, "Pump and Circumstance: Robert Boyle's Literary Technology," reports that a number of the features of virtual representation that did not appear regularly in journals until the second half of the eighteenth century were mobilized in books by Robert Boyle almost a century earlier. This uncoordinated development of book and journal publication raises two questions. First, are the dynamics, constraints, form, and literary situation of book publication significantly different than that of journal publication, so as to encourage the emergence of different textual features at any particular time or to cause any one common feature to emerge at different times? Second, what are the formal interplay and mutual influence of journals and books? Chapter 4 begins an investigation of such questions.

Chapter 2 of Shapin and Schaffer, *The Leviathan and the Air-Pump*, offers a more complete view of the proper form of communal knowledge and the importance of empirical experience, direct and virtual, for successful public debate and evaluation of knowledge claims. Much of Boyle's attitude toward empiricism and public debate seems to have been carried out in the history of the rhetoric of the *Transactions* analyzed in this chapter.
cause or meaning may follow. Articles tend to be short, often only a page or two, and usually discuss only a single experiment or trial.

In those articles reporting on a series of experiments, however, continuity does increase over this early period. At first experiments in a series are only loosely connected, being concerned with the same general phenomenon, as in the many series of experiments putting different objects in vacuum reported on in volumes 5 and 10 or as called for in William Petty’s “Miscellanious Catalogue of Mean, vulgar, cheap and simple Experiments,” all loosely related to weights and specific gravities (15:849–53). Occasionally a rationale explains specific trials, as when Boyle provides reasons for choosing particular animals to deprive of air: the duck, which breathes in air and dives; the viper which has lungs but is coldblooded; a newborn kitten, recently in the womb without access to the atmosphere, etc. (5:2011–31, 2035–56). A result in an early experiment in the series may lead to new questions to be explored in later trials, such as when a Captain Hall notes that a rattlesnake is less lethal on successive bites; unfortunately, the experimental program was cut short when neighbors began complaining about missing dogs (35:309–15).

As experiments begin to respond to conflicts, their reports focus on the issue in contention. Typically, the report starts with a statement of the phenomenon in dispute and then a discussion of the opponent’s work or position. The author’s own position with consequent experimental method and supporting results follow, with perhaps some general conclusions, as in Desaguliers’s article arguing with Leibniz’ explanation of barometric fall in wet weather (30:570–79). By volume 40, the hypothesis or meaning of an experiment often precedes the account of the experiment, even where no particular issue is in contention. Desaguliers, for example, not only begins a paper on statics with a general proposition, but he promises to provide elsewhere a more general theory (40:62–69).

As phenomena are treated as more problematic, articles take on a different organization, opening with an introduction to the problematic phenomenon, often substantiated with the story of an experiment that did not go as expected. With the problem established, the article chronologically describes a series of experiments aimed at getting to the bottom of the mystery. Transitions between pairs of experiments draw conclusions from the previous experiment and point to the rationale or need for the consequent one. In the process of continuous reasoning, the experimenter gradually comes to an adequate understanding of the phenomenon, which is pulled together in a concluding synthesis or
explanation of the phenomenon, as in William Hewson's investigations into the nature of blood (60:368–83).

At the end of the period, articles using experiments to prove general claims often begin with philosophic statements about general knowledge. Then a problem is presented, either through a surprising experimental result or through the exposition of a gap in current knowledge. Then a series of claims resolve the problem, followed by supporting experiments. Although a subseries of experiments may be presented chronologically, the larger structure of the article is based on the logical order of the claims to be proved. The conclusion may discuss consequences of these claims, but no synthetic set of conclusions is needed because the claims have already been presented at the beginning. Henry's investigation of muriatic acid (90:188–203) and Herschel's investigations of radiant heat (90:239–326) conform to this general pattern.

Forging Persuasive Forms and a Collective Literature

One early article (15:856–59) that in many respects resembles articles from a century later reveals the rhetorical function of the features of the experimental article that emerge by 1800. The anonymous article starts with a general proposition concerning the ease with which larger wheels may be drawn over an obstacle. The experiment, clearly designed as a demonstration of that proposition, is presented in great quantitative detail, as are the results. Moreover, many different trials are set out, isolating variables and allowing exact comparisons proving the general proposition. However, the theoretical point was already well established in the literature (it is attributed to three authors, both ancient and contemporary) and this experiment and the article reporting it are only to convince practical people—wagonmakers and wagon purchasers—of the advantages of what was already known theoretically. The point is not to prove the truth of the statement, but to persuade recalcitrant craftsmen to use a well-established truth.

In those early years, argumentative persuasion could be used for the ignorant artisan, but for those actively pursuing nature, nature was portrayed as speaking for herself. The scientific report was simply a matter of news. Just as an earthquake or passage of a meteor needed to be reported, so did experiments. Not until nature was treated as a matter of contention and then a puzzle could the experiment become part of an
argument and could theory or claims hierarchically and intellectually dominate experiments.

With the journal serving as a forum, contention grows. This contention pushes the individual author into recognizing that he is not simply reporting the self-evident truth of events, but rather is telling a story that can be questioned and that has a meaning which itself can be mooted. The most significant task becomes to present that meaning and persuade others of it. Persuasion of claims then lies in a story of personal discovery, supported by good reasons and careful work. Since all people, however, have good reasons, the persuasive story must shift to more universal grounds: the proof of a claim transcending the particulars of an investigation.

To draw the historical lines even more sharply, we observe four loose and overlapping stages in the development of the experimental report. In the first stage, most evident through volume 20 (c. 1665–1700), articles consisted of uncontested reports of events. In the second stage, most evident from volumes 20 through 50 (c. 1700–1760), experimental articles tended to argue over results. Beginning in about volume 50 through volume 70 (c. 1760–1780), articles explored the meaning of unusual events through discovery accounts. Finally, in volumes 80 and 90 (1790 and 1800), experimental articles offered claims and experimental proofs.

In this process we find the beginnings of something like Karl Popper's third world of claims, separate from both nature and the individuals who perceive it. The earliest reports—accounts of what happened, as witnessed by many—recognize only the first world of nature. Contention draws attention to the second world of human perception and consciousness, throwing the authors back on to their own experience and thought (although hedged with the proper respect for nature and empirical methods) as the essence of their reports. Finally the claim or conclusion—Popper's third world—becomes the central item to be constructed within the article, to be supported by empirical evidence from the first world and proper method and reasoning from the second world.

Yet to the end of the period, experimenters present their claims as purely products of their individual interactions with nature, not explicitly recognizing the communal project of constructing a world of claims. In most of the articles the literature is still not treated in any explicitly codified way, as we have become familiar with in the twentieth century. The experiment still appears solely the result of the individual's invention and understanding. Although the individual scientist has an interest in convincing readers of a particular set of claims, he does not
yet explicitly acknowledge the exact placement of the claims in a larger framework of claims representing the shared knowledge of the discipline. Herschel does not relate his theories and findings to a large body of knowledge other than his own, except in the most general way. He presents himself as the only explorer of his terrain and the experiments are thus the confirmation of the general truths he has discovered in his particular travels. The only consistent use of other literature occurs in debates where discussion of the literature serves to draw lines and marshal forces rather than construct an edifice beyond the immediate claims.

Although the collective intelligence of the scientific community before 1800 is not regularly displayed in explicit codifications of the literature, the collective intelligence is embodied in the way the members of the community have chosen to communicate with one another. Whether the emergence of an argumentative community necessitated a conventional genre in which to carry on that argument or whether the clarification of forms of argument allowed a coherent community to coalesce in discussion is an unanswerable dialectical conundrum. A more exact formulation might be that a community constitutes itself in developing its modes of regular discourse.

In this particular case, the kind of argument the community engaged in, over the regular appearances of natural phenomena, seemed best pursued by increasing descriptive detail and precision, re-creating events increasingly designed to display particular features of that nature. But regularity and particularity proved at odds, creating new problems in symbolizing nature. Particular and general formulations did not always fit together easily, so new modes of discourse were needed to expose the regularities hidden in the anomalous particulars and to demonstrate that general formulations offered precise representations of particulars. The emerging form of experimental report offered a way to harness stories of the smaller world of the laboratory to general claims about the regularities of the larger world of nature. In the attempt to satisfy the objections and desires of the growing scientific community, the experimental report kept changing in form, as it continues to do today—for objections and desires grow with the ability to formulate them. And what is a science without objections and desires?
The appearance of the scientific journal in 1665 did not immediately displace books as the primary means of communicating scientific findings. Books remained the more substantial source for scientific information for many years, interacting with the emerging journals. Currently we have only an impressionistic overview of this transformation, as expressed by A. J. Meadows: “Major research continued to be written up in monograph form throughout the eighteenth century, but the habit began to die out in the nineteenth century, at least among the physical sciences” (Communication in Science 67). This broad-stroke characterization carries some broad-stroke truth, but a few pieces of information suggest a much more complex picture that needs investigation.

Even during the late seventeenth century some major findings first appeared in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society rather than in books, such as Anton Leeuwenhoek’s microscopical investigations and some of Boyle’s vacuum experiments. Indeed Leeuwenhoek published exclusively through correspondence printed in journals, primarily in the Transactions beginning in the 1670s. His books were only collections of his letters (DSB 8:126–30). Other lesser seventeenth- and eighteenth-century scientists, such as Desaguliers (DSB 4:43–46) and Hauksbee (DSB 6:169–75) published primarily in journals. Certainly, as discussed in the previous chapter, the genre of experimental report developed fairly rapidly toward the presentation of primary research, with the generic features being shaped by the dynamics of controversy that would only attend primary publication for a professional audience. As we shall see in a later chapter, the journal article appears in fact to have from early on played an important role in organizing the scientific research community. Further, there seems to have been a great proliferation of journals during the eighteenth century. According to Kronick, the number of active, substantive scientific journals in Europe increased from 7 in 1710 to 27 in 1750 and 118 in 1790 (89).

On the other hand, at the end of the nineteenth century, some journals, including Physical Review, still carried book reviews, treating the
books under review as major research contributions. Even well into the
new physics of the twentieth century, books like Arnold Sommerfeld's
_Atembau und Spektralinien_ (going through six German editions) and Li­
nus Pauling's _The Nature of the Chemical Bond_ presented major theoretical
advances as well as primary reports of research.

The more closely one looks at the shift from book to article science, the
more the story seems a complex one, with different findings and differ­
ent kinds of work going to different venues. Nor will Kuhn's association
of mature science with journal science fully sort out the complex histor­
ical facts. The first two hundred pages of the first volume of the _Dictionary of Scientific Biography_, for example, reveal many exceptions to the
expected overall pattern. For example, the eighteenth-century natural­
ist Michel Adanson, mathematician-physicists André Ampère and
Franz Aepinus, and chemist Franz Karl Achard had mixed patterns of
articles and books cited for their primary findings. The same mixed pat­
ttern pertains in the cases of twentieth-century astronomer Eugen An­
toniadi, chemist Richard Anschütz, paleobiologist Othenio Abel, and
radio physicist Edward Appleton. The twentieth-century astronomer
Robert Aitken made his most important contribution in book form, and
the eighteenth-century polymath José Antonio Alzate y Ramírez con­
tributed through journals. The data for nineteenth-century contributors
are even more unpredictable, by date or by specialty.

Moreover, the forms of books and articles are not always distinct and
insulated from each other. Although journal articles started off as gener­
ally quite short, some became rather long, such as Robert Boyle's "New
Pneumatical Experiments about Respiration," which during 1670 filled
most of issues 62 and 63 in the fifth volume of the _Transactions_. Such long
articles resembled pamphlets of the period in form. By the eighteenth
century the long article became common, with volume 90, for example,
comprised of only 18 articles, averaging over twenty-five pages in
length each. Moreover, Kronick reports some eighteenth-century jour­
nals that bear close resemblance to books, with each issue devoted to a
single topic, and perhaps written by a single author (92). Similarly,
books early show the influence of article styles of experimental pre­
sentation and adopt new functions to coordinate with journal publica­
tion, as might be observed in Joseph Priestley's _History and Present State
of Electricity_ (1775).

Thus there seem to be many kinds of books and many kinds of articles
with complex relationships to each other. Much historical and textual
work remains to be done before a clear picture can emerge.

The following is one attempt to look at an early moment in the book-
article dialectic, shedding light on the dynamics and form of both book
and article publication at the time.\textsuperscript{1} We will consider how Isaac Newton—an intelligent, rhetorically sensitive, creative, and highly motivated individual—understood the two forms and made linguistic choices on the basis of his understanding. Moreover, we will see how he reconsidered his rhetorical problem and strategy, on the basis of readers’ responses expressed within a structured communications forum. His reconsiderations influenced both book and article forms. Thus the story is of active reshaping of the form of communication with long-range impact on generic resources and expectations.

Newton’s Optical Publications

From a biographical perspective, Newton seems to have dallied only once with journal publication, got burned badly, and never returned.\textsuperscript{2} That is, he first published his optical findings in a 1672 Transactions article, entitled “A New Theory of Light and Colours,” which sparked a controversy with much of the correspondence printed in later issues of the Transactions; afterward Newton refused to publish in journals and withheld further publication of his optical findings for thirty years until the Opticks appeared in 1704.

But from the perspective of the history of the journal, the “New Theory” article is the earliest significant finding published in the Transactions, and is treated as an exemplary piece of scientific writing.\textsuperscript{3} Thus Newton’s biography suggests that article publication was a failure for Newton, who found the book a more congenial medium, while the history of science judges the article a success. However, a closer examination of Newton’s papers reveals the biographical and historical judgments as consistent and related. Newton, perceiving journal publication as a platform, created a forceful statement, but the bitter experience of controversy taught him that journal publication meant entry into an agonistic forum. To address this newly perceived situation, he developed new rhetorical resources to answer criticisms in following issues of the Transactions. These rhetorical innovations provided a mode of argument that shaped his book presentation and provided a model for fu-

\textsuperscript{1} James Paradis, “Montaigne, Boyle, and the Essay of Experience,” examines another closely related moment in the early history of the relationship between longer book forms and the shorter article form. He finds the roots of the article in Montaigne’s invention of the essay, which for many reasons appealed to the empirical skepticism of the Royal Society.

\textsuperscript{2} See, for example, Westfall, Never at Rest, chapter 7.

\textsuperscript{3} See, for example, both Cohen’s and Kuhn’s introductions to Cohen’s edition of Isaac Newton’s Papers.
The form of compelling argument he developed relied on creating a closed system of experience, perception, thought, and representation that reduced opposing arguments to error. The closed system Newton developed was his own, framed by the worlds represented in his powerful books. Only later was the scientific community to develop the means to construct communally developed closed systems; nonetheless, the Newtonian model of argument provided a powerful way of arguing for general truths from empirical experience. Newton shaped the science that came after him on many levels.

More specifically, this chapter will examine the different forms Newton used to describe his prismatic experiments and related findings about the spectral colors and the composition of white light. This work, forming the matter of book 1 of the *Opticks*, is the most deeply documented of Newton’s optical investigations and has appeared in the most forms, including the forms occasioned by controversy. The material which composes books 2 and 3 of the *Opticks* has a shorter and less documented experimental history, has not undergone so many literary transformations by Newton, nor has it faced such extensive public controversy, requiring Newton’s defence. Moreover, in the *Opticks*, book 1 is presented confidently and compellingly, whereas books 2 and 3 are presented with greater hesitancy, noncompelling speculation, and open-endedness—indicating Newton’s inability to harness the latter material to his newly minted conception of compelling scientific argumentation, realized in book 1. The judgment of history seems to have borne out Newton’s rhetorical judgment, for the argument of book 1 still stands, whereas in the last two centuries only the observations and not the theoretical arguments of the latter books are given scientific credence.

We currently have, depending on how you count, at least seven significantly different versions of the material of book 1 by Newton’s hand:

1. entries in his private notebook, *Questiones quaedam Philosophicae*, circa 1664 (Add. 3996);^5^  
2. a private manuscript, "Of Colours," circa 1666 (Add 3975);^6^  
3. university lectures, first version, circa 1670–71;  
4. university lectures, second version, prepared with intent to publish in book form, circa 1671–72;^7^  

---

5. McGuire and Tamny have edited these notebooks under the title *Certain Philosophical Questions: Newton’s Trinity Notebook*. I have used this edition throughout.  
6. Also in McGuire and Tamny, 466–89.  
7. Both versions of the university lectures, in Latin, are published with English trans-
5. a letter to Oldenburg, dated February 1672, (Correspondence 1: 92–102) published in slightly edited form in the Transactions of 19 February 1672, under the title "A New Theory of Light and Colours";

6. consequent exchanges of correspondence, via Oldenburg, much of it published in the Transactions, 1672–76. The details of these exchanges will be provided later;

7. Opticks, Book 1, written circa 1690, including multiple extant drafts in English and a partial draft in Latin; published during Newton's life in 1704, 1717, and 1721.

Newton also reported that an additional book-length manuscript on the subject, presumably written after the 1672–76 controversy, was destroyed by fire before work began on the circa 1690 draft.\footnote{In Never At Rest, Westfall dates work on this manuscript to 1677–78, with the fire in 1678 (276–78).}

The story of Newton as a self-conscious and flexible writer revealed in these documents as well as other Newton papers is a rich one, which I hope in future publications to be able to lay out with all the detail and leisure it deserves. Here I discuss only those events and textual transformations that shed light on the dynamic interaction between book and article publication as experienced by Newton.

The basic claims that Newton presents in these various forms were set by the first university lectures, even though later controversy and developments of the argument would cause some drawing back, some further elaboration, and some further precision. The simple substance is the now familiar observation that light of different colors is refracted to different degrees when passed through a prism. Thus light composed of a combination of colors, such as white light, upon passing through a prism will be broken into its various component colors, displayed as a spectrum. The modern understanding is that color is only our perception of light waves of different wavelengths. Thus we can easily conceive of the difference between color produced by light of a single wavelength and color produced by light of a number of wavelengths. At the time of Newton, color was seen as a unitary phenomenon.

Newton's association of color with differing refractive indices (or as he called it refrangibilities) and consequent need to distinguish between simple and compound colors created conceptual difficulties for his contemporaries. Much of the controversy and Newton's rhetorical innovation hinges, in fact, on this problem.
Student Explorations in Optics

Prior to the "New Theory" article, Newton's formulations of his prismatic investigations were free of the exigencies of open public debate. The first mention of a prismatic experiment comes in the middle of a private notebook kept by Newton while a student at Cambridge, circa 1664-65. The earliest part of the notebook consists only of summary notes in Latin and Greek of the required reading in his scholastic curriculum, but in the middle he turns to independent contemporary reading. Not only are these later notes in English, but they tend to represent Newton's own thinking and experiences set in motion by the reading.

Among the notes on many subjects, Newton speculates on the nature of light. These speculations are set in motion by his reading of Boyle and Descartes on the subject, and perhaps by his attention at Isaac Barrow's lectures (McGuire 241-44). In his notes Newton develops a mechanical, corpuscular description of light and he includes a diagram of a light particle moving through ether (384-85), paralleling an earlier diagram he had made of a body moving through water (366-69). He follows these speculations with several observations from his experiences and some queries (386-89). It is in the context of this speculative, theoretical, private musing about commonly experienced phenomena, as inspired by his reading, that we must interpret his accounts of prismatic experiments some pages later in the notebook.

His first prismatic experiment is presented only as a proposal, in the imperative mode: "Try if two prismas, ye one casting blue upon ye other's red, doe not produce a white" (430). He continues with a diagram and more than a dozen additional similar combinations (432-33). His comments thereafter are highly speculative and theoretical, giving an interpretation based on the speed of moving light globuli affecting both the amount of refraction and the impact on the optic nerve. A chain of reasoning follows, in which is embedded an experiment he clearly represents himself as having done: viewing through a prism a thread—half its length colored red, the other half blue. One half appears higher than the other. After three more pages of theoretical speculation, this set of notes trails off into a set of diverse observations about colors exhibited under varying situations (432-45). Another more extensive list of observations of colors in various situations appears later in the notebook (452-65).

In 1666 Newton reorganized and expanded these notes into a more coherent private document entitled, "Of Colours." The twenty-two folio sheets, divided into sixty-four numbered experiments and comments,
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contain fifty prismatic and related observations (number 6–55). The organizing principle here, rather than being the associations of explanatory theorizing, is the apparent similarity of observed phenomena. This is solely an account of actual observations and experiments, until the end when dissection of an eye leads to speculations about the operation of the visual faculty.

Although the mode is now empirical rather than speculative and the theoretical literature inciting the investigation has now dropped from sight, the ordering of observations is still exploratory, as one experiment suggests another of similar format or pursuing a related idea. Topics of recurrent interest keep reemerging, but in no obviously planned manner nor with any clear argumentative order. Descriptions remain largely brief and qualitative. Newton has not yet sorted out what he has into an ordering theory.

**Professorial Expositions**

After these first student explorations, the next record of Newton’s prismatic investigations consists of his lectures delivered at Cambridge University under the terms of the Lucassian Chair of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, which he took up in late 1669 (replacing Isaac Barrow, who had stepped down in his favor). Manuscripts of these lectures were deposited, according to the terms of the chair, at the university library some time later—the first version perhaps in 1672 and a revised version perhaps in 1674 (Optical Papers 1:19). It is unclear how intensively Newton carried out prismatic investigations between 1666 and 1669, but his responsibilities as newly appointed chair occasioned a new formulation of what he had learned to that point.

This formulation was shaped by the situation and goals of the university lecture. The authoritative voice of the professor, introducing students into a coherent and comprehensive understanding of a subject leaves little room for serious challenge. The usual authority relations of the classroom that acknowledge the lecturer as the unquestioned source of knowledge, were further supported by both the dispirited intellectual atmosphere at Cambridge at the time and Newton’s already established campus reputation for brilliance (Westfall, Never at Rest, 185–95). Newton’s lectures, consequently, were expository in organization and tone, rather than persuasive or argumentative.

By the time of the lectures, Newton was no longer uncertain about the meaning of his experiments: different colors are differently refrangible—that is, they suffer different amounts of refraction when passing
from one medium to another. This meaning becomes the center of his expository organization of both versions. In the first lecture, immediately after a motivating introduction, Newton presents this basic principle through a schematic diagram not attached to any specific experiment (48; 282). The rest of the text follows as an explanation and elaboration of that opening principle. Topics are presented sequentially, generally moving from the simple to the complex, divided into separate lectures and further divided by section headlines. About half of the exposition is mathematical, offering geometric demonstrations, derivations, and calculations. Proofs serve as elaborations rather than arguments. The other half is experimental, using the experiments to demonstrate features and consequences of the basic principle.

Because both mathematics and experiments are presented as elaborations of a consistent and coherent explanation and because these elaborations are so extensive (the first version comprised of eighteen lectures, and the second comprised of thirty-one), Newton can rely on the massiveness of the overall vision as a device both of persuasion and pleasure. Typically, the lecturer comments at one point, "I now repeat the experiment, however, so that I may pursue its various features that are no less pleasant for the experimenter than they are informative for our purpose" (63). Alternative theories are dismissed rapidly, in passing, steamrollered by the weight of the exposition and the lecturer's authority.

Newton's Perception of Journal Publication

Through his private journals and then his lectures, Newton had produced confident formulations, coherently connecting many experimental details and mathematical elaborations around a central principle. Yet the rhetorical situations of journal and lecture had not necessitated that Newton prepare a public argument persuasive to other experienced and confident natural philosophers holding contrary beliefs. When a student talks to his notebook and a monopoly professor talks to his class, the speaker in satisfying himself, satisfies all relevant critics.

Although not prepared for the contentiousness he was to meet, Newton nonetheless perceived journal publication as presenting a new kind of rhetorical situation, for he chose an entirely different form of presentation, as we will examine below. But before we examine the rhetorical understanding realized in the "New Theory" article, we should examine evidence indicating Newton's perception of publication in the Transactions.
First we have some reading notes made by Newton on the first twenty-four issues of the Transactions (Add 3958). These notes seem to date from a single period, probably 1668–69. The notes consisting of thirteen pages of close handwriting summarize all the articles in the issues. The summaries range from only a five-word general description to a three-hundred-word discussion. In general Newton gives fairly detailed attention to concrete observations, findings, and inventions, no matter what the subject, even if rather far removed from his apparent interests, such as whales found in Bermuda or ores found in Germany. But he is especially attentive to all claims about lenses, telescopes, and astronomical observations. On the other hand, he is generally rather brief on theoretical or speculative articles. Thus he seems to treat the Transactions as a repository of concrete reports. In only a few cases does he comment on these reports—they are simply taken as reported facts. In answer to Boyle’s article on hydrostatics in issue 10, Newton comments “Descartes answer to this unsatisfactory,” without giving reasons for his judgment. More notably he adds a twenty-four line parenthesis to his summary of Wallis’ account of diurnal and annual motion in issue 16, giving his own opposed account: “Saith Dr. Wallis (But I observe . . .).” He offers no arguments, just his contrary account. His comments in neither case suggest that he felt that his opposition needed support through close argumentation.

If he read the Transactions as a collection of concrete facts, he may well have seen publication in it as an opportunity to present his own findings in preview of the book version of his lectures he was preparing. Oldenburg first wrote to Newton on 2 January 1672 requesting additional information about his reflecting telescope, a version of which had been brought down to London at the end of 1671 by Barrow and demonstrated before the Royal Society in late December (Correspondence 1:29). There had been no prior contact between Newton and the Royal Society as far as we know except for Newton’s reading of the Transactions.

Newton provided the requested details about his telescope in a letter of 6 January (79–81). On 18 January he sent a follow-up letter, adding further details about the telescope, but also including a promise of “an accompt of a Philosophicall discovery wch induced mee to the making of the said Telescope, & wch I doubt not but will prove much more gratefull than the communication of that instrument, being in my judgment the oddest if not most considerable detection wch hath hitherto beene

9. Several other letters published in Newton’s Correspondence indicate the wide fame of his reflecting telescope in this period before publication of its details (1:4, 5, 72, 78, 88, 89).
made in the operations of Nature” (82–83). In a return letter of 20 January, Oldenburg responded to all the particulars of Newton’s letter except this last one (83). Yet in a 29 January letter, Newton renewed his promise: “I hope I shall get some spare howers to send you also suddenly that accompt wch I promised in my last letter” (84). He fulfilled the promise in a letter of 6 February, which with a few editorial changes became the “New Theory” article (92–102).

Newton’s persistence in pressing unrequested material on Oldenburg suggests that Newton saw in the Royal Society interest in his telescope, expressed in Oldenburg’s letters, an opportunity to publicize what he considered a more significant finding. Having been offered an open door, he was prepared to make most of it. Moreover, before any of this interest in him had been expressed, he had already indicated his intention of publishing his nearly completed revised lectures.10 Thus we must consider the “New Theory” article not as a preliminary finding of a work in progress but as a summary announcement of a much larger, essentially completed work.

Newton saw this completed work as true, consistent, massive, and important, but even more he saw it as concrete fact. The confidence and coherence of the lectures, presenting original work as what we would now call textbook knowledge—chosen by him as his initial topic in the only lectures on mathematics and natural philosophy being given at Cambridge University—combined with his hardly modest characterization of his findings in the letter to Oldenburg quoted above, suggest the depth of his conviction. Moreover, in the controversies to follow he was repeatedly to insist his claims were not hypotheses, but fact. A look at the character of his prismatic work can offer some insight into his sense of concrete conviction. His theory of colors—that the white light entering the prism is composed of all the colors that separate in the prism because of different degrees of refraction—is clearly a second order abstraction from simpler observations, such as that white light entering a prism emerges multicolored. Yet having once postulated that theory, Newton not only could explain a wide range of results, he could construct endless other experiments that always work out correctly. He could prismatically analyze and recombine light in a dazzling array of ways. And he did so, as he reported in his notebook, lectures, and later Opticks. This plethora of evidence and manipulation of the phenomenon can plausibly leave one, as it apparently did Newton, with a concrete

10. Alan Shapiro, in the introduction to Optical Papers 1:18, gives the evidence for Newton’s intentions to publish the lectures in 1672.
sense that one knows exactly what is going on, that one's hands literally hold the phenomenon.

The Discovery Account as Rhetorical Strategy: The Opening of the "New Theory" Article

Newton's perception of the Transactions as a vehicle for concrete findings and his sense of the facticity of his own findings frame his solution of how to represent his claims in a letter to Oldenburg, which as he well understood would likely appear in print.\(^{11}\) His overall rhetorical problem is to give an account of his findings so that they appear as concrete fact, as real as an earthquake or ore found in Germany, even though the events that made these facts visible to Newton occurred in a private laboratory as the result of speculative ponderings and active experimental manipulations. Moreover, the conclusions that he wishes to present as facts are based on complex interrelated statements, forming a detailed, elaborated picture with implications for many related phenomena, as he spelled out in his lectures.

Newton attempts to make his findings appear as concrete facts by establishing in a discovery narrative his own authority as a proper observer of concrete facts. This narrative presents him stumbling across a natural fact, as one would stumble across a rock. Then the narrative presents him as pursuing the oddity of this fact in a systematic way until he completes a proper description of the concrete fact. The article begins:

Sir,
To perform my late promise to you, I shall without further ceremony acquaint you, that in the beginning of the Year 1666 (at which time I applyed myself to the grinding of Optick glasses of other figures than Spherical,) I procured me a Triangular glass­Prisme, to try therewith the celebrated Phaenomena of Colours. And in order thereto having darkened my chamber, and made a small hole in my window-shuts, to let in a convenient quantity of the Suns light, I placed my Prisme at his entrance, that it might be thereby refracted to the opposite wall. It was at first a very pleasing divertisement, to view the vivid and intense colours

\(^{11}\) In the correspondence over the account of the reflecting telescope, Oldenburg has already requested Newton's permission to publish (20 January; 83) and Newton had replied that he was "willing to submit my private considerations in any thing that may be thought of publik concernment" (29 January; 84).
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produced thereby; but after a while applying my self to consider them more circumspectly, I became surprised to see them in an oblong form; which according to the received laws of refraction, I expected should have been circular.

Comparing the length of this coloured spectrum with its breadth, I found it about five times greater; a disproportion so extravagant, that it excited me to a more then ordinary curiouisity of examining, from whence it might proceed. (92)

The narrative continues his pursuit of the cause of this elongation for three pages until he reaches one experiment (which he calls “the experimentum crucis”) that gets to the bottom of the matter.

The personal account of stumbling across an unusual fact was a common one used in the early Transactions, such as in the accounts in the first volume of the luminescent pickled mackerel and the putrefaction of maydew, as described in the previous chapter. Since Newton had taken notes on and summarized a number of such articles, imitating that model need not have been a highly reflective act.

This earlier part of the article relies heavily on the language of personal thought and agency as it unfolds the attempts of a baffled investigator to come to terms with a robustly visible phenomenon. The first person followed by an active verb forms the armature of most sentences: “I suspected,” “I thought,” “I took another Prisme,” “I then proceeded to examine more critically,” “Having made these observations, I first computed from them.” At key moments he offers quantitative descriptions of his experiments, switching to third person existential statements: “Its distance from the hole or Prisme was 22 feet; its utmost length 13 ¼ inches . . . .” But even experimental quantities are framed by his limited agency: “The refractions . . . were as near, as I could make them, equal and consequently about 54 deg. 4’” (93)

The orderliness with which he pursues and isolates the phenomenon gives rhetorical warrant to the degree of facticity of language Newton allows himself in this section. That is, the credibility of the investigation helps establish the credibility of the fact and the credibility of the investigator. The procedure Newton presents himself as following, moreover, is exactly that of exclusions, as prescribed by Bacon: “What the sciences stand in need of is a form of induction which shall analyse experience and take it to pieces, and by a due process of exclusion and rejection lead to an inevitable conclusion” (Great Instauration B, 1, 137).12 Newton, in

12. Sabra in Theories of Light from Descartes to Newton gives an exemplary explanation of Bacon’s method of exclusions which Newton presents himself as following (175–84).
an orderly narrative, presents himself as analyzing the possible causes of the elongation of the prismatic image, and rejecting them one by one, until he settles on the final, inevitable cause as revealed by the experimentum crucis. He examines and excludes causation from the varying thickness of the parts of the prism, unevenness of the glass, and the breadth of the sun's image before he finally examines the differing refrangibility of the several colors. By presenting himself as acting as any proper Baconian should, Newton establishes an authority which he will rely on in the latter part of the article.

Most interestingly, Newton's persuasive structure here seems in many respects a close precursor of the kind of articles appearing a hundred years later in volumes 60 and 70 of the Transactions, as I have discussed in the previous chapter. Then the rhetorical problem had seemed rather similar to that perceived by Newton: presenting work done out of sight of peers, that gave novel accounts of newly found anomalous phenomena. In those cases, the narrative of the scientist operating under procedures, as any proper scientist might and ought to have done, is the main rhetorical resource to establish the credibility of the events and conclusions. Strikingly, Newton also offers a demonstration experiment at the end, although truncated, just as some of the later writers do. Whether this congruence is a matter of Newton serving as a model or similarity of rhetorical situation suggesting similar rhetorical strategy remains unclear.

What is clear is that much of Newton's account of his investigation in the "New Theory" article differs from details of his earlier accounts. In viewing these differences we need keep in mind that Newton was writing a number of years after the event when memory of dates and sequence may have faded and more significantly after his memory may have been restructured around later meanings. Yet parts of this autobiographical rewriting may reflect a conscious rhetorical strategy adopted for the current account.

Also we need distinguish between accounts of individual experimental events and accounts of the contexts—intellectual, emotional, autobiographical, sequential—in which the experimental report might be placed. The differences we are about to look at all develop contexts concerning the order, motivation, and interpretation of experiments—but not the actual results. As we shall see, the ensuing controversy leads Newton to focus increasingly detailed attention on the experimental events and on the superstructure of claims that can be constructed on those events, rather than on the kinds of contexts in which the events occurred. Thus the kinds of issues in which we see distortion here, fade from importance in later versions.
The first difference is over the dating of the first prismatic experiments. The article dates the purchase of prisms and experiments to 1666, but McGuire and Tamny date the notebook account of Newton's early prismatic experiments in late 1664 (13). The 1666 date shortens the discovery period, emphasizing the lucky-find interpretation and obscuring the longer term interest.

More significantly, Newton represents his motives and attitudes in beginning this work as different from those evident in the notebooks. In the notebooks a theoretical investigation of the motion of particles and light as a form of corpuscular motion very clearly motivates the early experiments. Here, however, Newton presents himself as being moved by the phenomenon of colors itself and as having an attitude of naive wonder at the spectacle of nature: "a very pleasing divertisement to view the vivid and intense colours produced thereby" (92). He presents his observations as incidental to an interest in grinding nonspherical lenses. He does not present himself as trying to find out anything in particular until he stumbles across the surprise of an oblong projection, rather than the expected circular projection. Thus he presents himself as the Baconian collector, free of prior theoretical impulse, being only led into inquiry by the observed facts themselves.

Discrepancies also appear about the sequencing of experiments. According to the article, his first experiment was projecting a narrowed beam of sunlight through the prism against a wall, almost immediately leading to the discovery of the oblong projection. The notebooks describe no such experiment involving projection. The two experiments presented in the notebooks involved looking through the prism at bicolored objects (432–35). The later 1666 paper, "Of Colours," does record a pair of projection experiments, producing the oblong image (#7 and #8), but again only after a pair of experiments (#6) looking through the prism at a bicolored line and a bicolored thread. In the lectures, the projection experiment is presented first of the actual experiments, but not with the claim that it was chronologically first. Newton instead gives the pedagogical rationale that it was the experiment that enabled him to figure out what was happening and would therefore be most helpful to others' understanding (50–53; 284–85). The implication is, of course, that this experiment was preceded by others less easily intelligible.

The article then represents a series of experiments as following al-

13. Westfall also doubts the 1666 purchase date and offers evidence for earlier dating of the interest in lens-grinding (Never at Rest, 156n) and speculates on the possibility of both earlier and later dating for the purchase of prisms (157–58). In any event Newton would have had to possess some prisms before 1666 to have carried out the experiments reported in the notebook.
most immediately to eliminate possible causes of the effect—in order: thickness, termination with shadow or darkness, unevenness of glass, the curving of the light corpuscles. No such follow-up projection experiments are reported in the notebook, and only a pair in the 1666 paper (#15 and #16), involving a square water-filled prism rather than a triangular glass one. They also appear only after an intervening sequence of experiments, unrelated to the sequence discussed in the “New Theory” article. Further on, another experiment (#24) bears some similarity in method to one of the experiments reported in the article, but the context is entirely different, with Newton looking for color rather than shape. Nor is the finding reported in the later article even recorded in the earlier paper. In fact, the “New Theory” article very carefully separates the issue of differing refraction from that of colors (as does the later version of the optical lectures), but no such separation appears in the private notebooks or the manuscript “Of Colours.” These earlier documents are more directly concerned with colors, with differing refrangibility appearing only in explanation of color phenomena.

Further, Newton in the article presents himself as withholding interpretation and belief concerning differing refraction until after the experimentum crucis, while in “Of Colours” after reporting only two very similar projection experiments (#7 and #8), Newton quickly announces his conclusion of differential refraction: “And therefore if their sines of incidence (out of glass into air) be ye same, their sines of refraction will generally bee in ye proportion of 285 to 286, & for ye most extremely red & blew rays, they will be as 130 to 131+” (468). Having achieved closure, Newton moves immediately on to a different sequence of look-through experiments.

In the early paper, a series of experiments resembling what Newton later labelled the experimentum crucis, is presented much after the conclusion of differential refraction (#44—#46). These experiments are, moreover, treated as a separate series with no explicit connection to the oblong observation. In the lectures, Newton also describes two experimental arrangements similar, but not exactly the same, to that of the experimentum crucis. Moreover, these variants appear in subordinate positions in the exposition, elaborating different propositions than in the “New Theory” article (96—97; 134—35; 448—51; 496—97).14

14. Lohne also discusses the ephemeral appearance of the experimentum crucis as a persuasive device in the “New Theory” article (“Experimentum Crucis”). Lohne also points out, that although Newton nowhere else in his optical writings uses the crucial experiment as a form of argument, the experiment so designated in the “New Theory” article becomes emblematic for his optical findings. As an emblem, the illustration of...
Between Books and Articles

These many discrepancies strongly suggest that Newton's discovery account was deliberately shaped for this occasion, to create the appearance of the discovery of a naturally found object, described by proper Baconian procedures. This does not mean Newton is lying about what he has found or is fabricating results. It is the sequence of thoughts and experiments that were fabricated. In manipulating the context in which he places his results, Newton revealed awareness that not only must he be convinced of the factual truth of what he has to say, but he must make it appear so to others. As we shall discuss below, the strategy he first chose to create that appearance did not forestall the kinds of criticism journal publication made possible. But in showing awareness of the rhetorical necessity of persuasion, Newton was setting himself on the path that would lead to a more compelling form of argument.

From Discovery to Theory: The Latter Part of the Article

Two sections of the article following the discovery account are easily identified, although unmarked by formal divisions or headings. An account of the invention of the reflecting telescope and a general exposition of the doctrine of colors solidify and extend the conclusions in the narrative.

The presentation of the invention of reflecting telescope as a direct consequence of his discovery of differential refraction helps reinforce the sense of concrete reality of the finding. First, it makes it clear that Newton was so sure of his discovery that he gave up his attempt to solve chromatic aberration through nonspherical lenses and set out on a whole new line of invention. Second, because the reflecting telescope not only worked but was a current sensation, it added certain persuasive force to the refraction findings, as though such a wonder could not be invented without that theory. (This persuasive connection is not only not necessitated by logic, Cassegrain had already independently discovered the reflecting telescope, without needing the push of a theory of differential refraction.) Finally, bringing in the reflecting telescope in a subordinate the experiment remains in increasingly schematic (and imprecise) versions in later optical publications, such as the 1722 Paris edition of the Opticks ("The Increasing Corruption of Newton's Diagrams").

15. Moreover, Newton's analysis of the incorrigibility of dispersion in lenses was in itself faulted, as shown by John Dolland a century later. The story of Newton's construction of his faulted argument is described in Shapiro, "Newton's Achromatic Dispersion Law," and Bechler, "Newton's Search" and "A Less Agreeable Matter."
nate way graphically emphasizes Newton's judgments about the greater importance of the refraction findings: if the telescope is considered of consequence how much more important is this doctrine.

The last section shifts from a discovery/invention narrative into a list of abstract propositions, supported by only limited concrete material. Newton calls these propositions stated authoritatively a "doctrine" and makes little attempt to persuade. For his and the propositions' authority, he relies on his credentials for proper method established in the earlier discovery narrative. Whereas the first two sections bear some resemblance to other articles in the Transactions, this last section seems in direct contrast with the stated principles and general practice of the journal.

To see how this shift is accomplished and the nature and consequences of this shift, we need first look at the turning point between the second and third sections. The second, just-completed section on the telescope is presented as a continuation of the chronological narrative of the opening, with Newton seemingly just turning his attention from the fundamental discovery to the technological consequence. This narrative continues through observations with the telescope, the current presentation of the telescope in London, and future plans for a reflecting microscope.

At this point Newton switches organization (from narrative to expository list), vantage point (from first person active to third object existential), level of discussion (from discovery and invention process to general claims) and specific topic (from differential refraction to colors) while seeming to be simply continuing his prior discussion. He does this by labelling the telescope narrative a digression and using the concluding sentence of the prior discovery narrative as an assumption for a generalized exposition. That narrative ended with a general statement, which as we have discussed is made to appear a natural experimental fact. The experimental particularity is now, however, left behind, as Newton treats the claim as a general principle which sets the terms for another general statement to be elaborated:

But to return from this digression, I told you, that light is not similar, or homogeneal, but consists of difform rays, some of which are more refrangible than others. . . .

I shall now proceed to acquaint you with another more notable difformity in rays, wherein the Origin of Colours is infolded. . . .

The Doctrine you will find comprehended and illustrated in the following propositions. . . . (96–97)

The Doctrine is then elaborated in thirteen numbered general propo-
sitions with only passing reference to experiments or other empirical evidence. The vocabulary is general and statements are lawlike:

1. As the Rays of light differ in degrees of Refrangibility, so they also differ in their disposition to exhibit this or that particular colour. . . .

2. To the same degree of Refrangibility ever belongs the same colour, and to the same colour ever belongs the same degree of refraction. . . .

3. The species of colour, and the degree of Refrangibility proper to any particular sort of rays, is not mutable by Refraction, nor by Reflection from natural bodies. . . . (97)

There is a logical and expository sequencing among these statements as Newton elaborates the difference between pure prismatic colors and mixed colors, leading to an explanation of white as a compound, the functioning of the prism, the appearance of the rainbow, and several other related phenomena. After the end of the numbered list appears a statement of even greater theoretical character and generality about the nature of light itself, following on the proposition that light is a quality and not a modification. This generalization revives his earliest speculations on the corpuscular character of light as raised in his notebooks:

These things being so, it can be no longer disputed, whether there be colours in the dark, nor whether they be qualities of the object we see, nor perhaps, whether Light be a Body. For, since Colours are the qualities of Light, having its Rays for their entire and immediate subject, how can we think those Rays qualities also, unless one quality may be the subject of and sustain another; which in effect is to call it a Substance. (100)

Newton seems careful to have excluded this deduction from his list of propositions of Doctrine, but neither does he label it a theory, speculation, or hypothesis. Rather he treats it as indisputable fact, a necessary consequence. Except for one qualifying "perhaps" (which will be discussed below) he has been rather careful to avoid any language admitting of uncertainty. In the next paragraph he in fact breaks off the discussion when he feels himself on less firm ground: "And I shall not mingle conjectures with certainties." Even the descriptive title appearing in the Transactions "A New Theory of Light and Colours" is Oldenburg’s editorial addition.

Newton never uses the word theory or an equivalent. The term doctrine, which Newton does use to describe his generalizations, avoids any possibility of questioning or uncertainty. In his original letter to
Oldenburg, Newton is even more explicit about the facticity of his generalizations, but Oldenburg in his one major substantive editorial change deleted this passage, appearing near the beginning of the third section:

A naturalist would scarce expect to see ye science of those [Origin of Colours] become mathematicall, & yet I dare affirm there is as much certainty in it as any other part of Opticks. For what I shall tell concerning them is not an Hypothesis but most rigid consequence, not conjectured by barely inferring 'tis thus because not otherwise or because it satisfies all phaenomena (The Philosophers universall Topick,) but evinced by ye mediation of experiments concluding directly & without any suspicion of doubt. To continue the historickl narration of these experiments would make a discourse too tedious & confused, & therefore.

(96–97)

Then, as in the published text, he continues “I shall lay down the Doctrine First, and then, for its examination, give you an instance or two of the Experiments, as a specimen for the rest” (97).

This excised passage not only asserts Newton’s certainty of his claims, but also characterizes the claims, gives his grounds for belief and explicitly discusses his strategy of presentation. Both the character of the claims—that they are mathematical—and the grounds for his belief—direct experimental proof—are nowhere in evidence in the article and can only be considered plausible in light of his manuscript of the optical lectures, which he anticipated publishing. Those lectures include extensive mathematical derivations, proofs, and calculations as well as pages of experimental demonstrations. Although they are not arranged argumentatively as a definitive proof, they carry the enormous weight of a coherent and empirically responsible system, as discussed earlier. In this article, however, we have little more than Newton’s word to go on, relying primarily on the credibility he has established in the first two parts. Even the experimental evidence he calls into play is only sketched in a passing phrase, again throwing us back on his credibility for accuracy, method, and interpretation. Only a single demonstration experiment is described in any detail. A demonstration experiment is of course very different in character than a proof by experiment. The demonstration experiment simply puts the phenomenon on display; it does not resolve any question nor directly argue for any proposition.

His reasons for adopting this strategy are apparent and admitted.

16. The only other changes were Oldenburg’s deletion of the words “& others” and the signature (Correspondence 1:102).
First, he would need a book (his lectures) to lay out his full system and evidence—that I take to be part of the meaning of his phrase “too tedious.” But the other part of his reasons is suggested by the continuation “& too confused.” That is, although he has been able to recount some of the experiments in the first part of the article to suggest an orderly discovery procedure of differing refractions, he cannot create as neat and pointed a story out of this other half of his claims. His lectures, because aiming at a complete exposition, do have a structure, but not an argumentative one—they are tedious and argumentatively confused in the accepted, pedagogically useful, academic sense. Here he has neither the space nor the appropriate relation with his audience to be the tedious professor.

He seems rather to have a collegial estimation of his readers, relying on them to fill in the necessary details. He reveals his assumption about readers being able to grasp the consequences and implications of his claims just before the demonstration experiment, when he states “I see the discourse itself will lead to divers experiments sufficient for its examination. And therefore I shall not trouble you further than to describe one of those, which I have already insinuated” (100). Reasonable readers should be able to follow his lead properly on their own. In a letter written to Oldenburg four days later (on 10 February), Newton confirms this perception of his readers and his relation to them: “I designed [the letter] onely to those that know how to improve upon the hints of things, & therefore to shun tediousnesse omitted many such remarques & experiments as might be collected by considering the assigned laws of refractions” (109).

Thus the persuasiveness of the whole seems to rely on a confidence Newton’s voice maintains about the facticity of the specific events and general claims made. The first part of the article narrates the discovery of a general claim as a natural fact stumbled across and described through proper method. The last part presents an entire system of claims based only on the authority Newton has established earlier and the anticipation that, having read this article, readers will go out and see exactly what Newton saw. The article ends with an invitation that others indeed do that. Although Newton raises the possibility of admitting error, the article ends with a self-assured final clause: “If anything seem to be defective, or to thwart this relation, I may have an opportunity of giving further direction about it, or of acknowledging my errors, if I have made any” (102).
First Responses and Newton’s Answers

The rhetorical strategy of establishing personal authority to underpin broad claims (technically known in rhetoric as the argument from ethos) seemed to have worked when Newton’s letter was read aloud at the Royal Society meeting of 8 February, for it was met with general approbation. Oldenburg reports in a letter later that day to Newton, that the account was “mett both with a singular attention and an uncommon applause, insomuch that after they had order'd me to returne to you very solmne and ample thankes in their name” (107).

As soon as the account met more careful inspection, however, it came under question from many quarters, most immediately by Robert Hooke who took a copy home and within a few hours had written a long critique which he read at the next meeting of the society on 15 February. The controversy over the “New Theory” article, initiated by Hooke, lasted four years, into 1676, and seems to fall into three periods. In response to each set of criticisms, Newton develops a related set of rhetorical strategies, such that by the close of the period, the main features of the presentation of the *Opticks*, Book 1, are set.

The first set of criticisms, as outlined in the table below, are immediate responses to the reading of the text, in either manuscript or printed version. These were all initiated within two months of the article’s publication. Newton had access to them all before writing a response to any of them, and Newton’s answers were published in the *Transactions* before the end of the year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Critic</th>
<th>Date of criticism</th>
<th>Date Newton answered</th>
<th>Date criticism published</th>
<th>Date answer published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Hooke</td>
<td>Feb. 15</td>
<td>June 11</td>
<td>—17</td>
<td>Nov. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Moray</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>May 20</td>
<td>May 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignace</td>
<td>April 9</td>
<td>April 13</td>
<td>June 17</td>
<td>June 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pardies</td>
<td>May 11</td>
<td>June 10</td>
<td>July 15</td>
<td>July 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June 30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generalized response to all three

—       July 6         —       July 15

Of this first round of controversy, Hooke’s criticism was most significant, done first, yet answered in print last. Newton’s attempt to formu-

17. Although at the time Hooke’s critique was only read aloud and then circulated in manuscript, it has since been published in Birch (10–15), Newton Papers (110–15), and Newton Correspondence 1 (110–15).
late a proper answer to him influences all the other responses Newton makes during this period. That is, Newton received Hooke's critique (20 February) two weeks to the day after dispatching the original article. He immediately promised a rapid reply. (116) According to a letter of 19 March from Newton to Oldenburg, Newton appears to have drafted some comments, which he did not find sufficient (122). 18 He did not send Oldenburg his completed comments until June. In the meantime, while several times renewing his promise to answer Hooke forthwith and otherwise making reference to a task obviously very much on his mind (see Correspondence 1:137, 155, 159), he received and answered two other sets of correspondence on the same subject. When he finally replied to Hooke he relied on all the rhetorical tactics he had developed in the interim correspondence. He then reduced these rhetorical lessons to a single strategy embodied in a list of queries proposed in a letter to Oldenburg, which Oldenburg printed long before the reply to Hooke.

In order to analyze the development of rhetorical tactics, we will examine the correspondences in the order of Newton's answers.

Newton first answered Sir Robert Moray, the first president of the Royal Society (1660-62) and a continued active member. Moray had proposed a series of four experiments to be carried out by Newton. The purpose of these variations of Newton's reported experiments is not spelled out, but they seem aimed at establishing whether Newton's results may have arisen from other causes or may have been contaminated in some fashion. Newton handled these proposals by spelling out in

18. Newton was probably referring to the manuscript on folios 445 to 447 in Add 3970. This manuscript reflects several of the features of Newton's eventual response, such as the appeal to the common ground of plain inquiry, the calculation of the relative errors of refracting and reflecting telescopes, the attempt to distance himself from the corpuscular hypothesis, the exploration of analogies, and an attempt to distinguish between compounded and uncompounded light. In this early draft, however, Newton's attempt to disown the mention of corpuscularity is awkward and involuted, his distinction between compounded and uncompounded light is not as crisply drawn, and his use of analogy is not contained by his later-developed argument that arguing by analogies is futile. Thus there is no attempt to switch the discussion from theoretical grounds to empirical ones, although he does complain that Hooke seems to be more concerned with asserting his hypothesis than inquiring after the truth. By recognizing his rhetorical problem in trying to put a wedge between Hooke's commitment to his hypothesis and the evaluation of Newton's own claims, Newton is only a step away from finding the rhetorical solution of discrediting hypotheses. Nevertheless, in this early attempt to answer Hooke, Newton tries to meet Hooke more on Hooke's own grounds. In the final version, discussed later in this chapter, Newton's newly developed strategies of disowning hypothetical discussion and reducing issues to empirical questions allows him to distance himself from the complaints Hooke makes and to mount more elaborate and forceful arguments against Hooke.
Two: Literary and Social Forms in Early Modern Science

greater detail the methods and results of relevant experiments briefly mentioned in the earlier article and adding to them other relevant experiments he had already done but had not mentioned in the article. In this manner he demonstrated that he had already taken Moray's concerns into consideration (Correspondence 1:136-39; Transactions 7:4059-62).

In the first letter, dated 9 April, Ignace Gaston Pardies (professor at College Clermont in Paris and a committed Cartesian) objected to Newton's theory on the grounds that the experimental results were explicable by existing laws of optics and that certain other common experiments contradicted Newton's conclusions, which Pardies labelled a hypothesis. The largest part of the letter offers a geometrical derivation showing that according to received principles the expected shape of the image projected through a prism in Newton's experiment should be an oblong; therefore, Newton's results are unsurprising and do not require any new theory. Newton responded to this quickly (on 13 April) and simply, by adding an experimental detail he neglected to put in the article (but was in the account of the experiment in the lectures) and by redoing Pardies' geometric derivation (again paralleling an expansion in the lectures). To Pardies' other criticisms, he gives further detailed explanation and interpretation of experiments he had done and the common experiments mentioned by Pardies (Correspondence 1:140-44; Transactions 7:4091-93).

Here, as in the response to Moray, Newton is discovering the limitations of the elliptical style he had adopted for the article, and is returning to the fuller exposition of the lectures. As students may need full details as part of their education so that they can comprehend fully, so do one's peers, for although they are likely to fill in the details on their own, they are likely to do it in their own way, according to their own lights. Newton is discovering he cannot rely on shared visions and shared experience. Although he still insists that he is not here hypothesizing, he does willingly label his claims a "theory." By categorizing the phenomena he presents as "certain properties of light, which, now discovered, I think not difficult to prove" (144), Newton shows a nascent rhetorical awareness that discovery is different than proof, and that proof requires its own set of arguments.

Pardies' second letter (of 11 May) accepted all of Newton's added details and elaborations, but still denied his conclusions. Pardies claimed that alternate hypotheses explained the results equally well. Thus, although Pardies apologized at the end for calling Newton's conclusions hypotheses, Pardies still called them theories and considered them no more firm than the hypotheses of other people. More substantively, he treated Newton's claims as hypotheses by arguing there was no neces-
sary link between the empirical evidence and the general claim (Correspondence 1:156–59; Transactions 7:5012).

Newton’s reply to the second letter takes up the direct challenge of the concept of hypotheses and admits three alternative hypotheses which he considers legitimate (Correspondence 1:163–71; Transactions 7:5014–18; translation from Baddam 1:375–79). He even goes so far as to suggest ways of amending Hooke’s, Descartes’s, and Grimaldi’s hypotheses to be consistent with his results. Thus he argues that there is no end to hypotheses: “since numerous hypotheses can be devised, which shall seem to overcome new difficulties.” Newton claims that his doctrine is different in kind—for he has reduced the issues to empirical ones. This claim may not be precisely accurate, for we have already seen how much his early work was speculative, how his later experiments were driven by concerns arising from speculation, and how these early speculations creep into the article presentation. We will see later how he backtracks on these points to maintain his nonhypothesizing stance. Yet we can see the drift of a rhetorical strategy which attempts as far as feasible to reduce all questions to empirical issues.

Following this strategy, Newton takes his problem in this particular letter to translate the issues raised by Pardies into concrete empirical issues to be determined by experiment. “To lay aside all hypotheses” he considers the substantive force of the disagreement: “the whole force of the objections will lie in this, that colours may be lengthened out by some certain diffusion beyond the hole, which does not come from the unequal refraction of light or of the independent paths of light.” Having redefined the issue so, Newton then recounts the experimentum crucis from the original article in greater detail and more concretely, with greater explanation of the meaning of the event. Moreover, he points to a procedural detail which Pardies may not have been aware of and which would lead to different results and different interpretation.

Whether or not crucial experiments are philosophically a valid and certain procedure, and whether or not they actually prove to be persuasive in the majority of disputes, in this particular case reduction of theoretical issues to empirical ones determined by a crucial experiment, elaborated adequately for all parties to share an understanding of the event, turned out to be a useful rhetorical strategy. Pardies replied soon thereafter,

I am quite satisfied with Mr. Newton's new answer to me. The last scruple which I had, about the Experimentum Crucis, is fully removed. And I now clearly perceive by his figure what I did not before understand. When the experiment was performed after
his manner, every thing succeeded, and I have nothing further to
desire. (Correspondence 1:205–6; Transactions 7:5018; translation
from Baddam 1:379.)

Such a successful outcome would certainly reinforce Newton’s faith
in the rhetorical power of detailed experimental accounts.

Answering Hooke

Robert Hooke’s critique, although written almost
immediately after Newton’s paper was first read before the Royal Soci­
ety, was by far the most difficult, penetrating, and challenging. In strat­
egeny the critique resembles Pardies’ second letter, characterizing
Newton’s claims as hypothesis, no superior to a number of equally plau­
sible hypotheses; however, Hooke scrutinizes in greater specificity
Newton’s corporeal assumptions, his own alternative wave hypothesis,
and detailed points of divergence between the two. Following in order
the numbered list of claims in Newton’s paper, Hooke deems some of
Newton’s claims consistent with his own hypothesis, but offers explana­
tions of some of the results to demonstrate that his hypothesis is of
greater explanatory power than Newton’s. Moreover, he denies that the
experimentum crucis is indeed crucial in distinguishing between the
two hypotheses, whereas Pardies only expressed some procedural un­
certainties about the experiment. I leave out of discussion of Hooke’s
critique and Newton’s response, technical issues concerning telescopes.

To answer, Newton adopts a strategy similar to the one he chose for
Pardies’ second letter: denying that his claims are hypothetical, dis­
crediting hypotheses as a mode of investigation, then reducing the is­
sues to empirical ones, and finally reestablishing the experimentum
crucis. However, because of the intensity and specificity of Hooke’s chal­
lenge, Newton must work harder and add new twists to the argument to
achieve the same effects.

First, because Hooke more pointedly identifies the speculative re­
 mains of prior hypothesizing—the corpuscularity argument near the
end of the article—Newton must distance himself from his comments. A
simple denial of hypothesizing is not enough. He argues that this entire
late passage was couched by a “perhaps” which identifies its hypotheti­
cal character and sets it apart from the main body of his more solid find­
ings, which are discussed in terms independent of the alleged hypothe­
sis (Correspondence 1:171–72; Transactions 7:5086). His invocation of the
“perhaps” is a weak argument, for the word in the original article is
proceeded by "it can be no longer disputed" and followed by related claims in equally urging language: "which in effect is to call it" and "we have as good reason to believe" (Correspondence 1:100; Transactions 7:3085). Moreover, the article continues with another more detailed set of questions based on the corpuscularity assumption before breaking off the discussion as entering into conjecture. Newton's defense that in the body of the article he avoided terms based on corpuscular assumptions seems equally suspect. The terms he says avoided all concern with the issue of perception, which is not a topic in the article, although he does discuss the issue in his notebooks. The public article gave him no occasion to use the assumption-laden vocabulary.

Whatever the strength or weakness of the defenses, Newton's facing and backpedaling aims to separate his main claims from anything he cannot identify as experimentally grounded. In all future presentations of the optical findings he was to avoid any language that would raise the specter of corporeality.19

But damage was done to Newton's position, and Newton felt it necessary to reconcile his doctrine with those details Hooke claimed were better accounted for by his own hypothesis. This was particularly important since Hooke had claimed that his gave a better account of color dispersion in layered plates, which seemed back then and still seems now, much easier to explain as a wave phenomenon. Newton explained how secondary wave phenomena arose by movement of corpuscles through the ether, as stones thrown into ponds create waves.

This attempt to reconcile wave phenomena with a particle account became the basis of Newton's explanation of rings in Book 2 of the *Opticks*, which we will not examine here.20 In the current context, however, two points are significant. First, the discussion of rings, and thus the necessity of discussing wave phenomena, particularly in the cumbersome way Newton had to in order to reconcile it with his other conclusions, was separated out from the basic theory of refraction and colors. Once again he establishes clarity around an issue by distancing it from

19. Hooke began a response to Newton's answer in an unfinished letter (Newton Correspondence 1:198-205). It is uncertain whether Newton or Lord Brouncker, the current president of the Royal Society, ever saw the letter. In it, however, Hooke beards Newton at some length for having relied on the corpuscular hypothesis in the "New Theory" article. By ostensibly excusing himself for the mistake in attributing the corpuscular hypothesis to the article, Hooke introduces extensive textual evidence to show how the hypothesis appears to be taken. These apparent references were, of course, the cause of his "mistake."

all troublesome matters. Second, the “fits of easy reflection” theory that derives from this formulation never achieves the crispness of presentation that the theory of refraction and colors does. That is, Newton is never able to reduce the material to a closely linked network of generalizations and empirical results of compelling character. In Book 2 there remains a large explanatory and hypothetical middle between claims and results, with consequences for the structuring of the argument.

In this answer to Hooke, despite having to address the comparison of hypotheses, Newton must distance his main claims from the discussion of rings, lest his whole set of claims be tainted with the brush of uncertainty. So he introduces the comparison of hypotheses with a denial of responsibility for what follows: “But supposing I had propounded that Hypothesis...” And he ends the comparison by disowning hypothetical discussion as unnecessary for his doctrine: “But whatever be the advantages or disadvantages of this Hypothesis, I hope I may be excused from taking it up, since I do not think it needful to explicate my Doctrine by any Hypothesis at all” (Correspondence 1:174–77; Transactions 7:5087–91). Between these two disclaimers, Newton uses an analogy with sound phenomena to suggest that Hooke’s hypothesis is consistent with his doctrine and provides a plausible alternative, up to a point. That point is when the analogy reveals a patent absurdity.

Newton uses the breakdown of the analogy to discredit hypothetical discussion and move on to his experimental discussion: “You see therefore, how much it is besides the business in hand to dispute about Hypotheses. For which reason I shall now in the last place proceed to abstract the difficulties in the Animadversor’s discourse, and without having regard to any Hypothesis, consider them in general terms” (177, 5091).

Newton uses here what strikes modern ears as strange locutions to talk about empirical results in contrast to hypotheses. To us terms like abstracting and general seem associated with theories and hypotheses, instead of being opposed to them. Newton has also used similar language both earlier in this response and in his second response to Paradies, so it cannot be dismissed as a chance usage. What Newton seems to be meaning here and in similar contexts is that concrete implications of a general character can be abstracted, or pulled out of hypotheses and treated empirically separate from the larger explanatory systems of the hypotheses. These generalities are in the form of empirical claims, and are thus open to empirical tests. Thus although certain generalizations may have their origin in corporeal hypotheses, they can be cast in empirical terms and tested in ways that do not explicitly invoke cor-
poreality. He continues in this passage immediately to propose a series of empirical questions, that are the result of this process of abstracting:

1. Whether the unequal Refractions, made without respect to any inequality of incidence, be caused by the different refrangibility of the several Rays; or by the splitting, breaking or dissipating the same Ray into diverging parts?
2. Whether there be more than two sorts of Colours?
3. Whether Whiteness be a mixture of all Colours? (178; 5092)

As in the second response to Pardies, the strategy is to reduce all issues to empirical ones. The effect of this, however, as Newton's language is beginning to recognize, is to create another level of claim, in between the large explanatory hypothesis and the specific empirical result. This claim is a generalization based on results and is to be held specifically responsible to empirical results. The premium is to be placed, in fact, on establishing as strict a link between the result and the claim as possible. Newton will work out further implications of this middle level empirical generalization for the form of his argument in the later exchange with Huygens, but here he already begins an amplification and reorganization of his materials around general empirical questions and their answers.

With respect to the first proposed question, Newton adds experimental and interpretive details to support his claim that the unequal refractions were not caused by factors other than differing refrangibilities. He recounts a number of experiments directly relevant to the claim but not reported in the original article and spells out their direct meaning with respect to the claim. The added detail of interpretation is of equal importance to the added detail of the account.

With respect to the second question concerning Hooke's claim of only two fundamental colors, Newton gives two arguments. The first argument is not an empirical reduction; quite the contrary, it is a theoretical argument of why Hooke's results could not be precisely as he reports them. Newton recognizes the weakness of this first form of argument

21. In modern terms, this is Newton's first attempted solution to the problem of translatability and gaining some measure of intertheory agreement on empirical grounds. The continuing difficulties Newton encountered in gaining agreement suggests the difficulties in translation between theoretical systems. On the other hand, the success of his later solution of building mutual understanding and experience from first principles on up suggests the possibilities of intertheory agreement based on carefully constructed empirical grounds.
by putting greater weight on his second, as revealed in his transition to
the second point: “But, supposing that all Colours might according to
this experiment, be produced out of two by mixture; yet it follows not,
that these two are the only Original colours” (180; 5095).

The second argument is indeed the more essential, developing a fun­
damental distinction between simple and compound colors. Although
Newton had made the interpretive distinction in the original article, he
had not applied it to the kinds of experiments Hooke, and later
Huygens, discuss. Only by making the application of this distinction to
such experiments intelligible and persuasive could Newton establish
publicly what he believed was the proper interpretation of the results.
The manner of Newton’s handling of this point is particularly impor­
tant, for he finds it necessary to make this point repeatedly, and each
time he finds a crisper way of articulating it. The final way he finds, in
the Huygens exchange, will provide a structural model for Book 1 of the
*Opticks*.

In articulating his position more clearly, he also refines the particulars
of his claims, in response to forceful objections concerning the kind of
light accounted for by his theory. The clarifying of the definitions of sim­
ple and compound colors, makes clearer the issue of the character of
various forms of white light, including the sun’s. As Alan Shapiro eluci­
dates in “The Evolving Structure of Newton’s Theory of White Light and
Color,” the challenges to his earlier formulations, by himself and others,
forced him to withdraw from broader claims about all white light and
about the sun’s light. Even the final narrowed definitions of the *Opticks*
contain some irregularities which troubled Newton, but which he was
unable to resolve (see also Shapiro, “Experiment and Mathematics,”
and Westfall, “Development”). Interestingly, his reformulations are
often accompanied by statements that he is only clarifying or elaborat­
ing an earlier formulation, rather than that he is retracting a position.
Whether this is simply a face-saving ploy or a reflection of the psycho­
logical experience of being forced to a more precise statement is difficult
to disambiguate. The terms of a claim can be refined through an ago­
nistic struggle, and the refinements may have substantive conse­
quences for the claim. By clarifying terms you can clarify them to
yourself as well as to others, and that clarification may make distinctions
visible that were not visible before. Is a prior obscurity rightly perceived
as error? In any event, the refined claim is an improvement in being
more defensible, given the current means of argument and use of em­
pirical evidence. By allying itself more closely to the available empirical
evidence, the improved claim is actively relying on passive constraints
for its force, as Fleck argues is characteristic of modern science.
Newton recognizes the difficulty of communicating the distinction between simple and compound colors in the sentence introducing the substantive discussion: "But, because I suspect by some circumstances, that the distinction might not be rightly apprehended, I shall once more declare it, and further explain it by examples." He begins the substantive discussion by defining the two terms directly and contiguously so to make evident the contrast: "That colour is primary or original, which cannot by any art be changed, and whose Rays are not alike refrangible: and that compounded, which is changeable into other colours, and whose rays are not alike refrangible" (180: 5095). In the original article this distinction had been made descriptively over two substantial paragraphs, rather than as tightly contrasted definitions. Newton now continues to provide empirical prismatic tests to distinguish between the two kinds of colors. He then offers an experimental confirmation of the distinction by proposing that if two objects of apparently the same color are so tested and found to be distinguishable, then the colors must be of two kinds.

In this manner Newton has presented a general issue, reduced it to an empirical question, then organized the experimental material so as to present a direct line of reasoning tying the empirical to the general.

The last query presents no such complicated problems of tying claim to evidence, for Hooke had presented a rather straightforward empirical challenge: "Methinks, all the coloured bodies in the world compounded together should not make a white body, and I should be glad to see an experiment of that kind done" (Birch 14; Newton Correspondence 1:114). After reiterating an experiment already reported and examining the difficulties which Hooke would have in explaining away that result, Newton offers at least twenty-one other experiments and observations to the same point.

After this inductive pummelling of Hooke, Newton simply reasserts the importance and soundness of the experimentum crucis, without adding new substantive discussion.

Concluding the First Round

In dealing with the queries and objections of Moray, Pardies, and Hooke, Newton has learned to reorganize his discussion to argue specific claims or positions. Moreover, he has found it most useful to tie his discussions as closely as possible to empirical results. Even reasoning processes are to be supported by empirical procedures at each step.
As a conclusion to his response to this first set of challenges, Newton sends Oldenburg a set of experiments which he considers appropriate for testing what he now calls his theory. Although this list of experiments was published on 15 July, 1672, along with his response to the second Pardies letter and before his response to Hooke, it was written almost a month after he had finished all the other responses (see table, p. 100). His continued use of the term *theory* (first used in responding to Pardies) in place of the original term *doctrine* indicates his recognition that he is offering a higher level of claim beyond simple descriptions of experimental fact, yet still to be distinguished from hypothesis. He wishes, moreover, to remove discussion of his theory from confutation among a variety of opinions, by having all interested parties suspend all objections deriving from hypotheses and convincing themselves by “Experiments concluding positively and directly,” as he claims to have done (218; 4044).

To that end, he reduces the relevant issues to a series of eight experimental questions. Although he provides no answer to these questions here and gives no indication that he has indeed satisfied himself on these issues, we know from his other writings that he already has confirming results for all of these issues. By leaving the questions apparently open, he takes the stance of letting the facts speak for themselves. However sure he is of the facts, nonetheless, Newton will come to distrust even this rhetorical strategy, for future controversy was to convince him that people won’t read the experimental facts correctly unless he reads the facts to them. Indeed he has already begun to have second thoughts about the elliptical approach he has taken. In a letter of 8 July 1672, Newton writes to Oldenburg:

> Touching the Theory of Colours I am apt to believe that some of the experiments may seem obscure by reason of the brevity wherewith I writ them wch should have been described more largely & explained with schemes if they had been then intended for the publick. (212)

### The Second and Decisive Round

The first round of controversy had set all the wheels of a new style in motion, but the style had not yet found its settled form. For that, Christian Huygens’ challenge the following year was necessary. Huygens originally had been favorably impressed with Newton’s article, but had an increasing number of questions with time. In his fourth
letter to Newton, transmitted by Oldenburg on 18 January, 1673, and published in the Transactions of 21 July, Huygens offers serious criticism. He takes his lead from Newton's reduction of the controversy to empirical issues by pressing one of Hooke's earlier empirical proposals:

I have seen, how Mr. Newton endeavours to maintain his new Theory concerning Colours. Me Thinks, that the most important Objection, which is to be made against him by way of Quaerre, is that, whether there be more than two sorts of Colours. (255; 6086)

Huygens then claims that yellow and blue can combine to form all other colors including white and proposes an experiment (which he admits to not having yet done, for the thought came to him just as he was writing).

Whether two colors might combine to form all others was not a question Newton thought essential to his findings and is not in his list of eight queries, nor is it considered anywhere in Newton's writings except in response to Hooke and Huygens. As we have seen, Newton considered experiments demonstrating this flawed because they did not distinguish between compound and simple colors. Once that distinction is accepted, the importance of such experiments for the validity of his theory evaporates. Yet because such proposals were such a sticking point with his opponents, because they did not see the import of the distinction, Newton had to lead his readers through the distinction.²²

Newton's first response to Huygens was written on 3 April, 1673, but not published until 6 October due to an editorial mistake. It begins with a methodological point, suggesting that using compound colors to compound again will only lead to confusion and that one must begin with simple colors. Thus he insists on his distinction as a necessary methodological consideration even prior to its interpretive use. That is, while he still leaves the empirical confirmation to the reader, he recognizes more and more how that empirical experience must be led and con-

²² It also was apparently an unpleasant challenge that Newton first attempted to evade by withdrawing from the Royal Society. In a letter of 8 March 1673, to Oldenburg, Newton first suggested that Huygen's critique needed no response, since it was part of a private correspondence of Oldenburg and Huygens (despite the well-established practice by that time of reading the private correspondence at Royal Society meetings and printing it in the Transactions). However, after promising to respond if Oldenburg pressed the issue, Newton requested to resign from the society, for he lived too far from London to take advantage of the meetings (262). Oldenburg answered on 13 March by excusing Newton from paying dues (263). The matter was then dropped, and within three weeks Newton sent his first reply to Huygens' critique.
strained so as to produce the proper results. Experiments must be done properly, embedding the proper assumptions and in the proper order. This further implies, so that the assumptions do not appear simply a priori, that the experiments establishing assumptions must be done first. In this case the experiments establishing the distinction between compound and simple colors logically must precede experiments on the production of other colors. The later experiments are to be constrained by the conclusions of the earlier.

Starting as Newton did with an immediate sense of the concrete and self-evident facticity of his findings, Newton has been discovering that empirical experience is a variable thing. His readers did not immediately understand that certain claims implied certain prior completed experiments nor that other experiments follow by immediate implication (as in the Moray case). Nor did they always perform the experiment in the way Newton had, which led to varying results and disagreements (as in the Pardies case). Nor did they even do the experiments Newton proposes (as is evident in Hooke’s critique and following letters). Nor did they even do experiments they themselves thought up (as in this first letter from Huygens). Since Newton himself was convinced that anyone who went out and did the proper experiments could not doubt the concrete truth of his doctrine, it is not odd that he would get increasingly frustrated with what he might consider the readers’ obtuseness in getting the experiments right. On the other hand, he is realizing that he must provide much more detailed instructions—of logical procedure, sequencing, and interpretation, as well as of apparatus and procedure—in order that they get the experience right. In Newton’s words to Huygens, we find both his attempt to challenge better experimental procedure from his critics and his increasing disillusion with the certainty of this happening:

This, I confess, will prove a tedious and difficult task to do it as it ought to be done; but I could not be satisfied, till I had gone through it. However, I only propound it, and leave every man to his own method. (264; 6108)

Before discussing concrete experiments in answer to Huygens, Newton argues by analogy about how implausible Huygens’ hypotheses are, but again immediately disowns this analogical discussion as being irrelevant to his purpose in exhibiting concrete phenomena—as he had done with Pardies and Hooke. Newton then discusses how Huygens’ experiments out to be done properly and how they ought to be interpreted. In passing, he elaborates some of his own experiments, which, although producing results resembling Huygens’, point to substantially different
conclusions. Thus he ends with an experimental challenge as to what Huygens must do, and even that result, if obtained, Newton promises to show is not what it appears:

> If therefore M. Hugens would conclude anything, he must shew, how White may be produced out of two uncompounded colours; wch when he hath done, I will further tell him why he can conclude nothing from that. (265; 6110)

Newton further goes on to claim he had tried that experiment and had not been able to get the results that Huygens would wish for.

In a letter 10 June (published 6 October), Huygens responds by backing off from further disagreement, except to bite at the bait that Newton had offered:

> I list not to dispute. But what means it, I pray, that he saith; Though I should shew him, that White could be produced if only two Un-compounded colors, yet I could conclude nothing from that. Yet he hath affirm’d in p. 3083 of the Transactions, that to compose the White, all primitive colors are necessary. (288; 6112)

At this point the discussion is now focussed on a single interpretive issue, which is Newton’s task to make clear and unquestionable. Newton in his answer of 23 June (published 21 July) explains his position three times, ending with an argument in the form of a compelling mathematical derivation.

Newton had been thinking about such a format since having completed the first round of controversy, which ended in him reducing his claim to a series of empirical queries. Shortly after receiving the list of queries from Newton on 7 July 1672, Oldenburg had requested Newton in a letter of 16 July to elaborate on the appropriate experiments. On 21 September Newton replied to this request belatedly:

> I drew up a series of such Expts on designe to reduce ye Theory of colours to Propositions & prove each Proposition from one or more of those Expts by the assistance of common notices set down in the form of Definitions & Axioms in imitation of the Method by wch Mathematitians are wont to prove their doctrines. And that occasioned my suspension of an answer, in hopes my next should have conteined the said designe. But before it was finished falling upon some other business, of wch I have my hands full, I was obliged to lay it aside. (237-38)

In this mathematical form of proof Newton sees a way of compelling assent and ending controversy.
In presenting his answer to Huygens on this highly focused issue, he has his first opportunity to display this new rhetorical strategy. Nonetheless, it takes Newton three levels of presentation in this one letter to reach the mathematical form he seeks. That is, he presents his main point in three different ways before the issue can be turned to one of mathematical argumentation from first principles and supporting statements. He starts with a direct answer to the issue at hand cast in general form. He then turns the answer into a general position which he supports by experiment and then uses to analyze Huygens' proposed results. Only then does he derive his conclusions from first principles. That is, he must lead Huygens from a hostile theoretical position, focused on a particular point in contention, through an alternative answer instantiated in an experiment, to a reconception of the original experiment. Only then can the exact meaning and full implications of the original experiment be made accessible by placing it within a rigorously drawn new system. The procedure seems to be to compel the hostile Huygens to take Newton's system seriously in its own terms instead of seeing it just as a proposal competitive with the Cartesian one held by Huygens.

The first statement of Newton's response is presented in a few general sentences of direct answer. The issue is why Huygens could not conclude anything from the compounding of white from two colors. Newton answers because "such a white would... have different properties from the white... of ye Sun's immediate light, of ye ordinary objects of our senses, & of all white Phaenomena that have hitherto falln under my observation" (291; 6087). Moreover, those differences of property would support his theory, for they would reveal how ordinary whites are produced by more than two colors.

To explain this difference more precisely, Newton must shift to the second level of his argument. This shift is well marked by a transitional sentence: "But to let you understand... I shall lay down this position" (291; 6088). This shift of argumentative level is accompanied by a change in discourse focus, organizational pattern, and graphic layout. The position he offers is italicized and separated from the surrounding text. It becomes the central focus of the following three paragraphs, organized as experimental demonstration, deduction of consequences, and application to the Huygens' experiment.

The sentence style is also particularly interesting here, in light of Newton's expressed intent in developing a mathematical type of argument. Earlier in recounting experiments, Newton had most frequently adopted a first-person past-tense narrative, although for the demonstration experiment at the end of the "New Theory" article he had
adopted general imperative instructions; e.g., "In a darkened room, make a hole in the shut of a window . . ." (100; 3085). Here, although he claims to have done this experiment and many like ones, and although he is using it in support of a claim rather than as a demonstration, he again uses the second-person imperative mode. This casts the responsibility for doing the experiment back on the reader, as he had been trying to do with his queries. The instructions, however, have the advantage over the queries of leading the reader more strongly and precisely.

Newton takes charge even further by commanding not only the actions but also the interpretive process, as is done in a geometrical demonstration: "Let \( \alpha \) represent an oblong piece of white paper" (291; 6088). Newton had of course used such language of mental command when engaged in geometric derivations and analyses of optical phenomena during his lectures, but here this is being applied directly to the experiment. This strategy of interpretive command further has the advantages of increasing the appearance of generality to the claims and lending the universal force of geometry. Moreover, it then presents the results of the experiment in the precise form and mode for the continuation of a geometric argument. With no change of tone, the second paragraph deduces conclusions, which are then immediately applied to Huygens' proposed experiment, which is treated as an abstract geometrical problem, since Newton does not consider Huygens' results plausible. Moreover, this hypothetical geometrical problem is described in the exact same style of the actual experiment ("suppose that \( A \) represents . . ."). Even the same diagram and reference letters used to describe the actual experiment are reused for the hypothetical.

Newton has succeeded in integrating an actual experiment into a general geometrically styled argument. Doing so, he has eliminated the need for the interpretive arguments he has needed earlier to make clear the import of the experiments. Plus he has found a way of totally divorcing his claims from his explanatory hypotheses, which he kept finding himself tempted to discuss and then having to disown as irrelevant. That is, the experiments don't find a meaning in any external explanatory scheme, but only within the scheme in which they are serving as cogs. Moreover, since the language of presentation is so tightly linked into that immediate scheme, no loose linguistic ends suggest switching to any analogical or explanatory mode of discourse. The geometrical precision ensures that its own boundaries are maintained. And finally, the geometrical argument in support of general propositions removes the local and direct confrontation with specific opponents. The text is addressed to a general proposition rather than against Hooke or Huygens.
To complete this translation into a geometrical argument, Newton follows this three-paragraph demonstration with a brief return to personal confrontation to indicate that the points being made in this abstracted form are exactly the same points he had made in earlier presentations. Specific references and appeals to comparison attempt to establish that this is the position he has been maintaining all along, although not quite in this general form. This cross-reference also serves as a personal character defense against Huygens' comment that Newton "maintains his doctrine with some concern." Newton here suggests that the whole problem has been the lack of the readers' comprehension, and he has only been explaining previous answers to people who were not able to see his points.

Having succeeded in translating the point at contention into a geometrically styled argument of the lemma sort, and having established and elaborated that lemma, Newton has changed the level of discourse. Now he can begin to lay out his whole system in this general mathematical form, thereby indicating the precise meaning of the current claim. Again he recognizes the transition through a single sentence similar in syntax and phrasing to the transitional sentence cited earlier:

However, since there seems to have happened some misunderstanding between us, I shall endeavor to explain myself a little further in these things according to the following method. (292; 6089)

This last level of mathematicization of the argument is further recognized by the organization and labelling of the parts: five numbered items under the italicized, separated, centered heading Definitions and nine numbered items under Propositions. Each definition consists of a single naming statement: e.g., "I call that Light homogeneal, similar or uniform whose rays are equally refrangible" (292; 6090). Similarly, each proposition statement consists of a single-sentence claim followed by one or more sentences of proof. The proof is sometimes experimental, as after the first two propositions. And sometimes the proof is deductive: e.g., "by Def. 1. & 3. & Prop. 2. & 3" (293; 6091).

Round Three: Reducing Disagreement to Error through System

Newton had now satisfactorily solved how to present his optical findings in a compelling manner within a critical forum of competing researchers. The remaining exchanges of letters required no
rethinking or reformulation of argument, only a reiteration of existing statements. In this last set of exchanges with Francis Line and his students, Newton heavily cross-references his previous statements, using them as an articulated, coherent system which, when properly read, can answer all relevant questions and problems. In this constant pointing back to previous experiments and arguments, Newton displays increasing irritation with the inability of some readers to carry out proper experiments, to make appropriate judgments, or even to read his original text correctly. These developments strengthen Newton’s rhetorical strategy of leading the readers very carefully down an intellectual and experiential path, controlling both the reasoning and experience of the reader. In what modern literary theory would call a closed text, Newton does the thinking and experimenting for the reader, with the reader needing only to comprehend each step as he is presented with it.

This last round of correspondence was initiated by a letter of Francis Line to Oldenburg at the end of 1674, doubting Newton’s account of the first experiment in the “New Theory” article. Oldenburg replies, under Newton’s instructions, by referring to Newton’s second answer to Paradies (328; Transactions 9:219). In a second letter, Line persists in claiming that his own results differ from Newton’s and questions specific lines from Newton’s earlier papers. A supporting letter follows from one of Line’s students, John Gascoines. Newton responds by giving increasingly detailed and directive instructions, heavily interspersed with exact-page cross-references. Newton also cautions about specific possible errors. For example,

1. Then, he is to get a Prism with an angle about 60 to 65 degrees, N. 80, p. 3077, and p. 3086. If the angle be about 63 degrees, as that was which I made use of N. 80. p. 3077, he will find all things succeed exactly as I described them there. But it be bigger or less, as 30, 40, 50, 70 degrees, the refraction will be accordingly bigger or less, and consequently the Image longer or shorter. . . . But he must be sure to place the prism so, that the refraction be made by the two planes which comprehend this angle. I could almost suspect, by considering some circumstances in Mr. Linus’s Letter, that his error was in this point, he expecting the Image should become as long by a little refraction as by a great one; which yet being too gross an error to be suspected of any Optician, I say nothing of it, but only hint this to Mr. Gascoin, that he may examine all things. (419; Transactions 10:560)

The only slightly veiled irritation of the last sentence reinforces the
impression, given by the simplified and directive instructions, that Newton by now is impatient with what he perceives as experimental and intellectual incompetence. This impatience abates only slightly in the next exchange, when Anthony Lucas takes over from Gascoines. Lucas grants the substance of Newton's last answer, but raises a new issue, over the exact proportions of measurements resulting from the experiment in question. Lucas then provides an account of some other experiments which he claims contradicts Newton's theories. Newton, praising Lucas for being serious enough to actually do the experiments and taking some care over them, reciprocates by reporting fresh measurements to suggest how the quantitative results can be reconciled. Newton, however, simply dismisses Lucas' new experiments as beside the point and based on misunderstandings. Newton points back to his already published experimentum crucis as definitive.

Most interestingly, however, Newton here mentions for the first time in any letter for publication his completed book on the subject. The mention is to establish he already has considered and explained the kinds of experiments Lucas reports. While arguing here that only the experimentum crucis is important, Newton is yet coming to recognize the persuasive force of the entire system to answer all objections and to demonstrate how all related phenomena are to be accounted for.

   Had I thought more requisite, I could have added more [experiments]: For before I wrote my first Letter to you about Colours, I had taken much pains in trying Experiments about them, and written a Tractate on that subject, wherein I had set down at large the principal of the Experiments I had tried; amongst which there happened to be the principal of those Experiments which Mr. Lucas has now sent me. (174; 703)

   Having worked out a full system of claims, representations, and arguments, and having a plethora of experiments, observations, and phenomena reconciled to that system, Newton reduces disagreement to error—errors in reading and errors in conceiving, carrying out, and interpreting experiments. In further correspondence not published in the Transactions, Newton with increasing impatience identifies Lucas'...
“mistakes” against the authority of his entire theory (see, for example, Correspondence 2:254–60, 262–63). Newton, finding Lucas incorrigible, finally breaks off entirely in a letter to John Aubrey who had taken over Oldenburg’s role as intermediary and editor.

Mr. Aubrey

I understand you have a letter from Mr. Lucas for me. Pray forbear to send me anything more of that nature. (Correspondence 2:269)

The Juggernaut as Persuasion:

Book 1 of the Opticks

Newton was never again to publish optical results in a journal, nor was he to publish anything else in the Transactions or any other journal, except for a minor piece in 1701 on a scale of temperatures. He was to present his major physical findings only within the complete and comprehensive argumentative systems of the Opticks and the Principia. Moreover, not wishing to rekindle any of the controversies (or misunderstandings, as he saw them), he was not to publish the Opticks until 1704, even though in 1677–78 he was on the verge of publishing an earlier version based on the controversy correspondence until a fire in his rooms destroyed the manuscript, and even though he had essentially completed the final version by around 1694.

That final version totally scraps the expository structure and much of the content of the previously completed book of his optical lectures and adopts the argumentative structure that we have seen developing in the correspondence published in the Transactions. The book, in the manner of a Euclidean tract, moves from definition to axiom to propositions. The propositions, supported by experimental proofs, are sequentially arranged to create an ironclad deductive argument, as revealed by the organization, the hierarchical ordering of claims, the internal numbering system, and the graphic layout. The beginning of the analytical table of contents prepared by Duane H. D. Roller for the 1931 reissue serve as sufficient example of the structure and organization.
THE FIRST BOOK OF OPTICKS
BOOK I, PART I

Purpose of this book ........................................ 1

DEFINITIONS
1. Ray ...................................................... 1-2
2. Refrangibility ........................................... 2
3. Reflexibility ............................................. 3
4. Angle of incidence ....................................... 3
5. Angle of reflexion, angle of refraction .......... 3
6. Sines of incidence, reflexion, and refraction .... 3
7. Simple, homogeneous, similar light; compound, heterogeneous, dissimilar light .... 4
8. Primary, homogeneous, simple colours; heterogeneous, compound colours ...... 4

AXIOMS
1. Angles of reflexion, refraction, and incidence, are coplanar ........... 5
2. Angles of reflexion and incidence are equal .................................. 5
3. Path of refracted ray is reversible ........................................... 5
4. Angle of refraction is less than angle of incidence for ray entering denser medium ... 5
5.Ratio of sine of incidence to sine of refraction either constant or very nearly constant—examples—use of this law to trace ray paths .......... 5-10
6. Plane and spherical reflecting and refracting surfaces produce point images of point objects—computation of object position for plane and spherical mirrors, refracting surfaces, and lenses .................................................. 10-14
7. Converging rays produce real images—the eye as a lens, its normal operation, effect of spectacles, of jaundice, of old age .......... 14-17
8. Diverging rays produce image at the place from which they diverge—purpose of lens systems .......................... 18-19

These axioms are a summary of previous knowledge ................................ 19-20

*Prepared by Duane H. D. Roller.

PROPOSITIONS

Prop. I. Theor. I. Lights differing in colour also differ in degrees of refrangibility ......................................................... 20

Exper. 1. When a half-red half-blue paper is viewed through a prism, the halves are separated—blue light is the more refrangible .......... 20-23

Exper. 2. A lens produces blue and red images at different distances .. 23-26

Prop. II. Theor. II. Sunlight consists of rays differently refrangible .......... 26

Exper. 3. A beam of sunlight is passed through a prism and an image or spectrum formed—position of minimum deviation is used in this and following experiments—detailed description of spectrum—effect of changing beam size—water-filled prism—experimental results disagree with accepted laws of optics .. 26-33

Exper. 4. Eye placed in various parts of spectrum—light from clouds used ...................................................... 33-34

Exper. 5. Two crossed prisms used—spectrum consists of overlapping circular images—penumbra of spectrum is due to finite beam size and may be eliminated by use of lens—separation of blue and red light originally incident at same place on prism .................. 34-45

Exper. 6. Aperture used to select light of a single colour from spectrum—experiments with such light . 45-48

Exper. 7. Half of a paper or thread is illuminated by red light from the spectrum of one beam, the other half is illuminated by violet light from the spectrum of another beam—the paper or thread is then viewed through a prism as in Exper. 1.—two spectrums lying in a right line are viewed through a prism—violet of one spectrum and red of another are superim-
The complete system is presented as a logical and empirical jujgernaut, with every step in the reasoning backed up with carefully described experimental experiences precisely related to the formal proposition. As Newton states in the opening sentence of the text:

My Design in this book is not to explain the properties of light by Hypotheses, but to propose and prove them by Reason and Experiments.

The reader is moved down a path of reasoning and vicarious, virtual experience through the experiments reported. The placement of the experimental descriptions within the developing framework also makes it more likely that the experiments will be understood, performed, and interpreted in the manner intended by Newton, if the reader wishes to move from the virtual, literary experience to the laboratory.

This control of reason and experience within a tightly developing network of claims, experimental representations, and deductions is well illustrated in his elaboration of “Prop. II. Theor. II. The light of the Sun consists of Rays differently Refrangible” through experiments numbers 3 through 10. The announcement of the theorem is immediately followed by the subheadings “The PROOF by Experiments. Exper. 3.” The text proper begins “In a very dark Chamber, at a round Hole, about one third Part of an Inch broad, made in the Shut of a Window, I placed a Glass Prism” (26).

Experiment 3 is a much more detailed account of the experiment described at the beginning of the “New Theory” article, resulting in the elongated image. Here, however, the experiment is detached from any discovery account. It is presented only to establish the result. Both the methods of obtaining the results and the results themselves are told in far greater detail and precision than in any previous presentation. For example, the description of the solar image, which in the article was only a sentence long, here is given almost a page. Not only is the immediate image described, but all the variations that occurred as Newton rotated the prism. Not only does this description answer possible questions about what occurred, but it recreates the experience with sufficient narrative intensity for the reader to imagine the event. Throughout this and other experiments, Newton emphasizes the care he took, the places where mistakes might occur and which therefore required even greater care, and the many variations and trials he ran in order to avoid error and anticipate all disagreements.

Further, to establish the result as important, Newton presents a full geometrical derivation of what the results should have been given traditional optics. Thus the reader is carefully held in tow, to see what New-
ton wants him to see in detail, to be silenced on all possible objections, and to find the proper meanings in the experimental experience.

Newton is next careful not to require that the readers find too much meaning in the experiments. He marks the steps of the argument very carefully, nowhere leaving a gap in reasoning that a critical reader might use to undermine the argument. He in fact calls to the reader's attention the limits of the conclusions that can be drawn from each experiment. After a description of experiment 4, he comments,

So then, by these two experiments it appears, that in Equal Incidences there is considerable inequality of Refractions. But whence this inequality arises . . . does not appear by these experiments, but will appear by those that follow. (34)

Experiment 5 is then prefaced by some comments on its design to indicate how it is aimed at demonstrating a specific point not demonstrated by the previous experiments. The experiment is then described in the language of a geometrical demonstration referring to a schematic diagram. “Illustration. Let S [Fig. 14, 15] represent the sun, F the hole in the window, ABC the first Prism, DH the second Prism . . .” (35).

From the time of his student notebooks Newton had used schematic diagrams to display his experiments and analyses, but here the incorporation of the experiments into a geometrical argument, and the consequent easy movement from experimental description to geometrical analysis, often in reference to the same diagram, gives these representations a special function within the argument. They are treated as both real and ideal, combining experience and reasoning in a step-wise construction of reality. Indeed, immediately following the presentation of experiment 5, a schematized analysis of the results occurred, using prior experimental results and geometrical derivations and assumptions. The reader is again carried one more step into a carefully constructed perception of an ideal/real world. By this point Newton had a practical sense of the modern concept that every observation was theory laden. He wanted to make sure that his experiments were seen through the proper theory loading.

After Newton has marched his reader through almost forty pages of narration and discussion, through all the steps of experience and reasoning creating a tactile and ideal proof of the theorem, he then sums up the argument to this point. The summation is not just a series of claims, however. It is a series of experiences that reveals a coherent world, a felt vision of a world that we have all shared, turned around, and shared again:

Now seeing that in all this variety of Experiments, whether the Trial be made in Light reflected, and that either from natural
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bodies, as in the first and second Experiment, or specular, as in the ninth; or in light refracted, and that either before the unequally refracted Rays are by diverging separated from one another, and losing their whiteness which they have altogether, appear severally of several Colours, as in the fifth Experiment; or after they are separated from one another, and appear colour'd as in the sixth, seventh, and eighth Experiments; or in Light trajected through parallel Superficies, destroying each others Effects, as in the tenth Experiment. . . . It's manifest that the Sun's Light is an heterogeneous Mixture of Rays, some of which are constantly more refrangible than others, as was proposed.

(62-63)

Newton has vicariously given us that same concrete feeling of holding the phenomenon in our hands and turning it over and over again.

Through this juggernaut of a system, Newton has been able to create an authority and certainty of argument that seems to go against the tendency of the period to find in empirical experiences only uncertainty and probabilities. Such tentativeness is evident in Hooke's and Huygens' insistence of maintaining alternative hypotheses in the correspondence examined here, and in Huygens' own work on optics, Treatise on Light. In the preface to that work, Huygens states that the empirical evidence he presents cannot produce certainty, although "It is always possible to obtain thereby to a degree of probability which very often is scarcely less than complete proof."

The persuasive historical accounts of the rise of uncertainty and probability by Hacking, B. Shapiro, Dear, and Paradis set off by contrast just what a powerful tour de force of argument Newton has created. In this sense Newton seems very much a man against his times, although his solution was to remake his times. Never satisfied with uncertainty in argument, once he shed his professorial authority, he sought authority through establishing his credentials as a proper Baconian investigator in the "New Theory." When that failed he moved toward the compelling claim, supported first through structured experiment, and then embedded in a massive system built from fundamentals.

The Effects of Compulsion

The controlled experience Newton created in the Opticks, moving the reader from first principles to a fully articulated and fully imagined system has a remarkable literary effect, as noted by
many readers, both scientists and nonscientists. Marjorie Hope Nicholson’s book *Newton Demands the Muse* documents the mighty force of the *Opticks* on the eighteenth-century literary imagination; almost all of the literary impact of the volume came from the first book. Albert Einstein in an introduction to a modern edition of the *Opticks* attests to the imaginative force of the work, which he sees as a portrait of Newton’s mind:

He stands before us strong, certain, and alone: his joy in creation and his minute precision are evident in every word and every figure... It alone can afford us the enjoyment of a look at the personal activity of this unique man. (lix-lx)

Einstein was not alone in commenting on this experience of felt thought in reading this book. But this experience of the reader must not be taken naively as the actual fact of the writer. As the evidence reviewed in this chapter indicates, the book is far from the spontaneous workings of the creative mind. The book is a hard-won literary achievement forged through some trying literary wars. The texts that are closer to the spontaneous outpourings of Newton’s mind, such as his student notebook, have hardly the compelling presence.

The compelling effect of Book 1 of the *Opticks* is rather evidence of how well, totally, and precisely Newton has gained control of the reader’s reasoning and perception, so that he can make the reader go through turn by turn exactly as he wishes. In modern literary theory such a text is called a closed text as opposed to an open one that allows the reader greater freedom in providing alternative interpretive procedures and meanings, and projecting personal considerations on to the text (Eco). In the closed text we read only the author; in Book 1 of the *Opticks*, Newton powerfully grabs hold of our reason and experiences until we have seen exactly what he wants us to have seen, in both the concrete and cognitive senses of the word.

With the writer so closely shaping our experience of reading, it is inevitable that the author’s voice should be compellingly powerful and the authorial presence imposing. The author has taken over our minds and we become subservient to the powerful directions laid down by the guide and master. Of course, we hand over our wills only to the extent that other firmly held beliefs and experiences are not violated in ways that cannot be and are not reconciled to the emerging vision. As we have seen, Newton is quite careful to recognize and deal with those places where common beliefs and experiences would likely pull the reader out of sympathy with the closed text and thereby remove the reader from the cognitive compulsion.

In this respect, it is important that the text provide an account of the
phenomenon that encompasses all contemporary experiences and satisfactorily addresses all contemporary issues. Forceful criticisms must be attended to with a compelling answer or with a revised claim for the closed text to maintain its compulsion. And it must be able to weather the continuing experiences, experiments, and thought of the readers. Compelling scientific texts are embedded in nature and in science. A compelling text, whose end is an authoritative representation of the world, is not simply a textual matter. The text can only create a formulation that serves as a resting point for thoughts and experience of reader and writer. In the current context, the text must appear to be “the right answer.”

In Books 2 and 3, where Newton felt (and modern scientific belief agrees) that he had not gotten to the bottom of the issues, he could not create this kind of compulsion. But when the contemporarily satisfying answer combines with a compelling form of argument, an intellectual network is established that seems to spread the presence of the author over a vast and certain domain. And that domain becomes defined by the terms of that intellectual network, making it hard to escape and establish contrary claims. Powerful arguments and experiences must be mounted to break through the compulsions of the earlier system.

Newton’s encounters with criticism and opposition, some of which were recounted here, in all instances show his personal conviction and desire to sweep away all objections as ill-founded, if not ignorant. But only in this kind of form did he find the strong vehicle that really would push opposition off the stage, demonstrate the power of his claims, and leave him and his claims in the center spotlight. In his success we can recognize his great effect on the scientific community to follow. It was not just Newton’s findings that dominated eighteenth-century science; it was his presence.

And it was his mode of argumentation that also dominated. I. B. Cohen in his analysis of the Newtonian style, which he argues set the tone for the science that followed, focuses almost solely on the *Principia*. He dismisses the *Opticks* as not amenable to the kind of tight, logical system-building with empirical consequences that he finds characteristic of the Newtonian style (*Newtonian Revolution*, 13-14; 134-35). But the kind of closer inspection of the *Opticks* and its literary history that we have carried on here suggests how much the style of the *Principia* may owe to Newton’s rhetorical struggles and solutions in trying to shape the optical work. The *Opticks*, to be sure, does not contain the radical split between deduction and induction, between logic and empiricism, between mathematics and physics as there is in the *Principia*. But the *Opticks* does attempt an empirical argument with the same kind of com-
pulsion as the mathematical-deductive argument. The choice of separating out the empirical elements into the final book of the *Principia* is only another option in the same kind of literary problem.

On the form of scientific argument developing in the journals, the solutions reached in Book 1 of the *Opticks* seem to have had a more immediate and powerful impact than the more abstract machine of the *Principia*. As we have seen, the form of Book 1 of the *Opticks* was a direct response to the rhetorical situation and rhetorical problems created by the emergence of the journal. In its rhetorical solutions it served as a precursor of many of the later developments in the scientific article that we examined in the last chapter. It seems that it took the community as a whole over a century to discover what Newton worked out in about a decade, from his first notebooks to his answer to Huygens. Even the way-stop of the failed experiment of discovery narrative used in the opening section of the "New Theory" article seemed to foreshadow the reliance on discovery accounts a century later in the *Transactions*.

Certainly Newton's final rhetorical conclusions seem to match very closely with those realized in the *Transactions* article of 1800 and after: (1) That experimental methods and results must be spelled out explicitly and in detail, both to allow replication and comparison of results and to create a plausible virtual experience for readers; (2) That the discourse must be organized around a central claim or sequential series of claims, and the experimental accounts should be structurally and logically subordinated to those claims to serve as a form of experimental proof; (3) That the coordinated series of claims and articles, incorporated into a coherent system, becomes a mutually supporting network framing a way of working, viewing, and thinking, so that reliance on the network becomes an essential cognitive and argumentative resource. Serious arguments can only be cast within the closed system that realizes the mode of perception, activity, thinking, and interchange. Arguments that step outside the closed system are no longer considered properly scientific.

The framework that Newton developed and relied on was entirely his own and was the system codified in his books, whereas ultimately the scientific community was to develop a communally constructed framework. But this was to require inventing not only the modern apparatus of citation and embedding of others' ideas, not only developing forms of theoretical argument, but also the invention of complex synthetic genres that allow the emergence of codified beliefs without hindering the argumentative and negotiative processes that occur in the research front articles—genres such as review articles, forums, handbooks, and textbooks. Much of this integrative machinery was not developed until the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The late arrival of integrative machinery makes Newton's awareness of the necessity of a coherent system to provide a powerful account of phenomena all the more remarkable and his solution all the more powerful a resource. His individually conceived system, without the more modern integrative apparatus, both drove science that followed him and created difficulties for integrating viewpoints, discoveries, and claims from outside the system. One suspects that there are important correlations between the breakdown of the Newtonian systems and the emergence of new rhetorical devices both for mounting oppositional arguments and for creating integrated communal theory. Certainly the emergence of integrative machinery allows for more flexibility and modification of the communal system, allowing for changes in argument without stepping outside or causing breakdowns of the system. 24

That Newton's mode of argument was a model as well as a precursor for later developments in the journal article is more than likely given the omnipresence in the eighteenth century of editions of the Opticks and the other evidence of wide circulation, greater than that associated with the more difficult Principia. 25 However, the details of the path of literary influence have yet to be drawn out to support this claim.

This single example of an individual working with book and article modes of publication hardly resolves the issue of the relationship between book and journal publishing, but it does begin to suggest the complications, particularly in a time of transition. In this one case the book, which at first was conceived as an extension of an expository series of lectures, became—through contact with the more intimate argument of journals—an argumentative system, shaping consciousness, reason, and experience to compel readers down an incontrovertible path. It appears likely that such a rhetorical style came to reside most fully and permanently in the journals; books gradually moved to other functions, popularizing and codifying the results of such arguments.

Whatever books and articles have become, and whatever relationship between them has developed, the result has been the consequence of individual writers making assessments of their perceived rhetorical situations, choosing among available resources and adding a few new tricks of their own. Books and articles are all the products of writers writing.

24. For one early step in the development of this integrative machinery see Bazer­man, “How Natural Philosophers Can Cooperate.”
25. For discussions of the popularity of the Opticks see Cohen's preface to his edition of the book, and Nicholson, chap. 1.
Elizabeth Eisenstein, in her monumental work, *The Printing Press as an Agent of Change*, details major events in the formation of literate culture, which in turn transformed politics, society, economics, and knowledge. That transformation, although fomented by a single technological invention, was realized only through a nexus of many innovations—linguistic and social as well as industrial. Similar lessons are to be found in Goody; Graff; Havelock; and Scribner and Cole. The history of scientific writing also reveals the many developments necessary to realize literate culture.

In the previous two chapters I have examined the emergence of a linguistic technology that has helped shape modern literate culture. I have associated this linguistic technology with the generic features of scientific experimental communication, which in our time has been associated with certain regularities of form. However, as the change and variation within the pages of the *Transactions* and of Newton's optical writings suggest, the technology and the genre are no simple, rule-determined set of inflexible procedures and forms. They rather represent continuing realizations of social activity within socially structured situations. Industrial, social, and linguistic inventions, such as the inventions of the printing press, the scientific society, and the scientific journal, helped shape the situations out of which the technology emerged and in which the new technology provided the means of social action. The linguistic inventions of this new communication technology, because they themselves embodied social actions, in turn set in motion changes within the structured social situation. Humanly made solutions addressed the immediately perceived problems and provided an environment influencing the perceived structure of future problems.

This chapter looks up from the pages of the texts examined in the previous chapters to observe more directly the interaction between linguistic technology and social structure. In examining how social situations structure communication events and how forms of communica-
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Thus the literary analysis (contextualized in a social account) of the last two chapters will here give way to a sociological analysis (based on a literary account). I will be working largely within the view of social structure elaborated by R. K. Merton in *Social Theory and Social Structure*. As Stinchcombe points out in his commentary, in this view social structure lies within the individual's choices of socially structured alternatives. That is, individuals through perception of situation and available alternatives and in their choices make and remake social structure. Through microdecisions individuals both realize and create social macrostructure. In this chapter I argue that this Mertonian position is a contextualized, constructivist one.1

The First Editor of a Scientific Journal

In 1665, three years after he had been named secretary of the newly formed Royal Society, Henry Oldenburg founded the first scientific journal in English, *The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London*.2 Although not a scientist himself, he saw his mission to advance science through increased communication. Already by the late 1650s he had started correspondence with a number of scientists, be-

---

1. By constructivist I mean simply the position that humans construct their own activities and knowledge. The constructivist position in the sociology of science has been associated with a critique of Mertonian social theory as falsely asserting that people behave according to preexisting abstract norms that seem to contradict the individual's immediate interests and actions (Knorr-Cetina, *The Manufacture of Knowledge*; Collins, *Changing Order*; Mulkay, *Science and the Sociology of Knowledge*; Barnes, *Scientific Knowledge and Sociological Theory*). I neither read Merton that way nor agree with the critique.

Sociological constructivists have favored microscopic studies of individuals' situated actions over studies of larger patterns of regularities in individuals' social behavior. The social belief and apparent social influence of such larger patterns has correspondingly provided a puzzle in constructivist accounts. Attempts to explain the status of apparent macrostructure and the mechanisms by which that apparent macrostructure may be generated from microactions are presented in Knorr-Cetina and Cicourel; and R. Collins. Such accounts are thoughtful, ingenious, and interesting, but would be aided by an understanding of the mechanisms linking microactions and macrostructure already implicit in the Mertonian theory they have largely rejected.

2. The French *Journal des Scavans* first appeared three months prior to the *Transactions*. Various authors still contest which nation shall have the honor of giving birth to the first scientific journal, with the crucial point hanging on the broader character of the French journal.
coming a conduit for exchange of scientific information across Europe.\(^3\) As his correspondence and skills as a correspondent grew, he began to see how increased sharing of information goaded working scientists to produce more and to reveal more of what they were doing. Conflict inevitably resulted as correspondents learned the opinions of others and as Oldenburg synthesized the findings of scientists working in the same area. Oldenburg, although becoming highly skilled at elaborate flattery and social graciousness, did not try to gloss over such differences, but rather encouraged their recognition. From the beginning he sensed that science needed to be agonistically structured, so that each player—seeing the moves of the others—makes countermoves attempting to defend his position and to eliminate his opponents from the field.\(^4\) This is not the exposé of the dirty social underbelly of science—this is the plan for science. As long as such conflict was played out in the semiprivity of correspondence, it did not lead to serious hostilities (M. B. Hall 187).

The role of correspondent in the persons of Oldenburg and, on the continent, Marin Mersenne, helped bring together a previously dispersed scientific community, which had communicated primarily through books. The slowness of book publication, the limited distribution, and the increasing popularity of vernaculars had kept the scientists’ audiences and communicants limited. Moreover, books tend to present self-contained universes, accounts complete in themselves with little opportunity for response, except in the muffled comments of the unsatisfied reader. Communication through books minimizes confrontation, disagreement, discussion, synthesis, and sense of competition.

The reactive social dynamics encouraged by Oldenburg’s correspondence were also encouraged more locally by the early scientific societies, the Royal Society of London, the Academia del Cimento, and the Académie des Sciences. Standing between the Royal Society and the rest of the scientific world, Secretary Oldenburg became the center of scientific communication. It is little wonder then, that Oldenburg, needing an additional source of income, created a journal of scientific information and found a ready market. The journal put Oldenburg even

\(^3\) Information on Oldenburg’s life and works is to be found in the introductions to the nine volumes of *The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg*, edited by M. B. Hall and R. Hall; in M. B. Hall, “Henry Oldenburg and the Art of Scientific Communication,” *British Journal for the History of Science* 2 (1965): 277–90; and in R. Hall, “Henry Oldenburg,” *Dictionary of Scientific Biography*.

\(^4\) Latour and Woolgar, chapter 6, expresses a similar imagery of scientific research as an agonistically structured game, where each move restructures the game.
more in the center of communications with his correspondence doubling in the first year and tripling again within three years.\(^5\)

Although Oldenburg did not succeed in turning as much profit as he had hoped, he did succeed in turning himself into an editor, the first scientific editor. In the earliest issues he was still very much the correspondent, writing an extended newsletter of all items of interest that had come to his attention: a new book from the continent, a presentation he had witnessed at the meetings of the Royal Society, a report he had received from one of his correspondents. All was filtered through his voice as he selected and focused attention on those aspects he thought his readers might find most newsworthy. Some features of his writing do change from his previous correspondence: the information is selected to be of generally wider interest, and the long passages requesting information and continued correspondence vanish, although they remain in the private correspondence. Nonetheless, important stylistic features remain: the chatty informativeness; the assumption that the readers are knowledgeable about the subject at hand and are therefore only looking for the latest news, which they will largely know how to interpret; and the consistently complimentary tone, aimed at encouraging continued cooperation. In short, although personal business has been eliminated, Oldenburg still treats the readers as correspondents, people who write to him with information in return for the information he provides them.

**Editor, Author, and Reader**

However, the new social dynamics of a broadly circulated periodical soon necessitated changes in Oldenburg’s relationship with his audience and authors. Within scientific correspondence even the distinction between author and reader had hardly been a sharp one. Whereas previously his correspondents both read and wrote letters, now only a small subclass of the readership contributed information for

---

\(^5\) By a count of letters written by him in the published correspondence, which includes all extant items, in the two years prior to his secretaryship, his letters numbered 14 in 1661 and 9 in 1662; in 1663 and 1664, his letters numbered 52 and 59, respectively. In the first year of editorship, 1665, the number jumped to 115; even more strikingly, through April, before the appearance of the first issue, his letters numbered only nine, with nine more added through June, with all remaining 97 letters being written in the second half of the year. In 1666 he wrote 114 extant letters and in 1667, 151. In 1668 the number jumped to 318, and continued at high levels for the next years.
the benefit of the rest of the readership. The contributor becomes a more distinctive and important voice than the newscarrier. Accordingly, Oldenburg increasingly lets the contributors speak for themselves, turning them into authors. He rapidly increases the amount and length of quotations from his sources, until he soon prints entire letters with only a short editorial introduction. Eventually that editorial introduction vanishes as does the form of the letter, leaving freestanding authored articles. In changing from a correspondent, passing on the news through his own perception and personality, to an editor enabling authors to communicate directly with readers, Oldenburg seems to vanish from the pages of the journal, appearing only in the occasional editorial statement. Yet, while the editor is apparently nowhere, he is of course implicitly everywhere, in the appearance, content, style, and personality of the entire enterprise. An editor's voice is a composite voice, comprising all the voices that make up the journal. The quieter the apparent editorial voice, the stronger the corporate one.

In standing between the journal authors and journal readers, the editor helps define not only his own role, but the character of these other two roles. Oldenburg could not keep his journal afloat unless he had authors to fill up the pages. Although at first he could rely on the residual habits of correspondence, the new configuration of editor standing between authors and audience could no longer support the old motivations of information sharing and competitive reaction. Indeed, the new publicness would prove a serious irritant to potential authors. Oldenburg had to offer other lures, such as public exposure of ideas, priority, fame, cooperation of amateur fact-gatherers, and participation in a great universal undertaking. Competitiveness was recast in the threat that the competitor might win these rewards first (for example, see Oldenburg's Correspondence 2:439–43; 3:631–33; 4:331–33).

Once Oldenburg enticed a correspondent to share information to be published, he had to keep the contributor satisfied with the results to ensure continued contributions. This we can see in three areas: first, accurate reporting of the information being shared (adding to the pressures for increased use of the author's voice and placing limits on editorial modifications of submitted articles); second, ensuring contributors perceive the benefits they receive from publication (through praise in the editorial voice and in private correspondence with the contributors); and third, protecting the contributor from some of the less pleasant consequences of publication (primarily through ego-stroking and appeals to higher values in private correspondence surrounding an open controversy in the journal pages). These activities to maintain good relations with his contributors potentially conflict with his
responsibility to the communal endeavor of science as embodied in the Royal Society. To resolve this conflict, Oldenburg removed editorial commentary on individual contributions from the pages of the journal, leaving the flattery for the letters. He now stroked his authors in private, not public.

Insofar as authors see the benefits of publication, they start writing for the audience, which has the power of granting recognition, instead of for the editor. The editor becomes an intermediary. Thus contributors write Oldenburg increasingly public, formal letters for publication rather than private communications to be digested by Oldenburg. By anticipating the editorial process, authors gained greater control of how their work would be presented. Thus letters came to have clearly marked expository sections, with private material gathered together in other deletable sections, through time reduced to a few prefatory personal comments. Eventually entirely public letters were written, accompanied by private letters of transmittal. Dropping the pretense of the letter form, authors began addressing readers directly in article form, transmitted with a private cover letter to the editor.

The role of the reader is less visible, the act of reading leaving little physical trace. We do know, however, that the early membership of the Royal Society and the readership of the Transactions were far wider than the collectivity of active virtuosi. During this early period society membership and journal readership were dominated by leisured gentry, neither professionally nor personally committed to orderly, extensive, systematic investigation. Rather, as members of a largely urban and educated class, they sought amusement and novelty. They were excited by the new philosophy but not necessarily critical or thoughtful in their appreciation. A few merchants and artisans from fields like mining and lens-grinding supplemented this primary readership, as did a few rural and colonial gentry (Hunter, Sciences and Society 70-80). In appealing to this nonprofessional, novelty-hungry audience, Oldenburg took for his domain the wide wonders of the world including earthquakes, medical monstrosities, language education, and foreign journeys.

Contributors to the early journals also wrote for this kind of audience, using the language of curiosity and wonder to create appreciation for new findings and inventions. Contributors used their texts to gain publicity and other forms of support for their work. Newton, for example, presented his optical findings in the Transactions to promote his completed book on the subject. More actively, contributors sought support for their investigations by requests for meteorological, oceanographic, naturalist, and anthropological data from travellers.
Two: Literary and Social Forms in Early Modern Science

Public Identities and Role Conflicts

The public presence of the journal and other forms of publicity, such as Sprat's *History of the Royal Society*, established a public identity for the journal, its contributors, the society, and its membership, as standing for a new movement in knowledge. Satires by Samuel Butler, Thomas Shadwell, and Aphra Behn relied for their effect on general public recognition of the social type of virtuoso. For *Transactions* readers as well, the cast of characters and the enterprise started to take on social meanings. The *Transactions* became a point of contact for readers in small cities outside London and aided in the formation of local societies. Part of the purpose of these local societies was to make available copies of the *Transactions* and to imitate the activities reported therein (Hunter 81). Oldenburg, as the center of an increasingly organized communication system, took on a recognized scientific role and identity, even though he himself was not a contributing scientist. Finally, individual scientists, such as Boyle, Hooke, and Newton, became public figures through regular publications; in Newton's case his public presence was only on the rarest occasions supported by actual attendance at a Royal Society meeting.

As public figures, natural philosophers were expected to live up to norms of genteel and politically responsible behavior. But their roles as natural investigators required rather odd behavior, such as looking at the moon and waterdrops, using peculiar contraptions like vacuum chambers and microscopes, and suggesting unorthodox opinions about taken-for-granted objects. Not only did they do this at public meetings, but they wrote about it in the journals so that anyone could read about it. These role tensions and violations provided grist for the satirists. (Sociological role theory emphasizes the importance of publicity as a key factor in role conflict; see Marwell and Hage; Merton, “The Role-Set”; Stinchcombe; and Stryker.)

At first, role conflicts were perceived more outside the nascent scien-


7. Although becoming a member of the Royal Society in 1672, Newton did not attend his first meeting until 18 February 1675. His attendance remained sporadic even after he moved to London and was elected to the society's council at the end of the century. Only with his election as president did he begin regular attendance, after missing his first meeting as chief officer. Richard Westfall, *Never at Rest*: 267-b8, 476, 629.
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tific community than in it. Inside this community, members were recognizing a separate professional identity, establishing themselves as their own primary reference group (see Merton and Rossi, and Turner, "Role-Taking"). However, an emerging division within the readership of the Transactions soon led to new types of role conflict. Within the largely amateur, uncritical readership was a smaller circle of readers more actively concerned with the advance of knowledge. These would read critically, comparing what they read with what they believed and observed. Of course, critical reading occurs whenever a reader has a stake in the writer’s topic, but now the critical reader could criticize in a public forum proximate to the original text. The journal facilitated not only criticism, but the public role of critic. Just as correspondence networks had served to increase the amount and immediacy of criticism, the journal made the critical activity public. And the answer also became public, casting the natural philosopher into the regular role of public defender of his work. The role of the third-party audience became important in the resolution of disputes.

This argumentative situation creates role conflict for the authors, who are caught between publicizing their own work in terms that would most appeal to the general reader and defending their work from the inner circle of specialized readers who have the power to criticize and therefore cast doubt upon work in public. Power begins to flow to a subclass of the readers, those best able to assess or criticize the work being presented, thereby affecting the general public impression of the work. If all potential critics are satisfied, no debate will ensue and one’s work will appear unchallenged. Similarly, if an article avoids the domains of all potential critics, the work will again appear undisputed. However, if one makes claims in an area where others have interests and those claims unsettle those interests, challenge is likely. The article to be successful must then either disarm potential opposition or lay the groundwork for proper public defeat. Thus contributors’ interests are best served by developing standards of public argument and adhering to them. The narrative of chapter 3 describing the emergence of the experimental article details both the pressures shaping standards of argument and the consequent standards as embodied in textual practices.

As the articles in the Transactions became more concerned with professional argument, other more popular journals (such as Weekly Memorials for the Ingenious and The Athenian Mercury) filled the gap between professional and popular audience (Hunter, Science and Society 55). Since the general audience was no longer the more powerful force for the authors, authors in the primary journals no longer served the needs of the general audience so well. Moreover, the serious natural scientists found the
general audience interlopers. Several attempts were made to control the membership and increase the professionalism of the Royal Society (Crosland; Hunter and Wood; Hunter “Early Problems”; Stimson 147–51). Editors began to eliminate articles of insufficient professional interest and quality. In 1752 referees were introduced to maintain professional interests and quality further.

Thus the author’s role conflicts in relating to two separate kinds of audiences in the same public forum led to separation of the two audiences (see Biddle and Thomas; Marwell and Hage; Merton, “Role-Set”; Stinchcombe; Stryker; and Turner, “Navy Disbursing Officer”). This social reconfiguration of the participants in the journal communication process led to further redefinition of roles, new conflicts, and new mediating mechanisms.

Exclusions and Gatekeeping

The reconfiguration relies on the social facts of recognition and authority, both externally and internally, of the Royal Society and its publications. Public recognition of the Royal Society as the primary social institution committed to inquiry increased the prestige of membership and publication in its journal and gave the society sufficient public capital to be exclusionary. Supporting this symbolic power of the Royal Society was the transfer of the Transactions from private ownership to the society in 1690, freeing it from private mercantile interests (Stimson 114), although it was not technically the official journal of the society until 1752. The editors (all secretaries of the society until 1751) could now look solely to the ideals of the society for guidance in shaping the journal. These goals now were to be achieved by exclusivity rather than inclusivity, turning the editor from a merchant of knowledge into a gatekeeper. At first keeping out information of only amateur interest, then keeping out work of amateur quality, the editor limited the potential audience and began to monitor the statements made among the professionals.

The exclusion of contributions, however, did put special burdens on the editor. First, the editor needed to establish sufficient authority to have his judgments respected as sound. Since this particular institution was founded on scientific inquiry, only the judgments of a respected natural philosopher would carry intellectual weight. An administrator
secretary and editor from 1695 to 1713, and later as president of the society (Stimson 143).

Second, in order to retain authority and trust of the professional community, the editor must be perceived as fair and unbiased. However, since the editor has his own research interests and competences, he cannot remove himself from accusations of bias and/or selective incompetence. Moreover, insofar as the editor exercises authority by making judgments, he inevitably creates injured parties. No matter how much participation in the public discussion of a journal appears a desired good to members of a community, an atmosphere of unfairness and distrust, especially attributed to the chief interlocutor (the editor), will poison the atmosphere and destroy the communication.

Indeed, such a conflict took place in the early 1750s. At that time antiquarians’ and historians’ interests had become dominant in the society, and those interests were represented by the secretary/editor Cromwell Mortimer. John Hill took up a campaign of ridicule against the Transactions, pointing to the triviality and foolishness of many reports published therein. His criticism heightened after he was not elected to membership in the society. The response of the society to his satire was to take responsibility for the journal out of the single hands of the secretary editor and place it in those of a committee, which would review and select manuscripts to be published (Stimson 140-45).

Through this innovation, the Royal Society established the role of editorial board cum referee. The editorial function was maintained and strengthened by removal of the responsibilities from any one individual’s hands. In order to maintain authority, the editor cannot be perceived as exercising it, but rather must take a distanced stance on all decisions which might be likely to be perceived as injurious to others. The invention of editorial boards to handle issues of general policy and of referees to handle issues concerning individual contribution not only helps the editor maintain authority and trust by assigning responsibility to other individuals, but it further allows the journal to establish a corporate identity, representing the field as a whole. Perceived scientific eminence of editorial board members and referees, as well as distribution among the various subcommunities of the larger scientific community, help maintain the authority of the journal as an institution through the appearance of fairness and generalized competence.

8. Maintenance of the appearance of fairness is important to the maintenance of authority in bureaucratic settings; this generalization has been taken as almost axiomatic in the literature on bureaucracies since Weber. For a seminal discussion on the relationship between gatekeeping, critical criteria, and the maintenance of communal trust, see R. Merton and H. Zuckerman, "Institutionalized Patterns of Evaluation in
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Group Formation and Integration

Stringent gatekeeping only works when individuals so wish to enter gates that they are willing to satisfy the gatekeeper. The early motives to publish in the Transactions—publicity before mixed audiences, priority, possible cooperation of amateurs—were at best peripheral to the activity of carrying on natural investigations at that time. Even the lure to participate in the great universal undertaking, Bacon's Salomon's house, appealed more to ideals than to the realities of research. However, as the character of scientific communication changed from the late seventeenth century to today, publication became essential to research and integrated the working scientists into a communications network. Increasingly, one could only play the game by stepping onto the playing field, and stepping onto the playing field drew one into the social organization of the game players.

An early step in this process of group formation occurred when publication in the journal became a recognized identity-granting social activity. Presenting work before the Royal Society and being mentioned in the pages of the Transactions identified one as a natural philosopher. The success and prestige gained by the journal then accrued to whoever published therein. Perhaps more importantly, this prestige lent legitimacy to the work itself. It is one thing to mix chemicals in the back shed at the estate; it is another to be in contact with a secretive brotherhood of suspect alchemists; and it is quite another to participate in open demonstrations as part of a prestigious social institution.

Although at first criticism may have seemed a rather irritating byproduct of public exposure, particularly within such a motivatedly critical crowd, this too became seen as a necessary, though unpleasant medicine. Statements acknowledging the usefulness of criticism appear in a variety of articles and letters in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, even from the notoriously intolerant Newton. Only serious professional criticism could broaden the individual scientist's narrow view

Science," in The Sociology of Science. For other accounts of difficulties of early editors see Sherman Barnes and of modern editors see Fox, chapter 1.

9. Newton's grudging recognition of the benefits of communal cooperation and criticism can be seen in the closing lines of his article "New Theory of Light and Colours," and in his dubious compliment to Pardies: "In the observations of Rev. F. Pardies, one can hardly determine whether there is more of humanity and candour, in allowing my arguments their due weight, or penetration and genius in starting objections. And doubtless these are very proper qualifications in researches after truth" (Philosophical Transactions 6:4014. Translation from Newton's Papers and Letters on Natural Philosophy 106, ed., I. B. Cohen).
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and could separate personal conviction from universal truth; the professional forums of publication offered this criticism most readily and reliably.

Gradually researchers start to recognize the cooperative interlinking of their work. The shoulders of giants commonplace turns during the late seventeenth century from a resource in the ancients vs. moderns struggle to a recognition of one's near contemporaries (Merton, On The Shoulders of Giants). Informal and irregular recognitions of debt occur throughout the eighteenth century, and in the nineteenth century modern citation practices start to develop. Citations began only as a recognition of debt, but developed into a close interlinking of the current work with the on-going research and theory which formed a codified network of the literature.

In these ways, researchers recognized that their work meant more for being part of a socially legitimated, critical, socially interactive, and cumulative communal process centered on publication in socially recognized forums, screened by gatekeepers, facing public criticism, being cited by others, and being accepted into a codified literature. These elements form the core of most contemporary accounts of the current communication of Science (see, for example, Garvey; Meadows, Communication; Ziman, Public Knowledge). Group integration as represented in journal publication has become so much the hallmark of modern science that Kuhn takes it as the primary indicator of mature science.

Yet we must not idealize the integration as a simple vanishing of the individual into the group processes. This is the error of Salomon's house, science by bureaucracy, and the ill-fated French Royal Academy attempt to declare science from the outset to be an anonymous, joint endeavor (Hahn 26-28). Integration only worked as an integration of individuals who see personal interests and identity expressed through the group activity. The individual must not only identify with the community as a whole, but must see that his own contribution to the group endeavor will raise his own standing within the community, allowing him to contribute more fully.

Persuasion, Witnesses, and the Representation of Events

A fundamental change in group identification and individual assessment occurs when a contributor presents his work for the
scrutiny of his peers as well as for their enlightenment. He no longer can adopt the pose and authority of the expert informing the uninitiated. He must rather establish the authority on communally accepted grounds beyond himself. Thus empiricism, which for Bacon was a mode of investigation, now becomes a mode of persuasion (Dear; Shapin, “Pump and Circumstance”; B. Shapiro; Hacking, Rise). To persuade someone of something you must show them what you have found. That is, an event in nature is not an empirical fact with scientific meaning until it is seen, identified, and labelled as having a particular meaning. Moreover, although it may be a fact to the person who first locates it, it is not a fact to other researchers until they have been satisfied that that event has occurred. Only by making the fact communal can one claim discovery of that fact for oneself and reap the rewards of it.

In the early Royal Society, persuasion of facticity was accomplished directly by public demonstration before the assembled members, then recorded in the notice published in the Transactions. The persuasion occurs at the public demonstration; the publication does not persuade, but rather only reports the fact of public persuasion. As the particulars of demonstrations become recognized as crucial to the outcome, not all members could witness all trials, so representative witnesses (sometimes of royal or other nonscientific status) came to stand in for the general membership. With time, as it became evident that one needed expertise to view and judge the event appropriately, witnessing was limited to recognized scientists. That is, as events become treated as more particular, and more difficult to interpret properly, witnessing became less and less a public matter. Finally, witnessing devolved on a single witness, the researcher himself. This had to do with the change in research from finding brute facts into inquiring into the meaning of difficult to understand facts—troublesome events had to be investigated by a series of observations and experiments that served as part of an intellectual path of inquiry for the researcher. This meant that persuasion depended not on the presentation of selected, displayed brute events to others, but on the symbolic representation of events in the published report.

How does one convince a critical audience that something happened when they didn’t see it? One rhetorical strategy is to establish ethos; that is, that the author/observer is a credible witness, following all proper procedures thoughtfully and carefully. Newton attempts this in his early article “A New Theory of Light and Colours” where he first presents himself as a proper Baconian stumbling across a natural fact before then asserting the bulk of his results categorically. Similarly, in the latter half of the eighteenth century, writers commonly presented themselves
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as representative scientists by showing their reasonable path of inquiry. This strategy of establishing general credibility fails, as it did in the above examples, when other scientists get different results and come to different conclusions. Academic credentials today serve something of the same general function of lending credibility, but only in the most general union-card manner. That is, credentials permit one to present results, but the results must stand on other grounds (Cole and Cole).

With the failure of ethos as the primary means of validating results unwitnessed by others, the burden of persuasion fell on detailed accounts of each individual experiment—that is, on the representation: to establish proper procedure (that is, the experiment is done as any scientist might have done it), to specify all the conditions and procedures (that is, replication instructions), and to indicate how the experimental procedure answers potential objections. As findings and theory develop, consistency of results with other results aids in the persuasion. Anomalous findings raise more objections, requiring more vigorous counterarguments and powerful demonstrations. Seriously anomalous findings are also likely to undergo more serious attempts at replication than anticipated findings.

Consequently, while representation replaces immediate empirical experience of the audience/witness, the representation must appear experienceable by the audience. The representation must appear plausible to readers having expertise and experience similar to the author's, must seem so proper and controlled as to answer all objections and must offer an apparent replication recipe promising any trained scientist the possibility of experiencing the reported event. Although the replication instructions may in fact be incomplete, requiring additional craft knowledge to make the experiment work (Mulkay, *Science and the Sociology of Knowledge*; Collins, "Sociology of Scientific Knowledge"; Collins, *Changing Order*), the account must be consistent with replication procedures, whether or not the experiment is precisely replicated, for all future attempts at related findings serve as indirect replications. Thus authority now comes not from one's sources, nor from one's good person, nor even from a publicly witnessed fact, but from a representation of events, hewing closely enough to events and defining the events so carefully as to answer all critics, seem plausible to readers with extensive knowledge and experience with similar events, and to hold up against future attempts to create similar events.

As gatekeepers gain in power, restricting access to publication, the representation of empirical events becomes even more important. An editor or referee reading through a manuscript must judge plausibility and soundness solely on the written account. The longer term judg-
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ments based on consistency with future results cannot enter into the short-range publication decision; the writer must present the results so that they appear to have happened.

Authority deriving from the representation of events devalues the immediate standing of the individual, institutions, and traditional teachings. Within the network of scientific communication, even kings, nations, and sacred texts lose power before those representations of nature identified as empirical facts. Within the scientific article, authors adopt humility before the facts, putting their empirical findings and derivative generalizations in the central rhetorical positions. On the other hand, those individuals, institutions, and beliefs which have the power of facts behind them gain the authority of empiricism. This leads to a curious conflict. As science gained general social prestige, individual scientists took on the roles of public spokesmen, adopting the mantle of authority from science. This external role, representing science to the wider social and political worlds, was far from the humility before nature demanded internally in science. Similarly, social institutions and belief systems claiming to be based on empirical fact took on a power and attitude of power quite in contrast with the tentativeness required within scientific work. Even within science, an individual convinced of his empirical evidence may assume an arrogance with respect to his colleagues out of keeping with his "scientific" role as an inquirer after the facts of nature. When a scientist's sense of self grows from one of these public, nonscientific sources, his scientific credibility not uncommonly wanes.

Role Conflicts and Differentiated Audiences

Such conflicts between self-assertion and humility are classic conflicts within the role set. That is, an individual filling a status such as scientist or editor has a number of different role partners, with each set of role partnerships incorporating different norms and behaviors; insofar as the partnerships remain mutually invisible, one's behavior can respond only to the partnership at hand. But when the behavior becomes visible to other role partners, conflicts arise (Merton, "Role-Set"). A policeman can be a mean character on the beat, a good guy to school children, and a regulation-follower in the patrol house; however, a school child witnessing a drug bust or a police investigation unit looking into procedural violations on the beat presents the policeman with a conflict as to how to behave.

Scientific publication, by definition, is a public act, hard to keep se-
cret from selected role partners. Moreover, journals provide a public forum and not just a public platform. Thus we would expect the public performance of journal publication to foment role conflicts and foster consequent mediating mechanisms. Further, since we have seen that the new institution of journal publication proliferates social roles, we would expect the opportunities for conflicts to increase with time. Finally, since the role behaviors we are most concerned with here are communicative behaviors, which are just where the conflicts are being publicly displayed, we would expect these conflicts to affect the writing.

As we have already seen, the changing social configurations of scientific communication created conflicts for contributors, who resolved these conflicts by addressing those segments where they perceived power to lie. At first power resided in the scientific correspondent for he controlled the return of useful news. With the journal, power began to rest with the readers who could grant recognition and spread of one’s work. With the rise of criticism, power began to flow to the professional part of the readership who had to be satisfied to maintain credibility. The growth of gatekeeping placed the gatekeepers before all; and finally the development of cumulative science gave the last word to the readership of working scientists, for they held the key to incorporation.

However, these last three powerful partners did not displace each other: each retained power. To this day a successful publication must satisfy gatekeepers to get published, must defend itself against critics to maintain credibility, and must appear useful enough to readers to be cited and incorporated in future work. It is not easy to dance to all three masters, as evidenced by the many articles that get published and avoid criticism, yet never are cited, or articles that get published but then become the objects of controversy from which they do not emerge whole.

Conflict Mediation

The complex social configurations in contemporary scientific communication and community also present social complications for gatekeepers, critics, and readers, but for simplicity’s sake the remaining analysis will primarily be from the perspective of the contributor. In particular, we will consider how four features of the contributor’s role partnerships provide conflict-mediating opportunities. First, publication role relationships do not occur until near the end of the knowledge-production process, allowing extended areas of prepublication privacy and semiprivacy to develop problems, claims, arguments, and evidence. Second, the proliferation and differentiation of publication
venues allow the contributor to limit his visibility to selected sets of gatekeepers, critics, and readers. Third, since communication with gatekeepers occurs chronologically prior to communication with critics and readers, and since the three role partnerships hold different rewards, the contributor may make strategic choices among the role partnerships. Fourth, contributing scientists usually fill the gatekeeper, critic, and reader roles. While this aids the contributor by creating certain uniformities in the audience—uniformities that the contributor himself shares, in the long run this creates more conflicting demands on the working scientist. Nonetheless, this integration of all the roles within the single working scientist allows an overriding identification with the entire enterprise of science. The manifold conflicts on the working scientist may then be finally mediated by a set of institutional ideals and goals that distance the scientist from particular conflicting roles and that absorb the various affronts and setbacks.

A closer look at these conflict-mediating processes reveals that many additional features of the social structure of contemporary science can be seen as responses to exigencies created by the communication system. To start, as scientific communication becomes liable to increasingly organized scrutiny by gatekeepers, critics, and research-motivated readers, the preparation of publishable statements retreats more deeply into private and semiprivate workspaces. The primary empirical event (increasingly observable and interpretable only by the specialist) moves out of public sight into the experimenter's laboratory, with the public presentation becoming only the claim-maker's representation. This substitution of representation for presentation allows the claim-maker added selectivity and control—in planning and executing the empirical events (that is, experiments); in reporting only successful experiments and eliminating false leads, distractions, and unworkable experiments; and in presenting a cleaned-up account of the experiment, without bad trials, fuzzy data, or slips of the hand.

Such representational control does open the door for unconscious and conscious distortions, ranging from seeing only what one expects to see to outright fraud (Hanson argued first for observations being theory-laden; Shapin, "History of Science," reviews the studies demonstrating observations as interest-laden). This necessarily is a matter of concern, and procedures have developed to hold individual scientists

10. Here I am ignoring more recent issues that have arisen from the grant process which has brought gatekeeping in a new way into the early stages of work. See Greg Myers, "The Social Construction of Two Biologists' Proposals," for an illuminating study of how the funding process helps shape the direction and focus of proposals and work.
accountable for what they report as happening in the laboratory. The extent and effectiveness of these procedures have from time to time come under question, particularly when major instances of fraud come to light. Here, however, we need note only that the systems of accountability are a result of the privacy of statement-making. The scientific community must assure itself that the writer of research is not a fiction writer, that the laboratory consists of more than a typewriter.

The scientist may also maintain a degree of privacy over work in progress by sharing early formulations of the work only with selected colleagues in informal settings—in the coffee lounge, in correspondence, or at closed seminars. These early exchanges help shape the ultimate public argument (for example, Latour and Woolgar, chap. 4). In some tightly structured specialties the less formal communication channels may be primary for the core group, with the published article only for the record and peripheral audiences. Once the informal communication in this tightly organized group passes the approval of the inner circle, then it is as good as published (Menzel; Price and Beaver; Crane). But not every informal communication passes that test to become approved, publishable material. Claims found faulty within the small group are unlikely to surface in reputable publications.

The emergence of validated claims from small research groups resembles the negotiation process that occurs among authors, referees, and editors before an article appears in the journal (Myers, “Texts as Knowledge Claims”). This semiprivate correspondence, shrouded by confidentiality, aims at transforming the private work into the most publicly acceptable form, although authors may not always see it that way and the semiprivacy raises questions about unintentional and intentional abuses (Mitroff and Chubin). Some accountability procedures have developed around the gatekeeping system to exercise control over the privacy.

Another kind of opportunity for conflict mediation through lessened visibility has been created by scientific specialization. The proliferation and specialization of scientific journals have preserved the publishing scientist from facing the judgment of the entire scientific community. In the evolving discussion of specialized research questions, local criteria for the acceptability and significance of work develop. These local criteria may be neither obvious nor superficially consistent with criteria of other specialties. On those limited occasions when specialized work strikes interspecialty issues clearly and forcefully enough to warrant more general presentation, contributors can seek publication in more widely distributed journals. Again, a negotiation process between author and gatekeepers may determine the level of generality at which a
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claim may be presented and the proper form and place for such a presentation (Myers, "Texts as Knowledge Claims").

Third, the differentiation of audience into three separate kinds of role partners offers the contributor strategic choices in appealing to partial audiences. An untenured junior researcher, needing publications more than public recognition, will likely be most concerned with meeting the criteria of the gatekeepers. Other researchers, humbled by an ideology of cumulative science rather than by the employment system, may be satisfied to contribute a careful, small piece of work, paying most attention to the critics. On the other hand, if one feels wider ambitions thwarted by entrenched gatekeepers and critics, one may attempt to bypass them by beginning a new journal or creating a less conventional channel of communication to the readers. Self-declared revolutionaries and communally declared crackpots may both follow this route; this dichotomous naming indicates the gamble of this procedure.

Finally, and most significantly for the social structure of science, all the communication roles of contributor, gatekeeper, critic, and reader may be taken at various times by a single scientist. Every scientist is trained to read the literature critically and habitually searches the literature for new findings to build on (see chapter 8). As careers develop, scientists then get to referee and perhaps edit journals. By adopting these various role perspectives, quite literally taking the part of the other in communication partnerships, the research scientist learns to understand, accept, and meet audience expectations and demands. Once you act as a referee, for example, you know better how to satisfy referees. This psycho-social integration into the entire process of scientific communication acts as accumulation of advantage that accrues to successful scientists just as much as the more tangible advantages of grants and large laboratories (Merton, "Matthew Effect"; Cole and Cole).

Role Unification and the Norms of Science

All these communicative roles were only gradually integrated into the single status of scientist. Prejournal critics included clerics, kings, and philosophers. The first editor was an administrative organizer rather than a working scientist. Readership was quite wide. Even the interim role of witness, later incorporated into the role of the scientist himself, was at first widely held, then more narrowly held by people of prestige derived from a variety of social institutions. Only the referee role, the last of the roles created in this process, was born requiring that it be filled by a working scientist.
This gradual unification of roles results from empiricism replacing all other forms of authority in institutions concerned with natural knowledge. If authority lies in nature, those best capable of administering that authority are those who have the most intimate and rigorous contact with nature. At first, artisans and craftsmen held some authority because of their practical contact with nature, but this limited authority vanished with the rise of detailed, documented representations of nature replacing direct experience as the relevant form of knowledge. The intimate practical contact without the proper way to talk about it in public granted little prestige and no authority (Ochs; M. B. Hall, “Technology”). Not surprisingly, all the separate scientific roles, shared by the same set of individuals, became imbued with similar norms and values. The shared value system of science was made possible by a common source of authority and a unified prestige system. Nobel Prize winners become editors and heads of labs and have their critical opinions taken most seriously. In fact the recognized quality of their work often leads to these other forms of authority long before prizes add worldly recognition and worldly authority to the previously established authority of empirically grounded research.

This unification of prestige, authority, and multiple roles in the single status of the scientist, however, presents the individual scientist with further role conflicts. Not only must the contributing scientist please a three-tiered audience, that same scientist when acting as reader, critic, editor, or referee must avoid irreparable breaches with those same individuals. In this situation conflicting role demands cannot be kept separate, as all the actors take all the roles. A contributor wanting findings to be accepted, but also having a critical role to fulfill, might hesitate alienating a significant potential reader or referee. Nor will the potential contributor accept without suspicion an editorial rejection that might be attributed to the editor’s or referee’s interests as potential contributors themselves. The possible conflicts and perceived violations are legion.

These conflicts become particularly omnipresent because the whole communicative system is based on conflict, a way of organizing the criticism that emerged with a public forum of communication. Critics are set against contributors, gatekeepers do make harsh choices, readers do select which material to build on and evaluate what they read—and the entire process brings the agonistic interactions into a form of public debate and discussion.

Very strong mediating devices are needed to hold this agonistic social structure together. Some of these devices are to create pockets of privacy within this rather public system. As we have seen, the editor was able to slough off some of the more sensitive conflictful choices to editorial boards and referees so that he might maintain good relations with con-
tributors and readers. Similarly, anonymity surrounds refereeing to allow for “objective judgment.” But these devices have only limited power. An editor must take responsibility for journal policy, assignment of referees, and thus the content of the journal. Anonymity in refereeing, often only a transparent veil, can at best hide only personalities and not intellectual commitments. The much stronger conflict mediating devices lie in the distancing values of science. Commitment to organized criticism, communalism, universalism, and objectivity allow individuals to absorb individual strains, conflicts, and violations in the name of the communal endeavor. In this way the overall status of scientist is more than just an umbrella for the many roles taken by the individual; it is a crucial identity adopted by the scientist that allows him or her to rise above the conflicts and strains within particular roles adopted as part of this overall identity.

This overall integration of values and identity does not mean that all individuals equally identify with all parts of the system. Neophytes necessarily have limited experience and socialization. Individuals become alienated or remain marginal for many reasons. Cynicism, manipulation of the system, and fraud may appeal to individuals on the margin or individuals who are expected to fulfill demands beyond their legitimate means. Whole groups and scientific communities may develop other structures as they respond to different social/political/belief pressures. These qualifications notwithstanding, the general thrust of the development of the communication system of science has been to structure science in much the terms described by Merton.

The Social Construction of Social Structure

Thus a constructivist analysis of the social structure of scientific communication, examining actors’ situated strategic micro-

11. Rose Laub Coser, “Role Distance, Sociological Ambivalence, and Transitional Status Systems,” specifies Goffman’s concept of role distance (from Encounters) as arising either in situations of ambivalence resulting from conflicting role expectations made by a single role partner or from transitions to new roles. The conflict situation I have described as occurring in scientific communication has elements of both situations arising from the complex multiple interactions with single role partners and from the expectation of critical skepticism which keeps creating distance between role partners. In this situation, adherence to the more abstract norms of science and identification with the generalized status and goals of scientist create role distance helping to resolve conflicts and ambivalences.
choices, gives a picture of scientific structure consonant with more tra
ditional macroanalyses. This should hardly be surprising. What indi
viduals who constructed the scientific community constructed was the
scientific community.

Yet this inquiry has been more than tautological, for we have seen how
the scientific community developed around the engendering and man-
agement of conflict. We have seen how the conflict-based interaction
shaped the means of communication and its regularized channels. We
have seen how the structuring of communication helped establish the role
set of the scientist. We have seen how norms of behavior and self-repre-
sentation emerged out of the need to manage the conflicts and relieve the
role tensions created by the structured activity of scientists. We have seen
how commitments to a communal project beyond oneself help distance a
scientist from personal strains and create the collectivity as a social fact.

Science, responding to its own dynamics and activities within its par-
ticular social circumstances winds up structured differently than other
social systems, equally constructed out of their situations and activities,
and developing their own appropriate symbolic systems. As a socio-
linguistic system science has emerged through the socially contexted
language choices of language users.

Finally, we gain an appreciation of how complex a social activity em-
piricism requires for its realization. It is not, as Swift's parody in Gulli-
ver's Travels would have it, a group of men mutely gathering in a
chamber and inarticulately pointing at one object and then another. Al-
though perhaps some early members of the Royal Society might have
had opinions not far removed from such parodies, the social realization
of the empirical program soon pushed all participants to far more com-

12. Warren Handel, "Normative Expectations and the Emergence of Meaning as
Solutions to Problems: Convergence of Structural and Interactionist Views," presents a
similar analysis of the compatibility of sociological frameworks by considering negotiated
meanings as a means of resolving structured conflicts and thereby restructuring
the perceived situation and the symbolic means of interaction. The protean restructur-
ing of the sociolinguistic system embodied in scientific communication can best be seen
in such a light. The evolving symbolic center of the interaction embodied in scientific
texts constantly remakes social structure in ways that require renegotiation of what the
scientific text should be.

13. Joseph Ben-David, The Scientist's Role in Society, also offers an account of the
emergence of the role of scientist, but Ben-David's account concerns the broader social
perception of what a scientist was, rather than what it meant to be a scientist within a
scientific community. Ben-David provides an enlightening account of how the emer-
gence of the public category of scientist shaped the possibilities of science in various
periods. In this chapter, however, I have tried to provide an account of the emergence of
the structured relations and activities of the scientist within the activity of science.
plex social behaviors. Yet this recognition of social complexity of human behaviors does not deny that the project is empiricist. Our contemporary Brobdingnagian microscopic examination of modern science need not convince us that it is a Grand Academy of Lagado, nor a petty world of Lilliput. The scientific community is what we have made of it.
PART THREE

TYPIFIED ACTIVITIES IN

TWENTIETH-CENTURY PHYSICS
The activity of twentieth-century physics is already well situated in developed institutions of social, communicative, and empirical practice that help shape the daily life and long term direction of the field. As Leslie White has pointed out, established cultures contain vectors shaping future developments, for every institution embodies a form of life and establishes the means for carrying forth that life.

In the last several chapters we have seen how by the end of the eighteenth century many features of the institutions of communication had emerged—in the regularized form of published communications, in the regularized ways of producing and receiving these forms, and in the elaborated social organization in which such communications took place. The practices of criticism and argument that had developed in agonistic competition over accounts of particular events and generalized patterns of events took on regular shapes. Particular literary forms, casting representations in certain detailed forms and necessitating certain practical empirical work for their production, were shaped for audiences adopting certain roles within the elaborating social system. Individual texts, realizing and further developing these literary forms, were produced and received by individuals enmeshed in common understandings and experience constituted by participation in the evolving community. Knowledge claims put forth in these texts were thus highly contextualized linguistic products, the printed trace of complex systematic activities.
Three: Typified Activities in Twentieth-Century Physics

The nineteenth century saw many new developments in institutions of communication, social organization, and the empirical practice of science in Europe and, nascently, the Americas. To carry this story into the nineteenth century is an overwhelmingly difficult task as disciplines proliferated and grew distant from each other, each developing its own set of institutions and practices. Communications forums increased as well and developed differing communications dynamics, with major consequences for literary form and social organization. I make no attempt here to construct any detailed, researched account of developments in the nineteenth century, which I leave entirely to future studies. Comparisons of eighteenth-century and current practices (see pages 78–79 and 126–27), however, strongly suggest that major changes occurred in the nineteenth century in the way scientific texts referred to and relied on each other. The emergence of modern citation practices is the most visible, but not necessarily the most fundamental, product of the development of implicit and explicit intertextuality in nineteenth-century scientific communication. Studies of nineteenth-century scientific writing would do well to take on the question of changing institutions of intertextuality.

Rather than take on the immense job of a comprehensive account of the complex social, linguistic, and research networks that draw disciplines more tightly together internally and separate them from each other, I will look at developments within a limited region once these differentiations have taken place.¹ In looking at the changing forms of the experimental report within twentieth-century physics, and more especially spectroscopy, I will be examining how the increasing prominence of an overriding and integrating theory helps reshape textual form and bind texts even more closely to each other. In the two chapters afterward, I will examine how the integrated discussion and communal endeavor of modern physics shapes the individual’s activity in writing and reading texts.

¹. This is not to suggest that important interdisciplinary links may not be forged over both phenomena and theories. Although different specialties may look at the same object or phenomenon from different perspectives and with different motivating questions, accounts created in one specialty may have strong consequences for another specialty, witness such a celebrated example as the implications of Watson and Crick’s molecular biology discovery for genetics, because the account of the DNA molecule offered the mechanism for the carrying of genetic information. Similarly, a theory developed around a narrow question may turn out to have greater power that carries across the work of many specialties, witness the celebrated example of quantum theory’s origin in certain specific problems in thermodynamics.
Linguistic Code and Social Agon

Although here I discuss linguistic forms as evolving parts of the ongoing activity of a community, previous examinations of scientific language have tended to reify the highly elaborated linguistic forms of contemporary science into stable and independent textual structures. Linguistic studies of scientific language as a sublanguage (Kittredge and Lehrberger) or a special register (Crystal and Davy) consisting of particular lexical items (Savory; Hogben), syntactic forms (Huddleston; Lee; Gopnik) and organizational units (Meyer) treat scientific language as an independent system, to be learned as classical Latin or any codified school language is learned. Indeed textbooks in scientific writing contain highly elaborated models of linguistic forms for students to follow. As a socializing and educational practice there may be some warrant for this attitude, despite significant pedagogical dangers in freezing forms and isolating them from practice (more of this in chapter 12). In any event there is some need for neophytes to be introduced to the current means of communication, to learn the ways of formulating statements appropriate to the community they wish to enter. Such an introduction both provides a repertoire and aids social acceptance of statements framed according to current habits.

However, such an approach to scientific language reduces its use to a matter of following prescriptions and avoiding prohibitions. Such a view isolates writing from the larger processes of formulation and interaction by making it merely an editing-for-propriety process, rather than a complex social event. Such a view hides the motive for writing, the larger part of the process of creating formulations, and the rhetorical import of these formulations.

Yet, in the last few chapters, we have seen how the forms of scientific representation emerged simultaneously and dialectically with the activity of science and the social structure of the scientific community. Features of the experimental article developed as part of an agonistic social activity, arguing over experienced events. The experience is shaped by the argument just as the arguments exploit the experience in a public linguistic forum.

Studies of scientific discourse coming from sociologists of science have indeed emphasized the agonistic force of language in the competi-

2. John Swales's analysis of article introductions offers a welcome exception to this general treatment of scientific writing as a disembodied code. Here and in consequent articles he considers the organization of article introductions as a solution to the rhetorical problem of establishing a place for one's work within a relevant literature.
tion over claims, power, and the satisfaction of interests. These studies have established that authors control the language and presentations of their papers so as to present their work in the most favorable light, so as to advance the acceptance of their own work, and to further their interests as scientists. Most aspects of the article, even the presentation of data, are open to forms of literary control, with the writers particularly concerned with persuading readers of validity and importance of their work.³

By representing scientific argument as an unbounded free-play of competing interests, however, these studies have erred in the opposite direction. They have ignored the historically evolving structure of scientific communications which has embodied and defined the evolving nature of the competition. While each participant in pursuit of individual goals may seek whatever resources are available and may bend the current rules and practices to personal advantage, those rules and practices and the recognized resources embody and shape the communal activity, evolve over time, and contain inherent goals and vectors.

Typically, most of the sociological studies of scientific discourse treat the previous literature as a persuasive resource, a validating set of scriptures to be effectively arrayed through references, but these studies do not consider how this prior literature helps define the current work. The sociological study of scientific texts, in an attempt to free itself of positivist historical whiggishness, which finds in scientific papers the march toward rational truth, has tended to cut itself off from the shaping effects of history even as it finds each separate moment indexically intertwined with a local sociohistorical context. Curiously, this leads to an assumed uniformity of freedom for the scientific writer, throughout history and in all situations, so that case materials from all times and across all disciplines are treated equally as sources for generalizations.⁴

³. Latour and Woolgar in Laboratory Life were the first to explicitly discuss the scientific text as making a move on an agonistic field, but also consistent with that view are Collins and Pinch, The Social Construction of Extraordinary Science; Gilbert, “Referencing as Persuasion,” and “The Transformation of Research Findings into Scientific Knowledge”; Gilbert and Mulkay, Opening Pandora’s Box; Woolgar, “Discovery: Logic and Sequence in a Scientific Text”; Gusfield, “The Literary Rhetoric of Science”; Knorr, “Producing and Reproducing Knowledge”; Knorr-Cetina, “Tinkering Toward Success,” and The Manufacture of Knowledge; Latour, “Essai de Science-Fabrication”; Latour and Fabbri, “La Rhetorique de la Science”; Law and Williams, “Putting Facts Together”; Yearley, “Textual Persuasion.”

⁴. There have been significant exceptions to this ahistoric tendency, most notably Martin Rudwick’s exemplary detailed study The Great Devonian Controversy, which traces how evolving claims in an early nineteenth-century geological controversy were shaped by existing forums and forms of communication, the evolving state of the debate
The following examination of experimental articles in physics since the late nineteenth century indicates how texts have become embedded in a web of common theory, a structuring force even more powerful than the web of citation and cross references (elaborated in the citation studies literature). That common theory has become an extremely strong force in structuring articles and binding articles to each other. Acceptance of common theory not only creates common interests among the adherents, and a massive edifice to be elaborated by many practitioners, it binds together wide ranges of empirical experience, gathered by many different people at different moments engaged in different activities. The theory points them to certain kinds of experiences, suggests the appropriate means of designing and interpreting empirical events, and allows results to be harmonized with the results and ideas of others. Thus, over the period and within the range of texts examined below, theory has come to permeate writing in physics.

Just as the argumentative structure in Book 1 of the *Opticks* gave a coherence, force, and certainty of meaning and reference to Newton's claims, quantum theory helps place and stabilize claims and observations in contemporary spectroscopy. Thus one would expect that the discipline would find many ways to tie the texts in with the prevailing theory. Unlike Newton's presentation, however, the theoretical construct and its elaboration is the work of many hands. Thus the development of an integrated discourse cannot rely on a single Euclid-like exposition of a unified system from first principles. More elaborate and flexible linguistic means must be developed to permit communal construction of the unifying system.

This chapter, in particular, looks at the changing features of experimental reports appearing in the *Physical Review* (PR) from its founding in 1893 until 1980. This period marks the rise of American physics from backwardness to world dominance (see Kevles), reflected by the journal's rise from a local, university organ to the primary international journal of physics.

---

and the evidence gathered and represented in the literature. Susan Cozzens's study "The Life History of a Knowledge Claim" examines the historical process by which texts become embedded in the literature of a field.

5. The literature on citation studies is reviewed in Cozzens, "Taking the Measure of Science."

Further, this period marks the virtual disappearance of the book as a way of presenting new results in physics. Early volumes of PR devoted as much as one-sixth of their pages to reviews of new books, including new contributions to the research front as well as textbooks. By 1910, however, new books were only listed, not reviewed; after a short revival of reviews in the 1920s, all mention of new books in physics vanished in the early 1930s. By that time research physics meant journal physics exclusively, with the article and shorter note (or letter) as the standard genres. In 1929 letters were added as a regular feature of PR until they were split into the separate journal, Physical Review Letters, in 1958. This study, however, will attend only to full articles, eliminating all texts placed in sections identifying them as notes, letters, minor contributions, or the like. One other regular feature of the journal from its founding through the 1950s was conference reports, including abstracts of delivered papers; these reports and abstracts also will not be studied here.

Finally, the period from 1893 to 1980 contains the introduction and establishment of the new physics and the enormous growth in the amount of physics research. Radioactivity was discovered in 1895; Einstein's first paper on relativity was published in 1905; Bohr's trilogy on the structure of hydrogen appeared in 1913; and the main features of quantum mechanics were settled with the publication of DeBroglie's and Schrödinger's equations in 1925 and 1926. The exponential growth of physics in this century has been demonstrated by Price; this growth can also be seen in the increase of equivalent words appearing annually in PR.7

Thus the period examined and the research site within American physics help highlight the impact of the development of an integrated and extensive professional community on the discourse of the field, although it may distort the international picture somewhat by hiding developments in nineteenth-century European physics. Some of the developments we will see in this chapter have likely been anticipated or at least prepared for in Europe. Further, differing events and relations within nineteenth-century European physics may have led to textual

---

7. Equivalent words are calculated by assuming the entire page to be filled with printed words with the size and spacing used throughout the main body of the article; this method helps incorporate changing use of equations, illustrations and other non-word features, while taking into account changing typographical presentation. In the first year of publication 190,000 equivalent words appeared in Physical Review; in 1900, 260,000; in 1910, 600,000; in 1920, 570,000; in 1930, 1,700,000; in 1940, 1,800,000; in 1950, 4,200,000; in 1960, 8,400,000; in 1970, 29,000,000; and in 1980, 30,000,000.
developments not reflected in the more recent American case. Such ob-
servations, however, await further research.

**Methodological Problems and Selection of Materials**

The attempt to characterize a large body of writing presents enormous problems, especially when the examination is car-
rried out by a single researcher. The kind of analysis generally consid-
ered most revealing about the nature, organization, function, and style
of a text is the traditional method of literary criticism: close analytical
reading. The method is not only time-consuming, it is particularistic,
revealing in detail the special qualities of individual texts. The method
tends to militate against generalization and to produce masses of incom-
mensurable findings. On the other hand, statistical methods, such as
those adopted in computer studies of style, do provide comparable data
open to generalization. Moreover, certain statistical comparisons were
available for this study that were not available for the study of earlier
*Philosophical Transactions* because the genre had by the end of the nine-
teenth century stabilized in many significant ways. The stabilization of
the genre helps create countable and comparable features as well as pro-
viding a framework for the interpretation of the results of such count-
ing. However, statistical counts provide only information about the
most surface features of the text (at least at this stage of methodological
development). My strategy to contend with this dilemma is to employ a
mixture of methods—using statistics to indicate gross patterns or trends
but using close analytical reading to explore the finer texture, the mean-
ing and the implications of those trends. The statistics are to indicate
that something is happening, and the close readings are to find out what
that something is.

As implied earlier, the indicators and analytical readings are aimed at
establishing gross trends in style and genre, as suited to the study of a
historical body of articles not discussing the same immediate problem.
Other analytical tools and different kinds of selections of articles would,
of course, tell more about the detailed interplay among specific articles
and authors as they use the conventions of style and genre revealed here
to pursue individual interests, and/or to resolve particular issues of
knowledge.

Given my limited resources, both the statistical and close reading
analyses had to be carried out on limited selections of material, too limited to warrant the statistical designation of samples. I have tried to avoid making strong inferences where the numbers are small, but the entire endeavor must be granted some statistical charity until more comprehensive studies can be carried out.

For different levels of analysis, I have used three different selections of material. For the measure of article length, I have considered all articles through 1900 and every fifth year thereafter through 1950; since 1955, because of the increasing volume of annual publication, the data are limited to the first few issues, totalling 3,000-6,000 pages, of each fifth year.

For analysis of references, graphic features, organization, and mode of argument, I have examined a total of forty experimental articles reporting spectroscopy as a primary technique and appearing in 1893, 1900, and every ten years thereafter through 1980. If fewer than three appropriate articles appear in any year, as in 1900, articles from the next year are also included; if more than six appear, as in recent years, only those from the earliest months are used.

Finally, for sentence-level analysis, a subset of the spectroscopic articles is used, comprised of all the selections from 1893–95, 1920, 1950, and 1980—totalling seventeen in all. Appendix 1 gives the bibliographical citations for articles explicitly discussed, which will be identified in the text by year of publication and author’s initials (e.g., 1893-EFN).

Given the variety, changes, and proliferation of specialties in physics over the life of the PR, it seemed advisable, except for the overall measure of article length, to limit the texts examined to a single specialty. Of all the specialties in physics, spectroscopy has been the most stable over the period examined. To stabilize the selection further, I have eliminated work based on the recent innovations of electron spectroscopy and the application of spectroscopic technique to the study of nuclear events, both of which have opened up some new directions for the field. I have also eliminated purely theoretical articles, for, in this specialty, they too are a phenomenon of the last half century, in the wake of quantum mechanics; the theoretical components of experimental articles will, however, remain part of the examination. Astronomical spectroscopy is a different field.

The major empirical discoveries of this narrowed specialty (what we might now call “the experimental study of the electromagnetic spectra of orbital events”) were made before, or just at the time of, the founding of PR. Fraunhofer lines were discovered in 1802, and through the middle of the century variations in lines for different substances were noted. Techniques and standards were refined until, in 1896, Zeeman
discovered the fine-splitting of lines under a magnetic field. On the theoretical side, Kirchoff proposed in 1859 that absorption spectra were the same as emission spectra; between 1885 and 1890 equations were proposed to account for the distribution of lines, most notably by Balmer, Kayser, Runge, and Rydberg. Until the emergence of quantum theory, however, no comprehensive theory accounted for spectral lines, which by then had been observed for over a century.

The earliest articles on spectroscopy in PR already incorporated what were to remain the primary purposes of spectroscopic research: to measure the lines of different substances under different conditions, to account for the distribution of these lines, and to use the lines to help describe or understand unusual substances or phenomena. Thus, in the first two years, articles appeared reporting on the infra-red spectra of common substances, testing whether an equation predicted a set of lines, and using spectroscopy to investigate limelight. Since then techniques have changed (resonating lasers and electromagnetic counters tuned to narrow reception channels have replaced the prism or grating and photographic plate as measuring devices) and changes in surrounding knowledge have changed ideas of what lines would be interesting to study; but the basic tasks remain the same. Articles in 1980 still reported on the lines of various substances under various conditions, accounted for those lines by assigning starting and finishing quantum states, and used lines to measure and understand dense plasmas. This stability of basic activity simplifies the task of analyzing changes in language and modes of argumentation.

The limitation of material does, unfortunately, leave open several questions about the generality of the findings. First, the narrowing to experimental articles eliminates consideration of developments in the purely theoretical article, of increasing significance in recent decades. Second, without a wider cross-section of material we can only speculate on the extent and manner in which the writing in spectroscopy is typical of writing in the other specialties of physics. The stability of the specialty is in itself idiosyncratic in twentieth-century physics. Other specialties may have different intellectual or social structures, calling forth different kinds of argumentation; even the age or rapidity of change within a specialty may affect discourse patterns. On the other hand, given the stability of spectroscopy, the discourse changes may suggest the more general drift of the entire discipline, freed from the intricacies of specialty change. In any event, the problems in studying more rapidly changing specialties, many of which did not exist in anything like the modern form until recently, make such studies difficult, at least until maps of some simpler specialties are drawn to serve as comparative
models. Finally, there is the problem of attempting to generalize from an American journal to all of international physics. In particular, the early features of articles in PR may be as much a consequence of the backwardness of American physics as of the general discourse patterns of international physics. Today, PR clearly represents the standard in international physics, but when this became established is not clearly known. Again, only a wider cross-section of material, including historical examination of European journals, will resolve this issue. Such comparisons may even reveal abiding differences in national style. The current study, nevertheless, as a first foray into the description and analysis of changes in the scientific article, will at least provide one reference point for later comparisons.

Results

ARTICLE LENGTH

A comparison of the lengths of PR articles through the years suggests, as a first approximation, some of the changes that have occurred (see figure 6.1). From 1893 until 1900, the average length of an article dropped from about 7,200 equivalent words to about 4,500, then immediately began to rise to a secondary peak of about 5,700 in 1920. The average then dropped to a bottom of about 4,600 words for ten years from 1925 to 1935, before beginning a sharp and steady rise continuing to the present, with a 1980 average of over 10,000 equivalent words. The splitting of the line in 1970 reflects the splitting of the journal into four sections: A, General Physics; B, Condensed Matter (Solid State); C, Nuclear; and D, Particles and Fields.

This graph contradicts the commonplace that in the nineteenth-century scientific writing was more expansive, but in this century articles have become increasingly compact under several pressures, not the least of which has been publication costs. The consistent expansion through the middle and latter part of this century confirms Abt’s survey of astronomical journals from 1910 to 1980, and the more limited statistics on PR presented in the Bromley Report (Physics Survey Committee).

Figure 6.1, moreover, bears little relation to the major editorial events and policy changes of PR. When the journal changed sponsorship from Cornell University to the American Physical Society in 1913, an editorial claimed that recent more stringent editing had kept lengths down and made the sponsorship shift economically feasible; in fact, the major
The drop in article length had ended thirteen years previously, and article length was rising at the time. However, a decrease in total pages, from about 1,500 pages in 1910 to about 1,050 pages in 1915, had been achieved by a decrease in the number of articles published (from 104 to 83), and by a 25 percent increase in the number of words per page. Similarly, neither the page charge (instituted in 1930), nor the letters section (instituted in 1929), had any noticeable effect; nor did the splitting of letters into a separate journal in 1958; nor did the splitting of the journal into four sections in 1970. In the last two cases, the length simply continued an ongoing rapid rise, apparently moved by other forces.

Similarly, changes of editor seem to have had, at most, a marginal effect on article length. Turnovers of the editorship occurred in 1913, 1923, 1926, 1950, 1951, and 1975. The 1913 and 1975 turnovers do not correspond to any changes in the graph; the turnovers in the mid-1920s and early 1950s do correspond to temporary flattenings in the length curve, but such flattenings are only small adjustments to other, larger, longterm trends.

The data analyzed in the remainder of this chapter will suggest other, more substantial reasons for the length changes, related to intel-
intellectual changes in the discipline. The lengthy articles of the mid-1890s will be seen to reflect a looseness of style, a focuslessness of argument, and a lack of compact technical vocabulary. By the turn of the century, articles will be seen to gain focus on particular issues of theory, becoming more selective in content and more purposeful in organization. The radical theories of the new physics will be shown to be associated with a more tentative, contemplative style, reevaluating and adjusting theories. Once the most confusing theoretical issues had been sorted out in the late 1920s, increasing length will be shown to be related to increasing knowledge and theoretical elaboration, with articles becoming more focused and compact, but relying on increasing amounts of background and contextual knowledge so that length and density rise together.

REFERENCES

A strong indicator of the reliance of a text on background and contextual knowledge is the use of explicit references to prior literature. The amount, pattern and function of references have changed significantly in the articles examined, suggesting the increasing embedding of arguments in the web of the literature of the field. Figure 6.2 presents the average number of sources referred to in the decade-by-decade selection of spectroscopy articles. Note the rapid decline over the first twenty years, and then the generally consistent rise until the present.

A detailed look at these references reveals what happened. In the early years, references are used rather generally in the text of the article; they do not refer to a specific finding, nor identify a specific relation to the current work. Serving as a roll-call of previous work in the general area, references congregate at the beginning of the article, never to be raised in a significant way in the course of the argument—except perhaps in relation to methods and apparatus. For example, 1895-EM contains eleven references in the first quarter of the article, one reference in the second quarter, and none thereafter. In the same spirit, 1893-EFN, the first article of the premier issue, begins:

Within a few years the study of obscure radiation has been greatly advanced by systematic inquiry into the laws of disper-

8. I have followed the procedure of examining references within the context of the entire article, as recommended by Chubin and Moitra. I use a fuller descriptive technique, rather than the kind of formal typology proposed by Chubin and Moitra or Moravcsik and Murugesan, although the description here does rest on concepts of reference use, as considered in both articles. The description also rests in part on ideas from H. Small, "Cited Documents as Concept Symbols," and S. Cozzens, "Life History."
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Figure 6.2. Average References per Spectroscopic Article

The absorption of the infra-red rays by Langley,\(^a\) Rubens,\(^b\) Rubens and Snow,\(^c\) and others. Along with this advancement has come the more extended study of the absorption in this region. The absorption of atmospheric gases has been studied by Langley\(^a\) and by Angstrom.\(^d\) Angstrom has made a study of the absorption of certain vapors in relation to the absorption of the same substances in the liquid state, and the absorption of a number of liquids and solids has been investigated by Rubens.\(^f\)

The references here serve to establish a tradition the author is working in, but do little to define a specific context of knowledge, theory or problems that circumscribe the current task. The author only promises to do more of the same:

In the present investigation, the object of which was to extend this line of research, the substances studied were . . .

The lack of concern with dating references, and the age of the references that are dated, further weaken the sense of a coherent, moving
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research front. In both 1893-95 and 1900-1901, 52 percent of the references are undated, and only about 30 percent are dated six years or less from the article's publication.

By 1910, the number of references per article has decreased dramatically to only 1.5, and the few references are dated and of recent vintage, suggesting immediate relevance to the work at hand. In this spirit, 1920-

A knowledge of the relation between the spectrum of a substance and that of its isotope is important in that it may throw further light on the structure of the atom. Some work along this line has been done. Aronberg, working with a grating spectrograph has reached the conclusion that the wave-length of the line $\lambda_{4058}$ is greater by 0.0043 Å for lead of radioactive origin than it is for ordinary lead. The work of Aronberg has been corroborated by Merton, working with a Fabry and Perot étalon.

The passage continues with a discussion of the work of Duane and Shimizu, and of Siegbahn and Stenstrom, in the same spirit: these are specific findings of concrete relevance for the current investigation. Furthermore, all four references are less than four years old.

Even as the number of references per article has increased over the last sixty years, the specific relevance for the work at hand and the lengthy discussion have increased, with the result that new work appears increasingly embedded in the literature. For example, in 1980-KHF et al., the extensive discussion of results is structured around comparison with the results and models presented elsewhere in the literature:

The strong 'structures' on the lines resemble those predicted by Oks and Sholin. As described there, one typically finds a valley with one hill on each side. However, the strongest 'structures' are not at spectral positions corresponding to the plasma resonance but rather at positions between $\frac{1}{4} \omega_{pe}$ and $\frac{1}{2} \omega_{pe}$. The calculations of Oks and Sholin predict similar structures not only at the resonance frequency but also at some harmonics and subharmonics, i.e., at $\frac{1}{2} n \omega_{pe}$ with $1 \leq n \leq 8$; $n / l = 7$ for Hα. The predicted positions are marked in Fig. A. Because of the

9. The historical depth of the references did increase in the World War II period, with only 53 percent of references six or fewer years old in 1940 and only 37 percent in 1950, indicating the disturbing effect of the war on research. More recently there has been a like stretching out of references, with 40 percent six or fewer years in 1970, and 61 percent in 1980, indicating perhaps the maturity or lack of "heat" in the field.
uncertainty in the density determination and therefore the value of $\omega_{pc}$, we cannot decide at present whether the observed line contour corresponds indeed to the model of Oks and Sholin.

Note the great length of the discussion, the specificity of the summary, the quantitative comparison (through the figure) between the reference and the work at hand, the attempt to evaluate the correspondence, and a discussion of the difficulties in carrying out the comparison. The work of Oks and Sholin is made an integral part of the intellectual content of the new article. References, as well, have tended to spread throughout the article, so that every stage of the argument relies on the work of others. 1980-SJR, for example, uses fifteen references in the first quarter of the article, eleven in the second quarter, eleven in the third, and three in the last.

Analysis of references then suggests a loose cognitive structure in the early years, with one piece of work claiming only general connection with earlier work. In the early part of the twentieth century, tighter standards of relevance developed, bringing work into greater coordination. Throughout the remainder of the century both the amount of relevant work for each article and the integration of references into the argument have increased. More references are being discussed in greater detail at more junctures throughout the article. This increasing discussion of sources is a factor in the growing length of the contemporary article, just as the deletion of the loose roll-call of forebears at the beginning of early articles was a factor in the decrease of length at the turn of the century.

**Sentence Length and Syntax**

Sentence length, on the other hand, has remained fairly stable: in 1893-95 it averaged 27.6 words per sentence; in 1920, 28.3; in 1950, 25.3; and in 1980, 23.7.\(^{10}\) Sentences have also tended to remain generally simple in structure, averaging (in traditional grammatical terms) about 70 percent simple sentences, and 30 percent complex sentences, in all four time periods. Similarly, the types of phrases used to expand simple sentences, and the number of clauses used to develop complex sentences,

---

10. The sentence length, syntax, and word choice data were obtained from all the selected articles in 1893-95, 1920, 1950, and 1980. From each of the articles three to five passages for analysis were chosen, representing whichever of the following sections of the argument were present: introduction, theory, experimental, results, discussion/conclusion. The passages began at the beginning of each of the sections and ended either at the first sentence break after two hundred words were reached, or at the end of the section if it was under two hundred words in length.
show no significant changes over the period. These three levels of sentence stability suggest that neither changes in article length nor perceived changes in the “difficulty” of reading can be attributed to changes in sentence patterns or sentence style.\(^\text{11}\)

The only significant syntactical change found is in the types of subordinate clauses used in complex sentences. The percentage of relative clauses decreases regularly and significantly through the period (1893–95, 54 percent of subordinate clauses; 1920, 47 percent; 1950, 37 percent; and 1980, 17 percent).\(^\text{12}\) Such relative clauses simply modify a noun already present in the main clause, adding information or precision but not adding to intellectual complexity, as in this example from 1980-RAR et al.:

> The spectra thus obtained were found to be identical except for slight variations in relative peak intensities, which were attributed to lamp fluctuations and variations of the analyzer transmission.

Although the relative clause tells us more about the causes of the variations, the primary statement of the sentence (the essential identity of spectra) remains unaffected. On the other hand, noun clauses (presenting facts, claims, or observations that serve as nouns in the main clause), and subordinate clauses establishing temporal or causal relationships (using subordinating conjunctions such as “when,” “because,” or “if”), both increase regularly and consistently in percentage throughout the period. The percentage of noun clauses increases from 15 in 1893–95 to 33 in 1980, and the percentage of temporal and causal clauses rises from 31 to 50. Noun clauses can keep two thoughts in the air at the same time, as in 1980-KHF et al.:

> The analysis of the continuum intensity and of the optical thickness of the plasma column as well as the Schlieren measurements showed that plasmas with electron densities between \(5 \times 10^{17}\) and \(7 \times 10^{19}\) cm\(^{-3}\) can be reproduced rather reproducibly.

\(^{11}\) The data support neither of two related folk beliefs concerning contemporary scientific style: an increase of sentence complexity resulting from an influx of German-speaking scientists, and a loss of syntactic control resulting from the general loss of command of the English language. If anything, the data show a limited consistency with what is believed to be a general simplification and shortening of the English sentence in America over this century.

\(^{12}\) The data were limited to two-clause sentences to control for more complex syntactical relationships established in sentences of three or more clauses.
Similarly, the temporal and causal subordination puts two ideas or events in relation to one another, as in 1980-SJR:

As the electric field was applied, the oscillator was simultaneously returned to within 10Hz of the shifted point of maximum slope.

Thus changes in subordinate clause types suggest increasing intellectual complexity, even while sentence length and syntactical complexity remain about the same.

**WORD CHOICE**

This tendency to expand intellectual complexity within unchanging linguistic complexity becomes more pronounced when we examine word choice. Most important are the words that fill the two main syntactic positions in the sentence: the subject and verb of the main clause. These two positions usually define the main meaning elements around which the rest of the sentence revolves, unless the main claim is hidden behind an empty phrase such as “there are” or “one can say that.” Such empty phrases appear in only about 5 percent of the sentences examined.

Throughout the period, 70–79 percent of main clause subjects have been either names of objects (that is, apparatus, observed features, or objects presumed to exist in nature) or names of abstractions (that is, processes, qualities, or generalized terms), but the balance between the two has shifted from virtual equality in 1893–95 (36 percent objects, 34 percent abstractions) to a 1:3 ratio in 1980 (19 percent objects; 57 percent abstractions). That is to say, recent sentences are centered less on concrete descriptions and more on topics of theoretical significance. Thus the opening sentences of 1893-EM use the following concrete grammatical subjects: “fact,” “substance,” “plates,” “turmalin.” The opening sentences of 1980-RAR et al., on the other hand, use more abstract subjects: “excitation,” “correlation,” “ionization,” “autoionization.” The increasing abstraction of sentence subjects reinforces the impression of increasing content.

The main verb also has been conveying more substantial content over the years as the percentage of substantive active verbs has been increasing (from 16 percent in 1893–95 to 35 percent in 1980) and the percentage of reporting verbs has been decreasing (from 10 percent to 3 percent). Passive verbs and forms of the verb “to be” have remained equally important throughout the period, with passives accounting for almost half of all main clause verbs, and “to be” for about one quarter. The decrease in reporting verbs (for example, “Smith reports . . .”) and
increases in active verbs (for example, "temperature increases . . .") suggest that the finding or theory has increasingly been brought into the central grammatical position, while the publishing scientists have been given a back seat, thus adding density to the discussion and integrating source material into the continuity of the argument. The following two examples highlight this stylistic change. The opening section of 1895-EIN presents some findings with the aid of reporting verbs:

In 1885, Messrs Siemens and Halske of Berlin published the results of measurements for the purpose of showing the superiority of the silver-grey surface obtained by treating filaments of glow-lamps by bringing the same to incandescence in an atmosphere consisting of volatile hydro-carbons. In the following year Mr Mortimer Evans described comparisons of the radiation from bright and black incandescent lamp filaments in which the superiority of the former was very clearly demonstrated.

In this chronological narrative, the point of theoretical interest remains obscure, as do the significances of the various details. What we most learn are the doings of scientists. In 1980-KF et al., two sentences pointedly summarize a large body of research with specific purpose for the work at hand by making the point of interest the grammatical subjects, and the relevance of those subjects the verbs (the first active, the second passive). The scientists have vanished to the footnotes.

Laser techniques provide both an efficient population of highly excited states as well as a resolution frequently only limited by the radiative width of the excited state. Thus, Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy, quantum-beat spectroscopy, level crossing, rf resonance and microwave resonance techniques have been used for studies in sequences of D states, especially, but also P, F, and G states.

Thus changes in main clause verbs and nouns have made sentences more directed toward the argument, more active and denser.

A more general inspection of the vocabulary also indicates increases in the density of information and the theoretical meaning—that is, the embedding of meaning within particular bodies of knowledge and theory. These increases are evidenced by growth in the percentage of words having technical meanings (in 1893-95, 15 percent; in 1920, 14 percent; in 1950, 29 percent; in 1980, 32 percent). Consider the two passages quoted just above. In the passage from 1895-EIN, the first term with technical meaning is almost thirty words in, and most of the technical terms are not far removed from their then-common usage: "fila-
ments," "glow-lamps," "incandescence," "atmosphere," "volatile," "hydro-carbons," "radiation." Only one term, "hydro-carbons," does not have a closely related common-use meaning. The terms do gain some specificity of meaning from the technical context, such as "filament," meaning not just a thin fiber, but one through which electric current is passed to produce heat and/or light. The terms also gain meaning from the accumulated work to perfect the incandescent lamp, and from existing electrical and chemical theory. The passage from 1980-KF et al., however, contains a higher number of technical terms, with meanings further removed from ordinary use. Not only do terms like "laser," "Doppler-free," "photon," "spectroscopy," "quantum-beat," "rf resonance," and "microwave" have their origin in scientific theory and practice, they incorporate large amounts of scientific knowledge in their definitions. In order to understand the terms with appropriate precision one must have substantial understanding of current physical theory and knowledge. Even terms with common-use meanings have highly specific, content-laden meanings in the context of the scientific article: "efficient population," "excited," "state," "radiative width," "level crossing," "sequences," "D, P, F and G states." Many of the meanings, in fact, derive rather directly from quantum theory.

One final lexical feature, the multiword noun phrase, has increased density and theoretical import. These phrases, sometimes hyphenated, combine words from common and technical vocabularies to create new terms of highly specific meaning. For example, the opening two paragraphs of 1980-KHF et al. contain such hybrids as "plasma spectroscopy," "electron densities," "free-bound continuum," "half-width," "line profiles," "mean particle-electric-field strength," "thermally excited longitudinal plasma waves," "collective wave field," "mean interparticle field," "current driven turbulence," and "thermal equilibrium." Such phrases are to be distinguished from ordinary adjective-noun clusters in that they modify not just by adding information, but by placing the object, event, or concept within a more specific framework of knowledge. An equivalent passage from 1893-EFN contains far fewer of these hybrids, and they tend to resemble more traditional nouns modified by adjectives: "atmospheric gases," "lamp-black," "potassium alum," "ammonium alum," "aluminum-iron alum," "fifty-volt Edison incandescent lamp." It should be remembered that from the time of Chaucer until the early part of this century, "alum" was a common term.
Scientific articles contain, of course, more than running text: graphic features—drawings, graphs, tables, plates, and equations—interrupt the block of prose. They shift the argument into different symbolic media, but the decisions of when and where to employ them, how they should be designed and what information to include, are as much writing decisions as are word selection or organization. Here, as in other features already examined, we see the movement from early concreteness to recent abstraction, from early representations as ends in themselves and intelligible without extensive scientific knowledge, to recent issue-directed, interpretive arguments dependent on substantial disciplinary knowledge. To put it more concretely, a scan of articles of *PR*, series 1, volume 1, leaves a visual impression of detailed apparatus drawings and extensive tables of raw experimental data, while a scan of the journal of 1980 leaves a visual impression of extensive equations and schematized graphs.

Specifically, the decade-by-decade selection of spectroscopy articles contains, first, a decreasing use of apparatus drawings. Up to 1920, all but two of the selected articles had equipment illustrations—some realistic in representing the actual appearances of devices, others more schematic in representing only the essential optical features, but all directly representing the equipment employed. By 1930, however, fewer articles contained such illustrations, and those included tended to be abstract. Of the eleven articles examined from 1960, 1970 and 1980, only four had equipment diagrams, and all four were schematic representations of functions (functions being identified by word label), rather than representations of actual equipment.  

A more recent form of illustration is the schematic representation of quantum states and transitions hypothesized as present in the experiment at hand. Such illustrations first appeared in 1940 in one of four articles examined; in 1950 transition schematics appeared in two of six; in 1960, two of three; in 1970, one of three; and in 1980, two of five. Such diagrams, being specifications of quantum theory, are theory dependent, abstract, and interpretive (that is, at several removes from the raw data, and serving as explanations of those data).

Similarly, tables of results, originally presenting all results and often in raw form, become increasingly selective, summary, calculated, and focused with respect to theoretical importance. Tables become shorter...
and by 1980 appear in only two of the five articles examined. The burden of data presentation has increasingly been placed on graphs, especially since 1950, even though graphs were always present in substantial numbers. All of the 1980 articles, for example, display their data through graphs. Graphs, in addition to displaying data, show trends and allow comparison with other data and with theoretical predictions displayed on the same or neighboring graphs. In fact, all five of the 1980 articles examined incorporate some comparative features in the graphs, and four out of five compare results, theoretical values, and other relevant curves extensively—through multiple curves on single graphs, multipart graphs displaying different kinds of curves, and adjacent graphs (as many as eight at a time). The display of data has thus become more purposeful, interpretive, intellectually complex, and intertwined with the theoretical argument of the paper.

Finally, equations make more frequent and more prominent appearance in spectroscopic articles as the period progresses. The three articles examined from 1893 to 1895 contain no equations or mathematical expressions, while the five articles from 1980 contain forty-three lines of equations and expressions, not including those printed as part of the running text. The contrast would have been even more striking if theoretical articles were also considered. In the early years of PR, no purely theoretical article appeared on the topic of spectral lines; but since the establishment of quantum mechanics, they have abounded. It is not uncommon for recent theoretical articles to have twenty or more lines of equations and expressions per page. The appearance of equations is a clear indicator of the integration of theoretical explanation and prediction into the argument of the paper.

It is instructive to notice the difference in pattern of illustration change here from that observed in the Transactions in the earlier period. From 1665 to 1800, apparatus illustrations increased in number and detail as part of the article's increasing importance as a surrogate for first-person observation. Here, however, the verisimilitude of surrogate experience decreases as a significant rhetorical issue, to be replaced by the relation of the reported events to a more general theory. Authors seem less concerned to establish that the events occurred as reported than to show how these events fit with and elaborate the communally shared account of theory. When the community shares a generalized vision of the world, explicit connections to the abstractions carry more sense of veracity and more communally significant information than concrete representations of one-time events in the laboratory. Strong theories apparently can create stability of reliably reproducible events (see chapter 11) with greater force and generality than can concretely reported
events, for the generality allows application to a variety of circum­stances, while the concrete event only encourages attempts at exact rep­lication, with all the attendant difficulties. (See Collins, Changing Order, for a discussion of the difficulties of replication.)

ORGANIZATION, ARGUMENT, AND EPISTEMOLOGY

The features examined above strongly indicate the increasing abstraction, web of background information, density of knowledge, interpretation, and focused argumentation going into the PR article since 1893, but an examination of the structure of articles will reveal even more about the way discourse is intimately linked not only to knowledge and theory, but to epistemology—beliefs about what can be known, how it can be known, in what form it can be expressed and how it should be argued.

The analysis of organization and argument will examine three levels of data: (1) the self-identification of the article’s structure as embodied in formal divisions and section headings; (2) the proportion of space devoted to the various parts of the argument; (3) the texts themselves, to extract the mode of argument and the logic of presentation.

Prior to 1950, only about half the articles had formal divisions with section titles; after 1950, section headings were a consistent feature of almost all articles. Moreover, section divisions became more complex after 1950; prior to 1950, those articles using subdivisions averaged 4.5 per article, while in 1950 and after, the average was 7.4. All articles in the decade-by-decade selection were examined for this feature.

Before 1930, those division headings that exist indicate that articles ended with results, with no conclusion or discussion sections, as though the results could stand alone and complete in their meaning. Before 1910, some articles contained conclusory sections, but only in the form of summaries of results. Starting in 1930, however, discussion and conclusion sections—sometimes so labelled, sometimes given more substantive titles—became increasingly common. This again is a clear indication that the articles have become issue-oriented rather than fact-presenting.

Similarly, with a single exception (1901-BEM, which later content analysis will show not to be anomalous), articles did not have explicit theory sections, although they appear with some frequency since then.

Early articles, then, basically have methods and results sections, sometimes with two or three methodological sections. More recent articles tend to have only one methodological section, but several discussion, conclusion, and theory sections. Moreover, in early articles those
sections given original names tended to be methodological; for example, in 1910-EIN/EM, the first four of the five sections are methodological and are given specific descriptive names: "Determination of the Distribution of Energy in the Spectrum of the Comparison Flame," "Comparison of the Fluorescence Spectra with the Spectrum of the Standard Acetylene Flame," "The Correction for Slit-width," and "The Correction for Absorption." More recent articles, on the other hand, give methodological sections standard names (for example, "Experimental") and give original names to discussion and interpretation of results on occasion, as in 1980-RAR et al.:

I. Introduction  
II. Experimental  
III. Results  
IV. Interpretation—A. Yb (5p⁴f⁴n⁶s²)—1. Autoionization,  
V. Discussion  
VI. Conclusions  
Acknowledgment

These titling choices indicate that early authors considered methodological sections to present special problems and achievements, while more recent authors are inclined to call attention, and give specific designation, to the theoretical meaning of the data.

Finally, acknowledgments sections did not explicitly emerge until 1940 and were not a regular feature until 1960. The implications of this will be discussed later.

Analysis of the percentage of each article devoted to each part of the argument confirms and supplements previous findings. In the 1890s, the introduction and review of the literature sections were substantial, although, as indicated in earlier discussion of references, unfocused. By 1900, these parts had become more compact. Since then, the introductory material has expanded both proportionally and even more in absolute terms (as the size of articles has increased). Moreover, in recent years the introduction has been sometimes supplemented by presentations of background theory. Methods and apparatus sections have been generally decreasing in their proportional share of each paper. Results sections have always remained important, but, as noted earlier, the data display has tended to shift from tables to graphs. Tables still in use in recent years have tended to present conclusions, such as the identification of quantum-level transitions with specific spectral lines. Discussion and conclusion sections have taken increasingly large parts of the
articles, sometimes becoming so intertwined with the presentation of data that the results section takes on a discussion character. Finally, acknowledgments disappeared after the first few years, only to reemerge in a different form around 1920. The acknowledgments of the 1890s were personal testimonials to friends and mentors. 1895-EIN is filled with passing acknowledgments of the aid of the author’s brother, such as this:

... a method nearly the same as that described by E. F. Nichols in the first volume of this Review. Indeed in many of the measurements Mr Nichols did me great service, bringing to bear upon what was in many respects an operation of unusual delicacy the skill attained by long practice in similar research.

The acknowledgments that reappeared in the 1920s were more spare, sharing limited forms of credit and recognizing institutional dependencies. Even the acknowledgment of intellectual fellowship lost personal effusiveness. These trends have continued, as indicated by the two following examples, the first from 1920-GR, and the second from 1980-TFG et al.:

The present investigation was suggested by Dr W. W. Coblentz who has shown continued interest in the problem. The apparatus was placed at my disposal and set up in the Randal Morgan Laboratory of Physics at the University of Pennsylvania. Suggestions have been made during the progress of the work by Dr Goodspeed and Dr Richards for which I wish to express my appreciation.

We would like to acknowledge stimulating communications with R. Morgenstern in the course of this work. This work has been supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences.

An examination of the actual arguments presented in the spectroscopic articles gives a deeper insight into how the features already discussed are intertwined with significant intellectual and epistemological changes in the field. The remaining analysis consists of descriptive characterizations of selected articles, presented chronologically to suggest a rhetorical history of the field.

These descriptive characterizations reveal the substantive consequence of all the features examined through various indicators earlier in this paper. We see here presented the evolution of the kinds of argument that result from the mobilization of all the features examined. And we will see that the evolution of the argumentation has direct epistemologi-
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cal implications as the arguments become more theory-based and ultimately self-conscious about their constructed theoretical character. For instance, 1893-EFN employs a rhetoric based on an empiricist epistemology. Spectral lines and the substances that produce characteristic patterns are taken as unproblematic objects of nature. The main task of the article is to present measurements of these unproblematic objects. References to earlier work are only general because they only need suggest that others have identified and measured similar phenomena. The main problems are of methodological technique and are discussed in some detail. Results are presented in graphs and tables; the accompanying text only repeats the information presented graphically with no further interpretation, only further methodological comments. The conclusion consists only of a summary of results—that is, a third repetition of the findings.

1900-CJR shares the same empiricist stand, but presents its tasks, methods, and findings in closer relation to the work of others, thereby making the article more focused, concise, and aware of the concept of a "problem." The task described was to take a series of measurements already done, but with one change of circumstances to note the differences in results. The area of study is taken as a given, not requiring a roll-call of forebears; other work is referred to only as it bears directly on the current work. The apparatus is described as "about the same as that used by Foley," although a truncated description follows. Significantly, the author avoids discussing a methodological problem of possible distortion by referring to Foley's earlier treatment of the issue. In presenting results the author relies on prior literature by noting only those lines not reported in previous studies. Not only does this selective reporting of findings lend conciseness, it focuses attention on these new readings appearing under changed conditions, making the readings "problematic," something to be accounted for. The accounting is done in two ways: first, by associating them with an earlier set of predictions and, second, by attributing some lines to a specific element. In a final section the author discusses the conflicting observations of two previous workers and then describes some new observations "of some interest in this connection." He does not, however, draw the problem more sharply or propose a resolution; he only adds new observations. Thus, conflicts in the literature and comparisons of his own findings to other findings in the literature suggest topics for discussion, but the discussion remains concrete, only rising above the level of observation and measurement.

1901-BEM, anomalous by several of the previous measures (number of references, lines of equations, and presence of a theory section) is explicable when examined from the perspective of argument and epistemology.
Three: Typified Activities in Twentieth-Century Physics

temology. The article is nevertheless unusual for it attempts to move beyond empiricism to create a link between theoretical discussion and experiment, although the link is awkward and not very intimate. If 1900-CJR is a slight machine that rises a bit above ground by no great will of its own, 1901-BEM is a massive piece of equipment that struggles mightily but gets no higher than the other. 1901-BEM opens with a general theoretical discussion, beginning with a first principle and synthesizing much existing theory in textbook fashion, but without any indication of where the theory is heading, what problem is being addressed or what issues are at stake in the experiment. If not for the title and outline standing at the head of the article, the first five pages would give little clue that this was an experimental paper. The author does eventually apply the theory to the particulars of the experiment, but never defines a specific issue at stake. The theory serves only as a description of the experimental conditions. The presentations of apparatus, method, and results are not distinguished in any way from those of simple empirical work. Most significantly, the data presented are not selective concerning an issue at hand, but rather seem presented for their own sake. The discussion of results consists mostly of how method might have been improved. A few low-level generalizations are made in passing, and a conflict in the literature is discussed, but the data at hand are not adequate for a conclusive resolution. The conclusions section consists of a numbered list summarizing a miscellaneous collection of earlier observations, some of which are methodological.

Moving forward, 1910-HEI uses references to prior work to establish a problem, discusses relevant theory, proposes a solution, then discusses the limitations of the solution. In many respects, from the embedding of the problem in the literature and theory to the focus on problem solution and the recognition of the constructed and limited nature of the solution, this article foreshadows the intellectual structure, argument pattern, and epistemological stance of later work, except that in this case the problem is methodological and the solution is a new piece of apparatus, rather than the problem and solution being in theory. This parallel suggests the analogy between physical apparatus and intellectual apparatus. A piece of machinery (in this case, a photospectrometer) is clearly a human invention; if there are faults or limits to the apparatus, a study of existing machines and an understanding of their theory can lead to diagnosis of the problem and construction of an improved machine addressing the difficulty. Moreover, since the new machine is also a human construction, it can be assumed to have new limitations. It is not so easy to see symbolic representations of nature—intellectual constructions—in the same light; such perception is likely to come only
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after a science becomes organized around theory rather than around “empirical facts,” and then gains some sophistication about that theory. Over the next period we will find theory moving to the center of arguments and an increasing awareness of the constructed nature of theory.

By 1920, a few articles present more substantial integration of theory into the argument. 1920-CDC/DC, although largely empiricist in manner, begins with a purpose of theoretical consequence:

A knowledge of the relation between the spectrum of a substance and that of its isotope is important in that it may throw further light on the structure of the atom.

Although the consequences of the finding of this study are never explicitly discussed in terms of theory of the atom, the experimental design and results reported are directly relevant to this theoretical task. In this case, even though theory has not changed the structure of the argument, it has helped select and focus the contents.

1920-WD/RAP adopts a theory-driven task more fully. The opening paragraph, entitled “Object,” identifies specific measurements important “for the purpose of testing certain relations deduced from theories of the structure of atoms and the mechanism of radiation.” Theory testing becomes here an element of argumentative structure; after presenting apparatus, methods, and results, the article discusses how the data correspond to several current theories and to calculations from equations, although only in a general way. Some theories are supported, others questioned, and limited conclusions drawn based on theoretical interpretations of the data (for example, “It would seem in this case the electrons producing the lines did not come from exactly the same outer orbit”).

In 1920, several purely theoretical articles relevant to spectroscopy also appeared, whereas none had appeared in 1893–95, 1900–1901, or 1910. Kemble readjusts an earlier theory of his to make it consistent with Bohr’s theory of the atom; Baly tries to correct an earlier paper by adjusting its conclusions to new theories and findings; and Webster compares theories and results of quantum phenomena in the X-ray and visible light regions to draw conclusions about emitting mechanisms and to find some limitations to Bohr’s theory. 14 This array of articles indicates that by 1920 Bohr’s theory has cast the field into a more theoretical vein.

Not only does the empirical work gain more of a theoretical basis, but theory itself is unsettled, requiring testing, evaluating, readjusting, reconciling, and, in some cases, abandoning. The new situation calls forth new kinds of arguments in both experimental and theoretical papers.

By 1930, quantum mechanics had stabilized sufficiently to provide the grounds for empirical work without the theory itself being in question. 1930-SS takes on a task located and identified by theory, a task that appears from the discussion of references to be already commonplace: elucidation of the terms of the spectrum for selected elements. That is, measured spectral lines are being associated with specific electron transitions within the structure and fine structure of the atom. Thus, although the experimental description follows the typical empirical pattern, the topic of discussion in the results section is the classification of results to determine term values and to associate lines with transition intervals. These classifications and associations, rather than the raw measurements, are represented in the results tables. Thus, results are processed intellectually within concepts and operations derived from theory, and are expressed in a language also derived from theory. With the ground theory established, specific questions of elaboration and identification of mechanisms in specific circumstances can then become recognized questions in the literature. That is, theory helps organize the literature.

1930-SB takes a further step into theory by finding its problem in the literature ("there has been a great deal of speculation concerning the identity of the emitter") and presents an experiment testing one hypothesis. Since the ground theory has helped identify the problem, others can also be working on the same problem; therefore, the author must discuss the work of a colleague who published while his own work was still in progress. The article elaborates theory extensively, using the tools of quantum mechanics and discussing how the analysis varies from others proposed, as well as how it relates to experimental results in the literature. The author is well aware that he has organized his work around the concept of a problem, for he explicitly states in the acknowledgments, "Dr R. S. Milliken suggested this problem..."

In 1930-SKA/JHW, awareness of the constructed nature of theory and language allows the authors to suggest a nomenclature innovation to allow better identification and analysis of a particular phenomenon. The distance between symbol and object becomes a resource of investigation. Thus, in addition to the usual features of a theory-located, problem-based article, this article devotes much space to explaining and justifying the proposed nomenclature convention. The results and discus-
sion sections, moreover, become cases of the application of the new nomenclature.

Articles in 1940 and 1950 continue in the style of the theory-located, problem-based article, with the problem sometimes coming from the split between theory and data (for example, 1940-SM) and sometimes from disagreements in the literature (for example, 1950-RBH et al.). In 1950-WFH/TL a new style of argument appears that will be more fully developed in 1960-HA/AH: the modelling approach. Epistemologically, the modelling approach sees a split between nature and theory, theory being only a human construction, having no reasonable expectation of giving a complete and accurate account of nature. Under such an approach, a paper cannot propose a theory test, proving the truth or falsity of a claim, but can only propose a model that accounts for the data better than other available models. In terms of argumentative structure, a modelling article does not present a claim in the beginning to be explained, supported, and discussed in light of experimental data; instead, once the article locates the problem in relevant theory and presents appropriate data, only then does it offer its model or claim about what apparently occurred in the experiment. Results are first presented, then puzzled over. Only after the puzzlement is the provisionally best model presented.

Once the argument moves away from notions of absolute truth and error, the concept of fit between theory and data becomes more important. Consequently, 1970-NWJ/JPC finds its problem in the deteriorating quality of fit between one category of data and a new theory gaining acceptance because it improves fit with respect to other categories of data. The experiment is designed to find the cause of the discrepancy. The article ends by calling for new theory and experimental work.

1980-KF et al. compares the fit between two sets of experiments and two models. As knowledge has grown, theory elaborated, work proliferated, and individual problems have become located more and more specifically within the web of prior work, articles have become increasingly tentative about the certainty and epistemological status of their claims.

**Discussion**

What information people in a group convey to each other, the purposes for which they present that information, their means of persuading each other of the validity of their statements, the
uses others make of the statements, and the features of discourse they
develop to realize these activities are all important aspects of a group's
communal life, especially when a major activity of that group is to pro­
duce statements. The apparent function of the community of research
physicists is to produce statements to be validated by that community as
knowledge. The character of the statements presented for communal
judgment embodies major (although not all) aspects of the community's
social relations, and changes in the character of those statements repre­
sent changes in the social relations and social structure. Further, if, as in
the case of PR, the changes in character of the statements are inter­
twined with cognitive changes of a discipline, discourse provides a con­
crete mechanism by which social behavior, social action, and social
structure are related to cognitive structure.

Specifically, the discourse style in PR at the time of its founding sug­
gests a group tied together by traditions of work, common objects of
interest, common techniques, and personal apprenticeship loyalties. Its
members engaged in a loosely organized mapping activity, confident of
the solidity of the ground they were mapping, of the appropriateness of
the tools and of a simple correlation between the ground and the map.
Each contribution had only to identify the piece of ground, describe the
tools, and present a piece of the map, with no particular need to demon­
strate coherence within the piece or among the pieces. Much of the con­
tribution of each article was methodological, so apparatus and methods
were described at length, both to allay criticism and to make the innova­
tions available for others. This situation, as noted earlier, may reflect
more on the state of American physics at the time than on the general
condition of international physics.

In the early part of this century, the spectroscopic community in
America became more organized around its shared work. Members
would scrutinize each other's work for patterns and would harness the
work of others into the arguments of their own new work. They showed
increasing effort to establish generalizations and coherence among the
shared work and started to organize their work around theories, often
casting empirical work in the form of theory-testing. They also felt
obliged to argue for the theoretical significance of their work in order to
anticipate the newly emerging criterion of significance.

Bohr's theory of atomic structure offered a single ground theory upon
which spectroscopy could organize itself and its work. At first the full
meaning, range of validity, and manner of application of the theory
were in question. Physicists argued basic theory with each other: exper­
imenting, deriving calculations from theories, comparing theories and
data, examining the fuller implications of theories. Rather than being
torn apart into mutually exclusive camps, the physicists seemed to be
drawn more closely together as they had to examine, compare, rely
on, discuss each other's work more closely in order to establish theoretical
generalizations that would ultimately be validated by the entire
discipline.

As quantum mechanics became established, it provided a coherent
organizing principle for work and argument, but in each new contribu-
tion the publishing spectroscopist had to attend to the relationship be-
tween his own work and the general theory by locating his work in the
theory, elaborating aspects of the theory, showing the theoretical mean-
ing of results, and discussing theoretical consequences. The increasingly
elaborated theory became a means by which his own work became
tied to others' work, to which he more often referred. Problems,
localized and suggested by theory, became shared. Theoretical signifi-
cance, correctness, and consistency became major criteria. Attending to
these criteria and tasks increased both article length and density of ex-
pression. In order to make a well-formulated statement to one's col-
leagues, one had to communicate more information.

As theory grew, it became apparent that it was a construction, sepa-
rate from the nature it described. This awareness affected argument and
social relations. Hard answers were not to be expected. The tentative-
ness of the "modelling" or "fit" type of arguments mitigated the con-
frontational conflict of theoretical dispute by recognizing that each con-
tribution was only part of a process.

Concluding Thoughts

The evolution of the spectroscopic article over the past
century in America reflects the growing knowledge and theoretical
character of science and reveals some of the institutional consequences
of these changes. The large-scale trends revealed here are consis-
tent with the traditional view that science is a rational, cumulative, cor-
porate enterprise, but point out that this enterprise is realized only
through linguistic, rhetorical, and social choices, all with epistemologi-
cal consequences.

This particular study highlights how a strong theory not only shapes
the scientific activity, but becomes an important means of ordering so-
cial relations. A widely shared and elaborated theory can provide dis-
crete and robust venues for individuals where they may formulate their
own interests and carry forth their own work. In this sense a theory may
allow a kind of bureaucratization of the scientific community, allowing
individuals to sort themselves out into distinctive research roles according to rational principles generated by the theory.15

This, of course, differs from the classical bureaucracy where roles and tasks are established from the top down, although such bureaucracies may well exist within certain laboratories. Here, rather, roles and tasks are negotiated between individuals bidding to work on, modify, develop, elaborate, or apply part of the theory and employers, funders, editors, referees, critics, and audiences who grant the researcher various powers to continue, publicize, and gain acceptance for their work (see, for example, Myers “Social Construction” and “Texts”).

This change from scientific entrepreneurship, where each individual stakes a private claim that recognizes few overt and lasting connections to the claims of others, where each claim is under threat from each other claim, to scientific bureaucracy, where competition is rather to attach yourself firmly to a powerful part of the communal apparatus, raises many new and intriguing possibilities for communal and individual pathologies, resulting in widening divisions between the abstractions of the theory and responsible empirical experience. Yet by organizing the experience of large numbers of individuals, pointing the individuals toward new kinds of experiences, providing means for comparing and coordinating varied results, and establishing topics and procedures for discussion, a strong theory can ground its generalizations on the empirical experience of an entire community. Whether the research program and the attendant social community pursuing that program thrive depends in part on whether that research program generates interesting venues for research—that is, places where the program can attach itself to accounts of empirical experiences. Furthermore, the program can continue to thrive only if the accounts created by empirical research coordinate well with the more general account offered by the theory. Otherwise, following Lakatos’ analysis, the research program degenerates, offering little satisfaction for the interests of individual scientists. Few will fight for seats on a train going nowhere.

Spectroscopic Articles from Physical Review Discussed in This Chapter


15. These thoughts owe obvious debt to Max Weber’s discussion of bureaucracy in The Theory of Social and Economic Organization.
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MAKING REFERENCE

EMPIRICAL CONTEXTS, CHOICES, AND CONSTRAINTS IN
THE LITERARY CREATION OF

THE COMPTON EFFECT

The problem of reference haunts all studies of scientific language. How does language escape the narrow bounds of the linguistic code to say anything substantive about the natural world? How can language be anything other than an imaginative fiction, having anything to do with anything beyond the internal elaboration of the code? To anyone familiar with philosophy, sociology, linguistics, or literary theory I need hardly catalogue the way in which this issue persists, freighted with the frustration and acrimony of an irresolvable conflict over fundamental beliefs.

For just such reasons, once I became aware of the apparent intractability and acrimoniousness of the issue I tried to avoid it. I thought I could address some practical issues of writing without addressing the fundamental questions of the validity of science or belief in a natural world. However, I found I could not avoid the issue for several reasons. For one, most of the discussion over scientific language seemed driven by one position or the other—in classical rhetorical terms the discussion was epideictic, either to praise science for its truthful language or to blame it for the hubris of claiming a privileged path to knowledge. I found that every claim I made about scientific discourse was interpreted against this issue, even if there was no explicit relation and I had intended no implicit one. Rather than suffer the misunderstandings of imputed positions, it seemed wiser to address the issue full face. More substantively, I also found very early in the game that one could not contemplate any rhetorical system without taking into account the goals
and objectives of the people using the system. Users of the scientific linguistic system seemed to believe their language was useful in gaining some control over the natural world, and many of their behaviors as writers and readers seemed constructed out of that belief. So at the very least I had to take the referentiality of science seriously as a communal assumption and as a question for investigation. I had to see how that belief shaped practices and to what extent the linguistic system lived up to its goals.

However, as I engaged the issue not purely as a textual matter, but within the complex matrix of social and individual practice, the issue no longer seemed to be so intractible nor rife with contradictions. My several discussions earlier and later in this book present my overall approach (see especially chapters 1, 2, and 11), but here I will examine how the developed system of scientific communication shapes the purposes, processes, and norms of statement production so as to make empirical experience a topic-, resource-, and constraint-shaping individual behavior. Specifically, the individual is placed within a communicative context that constantly encourages and demands that the individual at many junctures considers how empirical results either can advance the claim-making procedure or call for reconsideration of the claims and representations of phenomena. Through individual behavior and practice, the discourse is brought into increasingly close and precise exchange with the phenomena being examined. Through living people, the symbols of language come into contact with the world.

Language Moves People, People Move in the World

The first step out of the bind of the closed-system of language is to see that language is used by people and has an effect on them. The desire to understand and master that effect motivates the study of language and rhetoric. From the beginning of rhetoric, the ancients had no doubts that language could move people, both in their thoughts and actions. Even logic, as first developed, was not removed from human cognition. In the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle presents logic as a way for statement makers to move readers with greater certainty through arguments and for readers to monitor whether texts were moving them by compelling or by less certain means. Logic was a tool to help minds move in directions in accord with reason, rather than a way to
enable reason to escape its human dwelling. Similarly, Plato's complaint about rhetoric was not that language moved minds, but that knowledge of rhetoric might be used to move people's minds falsely in service of unconsidered ends (Gorgias). That is, the speaker remains ignorant of or false to the true movement of his or her own mind, but rather speaks only to fulfill baser passions. The virtue of dialectic over rhetoric, as Plato argues in the Phaedrus, is that those engaged in dialectic find their words in their mutual search for truth, that the words are part of a motion upward rather than downward.

The study of rhetoric through the last twenty-five hundred years has never lost its concern for the connection between mental movement and words, sometimes the mental movement of the rhetor producing the words and more often the mental motion of the audience. Literary studies followed suit, sometimes more concerned with the overflow of the author's feelings into words that would then carry the reader, and sometimes more concerned with the emotive effects which the author could create through manipulation of form. Only in recent history has a consensus developed in the study of language and literatures, that texts could and should be considered independent of the human producers and consumers (to be discussed in chapter 11).

Much of the social sciences maintains this concern for how language moves people and how the movements of people are expressed in language. Sociology, political science, and psychology continue investigations into how groups and individuals are moved by linguistic symbols and even construct their realities out of their symbolic interactions. This concern for the effect of language on humans is shared by both cognitivists and behaviorists, although one group tends to see the human motions associated with language occurring in the mind, while the other is likely to find the motions in visible behavior, as a mother moves to a child crying and a consumer moves to a product embedded in a series of messages. Even Marxist social scientists understand language in relation to the large material forces that move individuals, whether they consider language as an epiphenomenon of superstructure, as a substantive part of the base, or in some more complex dialectic with social activity and structure.

Although many current studies of scientific discourse accept the rift between language and the natural world, they rely on this indwelling of language in humans. Through case studies they have demonstrated that scientific language is designed to move readers and derives from the various forces moving the authors. Yet they do not take the second step to see that mental motions influence behavior that occurs in the physical world. It is this second step, however, upon which the project of
empirical science is founded: to create symbolic accounts that will help us understand our daily concourse with the natural world of which we are part. These symbolic accounts can help us order our relations with this natural world, either by control or by reconciliation. And these symbolic accounts are created out of close concourse with that natural world, heightened and refined through the evolving procedures of empirical investigation.

The cases examined in the previous several chapters demonstrate how the institutions and institutional practices of scientific communication have developed in constant relation to empirical experience. Empirical work cannot be separated from the communications system which gives occasion for the work and within which the work will be represented. Scientists do not simply mutely walk into a laboratory, unconscious of concerns in the literature, with no words or thoughts in mind, and do an experiment, unengaged in any symbolic processing. Writing up results and engaging in professional debates cannot be totally separated from earlier events in the laboratory. As we have seen, the institutions of language developed around haggling over experience—the best way to represent it, how the representation can be held accountable to the experience, how experience can be strategically deployed in the debate over claims. Within the institutions of scientific communication, scientists discuss experience, use representations of experience in advancing of their arguments, and constrain their statements on the basis of their own representations of experience and the representations of others. Moreover, and even more essentially, these linguistic representations are created in close relation to actual manipulation of objects to create the experience represented. Within the psychological and sociological manners of the community, these experiences are attended to in the language. (These ideas will be discussed more fully in chapter 11.)

With empirical experience given such a central role in the values, norms, expectations, procedures, and evaluations of the scientific community, a major and compelling way for an individual to pursue his or her interests is to cast claims in as close a relation as possible to empirical experience both as represented in the literature and as generated in new empirical work. An individual does well for him or herself, his or her social network, and for his or her claims, by doing good science; that is, by creating representations of some stability and power when held against the accumulated and future experience of the community.

1. Further accounts of how nature and empirical experience are used as argumentative resources appear in Bruno Latour, Science in Action, and in the various essays in Callon, Law, and Rip, eds., Mapping the Dynamics of Science and Technology.
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The character and quality of reference in scientific language depend on the kind of work individuals do to create that reference empirically and to adjust constantly the representation to increasing experience. The institutions of scientific communication encourage that reference-creating work; embody practices, procedures, and forms for generating such reference-laden representation; and establish an agonistic social field against which these representations are held against the experiences of others. This communal structure encourages the production of scientific results whether the individual scientists are motivated by greed, vanity, commitment to a doctrine, faith in a private experience, or love of the game.

When we step into the middle of twentieth-century physics we see the game already highly elaborated. An individual scientist has structured opportunities, resources, and constraints out of which to construct claims and arguments that will move others within the same system to come to his view of experience. The scientist behaves normatively, creatively, and self-interestedly within a complex system.

This chapter examines how one creator of significant and successful scientific claims, Arthur Holly Compton, held himself and his claims accountable to empirical experience, even though he created his texts within a community, employed the communal language and concepts, and pursued communal and private interests. The investigation here examines how those texts are embedded in situated practices, through which meanings are created and embodied in the symbols. This study will consider how the author responds to the various social and natural difficulties to creating a stable, reliable, socially persuasive claim. Compton's responses will involve less fundamental rhetorical innovation than Newton's (as examined in chapter 4). Newton's improvisations helped invent the institutions of modern scientific communication; Compton is working within an already elaborated and stabilized system. That Compton's behavior may seem familiar and predictable is just the point. The developed system of scientific communication helps scientists to behave like scientists and do good science.

The Case of the Compton Effect

The case to be examined here is of Arthur Holly Compton's announcement of what is now called the Compton effect. In the standard history of early twentieth-century physics, the Compton effect is considered the first empirical verification of the quantum theory, although verification of the quantum theory was not his purpose in
designing his experiments or publishing his findings. Under current understanding, the Compton effect occurs when x-radiation is scattered by electrons. The target electron receives a quantum of energy from the incident radiation. In reaction the electron does not recoil as would be predicted by classical physics—in the direction and with the energy imparted by the absorbed energy (as would a billiard ball). Rather the electron recoils in a different direction and emits new radiation (of a lower energy than the incident radiation) in a third direction, so as to conserve momentum and energy. This discovery was announced in a May 1923 paper, “A Quantum Theory of the Scattering of X-rays by Light Elements.”

The focus of the first part of this study is on the emergence of this paper out of Compton’s reactions to the scientific conversation within the problem area of his work. The situation within the problem area offered Compton constraints and opportunities, out of which he made choices that shaped his contributions and reshaped the communal conversation. Compton’s major discovery paper is embedded in and a response to historical forces. Yet the historical situation, the forces, and the response are all shot through with empirical experience.

This first part of the study is based on the primary record of published articles by Compton and his contemporaries and the secondary accounts of historians of this period, most notably Roger Stuewer’s comprehensive history The Compton Effect.

To follow up the themes of constraint, opportunity, and choice in the greater detail, the second part of the study examines the emergence of a secondary paper by Compton entitled “Measurements of β-Rays Associated with Scattered X-Rays” (see appendix), written in the wake of the major discovery paper. This part of the study shows how Compton’s smallest behaviors as a formulator of knowledge are shaped by his commitments as a scientist to empirical experience. The March 1925 secondary paper is chosen for examination because more extensive notes, drafts, and revisions of it are extant in Compton’s notebooks than of any other of his articles. No draft material is available for the main discovery article.

Although Compton shared credit for the “Measurements of β-Rays” article with a junior author, Alfred W. Simon, Compton appears to be the actual writer and the shaping intelligence of the paper, while Simon assisted in the laboratory. All notes, draft, and revisions appear in Compton’s third notebook in Compton’s handwriting. Further, Simon, a graduate student when the paper was published, never pursued similar work except in collaboration with Compton (Cattell and Cattell, 897), while the paper fits closely with the topic and issues of Compton’s con-
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tinuing research. Finally, in the draft of the article, Compton unthink­ingly refers to himself as the sole author.

For this part of the study I relied on the photocopy of Compton's note­books at the Center for the History of Physics in New York; the original is deposited in the library of Washington University in St. Louis. The relevant materials from Compton's notebooks consist of about a dozen pages of notes on works by other authors, twenty-two pages of calcula­tions and design sketches for a polyphase transformer, fourteen pages of analysis of photographic data, and seventeen pages of draft and revisions. Material relating to other work Compton was engaged in is inter­spersed, such as a draft of exam questions for a course Compton was teaching.

The Structured Situation in Which
Arthur Holly Compton Worked

Arthur Holly Compton developed his claims within a situation structured at a number of levels, from the most general histori­cal structuring of the scientific enterprise to the most immediate sequence of events occurring in the laboratory. These levels can be seen as nested within each other, each outer one providing a context for each inner one. Each outer level can, however, be seen as necessitating and de­pending on the inner levels for its historical realization and furtherance. All the outer contexts—of the scientific enterprise, the structuring of dis­ciplines, the development of problem areas and emergence of specific problems, the shaping of an individual's research program, the argu­ments arising out of the public presentation of that program, and the designing of specific investigation—all point toward the most local con­text of the events happening in the laboratory, the designated empirical experience. The spot of time of this defined experience is both the greatest constraint and greatest resource for the scientist sitting down to write a specific paper. The scientific enterprise has been structured so that all the outer contexts keep pointing toward this spot of time for their resolution and fulfillment. The outer contexts are built on the represen­tation, discussion, and accumulation of these spots of time, these spots of experience.

The largest frames for the creation of statements are the macroinstitu­tions of scientific community and communication, some of which were examined in previous chapters. The next context, of physics developing as a separate discipline with its own institutions and practices, has not
been examined here. We will rather begin our account here with an exa­mination of the established problem area within which Compton's work developed.

**Constraints and Opportunities of the Problem Area**

According to Stuewer's account, Compton's work grew out of the problem area of the nature of x-rays. In the twenty-one years between Roentgen's discovery of x-rays and the start of Compton's investigations, two competing theories developed to account for the properties of x-rays. The first, associated with Thomson and Barkla, described the x-ray as a wave-pulse phenomenon operating according to classical electromagnetic radiation theory. The second, developed slightly later and associated primarily with Bragg, held that x-rays and y-rays were particles, neutral pairs comprised of α- and β-particles bound together electrically. Despite the publication of Einstein's light quantum hypothesis in 1905, quantum theory seemed to be ignored by those working in the x-ray problem area. Some attempts were made to provide nonquantum explanations of the photoelectric effect, which Einstein had claimed to explain.

This history of the problem area had several clear-cut effects on Compton's publications in the area. First, up until his 1922 review of the literature for the National Research Council, Compton employed arguments only from classical electrodynamics. When Compton finally turns to a quantum explanation, it is only because no other will fit the data. The consequences of this conversion to a quantum explanation for the structure of the argument in the main discovery paper will be discussed in the next section.

Second, the dispute between the adherents of the two nonquantum theories of the nature of x-rays centered around three types of empirical data resulting from x-ray scattering experiments that were anomalous in both theories: a forward-backward asymmetry in the secondary β-ray distribution, a forward-backward asymmetry in the secondary x-ray distribution, and a difference in hardness between the primary and secondary x-rays. The issue remained finding an appropriate theory or improvement on theory to fit these data. The argument of Compton's papers followed this pattern of proposing theory and evaluating data fit; moreover, these three kinds of data remained among Compton's primary data sources through the major discovery paper.

Finally, because the dispute over theories had narrowed to the issues
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cconcerning x-ray scattering, Compton tended to frame his problems in terms of explaining scattering incidents rather than identifying the nature of x-rays themselves. Although certain assumptions about x-rays are implicit throughout his work and made more explicit when he converts to quantum explanations, the problem is the scattering data, with the assumptions about x-rays only serving as part of a projected account of the scattering incidents.

The historical development of the problem area constrained Compton's work by providing the intellectual tools of classic electrodynamic theory which Compton necessarily began working with and by focusing attention on identified difficulties in the data; these difficulties provided the issues for discussion. At the same time these constraints provided the opportunities for Compton's work. They provided something to talk about and a way to talk about it—a puzzle and a method. Without the developed work in x-rays and classical electrodynamics there would be neither data difficulties to puzzle over, nor a theory against which the data would appear puzzling. There would be no occasion for a paper solving the puzzle.

Viewed as both constraint and opportunity the situation in the problem area is freighted with empirical experiences and imperatives. Classical electrodynamic theory is a generalization from the accumulated reported experience of phenomena considered relevant to the theory. Although anomalies, unreported phenomena, different selections of relevant phenomena, and alternate representations of the phenomena might exist or be possible, the theory was created to be consistent with certain classes of data and found to be continuingly consistent with ranges of new data. It was a useful generalization for the uses found for it. As a fairly robust theory, it enjoyed a substantial range of uses, generating continuing empirical contact.

Roentgen's empirical experience of unusual phenomena which he attributed to x-rays opened up the whole research area within which Compton worked. Although there were competing accounts of what these x-rays were, all the relevant researchers were able to produce these rays and observe curious phenomena in their laboratories. In particular three classes of data were regularly produced in the laboratory. When these results were first produced they provided challenges to the two popular accounts of x-rays. Thus they became interesting, were produced in a number of laboratories in the hope of understanding them better, and were the topic of professional discussion. For Compton these anomalous events became the precise research concern.
Constraining Choices of the Scientist's Research Program

Within a problem area the individual scientist's developing research program and theoretical commitments help determine the specific problems to be addressed and the kinds of answers sought. In the long range these choices amount to a line of inquiry and a process of scientific development; in the short range these choices determine how a scientific commitment is realized in specific hypotheses, lines of theoretical argument, and designed experiments, all of which may be reported on in resulting papers. In both long and short range the constraints are circumstantial as well as intellectual: where a scientist finds himself, surrounded by what ideas, and with what equipment and funding available for what projects.

Arthur Holly Compton's research program on x-ray scattering began—by Compton's own account and confirmed by Stuewer (96)—with data produced by Barkla which were not consistent with Thomson's classical electrodynamic x-ray scattering theory. In particular the data suggested that the absorption coefficient of the target material was dependent on the wavelength of the incident x-rays. Compton, deeply committed to classical electrodynamics, took on the task of reconciling the data with Thomson's theory. He first proposed alternative structures of the electron that might account for the variation in the absorption coefficient with the change of wavelength of incident radiation. Instead of considering the electron as a point charge, he proposed a large electron of a perfectly flexible shell, such that the radius would be of the order of the incident radiation allowing for diffraction as well as scattering (January 1918). When difficulties appeared with the flexible sphere, he proposed a ring electron, giving the electron magnetic properties (July 1919): this too presented difficulties. The form of his proposed solutions was clearly dictated by his perception of the problem.

Through this early period Compton was at Westinghouse Laboratories, without adequate equipment, working with crude experiments and secondary data. When he received a National Research Council fellowship to the Cavendish Laboratories to work with Bragg, he was able to devote himself to an investigation of the secondary radiation from the scattering (Stuewer, 137). From the intensity of the secondary radiation, he was able to distinguish two kinds of radiation, which he identified as scattered radiation (unchanged in wavelength) and fluorescent radiation (changed in wavelength). This change in wavelength of the fluorescent radiation would, he argued, account for the softening of intensity
of the secondary radiation (May 1921). This fluorescence hypothesis became the focus of his attention, even after he left Cavendish in 1920 to take a position at Washington University to be able to pursue his own line of research unconstrained by the concerns of Bragg's laboratory. He did, however, bring back with him a Bragg spectrometer which was to prove crucial in his ensuing work.

What specific consequences for the shape of the major discovery paper, "A Quantum Theory of the Scattering of X-Rays by Light Elements," did this earlier part of his research program have? First, the commitment to classical electrodynamics causes Compton to draw crisply the issue of choosing between classical and quantum theories; his conversion to quantum approach to the problem of scattering becomes the main justificatory task. The paper opens with a review of the problems arising from the classical Thomson theory; the review is detailed and lasts four paragraphs. In the stead of classical theory, he then derives a series of equations on quantum assumptions; he follows with a report of an experiment that provides confirming data. The latter section is in fact called "Experimental Test" and is followed by a short discussion confirming the validity of the quantum hypothesis.

The character of Compton's argument stands out more sharply if we compare it to Debye's paper proposing a similar quantum theory of x-ray scattering. Debye's paper appeared before Compton's, but had been received by Physikalische Zeitschrift after Compton's paper had been received by Physical Review, so that Compton received priority for the theory. That particular aspect of priority, however, is less consequential now than then, for reasons to be discussed later. What makes the comparison important here is that Debye was not associated with the x-ray problem area, but rather was already deeply involved in the quantum theory and its elaboration. Consequently, the argument of Debye's paper is to present an extension of quantum theory that explains some data anomalous to electrodynamic theory. Rather than presenting the progress and general types of difficulties run into by classical theory, Debye points to specific data anomalies. The derivation of the equations then follows not as a proposed theory to be tested, but as a direct answer to the difficulties. For Debye the quantum theory already stands, and this is only one more demonstration of its power.

Thus the individual scientist's commitments and evolving research program will shape how he will define issues, create an argument, and develop his data, yet within that framework the scientist is committed to

contend with the data derived from empirical experience and uses that data to further the investigation. Compton and Debye consider the same phenomenon from very different theoretical interests and frame different kinds of argument, yet they must contend with similar data that identify the peculiar character of the phenomenon. That they develop theoretically consistent accounts would of course be necessitated by the phenomenon or the data, but that both kinds of discourse lead to similar conclusions adds persuasive force to both accounts. If the constraints of two robust research traditions meet the constraints of data to produce similar resolutions, the shared account carries the force of that much more scientific experience.

A second constraining effect of Compton's research program on the discovery paper is to be found in the data displayed as central in the paper. His increasing concern with the softening of the secondary radiation directly leads to the prominent role in the discovery paper (and several other related papers) for wavelength shift data on the secondary radiation. Not only do the data of wavelength shift and the data's analysis provide the chief substance of the empirical presentation in these papers, but the theoretical presentations are largely devoted to deriving the equations for calculation of the shift; consequently, the discussions and conclusions are devoted to matching equations and data of wavelength shifts. The comparisons between equations and data are, as well, presented in graph and tabular forms, to provide some of the more striking features of the papers. Key moments in this focusing on the wavelength shift were the move to Bragg's laboratory, returning to St. Louis with the Bragg spectrometer, then switching the use of the spectrometer from selecting the wavelengths of the primary radiation to measuring the distribution of the wavelengths of the secondary radiation.

Finally, we can see in Compton's earlier papers a series of reformulations of the problem with implications for the form of the appropriate solution. As a problem of reconciling data cast in terms of absorption coefficients to classical electrodynamic theory, Compton's early work looked to the structure of the target electron to determine scattering properties. As Compton began to reformulate the problem around secondary radiation, the work turned to the manner in which the secondary radiation was released, leading to hypotheses about Doppler-shifted fluorescence from scattered electrons. The next step was formulating the problem more tightly in terms of wavelength shifts in the secondary radiation, which is indeed the formulation of the problem in the major discovery paper.

Before the major discovery paper could be written, however, it was necessary for Compton to draw together all the thinking and data on the
subject and reformulate the existing theory and perception of the problem. If he was to abandon classical theory and turn to quantum solutions only as a last resort, he needed a comprehensive look at the subject to convince himself that the classical possibilities were exhausted. Two months before the discovery paper was written in December 1922, Compton published a lengthy (fifty-six page) review of the literature on "Secondary Radiations produced by X-rays." Compton undertook this review for the National Research Council as part of a special Committee on X-ray Spectra. Compton's monograph was the third and last part of the report of the committee. It was this institutional situation that gave Compton the opportunity to rethink and reformulate all the material in his problem area.

As Stuewer points out, writing this report helped Compton in four particular ways; each of these four ways affected what appeared on the pages of the discovery paper. First, in reviewing the data of the large electron hypothesis, he began to have serious doubts about the attempt to reconcile electrodynamic theory with scattering data. This was part of the process of cutting himself away from strictly classical explanations. Second, in examining secondary radiation he proposed a recoil electron hypothesis for the first time—that is, in addition to the fluorescent photoelectron, a second free electron results from the interaction through recoiling after scattering radiation. This, of course, is a key element of the theory presented in the discovery paper. Third, Compton presented new data which actually appears to be old data reinterpreted and reexamined to reveal a slight shift of wavelengths of the entire spectra between primary and secondary radiation. Previously he had mistakenly focused his attention on a grosser but less coherent wavelength shift. This subtler shift, noticed here for the first time, was the main phenomenon addressed in the consequent discovery paper. Finally, in a passage that appears to be a last minute addition, Compton offered a quantum explanation of the shift. Yet in the conclusion of the report, which may have been written before this insertion, Compton criticized any quantum explanation and reaffirmed classical electrodynamic theory. We see Compton clearly vacillating between two views; he resolved the vacillation by the clear choice represented by the discovery article (Stuewer, 193-211). Nonetheless, even after the quantum theory article was published, Compton continued to follow a secondary research program exploring x-ray reflection and diffraction, which did seem to follow classical electrodynamic theory. He made one choice for one set of problems and data, and another choice for another set of problems and data. After the moment of confusion he created a bifurcation in his work, with only limited cross-reference between the two parts.
Constraints of the Laboratory

With the onset of work for any particular research project, theoretical or empirical, another process of constraint begins. Up to this point constraints helped define a problem, the starting point of the inquiry, and some formal features of the likely answer—what the field is asking the scientist to do and what the scientist would like to do. Once one gets down to the actual pen and paper work of theory construction or experimental design, however, one becomes constrained by what mathematics, logic, and prior well-established theory allow one to say, by what available equipment can do, and by what data actually turn up. In this wrestling with recalcitrant mathematics, logic, technology, and nature one finds not what one would like to say, but what one can legitimately say. If earlier constraints helped shape the form of the statement, here constraints shape one's substantive theoretical innovations and the content of one's findings.

Of this stage, unfortunately, little remains on the public record; research activities occur in relative privacy, whether tinkering with equipment in the laboratory or tinkering with equations on the back of a cocktail napkin. But imagination and mechanical creativity are not unfettered. In addition to the constraints on the focus of attention and nature of the endeavor, discussed earlier, one runs up against the limited possibilities of mechanical and intellectual manipulations and the limitations of what is out there in nature as revealed by the marks on the photographic plate or the readings on the meter. It is these resistances—called passive by Fleck because they are not under the active control of human culture—that are brought forward into the public record, in the form of data tables, methodological articles, and theoretical derivations, but the process of getting to these hard places of resistance is largely obscured in scientific texts.

The darkness which hides this stage of the emergence of scientific statements has proved intriguing to psychologists, sociologists, and philosophers of science; their inquiries have led to the observation that the process of scientific inquiry is something other than the knowledge reflected in the public record (Medawar). Latour and Woolgar, in observing the private goings on in a biochemical laboratory, have noted how real substances get reduced to symbols through mechanical and intellectual manipulations and how symbolic formulations are tried and abandoned against the criterion of what will gain the most credibility in the agonistically structured (competitive) field. Part of the process of gaining credibility requires that one's results seem not to be tied to the specifics of one's lab work. Thus the final paper gives only a thin, highly
transformed, highly selective account of the biological matter investigated. Knorr and Knorr, observing another biochemical laboratory, similarly note that all that survives in the final paper from the complex wanderings of motives, plannings, errors, speculations, and tinkering with machines is a data chart. The rest of the final article seems to be created on other grounds. Both these studies imply that this process of shedding away obscures both nature and scientific activity out of the social motivations and interests of the researchers.

If one remembers, however, that the private activity of the laboratory occurs within a context created by the public record, the eliminations and reductions that occur within the laboratory and between the laboratory and the final text—the shedding away—may be seen as the mechanism by which the specialized, highly focused data of the laboratory is fit into the broader constraints of the developing science. Brute nature is, of course, not constrained by science, but only limited aspects of nature are consequential at any moment in the discourse about nature called science. Just as a fiction writer may select details according to criteria of vividness, thematic consistency, and verisimilitude, the scientific writer must seek out and select data according to such criteria as consequentiality for the problem at hand, form appropriate to the theories in question, lack of contamination by uncontrolled factors, and anticipation of what the rest of the scientific community is likely to consider as compelling proof. That is, brute nature is symbolized and those symbols refined to meet specific purposes of discourse, a discourse that must address the literature, the audience, and the scientist’s own thought as well as observed nature.

This author has little evidence about the private events that led to the writing of Compton’s major discovery paper, but Compton’s notebooks do provide material relating to a follow-up paper, “Measurements of β-Rays Associated with Scattered X-Rays,” to be discussed below, along with an extensively revised draft.

**Focused Choices at the Writing Desk**

By the time the scientist gets to the actual writing up of theoretical and experimental findings, much of what will appear on the page has been determined by earlier constraints and choices. Thus the writing up of results may seem to be a perfunctory necessity, a painful obligation, but not an essential part of scientific discovery; by extension the entire writing process can seem epiphenomenal, rather than essential, to science. However, the analysis here suggests that the
text gets shaped over the long haul by the essential elements of science, which in turn can be well understood as parts of the process of scientific formulating. In this larger writing process, specific limited tasks of formulation are left for the overt work of draft writing and revision. In this writing-up stage, the scientist-writer must put the pieces of the argument together so as to make his purposes clear and so as to satisfy the criteria of judgment he anticipates will be imposed by his audience. Final wrestling with the applied theories, the continuity of the argument, and the data may lead to basic reformulations even at this stage. Even if no major changes occur, the author in controlling the words for the final formulation must manage the impression of the prior literature, the experimental design, the laboratory happenings, the data and its relation to the phenomenon investigated, the conclusions, and the conclusions' certainty. The scientist-writer must fine tune the language to reveal the proper levels of precision and uncertainty. Yet the writer must also project a hypothesized world in which his findings are true. That is, even while the literature, research program, problem formulation, experimental design, and data constrain the solution's formulation, all these earlier constraints are presented in the context of a formulation of the world that takes the findings for granted. Thus, for example, a scientist on the basis of a programmatic conviction bolstered by his most recent findings, in reporting those findings may dismiss work based on contrary programmatic convictions as irrelevant and insubstantial. To readers who do not share the author's clarity of vision, however, such a representation of the literature may appear worse than imprecise. Such an example suggests the difficulty of managing a representation that is adequately precise for both author and audience. All this impression management must be done while attending to the stylistic conventions and preferences of the editor and audience. These conventions and preferences allow for convenient, intelligible communication which calls least attention to itself.

Writing-up is not an instantaneous process; preparation of the drafts, revisions, and editorial revisions take some time. In the course of the drafts and revisions the final form of the article comes into shape. Although many of the writing choices happen in the author's head—we know only those sentences he writes down—the changes within the

3. I interpret in such a light the examples of apparent distortion in introductory sections of papers, cited by Gilbert and Mulkay in Opening Pandora's Box, chapter 3.

4. Such interest in the audience's convenience is the basis for the research reviewed in Ennis, "The Design and Presentation of Informational Material."
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drafts and revisions reveal many of the concerns uppermost in the writer’s mind at these later stages.

**Rewriting in Reception**

After the scientist has chosen the words that appear in the published text, the meaning of that text still must be reconstructed by the readers. The text takes on a revised meaning depending on where and how it becomes incorporated into an evolving science. Small has suggested that texts come to serve as specific concept indicators in later articles, and Cozzens has found evidence that with time references to an important article tend to become more compact and fixed in meaning ("Life History"). Messeri has likewise found that citations to seminal articles are replaced by a few key terms that come to represent the findings of those articles. This reduction and transformation of the meaning of an article depends on what happens to science after the article is published, so that the article may be seen to have a rather different set of foci and implications than intended by the original writer.

Stuewer's account (237–73) of the reception of Compton's article "A Quantum Theory of the Scattering of X-Rays by Light Elements" and a limited survey of the citation contexts of later references to that article reveal several striking features of the transformation of Compton's findings. At first the article became an object of controversy, attacked on both theoretical and empirical grounds; at the same time other scientists attempted to improve on Compton's theory. Compton in response ran further experiments and proposed his own improvements. The article gradually became accepted as fact and was cited as the basis for new work. Within a few years the article (along with several surrounding publications) came to have a limited meaning referring to empirical observation of what was coming to be called the Compton Effect. As acceptance and eponymity were granted, the discovery became retold in less specialized, less argumentative ways in order to inform wider publics about the newly accepted fact and to place the new fact in relation to other facts. Compton himself participated in this process by his speech before the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1923, his 1925 article in *Scientific American*, his 1926 text *X-Rays and Electrons*, and his 1927 Nobel lecture.

Two particular reinterpretations are involved in the current view of the Compton Effect as an empirical verification of quantum theory. First, Compton's work is now seen as part of the research program of quantum theory, even though the article does not cite any of the prior
work in quantum theory and even though Compton came to his discovery out of problems in classical electrodynamics. And although the major discovery paper offers a quantum solution, the problems of asymmetry of radiation and wavelength shift which it addresses are anomalies that arise from an electrodynamic point of view. Second, the current view of Compton's work neglects his theoretical concern in developing an account of x-ray scattering consistent with electrodynamic theory in favor of an empirical result that was originally subordinate to theoretical issues. This interpretive shift began quite early. Compton's article appeared in volume 21 of Physical Review. Of the citations that appeared through volume 25 of that journal (a span of two years), excluding self-citations, nine appear in contexts that refer to his theory, and only one is concerned primarily with his empirical results. Of the citations in volumes 26 through 29, however, two are primarily theoretical, three are empirical, and one is mixed. Given the progress of quantum theory during that period and since, and the consequent change of the importance of Compton's work, such a reinterpretation makes sense as part of the historically changing codification of the literature of a scientific field. But such reinterpretations based on current scientific belief in effect rewrite the original article.

One Paper Begets Another: "Theory" Begets "Measurements"

Almost immediately upon publication, Compton's discovery underwent a series of challenges, which Compton answered by carrying out further experiments and publishing the results, disconfirming the challenges and refining the theory. It was in this context of challenge and response, of elaboration and bolstering, that Compton pursued the work that would lead to the "Measurements" paper. The more evidence of the most varied kind he could find, the more likely he would be to gain acceptance of his original discovery claims.

At about the same time as Compton had published "A Quantum Theory of the Scattering of X-Rays by Light Elements" in May 1923, C. T. R. Wilson (and slightly later W. Boethe) identified, in cloud chamber experi-

5. I drew the citations from A Citation Index for Physics: 1920–1929; incidentally, Compton's "Quantum Theory" article was the most cited article in physics during the decade. Theory citations: 22, 283; 23, 122; 23, 135; 23, 316; 24, 179; 24, 591; 25, 314; 25, 444; 25, 723; 26, 435; 28, 875.
Experiment citations: 25, 193; 26, 299; 26, 657; 29, 758.
Mixed citations: 26, 691.
Making Reference

ments on X-ray scattering, secondary β-ray tracks substantially shorter than photo-electron tracks. Compton immediately saw that these shorter tracks could represent the recoil electrons he hypothesized in the quantum theory article. He wrote a letter dated August 4, 1923, to that effect to *Nature*, which published the letter in the issue of September 22, 1923. Although at that time Compton continued to be mostly concerned with data revealing wavelength shifts, which data he kept gathering during the following year, he clearly understood how the cloud chamber findings filled out his work. He assimilated the cloud chamber findings into his consequent papers, often in lengthy discussions indicating how they supported his theory.

Wilson’s and Bothe’s data, however, only offered a rough correspondence to Compton’s theory, as Compton noted: “They have shown that the direction of these rays is right, and that their range is of the proper order of magnitude” (“Measurements” 307). The roughness Compton ascribes to the use of insufficiently hard and too heterogeneous x-rays. The “Measurements” article can thus be seen as Compton’s attempt to tie down the connection between his theory and the cloud chamber tracks more firmly and precisely by redoing other people’s experiments in a way more appropriate to his programmatic purposes. He would then obtain support for his theory from a kind of data not at all available when the theory was first framed; such data, confirming the predictive power of the theory, is rather persuasive.

In this way we can see the “Measurements” paper motivated and shaped in specific ways by Compton’s theoretical program, discoveries by other scientists as reported in the literature, the desire for closer measurement of the phenomenon, and Compton’s persuasive intentions. Contextual factors provide pressures and offer opportunities to gather fuller, more precise, and more focused data about the observed radiation—confirming and adding detail to the representation of nature embodied in Compton’s theory. His social interest in establishing the proposed phenomenon leads Compton to search actively for passive constraints of new and more precise kinds; criticisms in the literature actively push him again to seek passive constraints that make his formulation more likely; finally, new techniques, actively created (although embodying passive constraints in what they can accomplish and in the results they produce), provide opportunities for closer looks at

the purported phenomenon, adding new passive constraints to the formulation.

Specifically, this set of forces and opportunities led Compton to design experiments and write a paper reporting those experiments:

1. adopting Wilson’s cloud expansion apparatus;
2. referring to and discussing his own quantum theory of scattering;
3. employing higher energy (shorter wavelength) incident radiation than Wilson and Bothe;
4. designing and employing a method of obtaining more homogeneous incident radiation than Wilson and Bothe (consequently reporting data for higher energy, more homogeneous data);
5. developing theoretical predictions about aspects of the recoil electrons measurable through the Wilson apparatus;
6. and discussing the correspondence between the theoretical predictions and the experimental data.

These effects of the rhetorical situation correspond to the major structural features of the resulting paper. Compton, indeed, alludes to these effects when he describes the paper at the end of the opening paragraph:

The present paper describes stereoscopic photographs of these new rays which we have recently made by Wilson’s cloud expansion method. In taking the pictures, sufficiently hard x-rays were used to make possible a more quantitative study of the properties of these rays. (307)

Within the stylized terms of the field, the paper describes constraints imposed by the results of more precise measurements. By showing that Compton’s theory is in conformity with ever-increasing passive constraints, the article seeks to establish factlike status for Compton’s claims.

Another aspect of the rhetorical context consisted of one particular challenge to Compton’s quantum theory of scattering. Bohr, Kramers, and Slater claimed that at the particle level the laws of conservation applied only statistically. Compton’s theory required event by event application of the conservation laws; up to that point, however, Compton had established the recoil phenomenon only on an aggregate basis through measurement of radiation wavelengths. Wilson’s cloud photographs provided a way of capturing and measuring single incidents and were,

therefore, the ideal means of refuting Bohr, Kramers, and Slater. The full and explicit refutation of the statistical argument was to be made by Compton and Simon in a subsequent article—“Directed Quanta of Scattered X-rays,” which appeared in Physical Review six months after the “Measurements” article—but the desire to refute the challenge remains an implicit shaping force on the earlier article. The effect can be seen in the emphasis given in both the abstract and the full paper on conclusions and evidence that the scattering occurs on an event by event basis, with each event maintaining conservation of momentum and energy. This emphasis is in fact increased in revision. Again, attack on the formulation provides pressure to seek and reveal passive constraints, consonant with the original formulation.

Laboratory Decisions, Events, and Results

The effects of the rhetorical situation are first realized in Compton’s laboratory decisions before their full implications in the text are realized. The laboratory decisions, such as the use of the Wilson cloud apparatus, designing a more precise control over the incident radiation, the design of the scattering experiment, the choice of which plates to use as data, and the particular measurements taken from those plates, all have an effect on the final article, both in terms of the procedures described and the data reported. The first three decisions are design decisions based on the characteristics of the phenomenon investigated and the properties of the equipment, as both have been revealed through previous investigations. The Wilson apparatus, for example, is used only because it has earlier revealed tracks that Compton can identify with recoil electrons. Compton goes to great lengths to make design decisions that will permit observation with the desired precision; twenty-two pages of his notebooks are devoted to designs for a polyphase transformer that will provide him with stable enough voltage to provide homogeneous incident radiation of calculable energies. The experimenter can choose from among available technologies, but those technologies suffer many passive constraints. The experimenter cannot use impossible machines, nor can he make machines do what they cannot do (Notebook 3, 20-41).8 The latter two decisions—the choice of

8. Latour and Woolgar, citing Bachelard, discuss laboratory equipment as a reification of theory. This idea is intriguing, but it must be kept in mind that no matter how fully suggested by theory, the equipment must accord with the functioning of nature to work; in this way the equipment is as much a test of theory as reification of theory.
plates and the choice of measurements to take from the plates—depend on what happens in the laboratory, on what turns up on the plates. Once the experimenter sets up the conditions of the experiment, what turns up is beyond his control. Only afterward can the experimenter reassert control through selection and manipulation.

In the final article Compton reports that he is using data from “the best 14 of a series of 30 plates taken,” but the notebooks show him making calculations for 14 numbered plates running from number 15 to number 47 (Notebook 3, 49-52). Assuming that plates 1 through 14 served as practice runs, that still leaves three plates unaccounted for, presumably so bad that they do not even count as plates. Although Compton gives no overt definition of what makes the selected plates “best,” the sixteen deleted plates worst, and the three not plates at all, his notebooks offer two clues about his criteria of selection. First, he tends to select the higher number plates; in fact he records measurements for plates 38, 39, 40, 43, 45, 46, and 47. This suggests that Compton and Simon were still gaining the technical skill to produce plates that clearly revealed the tracks they were interested in. Second, at the bottom of the column of measurements for plate 38—which in fact was deleted from the article partway through the writing of the draft—the notation “uncertain because too crowded” appears. This notation reinforces the impression that selection was based on how clearly the plates represented and allowed distinctive counts of the data associated with the scattering phenomenon. That is, Compton and Simon were simply looking for clear and distinct tracks.

The tracks on the photographic plates are Compton and Simon’s closest glimpse at the scattering phenomenon, and reproductions of some photographic plates are included in the final document to give the readers qualitative visual evidence. How those tracks are interpreted quantitatively, however, depends on a number of manipulations of measurement and calculation. The data tables in Compton’s notebook, even in parts of the rough draft of the article, are filled with corrections. These corrections seem all to derive from two incorrect assumptions about the equipment which led to mistaken values for the potential of the x-ray tube and consequently for the energy of the incident radiation. The two causes for error—a warping in a frame and the effect of a condenser—are both carefully noted in the notebook and in the final article. Although on first glance all the corrections appear to be manipulation of the numer-

9. On the bottom right hand corner of page 51 there is a boxed-off set of data that is unlabelled that may represent a fifteenth plate; if so this would compensate for the apparent discrepancy caused by the later deletion of plate 38.
ical data after the fact, they really only serve to adjust the secondary numerical data to the actual event as occurring in the equipment and recorded on the plates. In addition, although Compton for the most part adheres to Knorr's observation that scientists tend not to report their wrong turnings and errors in the final report (Compton, for example, does not discuss what went wrong in the first fourteen parts nor in the later deleted ones), Compton is very careful to cover this error in both notes and text. His great care, and indeed the great detail with which he reveals this error in the article, suggests that this error is of a different order in that it comes after the laboratory event but seems to change the reality of what happened. To retain the integrity of the data, to make clear that he is constrained by the data and not fiddling with it, he must expose the error of calculation and measurement which leaves the reality of machinery and photographic plates untouched. Thus the representation of a certain class of error is necessary in the article to keep the relation between laboratory happenings and the report of those happenings as clean as possible. The purpose of exposing the error is not, as Medawar would like, to reveal the psychology of discovery.

The Writing-Up

The previous sections have examined some of the constraints and decisions that determined what the measurements article would look like, but still we do not have a text. Compton must sit down with blank paper in his notebook and create a string of words, equations, numbers, and graphics to fulfill the possibilities of the constraints. As part of that fulfillment he must represent nature at various levels of mediation: nature as perceived through the literature, as formulated in a problem and hypothesized answer, as inherent in the experimental design and the actual experimental happenings, as represented by the experimental data and the secondary calculations, as interpreted through discussions and conclusions. Thus the article, even while describing the forces that shaped it, is reconstructing views of nature at a number of levels of intellectual and physical mediation. By the convention and logic of the scientific report, however, all these representations must be weighed against the least mediated representation, the data—the photographs and numbers one carries away from the laboratory.

At this point of writing-up, the task of the scientist then becomes using language to create these various representations at a level of precision and completeness that adds no further confusion or lack of clarity at
any of the levels and that allows an intelligible comparison between the data and the other more mediated representations. When we look at Compton's draft and revisions of the article "Measurements of $\beta$-rays Associated with Scattered X-rays" (Notebook 3, 59-75), we see indications of just this concern for creating an adequately full and precise representation of nature at several levels of mediation. The larger part of the many changes and corrections he makes as he writes and revises manage the representation of the x-ray-electron interaction, the theory of that interaction, the experimental design and happenings, and the kinds of interpretations and conclusions that can be drawn on the basis of the data.

The following discussion of the drafts and revisions will first present the three major tactics of revision that Compton uses—postponing, extending, and fine tuning—and then will examine epistemological, phenomenological, and social issues raised by the draft and revisions. Line numbers refer to the final version, reproduced in the appendix to this chapter.

**POSTPONING**

Postponing is a structural decision made in the course of writing the draft. Four times Compton starts to raise major subjects, then decides he must first reveal some preliminary information. At the end of the opening paragraph in the draft, after only mentioning the photographs, he is about to present a set of reproductions with the phrase, "A typical series of these photographs is shown in figures . . . ." Before completing the sentence, however, he strikes it out in order to insert a paragraph spelling out the cloud chamber, x-ray, and photographic equipment. Then in the third paragraph (line 28) he returns to presenting the reproductions of the plates. In the second case, after qualitatively discussing the photographs, Compton begins to raise a major theoretical issue with a new paragraph beginning, "One of the most important questions is whether . . . ." He backs away from his direct assault, however, by striking the incomplete sentence and beginning a different paragraph introducing quantitative theory to be matched against empirical data (39). The quantitative material then continues as the main body of the paper. Although it is unclear what important question Compton has in mind, the discussion of all the major questions follows the quantitative presentation. The third case involves the presentation of the first data table. Some time after copying the first two columns of data Compton realized the errors in the potential and energy figures discussed earlier. He apparently then went back to check his equipment and recalculate his figures. He
then corrected the figures in the first two columns and copied in the
correct figures for column seven, which is calculated from the first two
columns. Then in the draft immediately following the table he added a
paragraph explaining the error (47–59). In the final paper, however, the
table is postponed until after the explanation of the error. In the last
case, Compton splits his first draft of the second table, which included
data on both maximum range of R-tracks and the distribution of the
ranges of the full set of tracks. The latter part of the original table ap­
ppears later in the article in a slightly different array as table 3. The effect
is to allow complete discussion of the issue of maximum range before
raising the issue of relative distributions.

In all four cases the postponement is to allow the presentation of addi­
tional detailed information prior to the postponed material. In the first
and third cases the additional material explains the equipment that pro­
duced the postponed data; in the second and fourth cases the inserted
material is data logically prior to the postponed material.

EXTENDING

Extensions, giving more information about some item already under
discussion, serve to clarify or make precise the item being discussed.
For example, “primary beam” is changed to “primary x-ray beam” (5);
“photographs” becomes “stereoscopic photographs”(11); “the x-ray
tube, enclosed in a lead box” becomes “the Coolidge x-ray tube, en­
closed in a heavy lead box” (19–20); and “τ + σ” becomes “μ = τ +
σ”(80). In a more extensive example, “To calculate the relative number to
be expected, we have arranged this expression over the range of wave­
lengths used in our experiments,” grows in several steps into “To calcu­
late the relative number of tracks for different relative wave-lengths to
be expected, we have arranged this expression by a rough graphical
method over the range of wave-lengths used in our experiments”
(138–41).

In one case the addition serves to justify a statement. The phrase “in
view of the fact that the photographs were stereoscopic” adds a reason
to the original phrase which now follows, “it was possible to estimate
. . .” (161).

In all the above cases the addition gives detail to the originally men­
tioned object or event, but in at least three cases the additions redefine
the object of concern more precisely. “Track” becomes “length of a given
track” (135); “40 tracks” becomes “the directions of 40 tracks” (159); and
“short tracks . . . and long tracks” becomes “short tracks (type R) . . .
long tracks (type P)” (41). The last example involves a change in epistemic level (to be discussed below).

FINETUNING

Word substitutions fine tune the language through more specific, correct, or appropriate phrasing. Compton achieves greater specificity by such changes as “an” to “the” (110), “the” to “its” (103), and “those” to “the quantity S” (125). More substantive specifications are made in such changes as “acquires” becoming “moves forward with” (109).

In some cases Compton is correcting an outright error, as when he miscopies an equation from a previous article (112), or he incorrectly calls an “expression” an “equation” (147). Elsewhere he must correct an inverted ratio (85), report that there was more than one “condenser” by making the word plural (52), and relabel a “scattering quantum” as a “scattered quantum” (151). More frequently the corrections are more subtle, as when measured values are described as “summarized” rather than “shown on the following table” (117) or when “C. T. R. Wilson’s datum” is changed to “C. T. R. Wilson’s result” (119). A repeated subtle error needing frequent correction is referring directly to an object instead of the appropriate quality. Compton in the draft consistently refers to $R$ and $P$ and $R/P$ when discussing the number of electrons but in the final version the notation is consistently changed to $N_r$, $N_p$, and $N_r/N_p$ (42, table 1, 75, 83, 88, 96). Related are the wavering from “apparatus” to “chamber” back to “apparatus” (15), the change from “photoelectric absorption coefficient” to “true absorption coefficient” (43), and the revision of “amplitude” to “magnitude” (185).

The last category of fine tuning revisions corrects tactical errors of exposition and thereby modifies slightly the impression of what is being discussed. Compton first begins to describe the maximum frequency “required to” and then switches to “excited by the voltage” (122); a bit later Compton cites a finding “for the number” but then changes that to a finding “that the probability” (134); and a few lines later Compton starts a sentence, “This expression assumes that the electrons all . . .” then recasts the thought changing the subject of the assumption, “This expression assumes that the exciting primary beam . . .” (137). A more clearly consequential example occurs when Compton begins to discuss “the origin of the short” tracks but then changes the focus to “the origin of the two classes of β-rays” (40). Here he changes the topic from one phenomenon to two phenomena in order to prepare for an equation for the ratio of the two later in the sentence. The original singular focus, although not a factual or technical error, was a tactical error in not
providing for the continuity of the exposition; the writer must keep in mind what he will discuss in what order, and he must focus the discussion accordingly.

All three types of revision—postponing, extending, and fine tuning—indicate that the writer is moving through the imprecision and incompleteness of formulations to come to a more focused, accurate representation of what he did, saw, measured, and thought. The language of the original draft is in parts skimpy, fuzzy, misleading, and even wrong, but by struggling with the language the scientist writer can achieve a bit better fit between symbolization and experienced world.

CRITERIA OF ADEQUACY

The symbolic representation of nature is inevitably an approximation in an alien mode; absolute precision and completeness of formulation would be an endless task. Criteria are necessary for a writer to decide whether a linguistic representation is adequate. Compton's draft and revisions offer clues as to his criteria in the instances where he deletes detail or foregoes specificity. Compton seems to follow two criteria: what one can say and what one needs to say—that is, assessments of how finely one knows what one is discussing and of what level of distinction is necessary to carry the particular argument forward.

The rounding off Compton does in table 2 shows how these criteria are applied. In the original data tables in the notebook, the observed maximum ranges are all measured to the first decimal, but in the transfer of the table to the draft and the consequent revision three observed ranges are rounded off to the nearest integer, in accordance with a prior admission that the observed track lengths "could be estimated probably within 10 or 20 percent" (115-16). That is, the decimals give an appearance of greater accuracy than was probable. Two calculated values, as well, are rounded off to the nearest integer. On these calculated values no error range restrictions apply, but since the degree of statistical correspondence being demonstrated is quite broad (as large as ±3mm or 33 percent of the measured value), the decimals are unnecessary for the demonstration. Compton gives no greater statistical precision than he legitimately can or needs to.

Unneeded specificity is deleted in a number of cases, trivial and substantive. In trivial cases the specification has already been achieved elsewhere in the text as in the deletion of "x-ray" in "primary x-ray beam" (18). In more substantive examples the deleted material raises extraneous theory or inappropriately narrows the discussion. The expression $V_c/h$ is eliminated after the phrase "maximum frequency"
because the expression is not used in any of the ensuing calculations (121). The phrases “but radiates uniformly in all directions” (110) and “depending on the direction” (116) are similarly deleted for raising unnecessary qualifications. Another deletion, “mean of the experimentally” from the larger phrase comparing “calculated values with the mean of the experimentally observed relative ranges” (143), emphasizes that the data fit is independent of the voltage and therefore is valid for each of the cases individually rather than only in the mean. Thus the force of an entire set of data is strengthened by the removal of an unnecessarily narrowing qualifier.

The most interesting example of deletion occurs in the description of the photographic equipment (25-27). Compton twice tries to include phrases noting that the full aperture of the lens was employed, but he twice deletes this as unnecessary. Then he twice tries to give positive judgments about the quality of the lenses and plates—“which gave excellent defin...” and “very satisfactory.” He deleted the first completely and removed the “very” from the second so that the text is left with only the comment that the plates “were found satisfactory.” This judgment is all that is needed for the exposition of the experiment. Without a scale of excellence, the more effusive judgments, moreover, do not appear legitimately knowable or supportable to Compton; only the word satisfactory carries a criterion of adequacy to the task at hand. Compton’s obvious technological pride in the laboratory accomplishment of capturing the scattering phenomenon on photographic plates seems to motivate all four deleted phrases, but he recognizes that such feelings are extraneous to the argument.

Control of Theory, Persona, and Audience

In addition to controlling the more obvious representations of nature, Compton is careful to control the definition of the epistemic level of the discussion, the projection of his persona, and the relationship to the audience. These factors are important to maintain under control, because if improperly treated they could not only obscure the description of nature being proposed, but undermine the purpose of the discourse. By carefully identifying the epistemic level of discussion, Compton is able to identify exactly what he is representing and at what level of mediation. By controlling persona he is able to assert his individual ownership interests, identify where his judgment enters, and limit his intellectual risks, while still keeping attention on what the
data and theory suggest. By controlling the relationship to the audience, he serves the reader's convenience, helps the reader follow the argument, and submits himself to the audience's criteria of judgment, again while keeping focus of the article on the formulation and data; his most important task with respect to the audience is to maintain credibility, which is done by remaining responsible to and for the data.

**EPISTEMIC LEVEL**

As part of the process of adjusting language to necessary and possible levels of precision and completeness, Compton carefully assigns each statement to the appropriate epistemic level. That is, items can be represented at different levels of theoretical and empirical mediation. For example, near the beginning of the draft Compton shows uncertainty whether to discuss rays or tracks. Rays directly represents the purported object in nature, but tracks represents a manifestation of those rays as they pass through a cloud chamber to create vapor trails that are recorded on photographic plates. After a few equivocations and changes, Compton decides to discuss rays in the introduction and switch to tracks only after the photographic data are introduced. Thereafter the track terminology dominates the rest of the article. Thus Compton indicates that although rays are the object of interest, recorded tracks are all he has to observe and work with.

Even in the discussion of the purported object of nature there is recognition that the discussion is really about objects constructed in the literature. The opening sentence of the published article reads “In recently published papers, C. T. R. Wilson and W. Bothe have shown the existence of a new type of β-ray excited by hard x-rays.” The word new is added in the draft, so its use is clearly a conscious choice. The word new, however, is only appropriate as meaning new in the literature, not new in nature.

Once the linguistic representation of an object is recognized as being a construction of the literature, then it is only appropriate that alternative terms should be used depending on the theoretical context invoked. Thus Compton changes “ray” to “quanta” (89) in accordance with the invocation of quantum theory a few lines earlier. Similarly, Compton begins to write “an [electron]” then corrects this to “a β-particle” (120) in accordance with an earlier switch in discussion from colliding objects to an analysis of ranges of particles. In both cases the changes are not compelled by technical accuracy, but they do help to maintain clear focus on the appropriate theoretical contexts.
AUTHORIAL PERSONA

Despite the familiar conjecture that scientists remove themselves from their writing so as to make their work appear less particular and so as to evade epistemological responsibility, Compton maintains an authorial presence in the article. The revisions in some ways enhance this presence and in other ways diminish it. The pattern is that authorial presence is decreased for the prior work, which is merged into the literature of the field, but authorial presence is increased for the current work, for which Compton and his co-worker Simon take responsibility as the thinkers, doers, and owners.

The merging of the individual into the collective of the literature for the scientist’s prior work appears in a number of revisions involving self-citations. In the first paragraph of the draft, for example, Compton refers to his previous work “the quantum theory of X-ray scattering proposed by the [author].” Then Compton remembers that Simon is nominally coauthoring the article; he strikes out “the” and substitutes “one of us,” to which he appends a footnote to his monograph for the National Research Council. But in the final version the entire phrase “proposed by one of us” is deleted (8–9), suggesting no credit in the text, and a citation to Debye is added to the footnote, sharing credit in the literature and emphasizing that the self-citation is part of a wider literature that is communal. Similar demotions of textual self-reference to footnotes occur at lines 101–3 and 128. In another case the self-reference is removed from the head of the sentence and given a less definitive verb; “Compton and Hubbard give for the . . . ” becomes, “If the maximum range of the recoil electrons is \( S_m \), Compton and Hubbard find . . . ” (133–34). The most extreme case occurs in the last sentence, when Compton is stressing how well the current work fits with the findings of the literature. The phrase “strong confirmation of the assumptions used by one of us to explain . . . ” is shortened by the deletion of the self-reference (187–88); moreover, the self-citing footnote is also eliminated, but a final phrase—the closing phrase of the article—is added: “on the basis of quantum theory” (180). Compton’s earlier work is subsumed into a theory which is a fact of the literature transcending individual ownership.

In the previous example, however, even while self-citation is vanishing into the literature, strong reference remains to the authors as conceivers, doers, and owners of the current work. In all versions the last sentence opens with “Our results . . . ” (187). Other first person usages remain through all versions to indicate the doing of the work (e.g., “photographs . . . which we have recently made” [11–12], “apparatus used in our work” [15], and “we used a mercury spark” [22]), responsi-
bility for reporting the work (e.g., “In table 1 we have recorded the results” [47]), intellectual operations (e.g., “we have taken from his data” [78] and “the value of which we used” [81]), ownership of the data (e.g., “in our photographs [157]), the evaluation of the evidence (e.g., “In view, however, of the meager data as yet available on this point, we do not wish to emphasize this correspondence too strongly” [97-99]).

Three revisions, in addition, make the authors’ role more explicit. The first two bring out the individual responsibility for the evidence. “Observed in the photographs” becomes “shown in our photographs” (115); “the experimental values” becomes “the observed lengths of the R tracks” (124). The third brings out the evaluative role; “can leave no reasonable doubt” becomes transformed to the more direct “we believe establishes” (83).

AUTHORIAL JUDGMENTS

Even where an author does not use first person to call attention to his evaluative role, he makes many evaluative judgments throughout the article through estimates of the reliability of various claims. Compton sharpens this evaluative role through revisions.

One set of judgments sharpened in revision assigns the way in which a relevant theory specifies a particular phenomenon. In the second sentence of the draft, radiation which has “been ascribed to photoelectrons” gets revised to radiation which has “been identified with photoelectrons,” indicating a more specific association. A few lines later Compton flip-flops as to whether a particular interaction is “according to the predictions,” “as predicted by,” or “in accordance with the predictions of the quantum theory” (8); Compton winds up with the last, and weakest, assumption. As we shall see below, even the title of the article, characterizing the strength of the claim of the whole article, undergoes a similar weakening.

In the above examples the truth value of the claims was not questioned, but only the applicability to specific cases. But the larger set of revisions changes the certainty or character of a claim. “Fact” is weakened to “observation” (96); “suppose” is strengthened to “explained” (92); and a definite “are” wavers to “may be” then regroups to “are often” (68). “A satisfactory agreement” edges up to “a rather satisfactory agreement” (143-44); a “theory” is demoted to an “hypothesis” (154); and the direct identification of “are” weakens to the mediated explanation of “have tracks long enough to determine . . .” (157-58). Finally, in the last paragraph an inserted “about” (183) admits that the conclusions rest on approximate evidence.
The most direct judgments are made in the concluding section, and here we see the most adjustment of the strength of claims. In the third from the last paragraph, Compton begins to draw strong conclusions from the angles of ejection: "There can be no question but that the electrons ejected. . . ." But he then reconsidered and replaced this strong statement with a sentence about the calculation (173-74). In the next sentence he tries again: "There is undoubtedly . . ." But he also crosses this out and starts anew with a qualification: "In spite of some discrepancy at the largest angles, the R electrons ejected at small angles undoubtedly have greater energy than those . . ." In the final version, however, even this certainty is excessive, and a weaker judgment is passed to the reader who inspects the data charts: "It will be seen that the observed ranges . . . are . . . in substantial agreement with the theory" (174-77).

Again, in the next to the last paragraph, "thus constitutes a strong support of the . . ." becomes the weaker "is thus of special significance" (182). A judgment is again passed to the audience.

Despite these two weakenings the last sentence of the article is strengthened as much as it needs to be to assert the significance of the work. "Our results are thus in . . ." becomes "our results therefore afford a strong confirmation of . . ." (187). Compton thus urges no more than he has to, but does not evade responsibility for judgments. Elsewhere he calls attention to his judgments through italics in intermediate sets of conclusions (82-86 and 128-31).

AUDIENCE CONCernS

The revisions show almost no concern with trying to urge the audience. The only persuasion seems to be that built into the article by the early constraints and early choices that shape the article. If one wishes to study persuasive intent one should look to those early decisions that position the work against previous work, that frame the problem to be addressed, and that determine the kind of evidence to be generated by the experiment; such modes of persuasion are in support of a theoretical position rather than in support of a particular set of results. The only overt attempt to urge the audience in the revisions is the addition of the word "heavy" in front of "lead box" (20) in the apparatus description to dispel criticism of contamination through inadequate shielding. All other revisions in anticipation of audience reaction have to do with the conventions and felicity of language: spelling and word form corrections, removing redundancies and excess commas, and rearranging word order and equations for easier reading. Many of these corrections occur between the completion of the revised draft and the publication of
the final version. At that time certain small features are also made consistent with the journal style. Centimeter is spelled out, but equation is abbreviated; the degree symbol is substituted for the word, and the angstrom symbol is simplified by removal of the superior cycle.

Thus, although the audience is accommodated, it is not pushed. The reasons why the audience might want to believe the article are imbedded in the article's structure. A representation of the literature establishing and positioning a problem, an accurate understanding of existing knowledge, the drawing of a question sharply, the appropriateness of the research design, the fit of the results—these are what convince, but these are determined before the writing-up by the early constraints and decisions. The only thing the scientist as writer can control at the writing-up stage is the representation of these earlier constraints and choices. In the representation the scientist has some leeway, but the representations to be credible must still strike the audience as adequate accounts of actual situations. That audience has access to the same literature, has their own formulations of problems, knows what equipment is available and what the equipment can do, can inspect the author's equipment, and can replicate the author's experiment or run other experiments revealing the same phenomenon. In this light we can understand both Compton's throwing certain judgments to the reader under the assumption that the data are clear enough to speak for themselves within the theoretical context established by the article, and Compton's efforts in his revisions to make his descriptions as accurate and precise as needed for the argument. His credibility and persuasiveness depend finally on how close a fit his readers find between what he says and what is.

In order to maintain credibility Compton takes great care not to misrepresent his data. Not only is the first person maintained in contexts indicating his responsibility, the author takes explicit responsibility for miscalculations and errors, both through the section added prior to table 1 describing the sources of error and through another estimate of error (115–16). This latter discussion of error is difficult for Compton to formulate; he must make several revisions before he can make a reasonable and not misleading formulation of the probable errors. Finally, since the experimental error affecting the data was not discovered until Compton was part way through the draft, a number of corrections had to be made of figures in the text and in the first table.

Text as Object

Through all the constraints and choices we see the gradual emergence of a text—a literary object, separate from, although the
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consequence of, all that went before. Particularly as the text takes shape in drafting and revision, we can see it take on the quality of an object, open to all the limitations and manipulations of language. But still the text is a linguistic object that takes on the overriding task of the representation of nature.

The act of revision itself treats language as an object. Certain revisions in particular call attention to the text as linguistic construction: the sharpening of the recognition of the obscuring effect of reproduction on photographs (33); the retrospective addition of a phrase because certain terms are needed in an equation on the next line (41); deletions in recognition of later repetitions (90 and 116).

Large organizational shifts call attention both to the manipulable quality of a text and to the gradual construction or emergence of the textual object. The splitting of table 2 indicates that Compton is developing an organizational sense of the article that he did not have as he started the draft. Similarly, he did not begin with the subtitles that mark the major divisions of the revised article in mind. The first subtitle in the draft, "Number of Tracks," is clearly an afterthought, squeezed in between lines. But when he reaches the second set of data, Compton realizes that the organization does have major divisions, so he rather emphatically begins the next section with the title "Ranges of the R Tracks" on a separate line and centered. By the time he reaches the third of the ultimate divisions, he seems to have gotten used to the organizational structure, and he presents the title "Angles of Ejection of R Tracks" in a more subdued position, on the same line as the new paragraph. This is the position the subtitles take in the printed version.

If the subtitling indicates Compton's increasing awareness of the role of blocks of text, his titling of the whole article indicates his judgment of what the whole text does. The original title in the draft is "Measurements of β-rays Excited by Hard X-rays," but before publication the title was softened to "Measurements of β-rays Associated with Scattered X-rays." The changed title recognizes that the text is not so much concerned with the mechanisms of excitation as with the association of the rays through measurement and photographs of individual incidents. The text is limited to just an aspect of the phenomenon and just an aspect of Compton's thoughts and convictions about the phenomenon. A text is a limited object.

THE ABSTRACT

The article's abstract serves as one further step in turning the article into an object, for the abstract considers the article as a whole and then
makes a representation of it. In this regard the point at which Compton decides to write the abstract is a good indicator of when he gains a grasp of the whole text. The draft of the abstract appears about two-thirds of the way through the draft of the main text, at a spot corresponding to line 142 of the published version. The earlier part of the abstract draft, in addition, contains the kinds of numerical errors that Compton was not aware of until he reached table 1 (59). These facts indicate that Compton probably began the abstract when he was part way into the article; he apparently turned to a blank page where he thought the main draft would end. He did not have a grasp of the whole when he began the article and had to wait until he saw what he had written before he wrote the abstract; nonetheless, he felt he needed to write the abstract before completing the article, in order to articulate his sense of the whole and to keep the later parts logically and structurally consistent.

Even in the abstract itself he seems to need to recapitulate the entire argument before summarizing the conclusion. He reduces the summary of the data to a one-sentence statement recounting the main topics: "Measurements were made of the maximum range, the relative number of different ranges, the relative number ejected at different angles, and the relative ranges of the R tracks ejected at different angles." This sentence does not find its way into the published abstract, but rather seems more for Compton's own benefit.

Furthermore, the draft of the abstract is not complete on the notebook pages allotted it, suggesting that Compton returned to the main article before finishing the abstract and did not leave enough blank space for the completion of the abstract. The abstract draft breaks off in midsentence at the bottom of a page; the next page continues with the main text in midsentence. If the abstract did get written in stages coordinated with the writing of the main text, that correlation would further emphasize the interaction between the gradual creation of the text and the growing perception and command of the text as an object.

The specific content of the abstract and its revisions further reveal Compton's perception of what kind of object the text is. The substantial discussions in the main text of the background literature and the experimental apparatus become only sketchy mentions via secondary phrases in the first few sentences of the abstract. The sentences are more concerned with the data and findings; the grammatical subjects are reserved for "photographs," "kinds of tracks," and "ratio." Moreover, the problem addressed in the paper, "a more quantitative study of the properties of these rays" (14), does not receive explicit mention in the abstract.

The first eight of the nine sentences of the abstract are devoted to
reporting the findings in some statistical detail. The organization of sen­
tences 3 through 8 follows exactly the structure of the body of the paper
reporting the data and findings, with two sentences devoted to each of
the topics announced in the subtitles of the paper. The conclusions are
reported in the last sentence of the abstract; however, that sentence is
very long, about eighty words, and manages to incorporate almost all
the substance of the final two paragraphs of the full paper. The one-
sentence summary in fact incorporates verbatim many of the key
phrases of the full version.

The abstract, therefore, focuses on the outcome of the experiment
rather than on the background, formulation of the problem, or the ex­
perimental design. Nor does the abstract try to recapture a coherent
argument, which would require more emphasis on theory and context.
The emphasis is entirely on what can be formulated about the out-there
physical phenomenon as a result of the experiment.

The revisions of the abstract draft emphasize this focus. Specifying
phrases are added about the observed phenomenon, and excess theory
and reference to calculations are eliminated. Finally, the original terse
summary of conclusions is greatly expanded to incorporate almost all
the substance of the full conclusions, as previously noted.

Conclusions

This examination of the emergence of two of Compton’s
texts reveals that many forces, constraints, and choices shape the final
textual object. A. H. Compton, as all authors do, chooses the words that
go on the page and thereby creates a statement—a text, a linguistic ob­
ject—that did not exist before. But Compton’s choices are severely con­
strained by contextual forces, directed by procedures of scientific
argumentation and motivated by his personal commitment to record his
claims and data as accurately as he is able. Some of the contextual con­
straints are active (in Fleck’s terminology) in that they reflect the struc­
ture of the scientific community, the thought style and expressive habits
of the period, the social position and interests of the investigator within
the scientific community, the research program and theory commit­
ments of the scientist, and the nature of the challenges to prior formula­
tions of theory.

Within this context Compton has some freedom in choosing what
claims to advance, in formulating or reformulating those claims, and in
designing experiments or other means of advancing those claims. It is at
this point that Compton seems to have the most leeway to frame his
work strategically, positioning it against other claims and challenges. It is at this stage of basic positioning, I believe, that we should look for the locus of persuasive strategy rather than at the actual writing-up stage with its narrower manipulation of language. At this stage Compton decided what the real issues in the problem area were and how he could address them in the way most persuasive to his colleagues.

These strategic choices, nonetheless, were subject to constraints, but the constraints were passive. Compton could not violate the bulk of previously gathered data (although he could actively reinterpret or offer alternate explanations for the data.) He could not make equipment do what it could not do, and he could not control what data ultimately got recorded on the photographic plates. Moreover, given the canons of scientific argumentation which Compton observed, the center of the persuasive strategy was the active search for passive constraints. Compton bolstered his original discovery claim by developing a new source of data; he answered challenges by finding specific refuting data; and he advanced his own career by revealing more about the phenomenon and developing techniques for looking more intimately into nature.

Once the experiment has run its course, Compton could only choose to publish or not publish the results. Having chosen publication Compton is committed to presenting his theory and results as clearly, accurately, and precisely as the material and language allow. This precision, accuracy, and clarity in part serve the persuasive intention by identifying the tightness of fit among his claim, experimental procedures, and observed nature; in part they protect him from criticism of fuzziness or fraudulence (note particularly his careful revelations about the necessary recalculations to preserve the integrity of the data).

But the revisions are so careful on even such apparently inconsequential matters as his estimate of the quality of the photographic technique or the choice of "the" over "an" that they reveal a deeply internalized commitment to the best possible representation of the material within his theoretical, experimental, and linguistic scope.

Since there is no guarantee of an essential link between the objects of nature and the words and equations scientists formulate to describe those objects and their behavior, the nonfiction created by Compton, or any other scientist, cannot be taken as absolute, a transparent and congruent presentation of nature as it is. Compton, however, has worked to create orderly, significant experimental events that will produce results speaking to the issues before him and his colleagues. These issues are social, symbolic creations; scientific questions would not exist without scientists to find motives and ways to vex each other and nature with peculiarly human concerns of understanding and control. The repre-
sentations of results so as to speak to those issues are equally human constructions, which we again see Compton working at. Compton’s text-constructing work creates strong bonds between the rhetorical tasks before him in the scientific forum and the empirical tasks he sets for himself in the laboratory. In revision work, Compton keeps those bonds as strong and untangled as possible by being as precisely explicit and detailed as the argument warrants about what those empirical experiences were and what abstractions he draws from them.

Compton creates a crispness of argument not only by detailed revisions of the representation of the experiment and the results, but also by his careful control of epistemic level, authorial voice, and authorial judgments. His persuasive ends can only be met if he maintains the confidence of his readership that his representation on all levels adheres to the current standards of scientific practice.

Although by the time Compton completes the text he treats it as a manipulable object, the text contains references constructed and maintained by Compton’s active commitments throughout the constructive process. And although the reference is not absolute in the sense of a one-to-one correspondence with objects having self-evidently natural and unchangeable designations and divisions, the reference is more than a literary fiction. The scientist’s hands, eyes, ears, and laboratory apparatus stand between the physical events and the symbolic representation. Compton is neither a fiction writer nor a mute mechanic. The experiments are worked out both in the library and the laboratory, and the writing occurs both over the lab bench and over the desk.

Compton’s behavior as revealed here should not be surprising to anyone familiar with the practices of modern science. All the evidence here indicates he is acting just as a good scientist might be supposed to; in so doing has managed in this case to create a statement of some endurance and force within the canon of communally accepted scientific claims.

Of course, not all claims have such good fortune. Many are fleeting, many fail, many are of little force or interest; the majority of Compton’s articles suffered such fates. This hardly means that these articles were less well written or that the authors were not acting as quite so good scientists. Which articles get identified as right and significant depends on many factors—including changing interests and future empirical experiences of the community, as well as luck. Moreover, the details of what it means to act as a good scientist change through time and from locale to locale, as each research community evolves around its own problems and emerging work.

Moreover, it would be wrong to hold up this single case as absolutely indicative of the scientific procedures even within Compton’s particular
time and community. Compton's work may be idiosyncratic in his explicit concern for language, for within twentieth-century physics his drafts and revisions seem unusually detailed. Further, the stakes involved in Compton's claims and reputation at this juncture were high, encouraging heightened care.

Yet within these cautions, Compton's strong drive to hold himself and his claims accountable to his and his colleagues' experiences suggests the mechanism which keeps reference alive and makes language capable of interacting with the physical world. In this one concrete case, we see in detail the kinds of material relations between word and world around which we have seen the larger institutions of communication developing. Further case studies of how people move in the world to create words and how words then move people to interact with the world will increase our understanding of the varieties, characters, and qualities of reference in language. Only if we imagine that people never lift their heads out of books can we accuse their words of being only bookish.
Appendix

MEASUREMENTS OF $\beta$-RAYS ASSOCIATED WITH SCATTERED X-RAYS

By Arthur H. Compton and Alfred W. Simon

Abstract

Stereoscopic photographs of beta-ray tracks excited by strongly filtered x-rays in moist air have been taken by the Wilson cloud expansion method. In accord with earlier observations by Wilson and Bothe, two distinct types of tracks are found, a longer and a shorter type, which we call P and R tracks, respectively. Using x-rays varying in effective wave-length from about 0.7 to 0.13 A, the ratio of the observed number of R to that of P tracks varies with decreasing wave-length from 0.10 to 0.72, while the ratio of the x-ray energy dissipated by scattering to that absorbed (photo-electrically) varies from 0.27 to 3.2. This correspondence indicates that about 1 R track is produced for every quantum of scattered x-radiation, assuming one P track is produced by each quantum of absorbed x-radiation. The ranges of the observed R tracks increase roughly as the 4th power of the frequency, the maximum length for 0.13 A being 2.4 cm at atmospheric pressure. About half of the tracks, however, had less than 0.2 of the maximum range. As to angular distribution, 40 R tracks produced by very hard x-rays (111 kv), 13 were ejected at between 0° and 30° with the incident beam, 16 at between 30° and 60°, 11 at between 60° and 90° and none at a greater angle than 90°. The R electrons ejected at small angles were on the average of much greater range than those ejected at larger angles. These results agree closely in every detail with the theoretical predictions made by Compton and Hubbard, and the fact that in comparing observed and calculated values, no arbitrary constant is assumed, makes this evidence particularly strong that the assumptions of the theory are correct, and that whenever a quantum of x-radiation is scattered, an R electron is ejected which possesses a momentum which is the vector difference between that of the incident and that of the scattered x-ray quantum.

In recently published papers, C. T. R. Wilson¹ and W. Bothe² have shown the existence of a new type of $\beta$-ray excited by hard x-rays. The range of these new rays is much shorter than that of those which have been identified with photo-electrons. Moreover, they are found to move in the direction of the primary x-ray beam, whereas the photo-electrons move nearly at right angles to this beam.³ Wilson, and later Bothe,⁴ have both ascribed these new $\beta$-rays to electrons which recoil from scattered x-ray quanta in accordance with the predictions of the quantum theory.

² W. Bothe, Zeits. f. Phys. 16, 319 (1923)
³ See, e.g., F. W. Bubb, Phys. Rev. 23, 137 (1924)
⁴ W. Bothe, Zeits. f. Phys. 20, 237 (1923)
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of x-ray scattering. In support of this view, they have shown that the direction of these rays is right, and that their range is of the proper order of magnitude. The present paper describes stereoscopic photographs of these new rays which we have recently made by Wilson’s cloud expansion method. In taking the pictures, sufficiently hard x-rays were used to make possible a more quantitative study of the properties of these rays.

The cloud expansion apparatus used in our work was patterned closely after Wilson’s well-known instrument except that all parts other than the glass cloud chamber itself were made of brass. The timing was done by a single pendulum, which carried a slit past the primary beam and actuated the various levers through electric contacts. The Coolidge x-ray tube, enclosed in a heavy lead box, was excited by a transformer and kenotron rectifiers capable of supplying 280 peak kilovolts. For illumination we used a mercury spark, similar to that of Wilson, through which discharged a 0.1 microfarad condenser charged by a separate transformer and kenotron to about 40 kv. The photographs were made by an “Ontoscope” stereoscopic camera, equipped with Zeiss Tessar f/4.5 lenses of 5.5 cm. focal length. Eastman “Speedway” plates (45×107 mm) were found satisfactory.

A typical series of the photographs obtained are reproduced in Plate I, (a) to (f), which show the progressive change in appearance of the tracks as the potential across the x-ray tube is increased from about 21 to about 111 kv.

Especially in view of the fact that the original photographs are stereoscopic, the negatives of course show much more detail than do the reproductions. These suffice to show, however, the two types of tracks, the growth of the short tracks with potential, and the fact that while the long tracks are most numerous for the soft x-rays, the short tracks are most in evidence when hard rays are used. These results are in complete accord with Wilson’s observations.

Number of tracks. It has been shown that if the above interpretation of the origin of the two classes of β rays is correct, the ratio of the number of short tracks (type R) to that of long tracks (type P) should be

\[ \frac{N_R}{N_P} = \frac{\sigma}{\tau} \]

where \( \sigma \) is the scattering coefficient, and \( \tau \) the true absorption coefficient of the x-rays in air; for \( \sigma \) is proportional to the number of scattered

---


5 These photographs were shown at the Toronto meeting of the British Association in August 1924.

7 A. H. Compton and J. C. Hubbard, Phys. Rev. 23, 448 (1924)
Plate I. The x-rays pass from top to bottom. In addition to the copper filter, they traverse glass walls 4 mm thick. For the short waves the shorter (R) tracks increase rapidly in length and number. Thus while in (a) nearly all are P tracks, in (f) nearly all are R tracks.
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quanta, and \( \tau \) to the number of quanta spent in exciting photo-electrons, per centimeter path of the x-rays through the air.

In Table I we have recorded the results of the examination of the best 14 of a series of 30 plates taken at different potentials. The potentials given in column 1 of this table are based on measurements with a sphere gap. The potential measurements required corrections due to a slight warping of the frame holding the spheres, and to the lowering of the line voltage when the condenser was charged for the illuminating spark. The latter error was eliminated in the later photographs, at 34, 21, and 74 kv, and the former error was corrected by a subsequent measurement of the sphere gap distances, checked by a measurement of the lengths of the P tracks obtained at the lowest potential. The probable errors of potential measurements are thus unfortunately large, amounting to perhaps 10 percent in every case except that of 74 kv, which is probably accurate to within 5 per cent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Effective Wave-length</th>
<th>Total Tracks</th>
<th>R Tracks</th>
<th>P Tracks</th>
<th>( N_R/N_P )</th>
<th>( \sigma/\tau )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21 kv</td>
<td>.71A</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effective wave-lengths as given in column 2 are the centers of gravity of the spectral energy distribution curves after taking into account the effect of the filters employed. Because of the strong filtering, the band of wave-lengths present in each case is narrow, and the effective wave-length is known nearly as closely as the applied potential.

All the tracks originating in the path of the primary beam are recorded in column 3. Of these, the nature of some was uncertain. At the lower voltages it was difficult to distinguish the R tracks from the “sphere” tracks which Wilson has shown are often produced near the origin of a \( \beta \)-ray track by the fluorescent K rays from the oxygen or nitrogen atoms from which the ray is ejected. At the highest voltage the length of some of the R tracks is so great as to make it difficult to distinguish them from the P tracks. The numbers of R and P tracks shown in columns 4 and 5 are those of the tracks whose nature could be recognized with considerable certainty, the uncertain ones not being counted. This procedure probably

---
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makes the values of $N_R/N_P$ in column 6 somewhat too small for the lower potentials and somewhat too great for the higher potentials.

The values of $\sigma$ and $\tau$ given in column 7 are calculated from Hewlett's measurements of the absorption of x-rays in oxygen and nitrogen. We have taken from his data the value of $\tau$ for 1 A to be 1.93 for air, and to vary as $\lambda^4$. The difference between the observed value of $\mu = \tau + \sigma$ and this value of $\tau$ gives the value of $\sigma$ which we used.

The surprisingly close agreement between the observed values of $N_P/N_R$ and the values of $\sigma/\tau$ we believe establishes the fact that the $R$ tracks are associated with the scattering of x-rays. In view of the evidence that each truly absorbed quantum liberates a photo-electron or P track, the equality of these ratios indicates that for each quantum of scattered x-rays about one $R$ track is produced.

The fact that for the greater wave-lengths the ratio $N_R/N_P$ seems to be smaller than $\sigma/\tau$ may mean that not all of the scattered quanta have $R$ tracks associated with them. This would be in accord with the interpretation which has been given of the spectrum of scattered x-rays. The modified line has been explained by assuming the existence of a recoil electron, and the unmodified line as occurring when the scattering of a quantum results in no recoil electron. On this view the fact that the unmodified line is relatively stronger for the greater wave-lengths goes hand in hand with the observation that $N_R/N_P$ is less than $\sigma/\tau$ for the greater wave-lengths. In view, however, of the meager data as yet available on this point, we do not wish to emphasize this correspondence too strongly.

**Ranges of the $R$ tracks.** The range of the recoil electrons has been calculated on the basis of two alternative assumptions. First, assuming that the electron recoils from a quantum scattered at a definite angle, its energy is found to be

$$E = \frac{2a \cos^2 \theta}{(1 + a)^2 - a^2 \cos^2 \theta},$$

where $a = h\nu/mc^2$, and $\theta$ is the angle between the primary x-ray beam and the direction of the electron's motion. This energy is a maximum when $\theta = 0$, and is then,

$$E_m = \frac{2a}{1 + 2a}.$$  

---

$^a$ C. W. Hewlett, Phys. Rev. 17, 284 (1921)


$^c$ See Compton and Hubbard, loc. cit.
The second assumption is that the R electron moves forward with the momentum of the incident x-ray quantum. In this case the energy acquired is

\[ E' = h \nu \cdot \frac{\alpha}{1 + 2\alpha} (1 - \frac{1}{2} \alpha^2 + \cdots) \]  

Eq. (3) was found to agree considerably better than Eq. (4) with Wilson's experimental results.

The lengths of the tracks shown on our photographs could be estimated probably within 10 or 20 per cent. These measured values, reduced to a final pressure of 1 atmosphere, are summarized in Table II. In column 2 are recorded the lengths of the longest tracks observed at each potential. \( S_m \) is the range calculated from Eq. 3, using C. T. R. Wilson's result that the range of a \( \beta \)-particle in air is \( V^2/44 \) mm, where \( V \) is the potential in kilovolts required to give the particle its initial velocity, and the frequency \( \nu \) employed is the maximum frequency excited by the voltage applied to the x-ray tube. \( S' \) is similarly calculated from Eq. (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Calc. ((S_m))</th>
<th>Calc. ((S'))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21kv</td>
<td>0mm</td>
<td>0.06mm</td>
<td>0.04mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident that the observed lengths of the R tracks are not in accord with the quantity \( S' \) calculated from Eq. (4). They are, however, in very satisfactory agreement with the values of \( S_m \) given by Eq. (3). This result agrees with the conclusion drawn from Wilson's data, but is now based upon more precise measurements. It follows that the momentum acquired by an R particle is not merely that of the incident quantum, but is the vector difference between the momentum of the incident and that of the scattered quanta.

This conclusion is supported by a study of the relative number of tracks having different ranges. If the maximum range of the recoil electrons is \( S_m \), Compton and Hubbard find that the probability that the length of a given track will be \( S \) is proportional to

\[ (2 \sqrt{S/S_m} + \sqrt{S_m/S} - 2) \]  

11 Compton and Hubbard, loc. cit., p. 449.
12 That this is true for the \( \beta \)-rays excited by \( \gamma \)-rays has been shown in a similar manner by D. Skobelzyn, Zeits. f. Phys. 28, 278 (1924).
This expression assumes that the exciting primary beam has a definite wave-length. To calculate the relative number of tracks for different relative lengths to be expected, we have averaged this expression by a rough graphical method over the range of wave-lengths used in our experiments. These calculated values are given in the last column of Table III, for the relative ranges designated in column 1. A comparison of these calculated values with the observed relative ranges shows a rather satisfactory agreement throughout. It will be noted further that the probabilities of tracks of different relative ranges is found to be about the same for x-rays excited at different potentials. This is in accord with the theoretical expression (5) for the probability, which is independent of the wave-length of the x-rays employed.

Angles of ejection of R tracks. On the view that the initial momentum of an R electron is the vector difference between the momenta of the incident and the scattered quantum, it is clear that these electrons should start at some angle between 0 and 90° with the primary beam. The probability that a given track will start between the angles \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) is on this hypothesis,

\[
\int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} P \, d\theta = 3ab \int_{\theta_1}^{\theta_2} \frac{a^2 \tan^4 \theta + b^2}{(a \tan^2 \theta + b)^4 \cos^5 \theta} \, d\theta,
\]

where \( a = (1 + h\nu/mc^2)^2 \) and \( b = (1 + 2h\nu/mc^2) \).

In our photographs only those taken at 111 kilovolts have tracks long enough to determine the initial direction with sufficient accuracy to make a reliable test of this expression. In all, the directions of 40 tracks were estimated, with the results tabulated in the second column of Table IV. In view of the fact that the photographs were stereoscopic, it was possible to estimate the angles in a vertical plane roughly, though not closer perhaps than within 10 or 15°. The values in the third column are calculated from Eq. (6). It is especially to be noted that, in accord with the

---

13 See Compton and Hubbard, loc. cit.,7 Eq. (14).
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theory, no R tracks are found which start at an angle greater than 90° with the primary x-ray beam. In view of the small number of tracks observed and the approximate character of the angular estimates, the agreement between the two sets of values is as close as could be expected.

A more searching test of the assumption that the R tracks are electrons which have recoiled from scattered quanta is a study of the relative ranges of the tracks starting at different angles. (See columns 4 and 5 of Table IV.) The calculated ranges in column 5 are based on Eq. (2) for the energy at different angles. In this calculation the effective wavelength, as estimated in connection with Table I, is employed. It will be seen that the observed ranges of the tracks ejected at small angles are much greater than that of those ejected at large angles, in substantial agreement with the theory.

It is worth calling particular attention to the fact that in comparing the theoretical and experimental values in these tables, no arbitrary constants have been employed. The complete accord between the predictions of the theory and the observed number, range, and angles of emission of the R tracks is thus of especial significance.

The evidence is thus very strong that there is about one R track or recoil electron associated with each quantum of scattered radiation, and that this electron possesses, both in direction and magnitude, the vector difference of momentum between the incident and the scattered x-ray quantum. Our results therefore afford a strong confirmation of the assumptions used to explain the change in wave-length of x-rays due to scattering, on the basis of the quantum theory.

Ryerson Physical Laboratory,
University of Chicago.
November 15, 1924.
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PHYSICISTS READING PHYSICS

SCHEMA-LADEN PURPOSES AND
PURPOSE-LADEN SCHEMA

Just as a scientist writes as part of an active life within a research community, the scientist reads as part of the continuing activity of research. If texts are not—cannot be—produced by the simple transcription of natural fact, no more can they be read as a direct apprehension of contextless meaning. Readers make their readings, each for their own purposes and by their own lights.

Yet, although each reading is a personally constructed event, the individual reading is embedded in communally regularized forms, institutions, practices, and goals. The reading is part of the historical realization of a communal project. In the same way that each scientific article, although a totally new document, bears significant similarities and relations to prior and future texts, each reconstruction of meaning through reading coheres with other readings as well as other structured elements of the scientific endeavor. Twentieth-century physicists read articles in physics within the activity and structure of twentieth-century physics. Their reading is motivated and shaped by their participation in that communal endeavor.

Although reading consumes a substantial part of a research scientist's working life, science studies have not looked very far into exactly what happens when a scientist reads and how this reading is precisely related to scientific activity. Macroscopic surveys have documented the amount of time scientists in different specialties read, what kinds of documents they read, and from which source they identify documents they might read. But in these studies, largely driven by information science interests in improving accessibility to information, the process of reading itself has not been considered problematic. The only substantial research into the processes by which the scientific literature is read has been through examination of citations to articles in subsequent literature. These studies of citation use and transformation (most notably the work of Cozzens and Small) have indicated some of the patterns by
which interpretations and evaluations of read texts become meaning-carrying elements in new writing. These citation studies suggest strongly how intimately reading and writing are tied together in an intertextual system of knowledge creation. Yet these studies still have only looked at the reader after he or she has written a new text. They have not yet looked at the reader reading, or even at the reader in the process of writing, relying on earlier texts.

Literary studies and cognitive psychology have turned more thoroughly attention to the problem of constructing meaning from reading. Literary studies, concerned with poetic meaning, have turned from both the intentions of the author and the text itself to the reader's construction of meaning from the fixed set of words of a text. Iser and Eco, for example, have been concerned with how texts guide those constructive processes to varying degrees, whereas others, such as Holland and Bleich, see the construction of meaning as almost wholly guided by the reader, so much so that the text has little role in determining meaning. Extensive annotated bibliographies appear in Tompkins, Suleiman and Crosman, and Holub. At the same time as the meaning of the text is seen to reside within the reader, that meaning is also seen to develop out of a web of relations with other texts. The reader reads not a single text, but an intertext which creates both the traces of language familiar and meaningful for the reader and the presuppositions on which the reading rests. Kristeva first developed the concept of intertextuality; a recent survey appears in Orr.

In cognitive psychology, studies of children learning to read have considered comprehension as a product of a reader's interaction with a text. Readers actively employ their structured background knowledge (or schemata) in order to understand a text (Rumelhart and Orotony; Spiro; Reynolds et al; Steffensen; Bruce). Furthermore, the reader's purpose in reading helps the reader define a reading strategy and select what information to glean from the text (McConkie, Rayner, and Wilson; Reynolds and Anderson). Differences in schema or purpose that the reader brings affect both the process of comprehension and the meaning constructed from the text. Johnston reviews much of this work.

In making the meaning of a text a socially active phenomenon, these constructivist approaches to reading problematize scientific knowledge by calling into question the concept of a fixed text. On the other hand, the study of reading processes can also illuminate how reading is placed against experience and how shared meanings form. Meaning construction has empirical and sociological elements as well as psychological. The reader is not an isolated mind, devoid of experience and community.
In this chapter I report on the reading processes of seven research physicists, based on data gathered from a series of interviews and observations. Throughout the interviews and observations, two themes from contemporary reading research proved indispensable in understanding how these professionals manage the literature in their fields: the reader's purpose and schema of background knowledge. The researcher's own need to carry on research and his or her own understanding of the field clearly shape the reading process and the meaning carried away from the professional literature. Moreover, purpose and schema are intertwined, so that the reader's schema incorporates active purpose and purpose is framed by the schema. In this dynamic interplay any article has the potential for reshaping the reader's schema and purpose.

Since the purposes for reading derive from the reader's own active research program and the schema are constructed around that program, interpretation and evaluation of read texts are intimately bound up with the empirical experiences and emerging empirical projects of both the individual and the discipline. Scientific reading is drawn into that same structured web of doing and formulating that constrains and occasions scientific writing. Texts are read against a continuing disciplinary activity in the world and judgments about how that activity might be most successfully continued. With readers already in motion, mentally and physically, texts are drawn into constant and consequent contact with the natural world.

The Interviews

The seven physicists I interviewed and observed represent a variety of specialties: three (T1, T2, and T3) are small particle theorists; two (BP1 and BP2) are experimentalists in biophysics; and two (RS1 and RS2) work with applied theory in the area of remote sensing. Five are from the same middle-sized private technological university (RS1, BP1, T1, T2, T3). RS2 is from a nontechnological branch of a large public university. The last, BP2, is the head of a lab at a major research university. He is the only one who regularly works as part of a consistent lab team. The rest either work individually or collaborate intermittently.

Single interviews with each lasted from 90 to 120 minutes (except for T3 whom I interviewed for about 250 minutes over three sessions) and were tape recorded. Each interview included a discussion of the subject's reading practices; with four subjects I was able to observe reading
activities—library search for materials, scanning tables of contents, reading of articles—and then discuss what happened. The three interview sessions with T3 consisted of (1) a general interview; (2) an observation and focused interview of a library search for materials and quick first reading of those materials in the library; and (3) observations and focused interviews on careful readings of two articles.

With all the subjects who were observed and interviewed, I noticed no obvious differences between their accounts of their practices and the observed practices. They seem to do what they say they do. The observed activity, however, did lead to a more detailed discussion in the consequent focused interview.

Purposeful Choices

All through the reading process the physicists interviewed carefully select what they pay attention to and retain based on the needs of their own research. The continuation of their own research projects forms the purpose for the reading and, thus, determines what they want to get from reading.

The range of these physicists’ serious reading is defined by what they feel necessary for current or anticipated work. If their work is on well-known puzzles with a substantial literature, they read mostly work similar to their own. If they perceive their current work touching on many fields, they search more widely for relevant work. Furthermore, they all accept the distinction between core reading close to their own work and peripheral reading. Finally, some read for prospective work: to tutor themselves, to gather information, or to window shop for potential problems to work on.

In terms of amount of reading, all define their “must” reading by the amount available and relevant to their issues, whether the amount is large (BP2) or small (RS2). Where time pressure interferes, it affects the more peripheral reading, which gets a more cursory scan.

In order to find the articles necessary for the continuation of their work, almost all these physicists periodically scan the tables of contents of selected journals—whether through Current Contents or in the actual journals. They sometimes supplement these scans by computer searches, reviews of the literature, abstract publications, and the Science Citation Index.
Schema for Making Choices

In making these early choices of what articles to read, each reader calls on personally organized knowledge. This schema extends beyond textbook knowledge of accepted facts and theories to include dynamic knowledge about the discipline’s current practices and projections of its future development. The schema even includes judgments about the work of colleagues.

In selecting the range of reading the physicists must, of course, have a sense of the various fields of current work. Moreover, in deciding the urgency of reading the physicists must rely on an image of how rapidly work moves in their fields. All the pure theoreticians and experimental biophysicists go to the library at least once a week to search the tables of contents of newly arrived journals because they perceive their fields as moving rapidly and they must keep current to do adequate work. Both physicists in remote sensing, however, choose less timely methods of search—one using Current Contents and the other using abstract indexes. When questioned about the slowness of their search techniques, both said that their field did not move fast enough for that to matter.

The scanning processes of these physicists give evidence about how deeply these schema are impressed in the subconscious. The subjects scan so rapidly over tables of contents that they cannot give conscious thought to each title. Rather, certain words seem to trigger the attention and make the scanner question a particular title more actively. Indeed, both BP1 and T3 described how certain words seem to pop out of the page in some form of rapid unconscious processing. When I asked the subjects about particular titles they chose to look at further, they always attributed their interest to particular words.

These words are of three kinds, indicating domains of organized knowledge within which the word is immediately and unconsciously placed, then give value:

Names of objects or phenomena. These are the same as or closely related to objects or phenomena being studied by the researcher. Typically T3 reported an interest in an article by the term “atom–diatom collisions” and in another by “spin polarized hydrogen” because in each case that was just the thing with which he was working. BP2 reported that he had “quite a large number of such names . . . . I have a fairly organized view of this field, so I immediately categorize these nouns . . . . into a context and make a judgment as to their value.”

Names of approaches or techniques. These are not objects themselves, but ways of knowing those objects. RS2 in searching articles and indexes always looks for “remote sensing.”
Names of individuals or research groups. All interviewees expressed awareness of who was doing good work in their field, with the three theoreticians being certain about comprehensive knowledge of all the significant actors in the field. Each of the scanners indicated that they were frequently attracted to an article by the name or research group of an author, even if nothing in the article title attracted them.

The importance of knowledge of the important actors in the field is furthered by the role of preprints and recommendations in determining reading. All the interviewees mentioned that many of the most important articles came through the mail as either preprints or reprints, and they paid at least some attention to all articles that arrived in this way. On a few occasions, as the subjects scanned journals, they commented that they would read a particular article, except that they had already seen it in preprint. And most of the interviewees mentioned recommendations by colleagues as an important source of articles.

Complex Choices: Complex Schema

The way that kinds of knowledge fit together in article selection decisions reveal the complexity of the reader's overall schema. Once the scanner’s attention has been grabbed by a single term, he or she then will look at the other words in the title. In the observations I made, only about one quarter of the titles that triggered attention on the basis of a single term were actually looked at. All others were deleted on the basis of the other information of the title and author.

In the simplest deletion cases, further words in the title defined the phenomenon or the technique more precisely so as to place the article outside of the researcher's interest. For example, RS2 would regularly eliminate titles signaled by the keyword “remote sensing” if the title indicated any wavelength region other than infrared, for not only was the specific information different, the problems of measurement were also different in the other wavelength regions.

Similar, but more interesting, were the cases in which the technique that triggered attention was, on closer inspection, discovered to be applied to a different phenomenon. T3, for example, was attracted to the acronym DWIA (meaning Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation) in a title because he had used that method before and had referred to the acronym in his published work. He eliminated the article, however, when he saw that the research site was a molecule much more complex than the one with which he was working; he anticipated that the calculations would look entirely different. With respect to a similar example,
he commented that the elaboration of a technique would be totally different in a new domain.

Conversely, the phenomenon may be right and trigger attention, but then a glance at the technique term of the title will eliminate the article because the reader feels that the method or technique cited is either unpromising or unlikely to produce calculations or results interesting to the researcher. T2 does not find work produced by the shell model currently interesting; although he was attracted by a title mentioning a phenomenon directly related to his problem of nuclear shape, he bypassed the article because it used this model.

The intersection between names of authors and the substance of their titles allowed readers to predict how a piece of work might go and thus how useful it might be. T2, for example, although attracted by the substantive terms of a title, passed over an article on the basis of the authors because he felt that they were only redoing what they had been doing for the past five years, only calculating higher-order terms. He called this work "too messy . . . extremely long and complicated. . . . I am sure the calculations are right, but it is the wrong approach." On the other hand, he also expressed some interest in an article, despite a title indicating work totally outside his area, because he knew the author to be doing interesting work that might be of importance for the whole field.

When the title and author provide inadequate, ambiguous, or misleading information the reader will turn to the abstract to decide whether the article is worth reading. Because the abstract usually contains more information, it allows a more precise placement of the article within the schema, and the process of placement reveals the complex multidimensionality of the schema. In one particularly revealing example, T2 was first attracted to the coauthored article both by the name of one author and by the title of the article. However, as he read the abstract he became confused, saying this "went beyond the previous work." Then he seemed unsure about what the abstract was saying. Finally, he realized that the article was based on the work of the research group of the other coauthor. The meaning of the abstract came clearly into focus, but as T2 did not find the current work of the other research group nearly so interesting, he dropped the article at this point. Thus, the same topic, in part from a respected author, because it came from a different research program, suddenly became judged less interesting or less consequential to the reader's work. This example bespeaks the reader's highly articulated and purposeful sense of the work going on in the field.
Purpose-Laden Schema

Through these examples we can see that in deciding whether to look further into an article, the reader is actually placing the article within his or her personal map or schema of the field. As in Steinberg's famous drawing of a New Yorker's map of the world, the items are given various importance or size based on the observer's perspective—in this case the reader's own work. Some items loom large and must be investigated in detail, whereas others seem to fall off the end of the known personal universe. The map is so well developed that just from the clues of the title, author, and perhaps the abstract, the reader can make strong predictions about what an article in a significant area in the map is likely to contain. T2 was able to predict correctly that an article would use techniques twenty-five years old in familiar expansions, because new techniques under the same name had not yet diffused to the geographic locale of the author and the applications indicated in the article title.

Unlike Steinberg's terrain of fixed landmarks (analogous to a codified picture of nature), however, the working physicist's map applied to his or her reading is a dynamic exploratory one built on the problems on which the field is working, the way the problems are being worked, and which individuals are working on what. The map embodies the physicist's personal perceptions of the forward motion of the discipline of which the researcher considers himself or herself a part. The personal map changes to reflect changing events—new problems being opened up, new actors appearing on the scene, and old problems and actors vanishing. A recent workshop at their university, for example, introduced T2 and T3 to the work of the workshop leader and, consequently, both picked up an article of his in a current journal.

This map, moreover, is seen through the perspective of the reader's own set of problems and estimate of the best ways to solve these problems, so that the map changes as the reader's own problems and guesses about the best approach or technique change. BP2, for example, was once interested in an approach to his subject through the study of divalent cations, but experiments in his lab as well as the inconclusiveness of the large number of articles with this approach convinced him that this was a dead end. Now he does not even look at an article with "divalent cations" in its title.
Purpose-Laden Schema in Understanding the Article

This doubly dynamic schema (a vision of a field in the process of trying to solve problems as seen through the individual's own research interests) provides the framework against which the reader comes to understand an article. The reader will process information that has significance for the existing schema and will view that information from the perspective of the schema. Thus, the way one reads is a strategic consequence of what one is trying to accomplish. How to read turns out to be as fundamental a decision as what to read.

The majority of interviewees read the larger part of articles selectively, seeking what they consider the news—that is, what will fill out or modify their schema or picture of subject and field. But what the news is depends on individual interests and purposes. Theoreticians, for example, may go right to the results of experimental articles to see what kind of data is obtained and must be accounted for by their theory; they are likely to skip over methodological sections as uninteresting and theoretical sections as familiar. Even problem formulations and conclusions may not contain much that is helpful to them.

In work very close to the reader's own, the reader often skips past the largest part of the article as thoroughly familiar, only to stop at the new equation or technique or trick. BP2 reports that a main activity of his reading is to notice things that don't fit his expectations. "There are some things that go against what you expect, that trigger the attention: 'Is this right?' If so, then something is missing [from our knowledge]. . . . From our theoretical knowledge and our basic understanding we know a great deal how things are supposed to go. . . . Some other things are a little surprising. . . . Somebody should check that."

Frequently the interviewees read backwards, or jump back and forth, depending on their interests or as one section raises questions about earlier ones. They generally do not read articles sequentially. In quite a number of cases, both reported and observed, the readers looked at the introduction and conclusions, perhaps scanning figures, to get a general idea of what the writer was trying to do. Then they simply filed the article for possible later reference. They only gave the article more careful reading at that time if the article seemed important to their work.

Even when articles are read sequentially, to reconstruct the author's argument, frequently the detailed mathematics are skipped over, with only a look at the kind of equations that result. The derivations are simply assumed to be correct.
Purposeless Information and Hazy Schema: Confusions and Black Boxes

Because readers gain the meaning of articles through their schema, parts of articles that do not readily fit against the comprehension schema create difficulties. Some parts of articles appear irrelevant and thus fall off the edge of the map; others are terra incognita—part of the relevant world but not sufficiently well-known. Some are not drawn clearly enough to clarify one’s existing picture; and some do not fit well against existing schema and thus seem confusing in meaning. How readers deal with these lapses in comprehension depends on their perception of how potentially significant the passage is.

Where articles contain unfamiliar or difficult material, the reader weighs the cost of working through the difficulty against the potential gain. Such situations occur when the article requires technical knowledge outside the range of the reader or contains detailed calculations or derivations. All of the interviewees at times have to look up background material in reference works and textbooks. On the other hand, RS1 and RS2 both find their field so interdisciplinary that they inevitably must live with wide ranges of relevant ignorance. T1, T3, BP2, and RS2 frequently skip across complex mathematics, only identifying the techniques, the general gist of the derivation, or the results, unless they feel they have to know the derivation for their own work. A significant subcategory of this is the computer program used to generate results. Only in exceptionally significant situations will the reader request a printout of the program for detailed analysis.

Sometimes the articles are so poorly written that the reader cannot follow the argument or its meaning. Here, one must calculate not only the effort, but the possibility of adequate reconstruction. Enigmatic conciseness or disorderly presentation of the key steps of the derivation lead to troubling obscurity for all three theoreticians. Furthermore, bad writing signals a poorly framed problem, inadequately defined assumptions, fuzziness of method, or unclear results. T3 reports that such difficulties lead to “a false sense of the connection between that work and yours.” BP1 comments that when he finds a model fuzzy, it “may be because I don’t understand the model or the author does not understand the model.”

Another form of haziness occurs when, despite clear presentation, the data are not clearly significant. This is of particular concern to BP2, who works in an area with many experimental results being published for many of which, BP2 feels, the problem addressed is inadequately defined or the techniques are not appropriate.
When articles project representations of nature that do not correspond with either accepted data or related accepted theory, the reader can have trouble figuring out what the author has in mind. Coherence with contextual knowledge is important in enabling the reader to interpret a set of claims. BP1 reported being baffled by an article and bringing it to an expert in the area who said the article "was just wrong. You know, wrong. It should not have been published." Meaning seems to come from being able to fit the article in with what you know.

If the new message cannot be meaningfully associated with what the reader knows, the reader finds it difficult to obtain a meaning from it. Moreover, he or she has difficulty reading it like a fiction—the presentation of a hypothetical world. In reading, as in the rest of their work, these physicists are guided by the purpose of building up a picture of the actual world. If a statement does not fit in with the endeavor, it does not convey a significant meaning.

At times articles may be only temporarily confusing, for upon consideration the reader readjusts the schema to incorporate the puzzling material. After reading a particularly profound article, RS2 thought about it for a number of days before she felt she understood it fully in all its consequences. BP1 reports a more subconscious version of the process of schema reshaping or refinement: "I may say, 'gee, I don't understand it,' and put it in a drawer for a week or two . . . then I look at it again and the penny drops." The temporarily confusing statement requires one to think differently, and is confusing only as long as it takes to change one's way of thinking. The statement must be of such apparent promise and importance that the reader will reshape the schema for it.

Opening Up Black Boxes

Two reasons motivate the interviewed physicists to work through comprehension difficulties: either to add to their background knowledge or to mobilize aspects of the article in their immediate work. Each reason leads to a different reading strategy.

In filling in one's ignorance, one is likely to read trustingly and uncritically. One adds new information to one's schema, familiarizing oneself with new concepts and techniques. RS1 describes his method of using the article as a tutorial: "I will read it in various stages. After I have read it once I will go through it again. I will look at some of the basic crucial references. . . . Then, I will try to verify some of the equations . . . and chances will be I won't know where they got them. . . . In order to verify the equations I would have to spend some time . . . look on
some other papers, on the other references, occasionally they may come from a textbook. . . . Then I would consider it as part of the background I would understand.”

On the other hand, a second reading in anticipation of immediately using the results is likely to be more critical, concerned with placing the article in and against one’s existing schema, deciding carefully just what role the new material ought to take. Because one will be building one’s own actions and statements on the material, one considers the argument, methods, evidence, and claims cautiously. Deciding to integrate another’s work into one’s own is the core of the communal endeavor of science. But it is a wary communal endeavor.

The following extended example reveals how detailed reading involves detailed schema matching and judgments as to the value of integrating the material more deeply into one’s schema. T3 read twice through an article about a mathematical technique that he was interested in applying in his own work. After selecting the title on the basis of the name of the technique, he immediately “knew roughly what the article was trying to do.” The issue now was whether the technique was worth the effort to acquire and employ.

On the first quick five-minute reading, T3 skipped through the article, looking at the equations and a results table to note the difficulty of the equations and the accuracy of the results in comparison to experimental figures. At this point he noted that the method would get accurate results, but only after a fifteen-term expansion. He would have been happier with accuracy after a five-term calculation, but he still considered this method worth a further look, particularly after skimming the conclusion that said that the method was “practical and numerically stable.” As T3 knew the authors and respected their judgment, he gave the article another, more careful reading from the beginning, for an additional half hour.

In this slower reading he followed the mathematical reasoning more closely, although he still did not derive or work through all the equations. He noted the expansions of the equations used, but could not find any reason for the choice of these particular expansions. Also, he noticed many subproblems involved in completing the expansions. The error/accuracy estimates and the method of generating certain functions required more computer capability than he had available. As he read two textbook-type examples, he felt the desire for a more complex example. The method began to seem less attractive to him, requiring great efforts to solve insufficiently complex problems. He consequently reinterpreted the author’s judgment of “practical and numerically stable” as a rather lukewarm evaluation. At this point he decided not to
work through the equations, which would have constituted his third reading if he had found the method more attractive. Through the comparison between the article's proposed method and methods already familiar to T3, the article, which at first seemed a potentially major contribution to T3's schema, shrank to inconsequentiality.

### Evaluating Articles: Criteria for Modifying Schema

Detailed reading motivated by anticipation of using the results, as we have just seen, merges into evaluation. For fitting new material into an already highly articulated schema is a judgment-laden process, affecting each reader's future work. The accumulation of such individual evaluations of reading influences the course of the whole community's knowledge and work.

All articles in the process of comprehension undergo evaluations of usefulness and importance. The article that remains unread, unused, and uncited suffers a harsh judgment. But even the articles that are read undergo evaluations of apparent importance. The general criterion reported for importance is the amount of news contained in the reading—that is, how significantly the article adds to or shakes up the current schema of what is known and how the field should go about knowing more. This criterion cannot be separated from the individual researcher's basic purpose in reading—finding out what one needs to know to pursue one's work. BP1 finds that an important paper "redefines an area... gives you hard information as to where you should be restricting your search." All interviewees associated news with future action as well as a current picture of nature.

Although all articles go through at least an implicit judgment of importance, only some articles undergo significant immediate judgments of their truth or quality. Most articles are considered reliable, on the face, because most of the interviewees read most articles for self-instruction or information in areas beyond their intimate knowledge. Only where prior knowledge is highly focused and articulated is the reading likely to conflict in substantial ways with the reader's schema. As BP1 commented of one article, "From then on, I am not competent to judge whether he is right, so I will be learning." Experimentalists generally do not question theoretical articles, and theorists generally do not question experimental papers.

Only BP2, with a comprehensive field-wide schema, tends to be criti-
cal of most of his reading. Whereas, for example, other interviewees report using a pencil and paper while they are reading for self-instructive functions (working through derivations, making notes and outlines), BP2 always reads with a pencil in his hand, making critical evaluative comments: "I scribble something awful."

The judgments, when made, often reflect a vision of how such works should go, rather than a sense of the substance of the statements. That is, readers compare the articles with the parts of their schemata that suggest how work should proceed rather than state what results should be. Internal evidence and stylistic features give the readers clues to the article's reliability. BP1 relies on the wording as an indicator: "The way a paper is phrased tells you if he is of this epoch and knows what he is talking about. Often you will get papers whose wording is wrong. . . . Sometimes it is really so strange you know something is odd." Both BP1 and BP2 are positively impressed when the author admits experimental or methodological difficulties, particularly if they are aware of the difficulties from their own experience. BP1 said, "only a careful guy does these things." BP2 commented: "Some . . . experimental sections are crisply clear and little goodies are buried in it, like 'it turns out that one cannot do it this way because' . . . or 'there is a little artifact in these results' and the guy spells out how he avoided it. Very good. This kind of paper you can believe because the guy clearly knows what he is doing."

The clarity of the model being presented also concerns the readers. T2, for example, finds an article suspect if the assumptions, methods, or results are not laid out clearly, for such fuzziness of presentation may indicate fuzziness in the work.

To evaluate the substance of statements, the interviewees generally rely on their own methodological experiences. The experimentalists interviewed examine experimental technique to see if it accords with their own experience of how such experiments should be run. BP1 asks, "What techniques, what kinds of techniques did they use? Did they follow the necessary protocols?" The theorists who create simplified models of complex systems question the simplifying assumptions of articles being read based on their own experiences in working with various assumptions. T2 calls the evaluation of assumptions the most critical evaluation he makes, for given the article's assumptions, the consequent calculations are rarely wrong. The whole problem of his field is to choose the right simplifying assumptions.

The existing body of published experimental results also plays an important role in the evaluation of both theoretical and experimental articles. In evaluating theoretical results, T1, T2, and T3 all look to see how well the calculated values compare with experimental results. This
is then balanced against the simplicity or cumbersomeness of the method of calculation. When looking at experimental results, the experimentalists BP1 and BP2 note whether the results fit their expectations. BP1 comments: "Are the effects that should be there, there, and the effects that shouldn’t be there, not there?"

In some cases, for some purposes, an article may not accord with the reader's perception of the problems, the significance of previous literature, or the meaning of the current results, but the reader will ignore those differences to take from the paper what appears novel or important. This selective evaluation is strong evidence for the priority of one’s individual schema in evaluating results over an absolute, textually based standard. That is, arguments are generally evaluated not with respect to the correctness of the entire argument, but to how the reader can assimilate pieces into ongoing work.

**Evaluation Changes over Time: Changing Schema and Changing Field Purposes**

The judgments made upon reading articles are not necessarily final. BP1, for example, notes, "Sometimes I miss things... I think things are not particularly interesting, and then I kick myself later for having missed it." Later work may show an error in a piece of work, but more often evaluations change because the field in some way leaves the work behind (or in a few cases, catches up): either new methods and experiments prove to be stronger or the general thinking of the field has changed so as to alter the schema against which the article is placed. In BP1's words: "My model of the universe would change... along with a majority of the people in the field... There is sort of a drift."

T1 shows a similar awareness of the evolutionary nature of the field and how one’s changing schema is tied to that evolution. When he evaluates the quality of the results from a method of approximation, he allows a greater margin of error for the first attempt at a theoretical calculation than he does after a number of people have proposed solutions.

**Schema-Laden Purposes**

Articles, in their challenge to existing statements, foment new work. Plausible new methods, evidence, claims, and interpretations change the landscape against which the researcher plans and
realizes research purposes. Just as schema embed the purposes of the
individual researchers, purposes embed the researcher's schema.

In an immediate way, both experimentalists and theoreticians report
doing more work to confirm striking results in their field. RS1 said: "If
I am working on the problem, then of course I would do a series of things
to verify and test" the novel results. BP2 similarly said he would carry
out or assign one of his subordinates in the lab to carry out further ex­
periments to explore and test novel results, as when one of his graduate
students showed that some published results were artifacts.

Over the long term the body of claims from the corporate literature
that are integrated into the individual's schema will close off certain
problems and methods and open up others. A changing picture of na­
ture and the dynamics of investigation, all garnered from reading, will
modify research purposes. The researcher acts on what he or she knows,
and much of what the researcher knows comes from reading.

Constructing a Literature

Given this evolutionary understanding of their work
and their colleagues' work, the interviewees recognize that their think­
ing and knowledge reflect the joint endeavor of constructing a liter­
ature. Their view of nature is directed toward making more statements
about nature and their statement-generating actions are based on
schema arising from previous statements.

The interviewees express a variety of opinions about their vision of
nature, but none claim an unmediated, clear, and certain access to na­
ture. T1 most directly states that he does not believe in such a thing as a
truth about nature, but only greater or lesser solidity in the statements
we make about nature. T2 and T3 admit having only an impression of
the phenomena they theorize about through what is reported in the liter­
ature. Although T2 does admire some of the experimentalists he works
with who seem to have a concrete feel for the actual phenomena, he has
learned never to say "nature is not like that," rather, only "nature could
not be that complicated." The experimentalists interviewed, indeed,
seem to have more of a feel for concrete nature, but they still find it hard
to disentangle nature from the impression created by the literature.

If the literature is then understood, criticized, and evaluated against
an image gleaned from the literature rather than against nature itself, we
are confronted once again with the epistemological problem of the so­
cially constructed nature of science and scientific knowledge. In this
study we find texts being read piecemeal for specific pieces of informa­
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tion. We see the information being placed within and against personal frameworks of knowledge. We see individual purposes and uses driving and shaping the reading. We see new statements being accepted based on how well they integrate with existing schema of how work should go. We see much reading accepted noncritically, from lack of experience with the work being discussed.

Evaluations, moreover, seem to be deeply enmeshed with ad hominem judgments. BP1, for example, does not necessarily look too closely at the experimental section of a paper if he knows the colleagues and their work well—he is personally familiar with their experiments. Even personal factors enter into the process of criticism. RS1 notes: “If you are stepping on someone’s toes, it may be very difficult.” When you step on toes demands of proof are higher. Proof criteria similarly go up when results are startling, as RS1 points out, for then, in a sense, you are stepping on everybody’s toes, making them all reevaluate their schema. Thus, even standards for public argument are situational, depending on the degree of competition and conflict.

Furthermore, reading habits and procedures seem affected by psychological and sociological variables. BP2, for example, as head of a laboratory, has wide reading responsibilities and a critical function, but he also reports that ever since childhood he has read broadly and critically. Whether he became a lab head because of these habits or developed these habits as part of his rise and then reinterpreted his childhood to fit his new self-conception, there is role-appropriate behavior.

Within this welter of individual mind and circumstances, various purposes, limited criticism, and evanescent texts, we begin to wonder how such a thing as shared understanding of a field is possible, how ideas gradually become accepted or validated, how consistent criteria are possible, or how a coherent canon of knowledge can develop.

Yet, on another level these findings suggest merely that texts communicate from one mind to another, and each mind is organized and purposeful in its own way. In a social system relying on originality and individuality of judgment, each person will take and judge differently. Where they know more they can question more deeply. Where they have questions they question harder.

Communication is a social process. In the comparison of schema across the printed page some shared understandings are reached. These shared understandings are based on many individuals each being individually satisfied that claims accord with experiences and best judgments about how the world should be conceived and science conducted. Moreover, those whose work is closest to one another most often have to judge one another’s work to carry on their own. What emerges from the
conflict and integration of the schema of those closest to the material does, then, represent a consensus to be taken seriously. As BP1 remarks, through phrases such as "the current mythology" and "our faith is," colleagues at conferences recognize agreement even on matters for which there is little solid evidence. All of the interviewees assumed a wide range of shared perceptions with their colleagues except in specified areas of difference or well-known open problems.

The long-term process of scientists building on one another's results, moreover, seems a powerful corrective to the idiosyncrasies of individual work and short-term misunderstandings and misevaluations. Although individual experiments and calculations may be plausible or implausible, correctly or incorrectly understood and evaluated, replicated or not replicated, in the long run they must accord with the continuing experience of a range of researchers in order to maintain current acceptance. The statements that will have a continuing life in the literature will be those that readers will consistently integrate into their work.

Within such a social understanding of the construction of a scientific literature even such potentially disillusioning behaviors as the necessity of publicizing one's own work at conferences take on important functions. If one can get other people to see how one's work might bear on theirs, they may use it, develop it, refine it, add significant related results to it. T2 comments on the importance of "salesmanship": "A lot of people in nuclear physics . . . have had great success because of a very interesting model to start with, but also in the sense of having done a good sell. This is very important. People may be able to feed back ideas or information in the model. . . . If they see any kind of connection at all [with their own work] they will become interested in it. . . . The more people working in an area, the more ideas will be generated; some of them will be good ideas. . . . In the long run that will help the reputation of the model." Idea development is a communal development.

The short-term reading processes examined in this article fit into this longer-term emergence of scientific knowledge. Each scientist forms a personal view of the field, yet remains willingly accountable to experimental results and reasonably open to any powerful suggestion that comes along in the literature that might affect a work-directed schema upon which individual plans ride. Within this framework what turns out to be most useful to the most workers in the field over a long period has more than faddish significance. Usefulness, if it is constantly tested from many angles against an uncooperative nature, is in the long run much more than a pragmatic criterion.

These working research scientists have an extraordinary commitment
to the literatures of their fields. They work hard to keep up with the
literature and are willing to change not just their minds, but their plans
and work on the basis of what they read. As a number of commentators
have noted, the literature for scientists seems similar to scriptures for
fundamental believers of the divine word. Yet the differences are major,
for scientific reading does not attempt to return to a primary vision. The
constant attempt is to add to the scripture, to move on to a better under­
standing, a new vision. Old parts of the canon are willingly scrapped,
despite the resistance that sometimes attends new findings. Most of all,
the literature constantly is being held accountable to an outside mea­
sure, whereas scripture is usually held to be hermetically true, no mat­
ter what the world tells you. Although each scientist is moved to do his
or her own good works through individual conscience and reading of
the shared texts, ultimately the individual must bend to the world, for
that is where the researcher believes good works are to be found.
PART FOUR
THE REINTERPRETATION OF
FORMS IN THE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
CODIFYING THE
SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC STYLE

THE APA PUBLICATION MANUAL

AS A BEHAVIORIST RHETORIC

The intellectual, practical, and social successes of the natural sciences have made their ways of going about their business highly attractive to other communities that create knowledge. Not only have the natural sciences seemed to have found a way of producing statements of great detail and reliability, expanding our powers of prediction and control over nature, they have also been able to develop wide agreement on a large number of statements within their communities and have gained the respect and support of the broader society. Thus the natural sciences have generated wide social, political, and economic power as well as power over nature.

In particular, those communities concerned with issues of human mind, society, and culture have been moved to adopt (and adapt) what they perceive to be the methods of the physical and biological sciences. Just as natural philosophy gradually was reorganized as the natural sciences over the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, many other parts of philosophy since the late nineteenth century have been in the process of being reorganized into what are called variously the social sciences, behavioral sciences, cognitive sciences, or human sciences.

Central to the reorganization of these knowledge-creating communities has been an imitation of the forms of argument developed within the natural sciences. The compelling force of these arguments, the consensus developed over the aggregate results of these statements, and the power over natural forces achieved through the understanding constructed from these texts, seem to remove them from the traditional realm of rhetoric—those things about which we are uncertain, as Aristotle remarks at the opening of his Rhetoric. By arguing without seeming to argue and compelling without apparently urging, the scientific manner
of formulating knowledge seems to offer a way out of the deep divisions of belief and imponderable conundraums that seemed to pervade psychological, social, moral, and cultural questions.

However, as we have seen in the previous chapters, the literary forms of scientific contribution have developed out of active argumentative situations in particular forums. Scientific discourse emerged as a way to win arguments rather than as a way to avoid them. They remain in the realm of rhetoric because there is no certainty in science, no absolute-ness of statement. Problems of induction, reference, skepticism, and intersubjectivity haunt the lowest strata of our empirical knowledge and scientific representations. Scientific modes of communication developed as a series of solutions to the problems of persuasion. These solutions emerged within developing communities, and were embedded within emerging empirical, social, and rhetorical practices.

Scientific writing is no unitary and unchanging thing, defined by a timeless idea. Varities of scientific writing have developed historically in response to different and evolving rhetorical situations, aiming at different rhetorical goals, and embodying different assumptions about knowledge, nature, and communication. The form of the experimental report, in particular, solves a changing rhetorical problem: given what we currently believe about science, scientists, the scientific community, the scientific literature, and nature, what kind of statement about natural events can and should we make? To treat scientific style as fixed, epistemologically neutral, and transcending social situation is rhetori- cally naive and historically wrong.

In attempting to mobilize the powerful forms of argument developed within the natural sciences, the human sciences neither escape rhetoric nor eliminate rhetorical choice. Though some practicing social scientists might wish to escape the uncertainties of human discourse by embracing a single, correct, and absolute way of writing science, any model of scientific writing embeds rhetorical assumptions. Recognizing and examining these assumptions reasserts our control of choices that may otherwise be determined by unconsidered tradition, stereotype, and ideology. The forging of a scientific language is a remarkable achievement; but since it is a human accomplishment, it must be constantly reevaluated and remade as the human world changes.

This reevaluation is all the more important because the assumptions of forms of scientific communication involve the fundamental practices and organization of the disciplinary community. Attempts to transplant rhetorical forms from one community to another engage basic issues of what these communities are doing and how they go about it. The form will either be changed by the soil and climate of the new disciplinary
community or it will struggle with maladaptation. This chapter and the
next discuss two cases of the transplantation of the experimental report
into the social sciences. In the first case, the development of experi­
tmental psychology gives a particular interpretation to the experimental re­
port that achieves a highly codified, institutionalized form. This
codification stabilizes particular intellectual beliefs, empirical practices,
and social relations around assumptions of a particular kind of research
program. In the second case, political science seems to have had greater
difficulties in defining a consistent, stable interpretation of the experi­
mental report despite energetic attempts to do so. The task, concerns,
methods, and organization of political science seem to bring to bear
many pressures on the language, which have not yet seemed to crystal­
lize around a satisfactory form.

A Scientific Style for the Social Sciences

To understand the scientific style that emerged in the
human sciences over the last century we need to look closely at experi­
tmental psychology. Experimental psychology was the first human sci­
cence to establish a specialized discourse, distinguished from traditional
philosophic discourse. Experimental psychology became the model and
set the standards for all the psychological specialties that aspired to the
status of science. In time, it played the same role for sociology, which did
not start to develop a predominantly scientific style until the 1920s, and
political science, which followed suit in the 1950s. Today the American
Psychological Association Publication Manual symbolizes and instru­
mentally realizes the influence and power of the official style.

The official APA style emerged historically at the same time as the
behaviorist program began to dominate experimental psychology. Not
surprisingly, the style embodies behaviorist assumptions about au­
thors, readers, the subjects investigated, and knowledge itself. The pre­
scribed style grants all the participants exactly the role they should have
in a behaviorist universe. To use the rhetoric is to mobilize behaviorist
assumptions.

Recent versions of the Publication Manual, filled with detailed prescrip­
tions, convey the impression that writing is primarily a matter of apply­
ing established rules. The third edition, published in 1983, offers ap­
proximately two hundred oversized pages of rules, ranging from such
mechanics as spelling and punctuation through substantive issues of
content and organization. The important section on “Content and
Organization of the Manuscript” focuses almost exclusively on experi­
mental reports, for although it recognizes genres such as review articles and theoretical articles, it comments that “most journal articles published in psychology are reports of empirical studies.”

The experimental report is to have the specified sections: title, abstract, introduction, method, results, and discussion. Each of the last three sections is to be so titled. Each section must conform to detailed instructions, at times resembling a questionnaire in specificity. In the methods section, for example, one must include separately labelled subsections (usually subjects, apparatus, and procedure), each reporting specified content. The instructions for describing the experimental subjects indicate the level of prescribed detail:

Subjects. The subsection on subjects answers three questions: Who participated in the study? How many participants were there? How were they selected? Give the total number of participants and the number assigned to each experimental condition. If any participant did not complete the experiment, give the number of participants and the reasons they did not continue.

When humans are the participants, report the procedures for selecting and assigning subjects and the agreements and payments made. Give major demographic characteristics such as general geographic location, type of institutional affiliation and sex and age. . . . (26)

And so on for another two and a half paragraphs.

Few could question, given the collective experience of the discipline, that such information is often important for understanding and evaluating the experimental results. But the assignment of the information to a fixed place in a fixed format lessens the likelihood that researchers will consciously consider the exact significance of such information, whether it and other possible information should be included, and exactly how this information should be placed in the structure of the whole article. The prescribed form of fixed sections with fixed titles creates disjunctions between mandatory sections: the author does not have to establish overt transitions and continuity among the parts. The method section is a totally separate entity from the introduction or results. Although problem, method, and results must correlate at some level, the author escapes the need for transitions to demonstrate the coherence of the enterprise.

The foreword of the Publication Manual, well removed from the substantive prescriptions, does contain several disclaimers about linguistic evolution and flexibility. It notes, for example, that
Although [the manual's] style requirements are explicit, it recognizes alternatives to traditional forms and asks authors to balance the use of rules with good judgment. . . . It is a transitional document. It looks at the literature itself to determine forms rather than employing style to contain language. (10)

Yet the introduction to the actual organizational prescriptions takes a hard line:

Consistency of presentation and format within and across journal articles is an aspect of the scientific publishing tradition that enables authors to present material systematically and enables readers to locate material easily. Finally . . . the traditional structure of the manuscript allows writers to judge the thoroughness, originality, and clarity of their work and to communicate more easily with other individuals within the same tradition. (18)

In addition to the appeal to tradition—a tradition we will find shorter and more varied than one might guess—this passage urges uniformity on three other grounds: efficiency of reference, evaluative usefulness, and ease of communication. The second reason presupposes one right way to present an experimental report and that wandering from the form is bad science, or at least keeps bad science from being evident. The other two reasons suggest an encyclopedic function for an incremental literature; the concept of incremental encyclopedism will be examined later in this chapter.

**History of the APA Publication Manual**

The prescriptiveness evident in the current publication manual has only gradually developed since the first "Instructions in Regard to Preparation of Manuscript" appeared in the February 1929 *Psychological Bulletin*. This original stylesheet was only six and a half pages long. About a page discussed "Subdivision and Articulation of Topics," a third of which was explicitly devoted to experimental articles. Despite a "natural order" for the presentation of experiments, internal titles are discouraged: "Necessary Headings only should be inserted" (58). Advice was of a general kind; for example, to include sufficient detail to allow the reader to reconstruct and to criticize the experimentation and to compare it with other procedures and results" (59). The committee
preparing this set of instructions avoided an authoritative stance, presenting these suggestions for "general guidance" only.

The 1944 stylesheet, "The Preparation of Articles for Publication in the Journals of the American Psychological Association," grew to 32 pages. Guidelines for bibliographical reference and the use of tables and graphs correspondingly increased in length, as did the explanation of the editorial policies of the APA journals. On the structure of the experimental article, however, the stylesheet says little more than the previous edition, although now conceding that the form "has now become structured into a fairly developed pattern" (350). Moreover, the stylesheet encourages use of headings to indicate "the main features of [the article's] framework" (351). The authors offer their advice for the "younger members of the profession, many of whom are writing for publication for the first time" (345). Thus pedagogy allowed prescriptions without committed prescriptiveness.

The 1952 Publication Manual, now a 61-page separately bound supplement to the Psychological Bulletin, no longer hedges its prescriptive intent: "The purpose of the publication manual is to improve the quality of the psychological literature in the interest of the entire profession" (389). The manual is the standard. And as a standard it lays out explicitly just what is demanded. The section on organization lists the familiar parts of the experimental study, but suggests that headings reflect "the particular requirements of a study," rather than the standard part titles. Nonetheless, the manual prescribes what should be included within each. For example, the method section "should describe the design of the research, the logic of relating empirical data to the theoretical propositions, the subjects, the sampling and control devices, the techniques of measurement, and any apparatus used" (397).

The 1957 and 1967 revisions, although differing in some specifics, retain the general length and detail of the 1952 manual. The 1974 edition doubles the length and detail of prescription again, devoting 12 of the total 132 pages to content and organization. The 1983 edition "clarifies" and "amplifies and refines" this second edition, but does adhere to much of its wording. Notably, to ensure that standards are met on all levels, this last edition adds a section on grammar.

Two further style changes concerning the summary and reference formats are worth noting here. In the 1927 stylesheet, the last section of a paper was defined as a summary entirely separate from the abstract to be submitted to Psychological Abstracts. The 1944 stylesheet clarifies that the summary should be a serially numbered list of conclusions. In 1952, the summary, no longer a list, becomes a description of the entire argument, covering "the problem, the results, and the conclusions." This
formal summary could also be used for Psychological Abstracts. Beginning in 1967, however, the abstract appears at the front of the published article, eliminating the final summary.

The reference format changes from traditional footnotes in 1927, to cross references, to a numbered bibliography in 1944, to the current system of author and date amplified in a reference list at the end, first prescribed in 1967. These changes help bring the references into the flow of the discussion as items for conscious attention. Both the dates and the names of authors now serve as kinds of facts in the argument.

**Early Articles in Experimental Psychology**

The evolution of the published articles in experimental psychology reveals the nature of the rhetoric embedded in the Publication Manual, for the history of the articles shows the rhetoric in action. The characterizations that follow are based on analyses of over 100 articles and examination of several times that number from the chief journals of experimental psychology, clustered in the early period (last decades of the nineteenth century), the periods of behaviorism’s rise (1916 to 1930) and dominance of behaviorism (1950 and 1965, taken as sample years), and the current period (1980 as a sample year). The selection of articles analyzed and examined is large enough to reveal the major trends, but the dates attributed to the first emergence or dominance of any particular feature are necessarily approximate. Further, any characterizations of large numbers of texts will inevitably obscure differences among texts and may not be accurate for specific features of individual texts; however, as the official behaviorist style emerges, texts become much more uniform. That movement toward prescriptive uniformity forms a central part of the story.

The founding journals of the discipline defined the acceptable range of writing for the field by the articles they published: Philosophische Studien (hereafter PS), founded by Wilhelm Wundt in 1883; the American Journal of Psychology (AJP), founded by G. Stanley Hall in 1887; and the Psychological Review (PR), founded by J. M. Cattell and J. M. Baldwin in 1894. Each began the first issue with an editorial or article discussing the emergence of a new scientific psychology based on experimental results.

Despite these rigorous programmatic statements, the early issues of these journals, particularly the two American ones, contain a wide variety of articles, only some of which could be labelled experimental. The first two volumes of the AJP do contain such narrowly experimental
studies as “Dermal Sensitiveness to Gradual Pressure Changes,” but also contain "A Study of Dreams,” “Winter Roosting Colonies of Crows,” “Extracts from the Autobiography of a Paranoiac,” “The Place for the Study of Language in a Curriculum of Education,” “Folk-Lore of the Bahama Negroes,” and “On Some Characteristics of Symbolic Logic.” Many articles sought to bring empirical data to the philosophic inquiry into the mind. Indeed, the editor’s manifesto in the first issue claims a broad audience for the AJP: teachers of psychology, anthropologists interested in primitive manifestations of psychological laws, physicians interested in mental and nervous diseases, biologists and physiologists, and anyone else interested in the advances in scientific psychology.

Early experimental work measured such quantifiables as perceptual sensitivity and reaction times, but these measurements served only as empirical entry ways into the mysteries of the mind. Although they followed the general structural pattern of experimental reports already established in the natural sciences, the early articles had more the character of philosophic essays. For example, an article in the first issue of the AJP by Hall and Motora begins with a Greek epigraph from Plato (72).

The two American journals did not use any internal headings in the articles; consequently, words had to bridge the parts, explaining how the whole inquiry fit together. In the first volume of PR, for example, Hugo Munsterberg presents a series of five “Studies from the Harvard Psychological Laboratory.” These studies have no internal divisions, although they clearly follow standard experimental order. Each part grows out of the previous one. The third study, “A Psychometric Investigation of the Psycho-Physic Law,” demonstrates this strikingly. The opening theoretical discussion of the psycho-physic law argues that a new kind of measurement is needed. The experimental design then provides the desired measurements. Moreover, each aspect of the experimental method is justified and explained in terms of current knowledge about the psycho-physic law. The specific parameters for measurement refer back to the theoretical problem, and the actual results follow immediately as a response to the specific parameters. Discussion of the consequences of the results for the psycho-physic law follow naturally as part of the thematic continuity of the whole essay.

Articles in the German PS, although they frequently use standard section headings, provide heavy continuity among the parts. Often the first paragraph or two of a labelled section considers either general thematic material or the issues raised in the previous section, so that the substance of the section is not directly discussed until it is firmly tied to the total structure of the article.
In these experimental essays, the authors reveal themselves as problem-solving reasoners, figuring out how quantitative experiments might aid understanding of philosophical issues. The discussion of methods plays a crucial role, raising and answering the problem of how one can translate the theoretical problem into concrete empirical results. For example, Munsterberg, in the series mentioned above, repeatedly proposes his methods as correcting the failure of previous methods to make proper distinctions. The effort devoted to the presentation of the methods shows clearly that they are a significant part of the intellectual achievement of the work presented in the article. Similarly, the first experimental article in the premiere issue of *PS* devotes an eight-and-a-half-page methods section to deriving the methods from the nature of the phenomena to be investigated and to evaluating alternative methods (Friedrich).

The early authors believed that psychological phenomena were internal, subjective events and that the measured data were only external indicators of what was going on inside. Trained introspection provided evidence in conjunction with more external quantitative measures. Thus the subjects of the experiments emerge as active characters in the experimental report. Individual experimental subjects, which included trained psychologists, were often identified by name. (Wundt himself was a subject in many experiments performed in his laboratory.) In the experimental report the identification of subjects shows their training and credentials for making accurate introspective judgments. The author of “Experiments in Space Perception,” James Hyslop, is himself the experimental subject. Combining psychological knowledge and an unusual ability to use his eyes independently, he devised certain tricks or exercises for himself that help to elucidate principles of perception. The two-part article is imbued with first-person accounts of what he did and what he perceived.

The readers were sometimes treated as being quite knowledgeable about current work, so much so that much technical background was left understood, as, for example, in Hall and Motora's article on dermal sensitivity in the opening issue of *AJP*. Nonetheless, the audience was generally treated as concerned with broad issues of psychological understanding. The early articles almost always begin at some issue of general psychological interest and connect the specific study to that issue. In fact, that technical article by Hall and Motora is the one prefaced by the Greek quotation and appears in the same issue as Hall's editorial anticipation of broad readership for the journal.

These articles review the literature only sporadically. At most, short summaries present assorted experimental results, without establishing definitive findings that lay a stable groundwork for current studies. Fre-
quently articles begin without any specific mention of previous work. In short, the articles give the general impression of a new beginning, to be grounded thoroughly on empirical results, as opposed to the implicitly rejected nonempirical earlier work. This is consistent with a philosophic tradition that treats each new approach as a fresh attempt to ground philosophy on its true footing.

Wundt's role in his journal, which largely published the results of his own laboratory, best reveals the philosophic nature of the endeavor. Wundt, although the founder of the first regular lab and frequently called the father of experimental psychology, did not publish any experimental reports in *PS* (the experimental reports were written by his subordinates). Nonetheless, articles by Wundt appeared in the journal at least two or three times a year, and as often as eight, discussing ideas, methods, and large philosophic issues well removed from psychology. These discussions often appeared as reviews or critiques of the work of others, but always with the purpose of explicating fundamental issues. Wundt kept the empirical work of the new discipline firmly in philosophic, reasoning focus. Although his students and other followers stayed much closer to the data—and no one seemed to be granted his same right to philosophize at length in the pages of the journal—he helped maintain the philosophic thrust of the discourse.

Despite the desire to subordinate the experiments to philosophic inquiry, the experimental data proved too complex and too removed from philosophic issues to resolve the problems posed. Typically in the early articles, the continuity of rational discussion breaks down when the results section is reached. The argument bogs down in extensive tables, reporting massive amounts of data—much of it raw or subject only to simple aggregating calculations. As in an 1894 study by Jastrow in *PR*, the discussion often no more than repeats the tabular data with a few, low-order statistical generalizations. Characteristically, no conclusions relative to a substantive problem are drawn, and the ultimate meaning of the data remains murky. Authors often caution against generalizing too quickly on the basis of uncertain results in situations that remain too multifactored to analyze fully. Future, more decisive results are promised. When substantive conclusions are drawn, the intermediate analysis of the data may be missing, such as in one of Munsterberg's studies which bypasses specific explanations through phrases like, "it is evident," "of course," and "the reason lies evidently in the fact that."

The inability of this massive data to resolve philosophic issues, such as the natures of memory and perception, soon led to a divorce between philosophic and empirical work.1 Articles turned to establishing low-

1. Indicative of the early divorce between philosophy and psychology is the changing
level generalizations descriptive of the results. Literature reviews grew longer as the literature grew, and there was some attempt to find common denominators or clear patterns of disagreement among the prior results and set up the current experiment as a resolution. Methods became standardized and were frequently referred to by eponyms or citations. But the results generally did not resolve substantive issues. Conclusions were often a series of numbered statements, repeating the data. Even where the numbered conclusory statements addressed the originating question, as in the 1916 article in the *Journal of Experimental Psychology* (hereafter JEP) “A Preliminary Study of Tonal Volume” by G. J. Rich, only minimal substantive discussion related results to the problem. The complex data, both psychophysical and introspective, were left largely to speak for themselves.

Since the true object of inquiry remained internal phenomena, the subject of the experiment remained an important independent actor in the story. Subjects were described to show expertise or particular qualifications for accurate observation. In Dallenbach’s articles throughout the period, for example, subjects are characterized as trained in psychology and familiar with the purposes and methods of the particular experiment. Introspective accounts provide data and, importantly, possible interpretations of the measured data. As late as 1930, in a study by Ferral and Dallenbach, the introspective accounts of the subjects (which include Dallenbach) are used to guide the analysis of the other results. Another striking example, “An Experimental Study of Fear” by V. Conklin and F. Dimmick, is based entirely on introspective accounts of emotional responses to the experimental situation.

Other methods of gaining evidence about the internal processes of humans were also still acceptable. A study of the foster-child fantasy is based on a survey of adolescents rather than on an experiment (E. Conklin). Another study was an anthropological observation of “The Gesture of Affirmation Among the Arabs,” to clear up some incorrect and misinterpreted facts used by Wundt (George). Studies of literary fig-
ures based on their works still appeared in AJP as late as 1920, when analyses of Charlotte Brontë and Edgar Allen Poe were published (Dooley; Pruette).

The author thus remained a problem solver, trying to gain some understanding of mental processes using empirical data, even though the discussion had now switched from a general philosophic to a more particular descriptive mode. Articles through 1920 still read as continuously reasoned arguments, with internal headings used sporadically and flexibly. Headings, when used, often reflected the specific content of the article and were not typographically prominent.

The implied audience as well remains varied—interested in the problems, but not necessarily involved in research. Through the 1920s articles still frequently start with familiar problems of everyday experience (such as fear, fantasy, and the sensation of burning heat), and they take a variety of approaches to study the problems. The articles are aimed at a wide range of people interested in the workings of the mind.

**Behaviorism Finds Its Voice**

As behaviorism in its many forms came to dominate psychology between the two world wars, a rhetoric consistent with behaviorist assumptions narrowed rhetorical possibilities and became the basis for the official style reflected in the Publication Manual. By behaviorism and behaviorists, I mean the general turn toward behavior and away from mind as the proper subject and data for psychological investigation. Many varieties of explicit behaviorism developed, not just the classic versions of Watson and Skinner. Additionally, many other schools of experimental psychology followed behaviorist procedures, although they did not explicitly espouse behaviorism.

Toulmin and Leary associate the dominance of behaviorism and neo-behaviorism with a "cult of empiricism" fostered by an alliance with logical positivism, popular during the same period between the wars. The positivist principles of "physicalism" and "operationalism" legitimated the behaviorist limitations of allowable questions, method, and data. The behaviorist method then could be considered identical to scientific method, excluding other forms of psychological investigation as unscientific. And the behaviorist rhetoric could be identified as the only proper way to write science.

2. Lawrence D. Smith makes a similar point in "Psychology and Philosophy: Toward a Realignment, 1905-1935."
The proper way in which to write positivist, behaviorist science did not, however, appear immediately on the scene, invented in a burst of self-conscious rhetorical creativity. Instead, the style emerged over a number of years as many individuals gradually discovered the form most congenial to their ideas and work. Early works appeared in a variety of styles consistent with the patterns of the past.

John B. Watson, although often credited as the founder of behaviorism, published little behavioristic experimental work. Rather, what is taken as his seminal work, "Psychology as a Behaviorist Views It," is a polemic. It is continuous, persuasive, and aimed at a general audience; it considers a general problem and presents the author and audience as reasoners capable of making intelligent judgments. Furthermore, as editor of Psychological Review from 1910 to 1916 and then of the newly founded Journal of Experimental Psychology for another ten years, Watson presided over the kinds of articles described in the previous section. 3

The famous article "Conditioned Emotional Reactions" (1920), which Watson coauthored with Rosalie Raynor, reports one of his few published experimental studies. This unusual article, although different in many respects from both articles that came before and those to come after, still bears more resemblances to the earlier rhetoric than to the later. The study, which describes the conditioning of an infant to fear rats, is told as a coherent story with no real headings or strong divisions to interrupt the flow of argument. The only marked divisions are four questions identified by Roman numerals and passages from the laboratory notes, identified chronologically. The typical structure of introduction, method, results, discussion is not even maintained. Rather the theory to be demonstrated dominates the organizational pattern, with aspects of the method and results separated and subordinated to the different questions to be answered.

Thus the authors emerge as reasoners and persuaders, constructing an argument using experimental results to persuade the readers of the truth of a general theory. The authors use the first person throughout in order to present themselves in a number of roles: as doers of the experiment, as holders of certain expectations, as investigators desiring tests of certain questions, as makers of observations, as provers of certain propositions, and as interpreters of results. Furthermore, they present the experimental results in the rather personal form of the lab notes, replete with disjointed phrases and sentence fragments. Even though the notes present the events without reference to internal processes or

3. The Journal of Experimental Psychology was founded as an offshoot of the Psychological Review, and the two journals shared editorial boards.
imputations, rhetorically they serve to show the events through the eyes of the narrator.

The authors also stand well back from the literature, which is presented largely as speculative and unfounded, even including Watson's own writing on the subject. This article is, in short, another attempt to begin inquiry into basic matters de novo. Here again we see the independent philosopher, impatient with earlier false starts and misguided work. The tone of the opening paragraph reviewing the state of the problem is brusque and mildly contemptuous; that of the next to last paragraph comparing the authors' conclusions with Freud's is gratuitously and gleefully nasty, reminiscent of the delightfully vitriolic exchanges of nineteenth-century German philosophers.

Thus the audience is witness to a knock-down intellectual argument and is invited to choose sides, not just between ideas, but between persons: Watson and Freud. The choice rests on the audience's response to a first-person account of a single incident: in essence, a short story. In its narrative simplicity, clarity of argument, and breadth of issue, the article clearly aims at a wide audience. Its vigor of argument assumes that readers can and will make a choice—in favor of Watson.

The subject of Watson's experiment, the infant Albert B., has an immediate presence in the drama of the piece. The detailed description shows how, by virtue of his stability and lack of fear, he is mentally fit for the test to which he will be submitted. He emerges as an individual character in an engaging narrative account of his induced phobia, very much in the tradition of the clinical accounts of the mentally ill that had until recently shared the pages of the journals with experimental reports.

However, two differences set the treatment of Albert as a subject apart from the treatment of subjects in previous articles. First, the details of his background establish that his mind is a clean slate, unaffected by special quirks, foreknowledge, or other hindering factors. The subject's identity, in other words, stands as a sign of the experimenter's control of variables, rather than as a sign of the subject's special capacity to observe his own reactions. Second, the authors exclude introspection or any other attempt to gain knowledge of the subject's internal processes or sensations. This is the obvious mark of behaviorism. Yet, despite the attempt to turn Albert into an impersonal object of study, the fullness of narrative reveals a poignancy to the story. As Albert's phobia grows, the reader sees him become a victim, moved by the manipulations of the experimenter.
Stabilizing an Objectified Rhetorical Universe

In the period following the publication of this article, the objectification of the subject increases. Author, audience, and literature as well become more objectlike. All the aspects of the drama of experimental article move into a behaviorist universe. The rhetorical decisions made in the 1920s are elaborated, rigidified, and standardized in subsequent decades. The first APA stylesheet appeared in 1929; the increasing certainty and detail of prescriptions in the successive style-sheets follow and confirm the growing influence of this behaviorist style in the journals. Articles begin looking like one another, so that we can clearly identify an official style that lies behind the prescriptions of the publication manual.

Only when a community decides there is one right way, can it gain the confidence and narrowness of detailed prescriptions. In rhetoric, “one right way” implies not only a stability of text, but a stability of rhetorical situation, roles, relations, and actions, so that there is little room or motive for improvisatory argument. Within a stabilized rhetorical universe, people will want to say similar things to each other under similar conditions for similar purposes. In this context, prescribed forms allow easy and efficient communication without unduly constraining needed flexibility. The behaviorist picture of the world allows that stability and lack of free invention.

As we have seen in the article by Watson and Raynor, the behaviorist world view first made itself felt in characterizations of the experimental subject and the phenomena investigated. Not only do behaviorists categorically eliminate imputations of internal processes and introspective accounts, they no longer consider the external data as indicators of some mental process. The experimental problem switches from one of indicators to one of controls, from getting some hard data on complex individual internal processes to keeping the history of the subject and the environment sufficiently clean. The kind of narrative that Watson provides of Albert B. soon vanishes, for such a narrative grants too much personality to the subject, who is to be reported more as a type exhibiting very specific behaviors in highly controlled circumstances.

The previous tendency toward low-level conclusions that give only aggregate descriptions of the behavior observed no longer is a difficulty—it is the whole extent of the enterprise. One looks only for patterns of behavior, not underlying principles or mental operations. The increasing statistical sophistication of experimental articles serves to
exhibit and validate patterns of behavior across large numbers of subjects. The results themselves appear in increasingly calculated and patterned ways. Individual behavior disappears in a pattern, displayed in a graph or a table of secondary calculated values, rather than as a raw number. The results sections increasingly begin by describing the display tables and figures. By 1950, statistical talk, describing the statistical methods used and the limits of statistical reliability, becomes a standard part of the results section, usually immediately following the presentation of the numerical display.

Instead of a reasoner about the mind, the author is a doer of experiments, maker of calculations, and presenter of results. The author does not need to reason through an intellectual or theoretical problem to justify or design an experiment, nor in most cases does he or she need to identify and take positions on arguments in the literature. To produce new results, the author must identify behavior inadequately described and design an experiment to exhibit the behavior in question. With the methodological problem reduced to obtaining uncontaminated results, carefulness rather than good reasoning becomes the main characteristic to be displayed in the methods section. The methods section becomes less substantively interesting. Starting about 1930, the section is demoted to small print, where it remains today. Nor are methods customarily covered in summaries or abstracts.

This rhetorical diminution of methods in a science devoted to obtaining experimental results only makes sense once we see that the main rhetorical function of the methods section is not to present news or innovation, or even to help the reader conceptualize the event that produces the results. Its main function is rather to protect the researcher’s results by showing that the experiment was done cleanly and correctly. In the articles from sample year 1950 that I examined, this desire to protect results by constantly demonstrating that one has done things correctly on all counts, from examining the prior literature to using proper statistical methods, becomes obtrusive and accounts for much of the length of the articles. As the conventions for demonstrating proper work become stabilized, by the growing prescriptiveness of the stylesheets and by repeated practice, this competence display is done more rapidly, so that by 1965 these preliminaries take much less space.

Because the methods section no longer serves as an intellectual transition between the problem and results, the article tends to break into disjointed parts, increasingly labelled by standard headings, as reflected in the successive stylesheets. The results become the core of the article. Discussion often merely sums up the data and is sometimes relegated to small print. Conclusions do little more than repeat confirmation of the descriptive hypotheses.
With the article primarily presenting results, constrained and formatted by prescription, the author becomes a follower of rules to gain the reward of acceptance of his results and to avoid the punishment of non-publication. Accepting this role, he subordinates himself to the group endeavor of gathering more facts toward an ultimately complete description of behavior—a project of incremental encyclopedism. As behaviorism gradually gained influence, authors began presenting results as ends in themselves, to fill out gaps in other results, rather than as potential answers to theoretical questions. In the mid-1920s, introductions rapidly changed from raising a problem to giving a codified review of literature, with each item associated with a specific contribution. The experiment to be reported in the article was then presented simply as some form of continuation of the prior work. After a brief period when close analysis of the literature was allowed in small print, disagreements over theory, results, or formulations in the previous literature tended no longer to be discussed. Articles were treated as accumulated facts; literature reviews in the articles lacked synthesis, problem-orientation, or interpretation. In 1930, Edwin Boring, then an editor of the *American Journal of Psychology*, in a note in that journal attempting to domesticate the Gestalt movement, articulated the principle: "The progress of thought is gradual, and the enunciation of a new crucial principle in science is never more than an event that follows naturally upon its antecedents and leads presently to unforeseen consequents" (309). This communal vision—much narrower than the traditional "shoulders of giants" formulation—diminishes the role of any individual as a thinker.

Several other rhetorical consequences flow from this incrementalism. First, since the function of the article is now to add a descriptive statement to an existing body of such statements, and since the new statement would achieve this goal only if it passes certain tests, strong rhetorical pressure pushes the candidate statement (the hypothesis) near the front of the article. Only then can the reader, in reading the body of the article, judge whether the claim passes the criteria. Thus the descriptive generalization moves from a conclusion to an opening hypothesis that takes on an increasingly central role in the presentation of the experiment. As the main unifying element in the article, the hypothesis often comes to be repeated four or more times in a single article. Similarly, as the abstract switches from a summary of results to the presenta-
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tion of problem, results, and discussion, the "problem" comes to mean the test of the hypothesis and the "discussion" the confirmation of the hypothesis.

Second, since they are adding only bits to a larger descriptive project, articles decrease in scope and length. The single experiment replaces the series of experiments with minor variations in conditions or procedures. The confirmation of a single descriptive statement replaces the examination of a large phenomenon from a number of angles.

Articles also become shorter with the codification of format and of surrounding knowledge. With a fixed framework of knowledge and communication, one can add one's single additional bit more rapidly. In the selection of articles I examined, the low point of article size was in the mid-1960s. Articles from the same period also show significant increase in the technical vocabulary, indicating a dense specialized knowledge. Earlier most of the technical terms (except for statistical terms) were ordinary language terms, only given more precise definition; for example, *stimulus, condition, fatigue*. Even such unusual coinages as *retroactive inhibition* are not far removed from ordinary usage. But in the 1965 articles, terms, although originating in common-use vocabulary, take on such narrow concrete meanings that they diverge from normal meaning. The terms then get used in tight combination with other such terms. As well, key terms start being replaced by acronyms or abbreviations. Only those familiar with the technical background can be sure that they know exactly what is being discussed in a phrase such as, "the effects upon verbal mediation of the delay intervals interpolated between the two acquisition stages of a mediation paradigm or between the second acquisition stage and the test trial" (Peterson, 60).

Third, the *Publication Manual* adopted the new reference style, wherein the author and date of an article appear as facts or landmarks in the course of the article, visibly demonstrating the incrementalism of the literature. As anyone who has worked with this reference system can attest, it is very convenient for listing and summarizing a series of related findings, but it is awkward for extensive quotation or discussion of another text, and even more awkward for contrasting several texts in detail. The format is not designed for the close consideration of competing ideas and subtle formulations.

Finally, readers are no longer cast in the role of people trying to understand or solve some problem. Rather they are presumed to be looking for additional bits of knowledge to fit in with their previous bits. They are assumed to be looking for faults, because such faults would disqualify the experimental report as a valid increment to the descriptive encyclopedia. The author must display competence to the audience,
rather than persuade readers of the truth of an idea. If properly demonstrated by a proper experiment, the hypothesis must be accepted by the audience. In an intellectual sense, the audience has little to say about the meaning of an experiment or even about the truth of a hypothesis. Its role, rather, is to judge the propriety of the experimental proof.

Within this rhetorical world, the chaos of intellectual differences is eliminated. Individuals assimilate bits, follow rules, check each other out, and add their bits to an encyclopedia of behavior of subjects without subjectivity. There is not much room for thinking or venturing here, but much for behaving and adhering to prescriptions. Thus we get to the ever-expanding Publication Manual.

Over the last twenty years, a major style change in the psychological journals has again started to take place, the result of the rising influence of a cognitive psychology based on the computer model. This new approach brings with it a new epistemological and rhetorical universe. It is too soon to give a full account of this new style, nor is it clear how pervasive it will become in the face of the continuing behaviorist rhetoric. One thing is clear: this new style has not yet affected the Publication Manual in any significant way. The APA manual still serves basically as a codification of behaviorist rhetoric.

For those social scientists who believe that the behaviorist, positivist program creates an accurate picture of the human world and provides the surest (if not only) path to knowledge, the prescriptive rhetoric of the Publication Manual is precisely the right one. It offers a programmatically correct way to discuss the phenomena under study; moreover, it stabilizes the roles, relationships, goals, and activity of individuals within the research community in ways consistent with the community’s beliefs about human behavior. The invention of a way to communicate consonant with beliefs constitutes a major accomplishment. Nevertheless, the realization that behaviorism has not escaped rhetoric, but has merely chosen one rhetoric and excluded alternatives, may temper adherents’ certainty about their mode of communication.

For those who have received any rhetoric as a given, the recognition of the implications of an official style opens the question of how to write. Rhetoric is always sensitive to beliefs about the world. The human sciences undergo a particularly immediate form of this rhetorical sensitivity, for these sciences create and argue for beliefs about human beings, the inevitable main actors in the drama of communication. If a social science changes our view about the nature of ourselves, we need to change our way of talking to each other consonant with our changing self-image. To neglect the implications of our rhetoric is to lose control of what we say.
Four: The Reinterpretation of Forms in the Social Sciences

**Versions of the Publication Manual**


**Primary Articles Discussed in This Chapter**


Psychology, by treating the individual as a separate biological behavioral unit can create a disengaged, objectified discourse that seems to separate both the experimental object and the experimenter from the historically evolved forms of culture in which humans act. Indeed, as we have seen, one of the important themes in the rhetoric of experimental psychology is to represent one's experimental subjects as sufficiently clean tabulae rasae and the conditions of one's experiments far enough removed from daily life so as not to be contaminated by the uncontrolled complexities that move our lives. But other social sciences, such as economics, sociology, anthropology, and political science, must deal more immediately with the complexes of human-made culture, for these human-made complexes are exactly their subject. As a result, when they come to try to represent any particular case, they must contend with many forces that cannot be contained within the laboratory walls. Culturally embedded studies must overcome many obstacles in arguing from the particular to the general, for the complex of details and local variables of each case can generate unending alternative descriptions and generalized accounts of the processes involved. To move from plausible conjecture to forceful persuasion to compelling argument, the researcher of human sciences must develop a rhetorical tool kit, different and perhaps more subtle than that developed in the natural sciences. And that rhetorical tool kit will also have likely consequences for the interaction with the object of study, the structure of communication, the social system of the discipline, and the discipline's goals and activities.
Despite the rhetorical problems posed by the social sciences, many social scientists have attempted rather direct importation of what they perceive to be the methods and communication styles of the natural sciences. As in the case of experimental psychology, the model of scientific communication adopted is likely to be a simplified abstraction (often supported by a prescriptive philosophic position), that ignores the complex rhetorical dynamics and historical fluidity of actual communication in the social sciences. In some respects the models of scientific communication transplanted wholesale into the social sciences more resemble that of high school laboratory courses. The high school science laboratory is an orderly and predictable place filled with well-defined objects, well-established formulations from textbooks, fixed expert-amateur social relationships, and predetermined discoveries. The social, intellectual, natural, and creative worlds are held constant so that students can rehearse set operations to be reported in set formulations. In such stabilized conditions, language can appear an unproblematic representation of a stable reality.

There are gains and costs in such stabilizing simplifications. In experimental psychology, both the gain and cost have been a thoroughgoing commitment to a particular kind of research program that has seemed appropriate to large and influential parts of the research community. In economics, as Donald McCloskey argues persuasively in The Rhetoric of Economics, the gain has been clarity about the mathematical realization and relationship of economic forces, but the cost has been a kind of hypocrisy of the discourse that leads important issues and forms of argument to appear in only covert ways. The official style of contemporary economics seems to exclude a wide range of nonmathematical disciplinary reasoning, individual and cultural dynamics in economic participation, and traditional moral, social, and policy questions about economic choices. However, as McCloskey argues, these excluded forms of discourse have not vanished; they have just become hidden, making their discussion fragmentary and insufficient. He believes explicit recognition and acceptance of these topics will lead to a more satisfactory and productive discussion among economists without losing the clarity gained by the current official style.

A similar debate has been going on in anthropology concerning the status of ethnographies. Under the banner of scientific objectivity, ethnographies had been represented as impartial, disengaged observations of stable social realities, recorded in a socially inert, acontextual manner. Recently, however, issues of the social and literary participation of both ethnographers and informants have been raised. The ethnographic text reflects the interactions of ethnographer and informant
with each other, with the tribal community, with western society, and with the professional community of anthropologists. The text also serves as a form of social action within all these collectivities. Through critique and practice, anthropologists such as Clifford, Fabian, Geertz, Marcus and Cushman, Rosaldo, and Tyler have been attempting to reformulate ethnographic writing to consciously address the rhetorical complexity of the documents.

Political science, as well, in adopting what it considers a scientific style of communication has relied on simplifications both of scientific discourse and of the rhetorical problem the discipline faces. Unlike anthropology, however, political science has not developed a significant reflexive literature to consider the true complexity of its rhetorical task. The discourse of political science suffers from a number of unrecognized strains, which I hope to begin to uncover in this preliminary study.

**Political Science’s Version of Scientific Writing**

Since the middle of this century, the study of politics has been developing a form of scientific presentation relying heavily on mathematics for both evidence and argument. In this presentational style, most often the numerical data are gathered and analyzed statistically, but sometimes the argument takes the form of abstract mathematical reasoning, as when game theory is employed. Articles assuming this mode of discourse may be more fully characterized as opening with a problem expressed through a review of literature that orders the existing knowledge in a coherent system of findings and issues. The article then proposes a hypothesis or solution to the problem, presents (and perhaps justifies) a methodology, then tests the hypothesis through mathematical data and argument. At the end only narrow conclusions are formed, limited to what can be documented by the mathematical argument. In 1979 over 70 percent (30 out of 42) of the articles in the *American Political Science Review* could be so characterized. The remaining articles, other than a presidential address statistically examining one aspect of quantitative political studies, are devoted to historical narratives about political movements and philosophical discussions of new and classical political theory. Moreover, the articles in the natural scientific mode averaged 1.63 authors per article compared to an average of 1.08 authors per article for the historical and philosophical texts. The multiple authorship implies a research team practice resembling
that of the natural sciences, resulting from the complexities of data collection and analysis (e.g., Physics Survey Committee, p. 1368).

Such a textual organization is a direct correlate of the model of scientific activity presented in scope and methods books that explain to students of political science how to go about their intended profession (e.g., Greenstein and Polsby; Hayes and Hedlund; and Isaak). These books emphasize hypothesis testing and data collection as the core of science. Isaak, for example, discusses induction in the following terms:

We test a hypothesis by seeing if it fits the world of observation. Suppose we want to test the hypothesis, "Businessmen tend to be conservative." A sample of businessmen would be questioned... to determine their ideological orientations. On the basis of this sample—and the confidence we place in our conclusions depends upon its size and randomness—we accept or reject the hypothesis. (91-92)

The task of the political scientist is to compare claims to empirical reality; the function of political science writing is to communicate the findings of these comparisons. A closer examination of political science articles, however, reveals difficulties and complexities in this straightforward aspiration to a scientific ideal. Arguments do not fit together as crisply as the ideal would have it, and the political scientist as author inevitably finds himself in explanatory, justificatory, reconciliatory, and persuasive tasks that are not part of the idealized version of the scientific report.

Analysis of Political Science Texts

The following analysis is based on examination of all articles in the American Political Science Review (APSR) of 1979 (volume 73). Three articles, selected for their range of topics and styles, are analyzed in detail: Edward T. Jennings, Jr., "Competition, Constituencies, and Welfare Policies in American States," 414-29; Diane L. Fowlkes, Jerry Perkins, and Sue Tolleson Rinehart, "Gender Roles and Party Roles," 772-80; and Benjamin I. Page and Calvin C. Jones, "Reciprocal Effects of Policy Preferences, Party Loyalties and the Vote," 1071-89.

The most obvious characteristic of the papers in APSR is their length. The mathematically developed articles in APSR in 1979 run from seven thousand to fifteen thousand words in length, with a mean of about twelve thousand words. The articles each occupy from nine to twenty pages of closely packed, double-column pages. In comparison, Watson
and Crick's famous paper (examined in the second chapter of this book) is under one thousand words; most of Compton's papers on x-radiation (discussed in chapter 7) are between one and two thousand words.

The only groups of papers averaging a comparable length that I found in the course of my researches were late eighteenth-century articles in the *Philosophical Transactions* (see chapter 3) and recent articles in physics (see chapter 6). The late eighteenth-century articles gained length through the long series of experiments (as many as ninety-five) reported in a single article. The recent articles in *Physical Review* have reached an average length of about ten thousand words through the embedding of arguments within complex theoretical contexts. However, neither of these reasons accounts for the length of the *APSR* articles. As the following analysis suggests, the reasons are rather to be found in the kinds of rhetorical work that must be accomplished within the political science article. The amount of that rhetorical work appears comparable to that required in the twelve nonmathematical essays appearing in volume 73 of *APSR*. Although developing arguments through political theory or historical accounts, and although adopting overtly different styles, the nonmathematical essays run about the same length as the mathematical ones.

### Establishing the Literature

One of the kinds of work taking substantial space in the political science articles is discussing the prior literature. The typical bibliography of an *APSR* article in 1979 has from twenty to forty items, whether the article is mathematical, historical, or theoretical. The citation method obscures the actual number of textual references; the three articles examined closely each had from thirty to fifty mentions, discussions, or characterizations of other sources. In comparison, Watson and Crick had six footnotes, Compton typically referred to less than ten sources, and through 1960 articles in *Physical Review* averaged under a dozen references per article. Only in the most recent theoretically embedded articles in *Physical Review* has the average number of references grown to around twenty-five.

Unlike the references in recent physics articles, however, the references in *APSR* do not reflect embedding in a highly codified literature. Rather than infusing all parts of the argument, the references are concentrated in extensive opening reviews of the literature (in one case comprising half the article) and in the last few pages of conclusions. These reviews of literature, rather than discussing selected recent arti-
articles with direct bearing on the subject at hand, instead assemble and discuss all the literature in the problem area. Unlike articles in codified sciences where older texts have developed stabilized meanings and have been incorporated into the tacit assumptions of shared knowledge (Cozzens, "Taking"; Messeri) so that only recent articles tend to be explicitly mentioned and discussed (Price, *Little Science*), the political science articles reassemble, reinterpret, and discuss anew wide ranges of the literature, dating back into the discipline's history.

The article by Jennings begins with V. O. Key's seminal comment on welfare policies (1949) and then discusses every major test of Key's hypothesis (1959, 1963, 1969, 1970, 1976). The discussion then reinterprets Key's original comments. Jennings obviously cannot rely on the audience identifying and understanding the background literature in the same way he does; in his extensive discussion of the literature he establishes his vision of the prior work. Similarly, Page and Jones review thirty years of voter studies in nine pages and over seven thousand words; Fowkes, Perkins, and Rinehart mention all work they consider important on women in party organizations and on differentiation of party membership—much of this work between ten and twenty-five years old. Whereas Price calculates that 72 percent of the references in recent volumes of *Physical Review* are to papers published in the preceding five years, a similar calculation for these three political science articles reveals that only 30 percent of the cited sources are from the past five years.

This extensive reinterpretation and reconstruction of the literature requires a broad-stroke treatment of a large number of sources. Works are frequently categorized as part of a group, with only representative articles discussed in detail. In their seemingly detailed discussion of prior voting studies, as an extreme example, Page and Jones actually discuss their own versions of typical arguments and then list sources which they claim take these approaches. Brief general characterizations, group characterizations, and simple lists of sources are common in all three articles.

Such patterns of generalization rely on the audience's faith in the author's judgment for their persuasiveness. Little compelling evidence can be given to justify interpretations and evaluations or eliminate alternative judgments. Selected detailed discussions of some sources do provide details of some interpretations, but even here justification for the readings is rarely provided. For example, Jennings summarizes two studies which he claims "can be interpreted to support [the preceding] analysis" (416). Each summary is about a hundred and fifty words long; however, Jennings never explicitly identifies the issues open to interpretation or the justification for his interpretation.
Establishing One's Contribution

The lack of codification of the literature offers the political scientist large opportunities for putting his or her current work in the most advantageous light. With prior work regularly open to reinterpretation and criticism, each new contribution can be represented as a radical new departure or a fundamental solution to ancient gordian knots. All three articles, in fact, claim all prior work misses the boat; the reviews of literature, consequently, are critiques of the fields in question.

Fowlkes, Perkins, and Rinehart suggest that gender roles in politics have been incorrectly conceptualized. Jennings argues that "the logic underlying standard formulations of the interparty competition (IPC) hypothesis" (415) is faulted and needs reformulation. Most totally rejecting the literature, Page and Jones suggest "that virtually all past voting studies have erred by ignoring the possibility of reciprocal causal effects among the central variables of the electoral process" (1071).

The problem of each paper is simply to rectify the earlier mistakes. Without strong codification of the literature, more precise forms of contribution (such as the solution of recognized problems, the reconciliation of anomalies, proposing a new account of previously identified phenomena, or extending previous work to new domains) are difficult to identify. Moreover, the consequences of the current contribution for related work are also difficult to pinpoint. Within the loosely connected, personally interpreted and evaluated political science literature, any particular new finding, though interesting or striking, may not suggest immediate follow-up work.

Emphasizing the methodological innovations of a study is a way of increasing its consequentiality and importance. A new way of seeing creates a clear imperative for future studies, even though facts and hypotheses may not reverberate strongly with the work of others. Two of the three articles analyzed emphasize methodological innovations. Page and Jones offer the most pronounced case. They open with one-page review of the literature, followed by an eight-page methodological critique of the literature and a three-page description of the authors' methodological innovations. Less than five pages are devoted to the actual presentation of data and discussion of findings. Of the ten paragraphs of conclusion, nine are devoted to methodological issues and only one to empirical discoveries.

This is a distinctly different function for method discussions than we have seen elsewhere. In the early Philosophical Transactions the growth of methods sections served to identify the conditions of the experiment,
establish verisimilitude, and argue for the results. In experimental psychology, we saw the importance of methods sections in protecting the acceptability of results. Compton described methodological innovations (such as the cloud chamber) as a means of obtaining new data. In most cases methodological innovations were not seen as invalidating previous results unless they revealed a serious flaw in prior work, as when Duane challenged Compton over the geometry of the box surrounding the target. More usually the results of prior methods are preserved as valid, although perhaps limited or crude.

### Technical Studies and Real World Meanings

In political science, uncertainties over the consequences of findings and methodological propriety lead to an uncertainty over the reality and meaning of results. The specialized technical study seems not able to stand purely on its own terms, as technical discussions alternate with ordinary language accounts of historical cases, hypothetical situations, or traditional political theory. The studies seem to be hanging under the question, “What does this all have to do with the real world?” Even though the data of molecular biology or spectroscopy are much further removed from everyday experience than voting statistics or per capita welfare expenditures, authors in the natural sciences do not seem to need to defend the reality of their data beyond presenting acceptable technical methods for the data production. Jennings, however, begins with a commonsense paraphrase and quotation from Key and in the later statistical passages keeps converting the statistics into historical descriptions. Page and Jones rely on commonsense observations about recent presidential elections to reinforce and interpret their data manipulations, and they let a series of plausible hypothetical statements carry an argument. Finally, the gender role article steps back from a specialized statistical approach to offer general speculations in ordinary language.

The insecurity about the force of a purely technical argument is related to difficulties in identifying just what is being indicated by statistical indicators and what real world behaviors are identified in the nomenclature. Although a vote is an isolatable measurable action, vote decision making is, by its nature, invisible to the outside observer; at the same time we have a wealth of anecdotal, testimonial, historical, and introspective data about the phenomenon. Any model we put forward is a speculation about an internal process that begs for comparison with our experience, knowledge, and intuition on the subject. No matter how
detailed and concrete the data manipulations one can perform, one may suspect that the model does not really reflect the way things are. Even more of an indicator problem arises when you try to connect survey responses to actual behavior. The practical meaning of the terminology in the gender roles article is particularly befuddling. Suggestive psychological terms, although vague and not based on widely accepted theory, are made the basis of rather concrete distinctions. Thus, although the conclusions are intelligible in general terms, some of the specifics about how the conclusions refer to actual political behavior are elusive. Page and Jones directly address a similar issue when they try to identify the factors and relationships in their model of voter decision making:

We cannot estimate any of the coefficients in Figure 6, as it stands, because the model is hopelessly underidentified. That is, there are only three empirically observable relationships among the central endogenous variables available to estimate the six causal processes of theoretical interest. (1079)

The observable behaviors are not rich enough to tell them about the internal processes they are interested in. Page and Jones then try to define the internal machinery, but they run into further obstacles:

It is in the search for suitable exogenous variables that difficulties mount, for most of the pertinent social theory is either not very powerful or not universally accepted. The grounds for specifying that a given variable theoretically cannot affect or be affected by another are seldom overwhelming. The situation is worse than usual when one deals with psychological measurements or attitudinal variables, since practically any attitude might conceivably affect any other. There are times when we seem to be studying relationships between mush and slush. (1080, emphases added)

The authors escape from their dilemma only by an eclectic synthesis of plausible factors suggested by the literature, history, and common sense. But no grounding theory or unifying approach make the factors and relationships anything more than assertions. To their credit, Page and Jones recognize their conjecture.

The Authorial Vision

This last case exemplifies the exposure of the author's intellectual processes, typifying an authorial role for political scientists that both resembles and differs from the authorial role of natural scien-
tists. In political science papers, as in natural science papers, the first person frequently is used to express the author's active role in constructing ideas and collecting data as well as to claim credit for the research process and results. For example, Page and Jones use such phrases as, "we intend to specify and estimate," "we first consider," "we conceptualize," "we prefer to analyze," "we measured reactions to candidates' personalities by counting the net number," "in short we are suggesting," "we can with some confidence specify," "to us the most striking aspect," and "perhaps the theoretically most important of all our estimates." The authors of the other two articles also represent themselves as the doers, interpreters, and owners of the research.

Yet in the natural science articles, the results tend to rise above all the separate doings of the authors. As Latour and Woolgar note, the claim seeks to rise above the condition of its begetting. The claims of political science may have the same ambitions of disembodied knowledge, but because of all the problematic conditions discussed earlier, the claims cannot easily rise above the author's perception of the literature, definition of problem, choice of methodology, naming and division of the phenomena investigated, and development of the argument. The author as conceiver, doer, and owner of the claim cannot so easily shift responsibility to nature for the truth of the claim. The authorial stance can be no more than "I have an interesting and revealing way of looking at political behavior and institutions. Look at them my way." Some readers come to share the vision and others do not.

In this way the discourse of political scientists still bears some resemblance to the discourse of political philosophers, who also ask the readers to see it their way, although the philosopher's vision is less constrained by empirical methodology. Rhetorically, political science is somewhere in the middle—whether that middle is part of a historical development or of a permanent dilemma I leave to epistemologists and future historians of knowledge. In the meantime political science needs the resources of both forms of discourse.

The gender roles article suffers from sidestepping its need for traditional discourse and using the stereotype of the scientific paper as a persuasive resource; we can see the rhetorical ambitions from the section divisions—untitled introduction, "Methodology," "Data Analysis," "Findings," "Discussion."

The welfare policies article shows greater concern for the problem of translating the terms of ordinary political discourse into mathematically more solid form, as evidenced by the broader conceptual discussion preceding formulation of hypotheses and by interplay of historical descriptions and statistical indicators. Again the section headings reveal
the stance; although the underlying structure of the paper follows the
typical pattern of introductory review of the literature, hypothesis,
methodology, data analysis, discussion, and conclusions, the division
titles are more discursive: untitled introduction, “Party Competition
and Welfare Policy,” “State Welfare Policy and the Lower-Class Electo­
rate,” “Changes in Politics and Policy in Eight States,” “System Dif­
f erences and Policy Differences,” “Electoral Support and Change in
Policy,” “Further Considerations,” and “Conclusions.” Thus Jennings
preserves the appearance of a commonsense political discussion even as
he moves the argument into mathematical terms.

Finally, the study of voter decision making treats the scientific mathe­
matical discourse it relies on as problematic. The underlying structure
remains the typical one, but the review of literature is expanded into an
extended theoretical methodological discussion. The division titles are
then drawn from the methodological problem: untitled introduction,
“One-Way Causation: Recursive Models of Voting,” “Two-Way Causa­
tion: Non-recursive Models of the Vote,” and “Conclusions.”

Each of the three political science articles discussed employs a strat­
 egy to maintain a stable rhetorical base on which to frame statements
about real world political behavior and institutions. The articles share
some points of strategy, but the overall stances toward the discourse dif­
fer. This rhetorical variety suggests that political science has yet to forge
a consistent rhetoric. Whether such a consistent rhetoric that addresses
all the relevant dynamics of political studies is possible or advisable will
only be decided by the collective wisdom of the discipline over time. At
the moment, the one certainty is that mandating a rhetoric, borrowed
(and reduced) from the practices of a different community does not
make the real rhetorical complexity of a community vanish. The ambi­
tions expressed in the transplanted rhetoric only add to the complexity
of the rhetorical task. Writing a science of politics may be a worthwhile
task, but it is no easy task.
PART FIVE

SCIENTIFIC WRITING AS

A SOCIAL PRACTICE
HOW LANGUAGE REALIZES
THE WORK OF SCIENCE

SCIENCE AS A NATURALLY SITUATED,
SOCIAL SEMIOTIC SYSTEM

There, in front of us, where a broken row of houses stood between us and the harbor, and where the eye encountered all sorts of strategems, such as pale-blue and pink underwear cakewalking on a clothesline, or a lady's bicycle and a striped cat oddly sharing a rudimentary balcony of cast iron, it was most satisfying to make out among the jumbled angles of roofs and walls, a splendid ship's funnel, showing from behind the clothesline as something in a scrambled picture—Find What The Sailor Has Hidden—that the finder cannot unsee once it has been seen.

Vladimir Nabokov, Speak Memory

The chapters of this book have projected a few short moving pictures of language being used in science. Like all texts, these chapters have been constructed with as much intention and art directed toward the anticipated readers as the struggling writer can muster. The intention has been to share parts of a pattern, an understanding, which I have increasingly seen through contact with materials examined in the course of research. This pattern, although incorporating many patterns pointed out by previous authors, seems somewhat different in form and total mass than that perceived by others considering related problems. Why I think the pattern I have seen is important will, I hope, emerge in this and the next chapter, but first the entire pattern must be exhibited, by juxtaposing it with some other patterns, familiar and less familiar.

Put most baldly, the pattern I see addresses the problem of how language accomplishes the work of science. Such a discussion could be simplified if we could independently define the work of science; how-
ever, for reasons I hope to make clear, we cannot separate our view of the
work of science from our view of the praxis by which the work is real-
ized. Thus, we can best get an understanding of the various views of
science and language by seeing them as unitary relations.

The Difficulty

From an everyday point of view, how language accomplishes the work of science is hardly a problem at all—or only a problem in the most practical sense of the word. From this perspective, language represents the objects of nature and their relations. As we discover new things we invent new words and we put those words in relation to rep­resent the relations of the real world. Science tells us about nature; words and numbers are the symbols it uses to tell us. By representing nature symbolically, we can understand, predict, and manipulate it. The symbols give us a picture of the way things are. The only problem is the most practical one of making the symbols precise, unambiguous, univocal, to create a clear one-to-one correspondence between object and symbol. The prescriptions of technical writing manuals largely reflect this everyday perspective (see, for examples, Day; Fear; Houp and Pearsall; and Mills and Walter).

From a commonsense point of view we have many reasons to credit such an account. The formulations of science—rules, laws, descriptions, knowledge—have provided us with detailed accounts of many natural events, accounts that seem tightly congruent with repeated experience and precisely predictive for future experience. Moreover, these formulations have given us unimagined dominion over the objects and crea-
tures that surround us. These formulations allow us to conjure great forces, quicken those at death’s door, and create new forms of life. Our trust in the congruence of these formulations with the ambient world goes beyond appreciation and spectacular display. We regularly trust our lives on airplanes and feel ourselves distinctly disadvantaged when our television or computer breaks down.

When we look at scientists themselves, we see so many of them work­ing so intently to create new formulations and to create evidence for the correspondence between their claims and the phenomena they are ex­ploring, that it is difficult not to share their conviction that they are describing something. Indeed, hard-headed corporations and real-politik governments have invested heavily in science’s ability to create bottom-line economic power.

When we look to the formulations created by science as reflected in
symposia and published articles, we certainly see a very specialized development of language, distinct from our everyday conversation and newspaper reading. Unfamiliar words signify objects and phenomena from the microscopic and macroscopic limits of the universe, objects distinguished from each other and classified with a precision and taxonomic care having little to do with our everyday fuzzy naming of the objects of domestic life. Moreover, this specialized language of science seems constantly filled with evidence, numbers, observations, pictures, to ensure that the formulations correspond to real things. Fat scientific dictionaries, histories of the rise of scientific vocabulary, detailed handbooks of scientific writing, and the teaching of technical writing and scientific German as special subjects all reinforce our notion that scientific language is something special and privileged. Even such varied and opposed reductionists as Garfinkel (Studies in Ethnomethodology, chapter 8) and Skinner (Verbal Behavior, chapter 18) afford scientific language a special status separate from the turbulent, murky, and illusory language of the rest of the human world.

Yet from the perspective of our murky, deluded human world, we have always had good reasons to doubt such simple accounts. The Sophists early saw the fluidity and uncertainty of symbolic representations and thus the questionableness of whatever formulations we see as knowledge. Plato shared this perception despite his being cast as the Sophists’ first and most formidable enemy in the saga of philosophic history. The cave allegory in the Republic is a critique of the shadowy representations by which we know the world; Plato only adds the difficult possibility of escape from the cave (514a-517c). This is the same problem Bacon grappled with in considering the idols that obscure our language (The Advancement of Learning). Although some Baconians—notably Sprat and Wilkins—may have believed in the possibility of a pure philosophic language totally expurgated of the idols, Bacon himself seemed to see the cleansing process as always a partial and incomplete process, so that we would always be burdened by the constraints of language. Nor could the naive linguistic realists identified as Baconians have held unquestioned sway after Swift’s damning parody of the Royal Society in the third book of Gulliver’s Travels. In the eighteenth and nineteenth century eminent scientists and philosophers of science repeatedly warned of the uncertainty of language and symbolic representations (Bellone).

Reasons for distrusting the direct correspondence between scientific formulations and nature have been in recent years rearticulated with great force, and with persuasive empirical evidence. The faint irony of empirical evidence being used to undermine naive empiricism has not
escaped the attention of a number of authors making the argument for the opacity of scientific discourse, and they have dealt with this awareness variously, with some considering it a great paradox and difficulty (see, for example, Woolgar, "Irony"; Mulkay, "The Scientist Talks Back"; and Oehler and Mullins, "Mechanisms of Reflexivity"). Yet, from the perspective to be sketched below, recognition of the opacity of language does not necessitate disowning empirical constraints on what we say.

The reasons to distrust scientific language are of several kinds:

1. All languages are semiotic systems, incorporating basic assumptions about the nature of reality (for example, Bloor). These assumptions color not only representations made within the language, but sensory perception about the ambient world (see, for example, Hanson). From this perspective it would seem that the work of science is to maintain and elaborate the existing semiotic system.

2. Scientific formulations embody ideological components from outside the realm of science. From this point of view the work of science is to advance or provide foundation, legitimacy for larger social programs which themselves may simply be the result of class interests (see, for examples, the various essays in Barnes and Shapin, Natural Order).

3. Scientific language serves to establish and maintain the authority of science, largely through exclusion and intimidation. By establishing the special and elevated character of science, scientific communications accrete power to the scientific community (see Knorr and Knorr, "From Scenes to Scripts"; Gieryn, "Boundary Work"). Here the work of science is to advance itself.

4. Within the scientific community, scientific language serves the competitive interests of separate individuals and research groups. The language is partisan, argumentative, and manipulated for individual gain rather than an objective, dispassionate representation of things as they are (see Latour and Woolgar; Yearley; Pickering). Under this rubric the work of science is to advance the careers of individuals.

5. Scientific language is often fuzzy, incomplete, undefinitive. In particular the reference to actual events is obscured if not made fully obscure by the inadequacy of methodological description, the importance of inarticulate craft knowledge to produce results, the lack of precise replication of results, and the selectivity and emphases in the representation of results (see Knorr, "Tinkering"; Collins, Changing Order). This fuzziness leaves room for many kinds of social activity, with the apparent work of scientific discovery being only a screen.

6. In sum, scientific formulations are a human construction and thus are heir to all the limitations of humanity. Scientific formulations, giving
us no direct access to things in themselves, seem to do all the social work of being human with no overt means of doing the empirical work which has been considered the work of science. The appearance of reality projected in scientific texts is itself a social construction.

I have cast the modern formulations of the problem of language in the most radical form, and there are many who present less extreme positions. Some, claiming interest only in the social processes, simply postpone considering the empiricist issues. Others see the social processes somehow embedding empiricist procedures. Kuhn, for example, despite the rather radical uses he has been put to, insists he is a rationalist and empiricist. Yet, he has been unable to make that case forcefully enough to harness the widespread radical interpretation of his work. Currently, the radical positions put the issues most powerfully.

The Conceptual Source of the Difficulty

Our current inability to forge a convincing link between the socially constructivist critique of scientific formulations and the empiricist project has roots in how we have become accustomed to think about language in this century. When socially minded observers of scientific activity come to think about the role of language, our current concepts of language offer no strong clues about how language talks about anything other than itself. The main lines of twentieth-century linguistic inquiry have turned away from issues of how language interacts with the world of experience, although in recent years some linguists have shown increasing interest in how language constitutes the social world. Thus on the question of the nature of linguistic representation of the experienced world, linguists have only to offer some version of correspondence theory (that words do in some fairly direct way correspond to the objects of nature) or of social relativism (that every society creates its own reality through its symbol system.)

More specifically, what has been lacking is a unitary concept of signifying events simultaneously contextualized within and realizing linguistic code, social relations, psychological cognition, and perception of the ambient world. Only in the recent attempt to elaborate the work of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky and his followers has a strong enough model of language activity developed to encompass all these elements, and to enable us to see how in making statements we bring together many elements—cultural, social, psychological, and material—to accomplish our activities and create cognition, a cognition that can be
empirically conditioned. That empirical conditioning of cognition is highlighted by Ludwik Fleck's vision of scientific activity. The prescient work of both Vygotsky and Fleck was buried by the politics of the 1930s, but their recently rediscovered ideas point the way toward the understanding of scientific knowledge as a socially and individually constructed, semiotic, cognitive, empirical activity—a practical part of our being human in the world.

In his *Course in General Linguistics* Saussure, rightly considered the founder of modern linguistics, admits the complex reality of language, but finds this complexity far too much to contemplate with any clarity within any discipline (24–25). For the sake of analysis and the sake of establishing linguistics as an autonomous discipline, he separates langue, the linguistic code, from parole, the use of language in particular circumstance for particular purposes. He considers only the former, linguistic structure, as the proper study of linguistics. In so doing, he separates code from meaning, even though he recognizes that the sign is not an independent linguistic entity, but is a dialectical unity of signifier and signified (99–100). That is, sign systems not only embody meanings, they are embodied out of meanings. Words and meanings dialectically define each other. The immediate implication is that one cannot understand language without looking at the contexts in which it is used to convey meanings. Yet by distinguishing langue from parole, and limiting linguistic science to langue, Saussure has effectively ruled the fundamental questions of language out of bounds.

Three other Saussurean gestures heighten this context-free code orientation. First, to isolate the study of code from the study of the historical evolution of particular features (as characterized nineteenth-century philology), Saussure distinguished synchronic from diachronic study. Systematic linguistics would consider language only synchronically (40–43; 114–40). By ruling history out of bounds to systematic study, Saussure not only eliminates large-scale evolutionary studies, but also the examination of the brief historical moments in which code interacts with context to realize meaning and during which code evolves to meet communication needs. This antihistorical gesture effectively keeps the code orientation clean, at some distance from challenging data.

Second, in discussing the form of the sign, Saussure calls the sign arbitrary (100–102). The argument and examples that follow the designation of arbitrariness suggest only that the phonetic realization of the sign—the sounds—are arbitrary. Roosters go *cock-a-doodle-doo* in English and *kiekeriki* in German. Nonetheless, the slogan that the sign is arbitrary has been taken as justification for the divorce between code and
meaning (or use in context). From the text it is unclear how much Sau­ssure himself was willing to use this more general claim to buttress his strategy of excluding parole, but certainly the claim of arbitrariness has eased the conscience and consciousness of many linguists to follow.

Finally, through an imaginative gesture, Saussure brings into creation an as yet unestablished but broader field of semiology, the study of sign systems (33–35). Semiotics was thus grounded in the model of the study of linguistic code separated from context of use and meaning, even though Saussure proposes that semiotics would study “the role of signs as part of social life” (33). This founding heritage has directed semiotics to consider sign systems as having autonomous structure and power.

Saussure’s judgments about how best to make progress in the study of language have turned out to be quite shrewd. In looking closely at synchronic codes descriptively and structurally, linguistics has made great conceptual and concrete empirical advances, particularly at phonetic, grammatical, and syntactic levels. And this orientation was reinforced by such different kinds of linguists as Hjelmslev and Chomsky, who saw in the synchronic system not just an analytical fiction (an artificial cut to allow some clarity), but hope of a more substantial explanation of realities beyond the code. In explaining the rules that govern the code we might find the rules that govern meaning (in Hjelmslev’s *Prolegomena to a Theory of Language*) or the rules that govern the mind (in Chomsky’s *Language and Mind*). That is, code separated out and elaborated as an autonomous object has come to be seen as dominant. This tendency has also generally been followed in semiotics, where sign systems are seen to be determinant of consciousness, perception, and social behavior, rather than interactant with them.

This is not to say that there haven’t been contrary observations, hybrid ideas, and minority traditions, but these have until recently tended to remain either vague or underdeveloped. Malinowski, Whorf, Sapir, and Firth got little beyond programmatic statements and/or preliminary investigations into the social embeddedness of language. Their undeveloped work was too easily reinterpreted in code-oriented ways, as forms of code determination of social/psychological realities. After all, the synchronic code seemed to have an elaborated, solid structure—something a linguist could analyze—while social and psychological phenomena seemed inchoate, and therefore open to be shaped by the structured linguistic or semiotic codes.

Thus from language and sign studies we tend to get either of two attitudes toward reference and meaning. First, within the majority code-oriented tradition, because the study of language structure is cut
off from problems of meaning and use and thus the relationship not looked into, it is simply assumed that there is some sort of not very interesting correspondence between words and meanings. Or alternatively, from a code-oriented reading of the minority tradition, since meaning and use seem to have no grounding equivalent to that found in synchronic code, they are free to be pushed around by the code—leading to a simple relativist position.

Linguistic studies of scientific language (or scientific register or scientific sublanguages) have come rather directly from the code orientation. They have been looking largely for the subset of syntactic and grammatical features used in scientific communications, considered fairly independently of use, context, or meaning (for example, Gopnik; Lee; Huddleston; Kittredge and Lehrberger). Relationships to meaning, use, and context are just not problems, and the implicit acceptance of some sort of correspondence theory of meaning need not even be raised.

For obvious reasons, these studies have been of little interest to the social relativist critics of scientific discourse, who have been concerned precisely with the social, ideological use of scientific language, but apparently reflected in syntactic, grammatical code. They have, however, found some greater affinity with literary philosophic work developing out of semiotics and transmogrifying into deconstruction—revealing the text only as a linguistic structure, a contrivance, having no inherent meaning, but creating sociopsychological realities out of its semiotic code. Both Knorr and Latour have shown particular interest in semiotics and deconstruction.

On the Way to a Solution

Recent developments in linguistics and related social sciences, however, have loosened the strict code orientation, thereby undermining linguistics as an autonomous discipline, having a separable matter for study. Sociolinguistics at first addressed the code descriptive task of identifying variation in the code and/or alternative codes among different groups distributed geographically and/or by class, but the variation found was so extensive as to call into question the notice of a stable/coherent code. Codes just ran into each other with no distinct boundaries (Hudson, Sociolinguistics, provides a critical review). Even more distressing, individuals seemed to speak no one code but have a repertoire of codes, with their choice of codes to use at any moment itself being a meaning-creating act (see, for example, Gumperz, Discourse Strategies; and LePage and Tabouret-Keller, Acts of Identity).
Similarly, the recently developed linguistic specialty of pragmatics has been fraying the edges of a firm code. Pragmatics is the study of how people use language in real life to do things, a topic seemingly beyond the edge of Saussurean linguistics. The topic first had to be domesticated enough to be brought into linguistics. This was done by Austin, who located Wittgenstein’s concept of language in use (not far from Malinowski’s observations on the social use of language among the Trobrianders) within certain sharply definable speech acts, which Searle further reduced to a series of rule-governed procedures. Thus framed, the concept of doing things with words seemed a code-consistent issue, opening up the new domain of communicative competence to parallel other code-based competences (see Searle, Kiefer, and Bierwisch; Leech). But this open-ended issue would not remain domesticated for long, as the observations of what people did with words started extending beyond crisp examples such as christening a ship and making a bet. Moreover, the action taken was not always crisply related to the linguistic forms used to realize the action. Social activity in language was seen to be a complex and creative force, not easily reduced to rule-governed behaviors.

Searle himself planted a major surprise when he argued that making reference itself was a speech act (Speech Acts). This problematization of reference impelled the study of deixis—that is, how one attaches one’s talk to the surrounding world. At first deixis seemed a fairly containable subject, dealing with simple words like “this” and “that,” but deixis too has been discovered to infuse all aspects of the language in complex ways (see Lyons, chapter 15). Thus the code again seemed unintelligible and uninterpretable and even unsystematic when separated from its contextualized use.

Increased attention to detailed developmental data, in part motivated by Chomsky’s strong claims about the psychological implications of code structure, has as well revealed that language develops as part of the child’s increasingly complex interaction with the world and people. Cognition, experience, and social interaction are all significant variables in language development, which can no longer be seen as an autonomous linguistic phenomenon.

And, finally, the great success of code-oriented linguistics in phonology and syntax has encouraged consideration of larger orders of organization, in the specialty at first called text grammars and then discourse studies. The change of nomenclature itself indicates how little the phenomena could be contained within a formal code-based model. Questions of textual interaction with cognition (schema, story grammars), social interaction (ethnomethodological approaches), and social
history (genre approaches) currently seem more promising in understanding textual organization. Even formal models seemed to require awareness of how texts were situated within task, social relationships, and communication channel (field, tenor, mode) to begin to account for variation in discourse patterns attributed to various subcodes or registers.

This exciting rediscovery of language’s intimate dialectic with the lives of people in the world has hardly settled into any clear picture, appearing to reconfirm Saussure’s warning that linguistics must isolate itself from these variables to gain any rigor. Thus while we are now starting to get much more detailed and vibrant pictures of separate linguistic phenomena, linguistics has not developed any sharply articulated model of language activity that could guide social studies of science.

The boldest and most influential attempt by a linguist to form an overall view of language activity has been by Michael Halliday, who argues that linguistic features are only surface realizations of larger social activities (*Language as Social Semiotic*). In his study of child development of language, for example, he sees the developing language system of the child as part of the child’s growing system of social interaction (*Learning to Mean*). Only once that social system is formed is the child ready to adopt the socially given model of adult language. Accordingly, he interprets features of the code as realizations of communicative impulses and social interactions (*Functional Grammar*). And he argues that any communicative impulse may be realized in a variety of apparently different surface forms, which we cannot properly understand unless we see the connection to the underlying impulse. For example, in some contexts the question “How are you doing?” may be more closely related to the command “Have a good day!” than to the more superficially similar question, “How are you traveling?” (“Language as Code and Language as Behavior”).

Despite Halliday’s boldness in reestablishing meaning-making without context as prior to code, his formulations (which he considers within the Malinowski-Firth tradition) fall short of solving the puzzle presented by scientific use of language as currently perceived in social studies of science. First, while recognizing the evanescence of linguistic code, Halliday seems to have a much greater confidence in the firmness of social structure and culture as a priori frameworks from which to derive language behavior. When he talks of the influence of social structure and culture on language he has presented a synchronic vision of a well-ordered system, as though society—rather than logic and brain structure, as Chomsky might claim—offered a deep structure one could rely on (for example, *Language as Social Semiotic*, chap. 10). In this way he
not only elevates and reifies society as a primary principle more than current sociological thinking might support, he seems to be running contrary to sociological interest in how society is constituted through language.

No doubt, regularities and structured elements appear in both language and society, but I know no reason to believe that either is prior to or privileged over the other. Until we have positive reasons for believing otherwise, we must assume society exists no more firmly, nor no less firmly than language (and other symbolic and physical means of coordinating activity). They are simultaneously realized in the social language act. Linguistic and sociological regularities—realized and institutionally structured in successive acts—might be best accounted for as parts of mutual realization.

The second area insufficiently addressed to this date from the Hallidayan perspective is the influence of the material surroundings on the sociolinguistic interactions and activities—that is, in what way, if any, language can talk about the world or influence doings in the world. This issue has just not been raised within Hallidayan linguistics, as far as I know, although there is no reason why it should not. Until that is addressed we are left with a vision of language activity floating somewhere above the world, as in a middle-class living room, with attention only on social coexistence. The mutual construction of reality seems only a matter of free choice and social imagination, with all the work of the world handled by machines behind the woodwork.

My intent here is not to privilege practical boiler-room language over the elaborate imaginative constructions of the drawing room, but rather to avoid a separation of the two. Certainly consideration of how language is used in science brings questions of the connection between elaborate human intellectual constructions and material activity to the fore, if for no other reason than science has allowed us such unimagined mastery over nature. Yet the issue is not limited to discourse areas which take the natural world as their overt topic, as science does. Much is to be gained by seeing all forms of language as practical activity in the material world, no matter how complex and apparently removed from the production of goods and services. Even play—both child’s and adult’s—is an important part of our material existence, as psychologists, sociologists, ethologists, historians, and critics of the arts have often reminded us. Any attempt to understand language that does not pay sufficient attention to how language works as a social tool in the material world invites the extremes of materialist and antimaterialist reductionism that see potatoes as more real than books or books more real than potatoes. Whether one sees human constructions as arbitrary and immaterial
because they are just epiphenomenal by-products of less culturally conditioned material objects or arbitrary because society seems to ride above the material, one loses sight of the way human constructions provide our means of living in the world.

A Vygotskian Model of Practical Social Semiosis

A more crisply defined, and I believe ultimately more powerful, model of the role of language in human activity, society, and consciousness can be developed out of the work of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky. This line of work, at first carried on in the Soviet Union, has in recent years also been carried on in the West. The following account of the practical use of language in science borrows deeply and freely from the work of Vygotsky and his followers. However, in applying these ideas (which have been largely elaborated through study of the development of higher cognitive functioning in children) to the problems of science's advanced system of literacy, I have transformed some of them, perhaps beyond recognition. But the influence of these ideas upon me has been so deep, I am no longer capable of offering a full archaeology of the sources of the model I am about to propose. In the following discussion I will identify and describe some discrete Vygotskian concepts, but in general I will not attempt to disentangle my own elaborations and transformations from ideas previously proposed in the Vygotskian literature, nor will I attempt to give a coherent account of Vygotsky's theories. For a less idiosyncratic exposition of the ideas, you may refer to Vygotsky's two books translated into English, Thought and Language and Mind in Society; Kozulin's history of Soviet psychology, Psychology in Utopia; Wertsch's commentary, Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind; or Wertsch's two edited volumes offering work in the Vygotskian tradition, The Concept of Activity in Soviet Psychology and Culture, Communication, and Cognition: Vygotskian Perspectives.

The following model of scientific use of language will suggest how the work of science can be accomplished through the unfolding social and empirical activity of individuals coordinated (cognitively and behaviorally) within groups. To start, language is a tool that helps us carry on cooperative activities (a frequent theme in Vygotsky's writing; see for example, Mind in Society, 19-30). But in order for cooperation to be successful, we must already share much, not just the meaning of words and the syntactical operations but how those generalized words apply in
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this situation and how they are to be realized in action. (Wertsch offers a preliminary discussion of presupposition and intersubjectivity in Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind, chap. 5.) Written directions on observations to be shared through a microscope require congruence between the direction writer's and the direction follower's apparatus, defined by common terms and perhaps aided by standardization in design. But also it requires congruent craft skill in manipulating machinery, dies, slide preparation—a craft knowledge that can only be to some extent spelled out in print. A joint language and organization of the visual field is necessary for one observer to be able to see what the other sees, to identify designated patterns and salient features. Much shared background knowledge and shared experience are necessary to create the shared perceptual schema. And finally the shared observation is aided by standard observational routines that organize the activity.

In the literary economy of scientific articles, much of this shared background is relied on—not just the shared technical words, but shared conceptual, practical, and social worlds. In books for neophytes more of these shared elements are made explicit, but still much that is tedious, difficult or perhaps impossible to reduce to shared print symbols is left unsaid. Similarly, in the realm of research, which by its nature lies just beyond the edge of the familiar and communally certain, the symbolic reduction of the world and action conveys less firm and stable meanings, for just those elements necessary for shared understanding have yet to be established.

Another kind of shared knowledge required is of the social interaction being engaged in through the language. Often, for example, students socialized into the authoritarian relationships of textbooks (which dictate the student's experience, perception, and general claims) have difficulties entering into the more active engagement offered by educational materials emphasizing student observation and the development of individual perceptual schema. Perhaps even more to the point for scientific research, research communication requires practical social understanding of cooperative endeavor, aggressive assertion, and agonistic competition. As in any competitive activity, one must grasp the limits of violence and cheating and understand the forces that would bring the game to the edge of disintegration or transformation to a different kind of activity. Only under certain conditions and certain mutual understandings can the mutual activity flourish, just as ice hockey can flourish as ice hockey under certain conditions and understandings; when other conditions and understandings reign, the game transforms into a public display of team street fighting.

Given personal investments of all kinds that scientists have in their
published claims, the maintenance of a cooperative, honest, problem-solving endeavor may often be threatened. Appeals to the rules of the game are almost necessarily self-serving resources (Would you complain to an umpire unless you had some interest at stake?), but mastering and developing allegiance to the interactional rules are an important part of socialization into scientific activity. Different individuals have different understandings of the rules of the game and make different adjustments to them. Different subcommunities vary or elaborate the interactive practices differently, with perhaps greater passion, cynicism, or avoidance of severe struggle. But whatever the interactive pattern is, the scientist must come to understand it. What fascination working scientists have for the sociology of science may come from the need to come to terms with this aspect of the communication system.

The Material Bases of Shared Understandings

Since communication depends on shared knowledges of so many kinds, we need to identify the source of shared understanding to establish the grounds of the communication and to identify the social range and cognitive degree of the sharing in any interaction. That is, who shares and with what degree of congruence? Which individuals are brought into a social understanding and how fully is intersubjectivity established? We need to unpack the mechanisms by which shared understanding is achieved locally, and then by which local sharings spread and maintain stability over larger collectivities.1

The achievement of shared understanding can be examined in two different kinds of situations, both of relevance for scientific communication. First is of the neophyte becoming familiar with knowledge already shared within a community. Through interactions, such as with the mother-child dyad now so energetically being studied in developmental psycholinguistics (for example, Bruner), the neophyte’s utterances are interpreted and recast so as to fit within the interactive patterns and linguistic formulations accepted within the adult community. A kind of negotiation goes on between the beginner (with some kind of expressive or interactional motive) and an accomplished speaker, until the beginner produces an utterance recognized as bearing meaning within the socially shared system. Often within such socialization situations

1. For another account of how shared understanding is achieved locally in the laboratory, see Lynch.
the neophyte's comments are interpreted through a broader and more charitable interpretation of the communicative system than would be granted to a speaker recognized as fully socialized.

Significantly, these activities usually embody some aspect of the material world that provides a reference point, constrains the language negotiation, and often defines successful completion of the activity. With a child, the material considerations may involve food and dry clothing to be obtained or a jigsaw puzzle to be assembled or a series of sounds to be played with; with a student of science, the material considerations may be of a textbook experiment to be carried out or a functioning machine to be explained or a printed equation to be explicated. In both sorts of cases, objects, which stand independent of the conversation constructed around them, take an essential part in the activity of the conversation and allow the neophyte to associate the symbolic interaction with concrete operations on concrete objects. (For the importance of active engagement with the material world for Vygotskian theory, see *The Concept of Activity in Soviet Psychology*, 37–71.)

The symbolic interaction shapes perception and meaning to be taken from these concrete objects by calling attention to particular features and placing them in symbolic relations to other features foregrounded as salient, as when an instructor identifies a piece of paper as litmus and tells the student to pay attention to color change when placed within various solutions. Such use of language establishes categories of significance; dialectically, the presence and character of objects make such categories of significance possible, constrain appropriate comments to be made, and provide meaning to the interaction. If there were no paper, or there were no chemical solutions to dip the paper into, or the colors did not appear to change in the predicted way, the interaction would go differently, have different meanings for the participants, and would provide a different kind of learning experience for the neophyte.

Language use in the communal enterprise of chemistry is taught and learned in textbook diagrams and charts to be memorized, in classroom discussion of the previous night's reading, in pencil problems to be solved, in the teacher's commentary on demonstration experiments, in getting particular bottles down from the shelf, in student groups with lab book on the table attempting to set up an experiment, in the teacher's comment on the experiment's write-up. Students learn not just names of chemicals, but when to use such names, how to label the results of experiments, how to determine whether their results fit the standard description, how to answer questions.

Even the well-known forms of laboratory fiction-making practiced by students—such as the fudge factor—require that the students under-
stand the discrepancy between the symbolic representations constituted by the students' activity (that is, the recorded results of the student experiment) and the representations the students are expected to reconstitute based on the prior experience of the expert community, codified in the textbook experiment (that is, the "right" results). The clear intent of student fudging is to hide their apparent manipulative incompetence in reconstituting the symbolic object according to the shared procedures and perceptual schema of the disciplinary community. By fabricating expected results through calculations based on textbook theory, students hope to hide their inability to do the experiment "correctly."

As students move up the hierarchy of expertise in their scientific communities not only do their technical vocabularies expand, but so do their ranges of contact with the subject materials, their abilities to manipulate these materials in congruence with the formulations of their disciplines, their abilities to formulate symbolic expressions in less teacher-constrained situations (that is, taking their linguistic constraints from the materials rather than from sentences fed them in class), and the ranges of interactive processes they are expected to handle with peers and mentors.

In the course of these interactions students gradually expand functional competence in language activity through what Vygotsky calls the zone of proximal development (Mind in Society, 84–91). At any stage of development, an individual can accomplish certain things on his or her own, whether uttering babble syllables or boiling a liquid. But that same individual can accomplish a broader range of activities with the cooperation of a more skilled individual, such as associating certain of those babble sounds with meanings, or boiling the liquid within a distillation apparatus. The expert intervention provides a scaffolding into which the neophytes' behaviors can grow. By actual physical manipulations, giving instructions, asking questions, or responding appropriately, the skilled partner provides a framework of meaning into which neophytes' impulses, behaviors, and language can shape themselves.

As the neophyte gains control of the structured meaning/behavior system transmitted through the scaffolding, she starts to incorporate parts of the scaffolding in her own behavior. She starts to repeat the phrases the adult utters, starts to grab toward the picture the adult points to in association with an appropriate word, starts to repeat to herself the instructions provided by the instructor or the lab manual (e.g., "First you connect the rubber hose to the glass tube. Make sure that . . ."). An important moment in the child's development for Vygotsky is when the child starts to develop an internal language so that these
self-instructions, regulating the child’s behavior, go underground becoming invisible to observers and even eventually to the child. In this way, gradually the neophyte becomes socialized into the semiotic-behaviorial-perceptual system of a community with language taking a major and multivalent role in the organization of that system, but with that system also shaped around concrete worldly activities. In terms of contemporary cognitive psychology, she will have developed the scripts, schema, and plans appropriate to participation in the community.

Thus the apprentice chemist learns to think and behave like a chemist, such that when she walks into a laboratory, she will perceive the surrounding material through the acquired framework of chemical formulations and will behave with respect to the material so as to reliably reconstitute phenomena accepted by chemists as reliably reconstitutable. She knows how to make recognized chemical phenomena appear to those who have the appropriate chemical perceptual framework. And finally she knows how to interact with chemists—to discuss the happenings in chemical laboratories in terms of significant chemical issues and so as to make an appropriate contribution to a communal endeavor.

But all this requires the cooperation of the material she is working with. If someone switches the bottles or the chemical nature of the universe changes without her awareness, she cannot make the anticipated phenomena reappear reliably, nor can she carry out the day’s work with colleagues. Her language will break down into the common language of bafflement, where referents no longer seem to refer, anticipations do not hold, and symbolic relationships do not wrap tightly around ambient conditions. The language withdraws from intimate interaction with the control of the processes—one literally does not know where one is. Under such conditions language moves to questions such as “Why isn’t X happening?” and “What is going on here?”

If only deception is involved, standard chemical tests can reassert order by putting the right labels on the right bottles. But if the material of the universe changes, the chemist will have to begin chemistry from scratch, with all previous knowledge serving at best as an uncertain analogy. That is, the semiotic-cognitive-behaviorial system ties language use procedurally to specific manipulations of materials, and if those ties do not hold, our language use in concrete situations breaks down.

2. Vygotsky’s concept of internal language (as elaborated in Thought and Language) is a conceptual precursor to Polanyi’s tacit knowledge.
Constituting New Reliably Reconstitutable Phenomena

The second kind of situation in which shared understanding needs to be established is when change, growth, or instability occurs within the system of understandings already shared by fully socialized members of the community. This kind of situation is particularly central to the activity of the scientific community. Unlike some other social systems that seek stability and ritual regularity in their communications (such as churches, island tribes, or lower echelons of bureaucracies) and change only when forced by exigencies (such as climactic change, new populations to proselytize, or political revolution) scientific communities are by their nature committed to new formulations, new knowledge. If they have no new knowledge to create, they cannot be legitimately maintained. In that respect they are like legislatures; with no laws to be made, they would be adjourned or turned into shams.

Change in scientific formulations can come from many sources. Some sources can be from outside the scientific community such as political ideological movements (state Marxism has served as both a stimulus and a constraint within Soviet sciences), changes in other forms of communication (such as the rise of a periodical press), new means of communication (whether printing press or modem), or idiosyncratic individuals with complex personal histories that import foreign styles (as when physicists went into biochemistry, or Newton perceived physics as mathematics). Or the sources of change may come more directly from within the activity of a science—as when phenomena refuse to fit formulations or when a new idea developed for a narrow problem is seen to have much broader power, or when an individual, whose work is rejected, discovers new and compelling means to assert his position.

Whatever the source of the new impulses and new forms the acceptance of these new formulations and styles of formulations into the common stock (or disciplinary matrix, as Kuhn calls it) depends on the community. The community itself must see these formulations as more useful, productive, promising for its current set of problems as currently perceived and formulated. The new formulations must be perceived as realizing desirable lines for the group activity (that is, as part of a progressive research program, in Lakatos' terms). In this competition for intellectual survival (as Toulmin has elaborated in Human Understanding), formulations must be cast persuasively, and preferably compellingly.

But general and immediate capitulation is rare, for the new formul-
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tion represents at first only the realization of the experience and cognition of one individual or small working group within the larger research community. Other members of the community would likely have interests in seeing, thinking, and talking about the phenomenon (or related phenomena) in other ways. Resistance to new formulations exists for reasons beyond narrow-mindedness and bull-headedness. Persuasion, rather than being a single, sudden event, can be a lengthy process of negotiation, transformation, and growth of the central formulations and related arguments. Other researchers with their own perceptions, experiences, and research goals are enlisted not by checking off an approval rating in a Gallup survey, but by somehow taking the new formulation into account in their own work, if even only as a target of criticism. Formulations survive only by entering the living body of scientific activity, influencing behavior, cognition, social relations, future experience, and new formulations.

New formulations entering the common stock of formulations influence future activity and thus enter into a dialectical process with experience through the medium of working scientists. A successful incorporation negotiation ends up with a symbolic representation of an object or phenomenon that can be reliably reconstituted by members of the community under appropriate conditions in appropriate relation to activities and other reliably reconstitutable phenomena as perceived through the shared perceptual screen of the field. The two most immediate points of contact between active experience and formulation—the experiment or observations reported in the article and replication attempts—have been most criticized as having a loose correlation between events and formulation, but in the long run they may not be the most decisive in incorporation or rejection. They are only the most obvious first steps, and there is no reason to assume a stable reliably reconstitutable object will emerge from such first attempts at formulation.

The original report of an experiment or observation will not necessarily establish for all lookers the existence and character of a phenomenon, though the authors might wish so. Rather it will only indicate that these authors have been able to constitute an object for themselves with enough conviction that they will hold it up for public inspection. Since they are holding up for inspection a previously unconstituted phenomenon and since their formulation is a new one, one would expect neither that such a formulation would be stabilized in its final form nor that the object would be easily reconstitutable. The authors, to give the impression that their formulation captures a robust and reliably reconstitutable phenomenon, may be selective in their report, telling only of those occasions when they were able to constitute the object and telling
only those key behaviors in their belief necessary to constitute the object. Moreover, they will be talking through a cognitive/symbolic framework that already incorporates the possibility (if not the reality) of the existence of such an object of the precise kind represented. Their own description may not be useful in helping others (or even themselves at a later time) in reconstituting that object.

The difficulties with replication, as pointed out by a number of observers, include that there is often little incentive to attempt an exact replication. Where replication is attempted, local differences in behavior, experiences, and craft knowledge influence the outcomes; that is, the active attempts to reconstitute phenomena represented symbolically may lead to different (or differently perceived) results. Further, the replication attempts might not be carried out by people with the same commitment to the claim/representation and the implicit perceptual/behavioral world as that of the originators of that claim. In fact, finally, it would seem those most motivated to attempt replication may well be those who most distrust the reported results and would have least shared in this activity/language/perception matrix. That is, while certain stabilized framing elements of the disciplinary matrix may be shared, unstabilized elements will lead to variations in the created and perceived event. Replicators will understand the words differently, do the experiment differently, and see the results differently.

Great intersubjective fuzziness may therefore surround a newly proposed phenomenon. Much negotiation may be needed before a communally accepted formulation emerges that defines a reliably reconstitutable object. This negotiation may involve many different kinds of empirical experiences, and not just attempts at immediate replications. In cases of direct opposition, other kinds of experiments and observations may be offered, putting the phenomena in different contexts of activity and representative framework. Not only more sensitive tests or new equipment or experimental variations may be involved, but new ranges of data may be deemed relevant to determine the character of the phenomenon, as well as new kinds of formulations. In the course of this debate, the object may turn out to vanish from sight, turning out not to be reliably reconstitutable in the emerging terms of the discussion. The noose of language and activity may pull closed and discover it holds nothing, or the phenomenon may slip out of the noose. Or the stabilized phenomenon may turn out to be a somewhat different thing than first formulated. Or the negotiation may never be resolved, with the community splitting into subcommunities based on acceptance of the object.

Stabilizing of a reconstitutable phenomenon may occur in ways other than direct conflict and negotiation. Competing scientists may carry out
brief, successful, and unreported replication. They may accept the new claim as consonant with their own or the discipline's previous experience and current conceptual frameworks. They may find the formulation of the new phenomenon powerful in solving problems in their own work. In such events they may quietly accept the phenomenon as reliably reconstitutable, and will employ it in their own future work. If this new work, however, proves troublesome they may have cause to look back upon their reliance on this phenomenon as reconstitutable. They may be forced to reconceive their experiments and observations under alternative assumptions in order to have them work out. On the other hand, if the formulation proves a reliable assumption, it may be used in a wider range of changing theoretical contexts and empirical situations, thus transforming the object by making it part of different activities. Similarly, it may become more and more a fundamental assumption built in almost invisibly to activities and formulations at great remove from its original use.

A phenomenon may become so regularly used and so reliably reproducible that it is built into a machine. Every time the machine works as anticipated it reconfirms the reliable reconstitutability of the phenomenon. Every time I drive my car I am reconfirming the reliable reconstitutability of physical and chemical formulations about such things as explosive combustion, friction, and electrical current flow. Every time an oscilloscope is incorporated into an experiment, the success of the experiment relies on the reconstitutability of many electromagnetic phenomena.

Alternatively, the formulated phenomenon may prove of no interest to anyone else so that it is not reconstituted at all. It is not reliably reconstitutable, not because nature might not cooperate, but because scientists do not. Scientists must see the phenomenon as a significant one for it to enter the living body of scientific activity.

**Active and Passive Constraints**

Thus within the negotiation of meanings that turn individual proposals into intersubjective realities, we find ambient nature passively constraining possible meanings through the active experience that is inseparable from the language use. Claims that may appear crisp and certain to their proposers will only be fuzzy intersubjective speculations until they settle into a regularized use within repeated activities, and these activities will only be repeatable if they are conso-
nant with some regularity in the appearances or operations of the natural world.

Similar constraining processes occur in all discourse communities. Cult leaders' claims that the world will end tomorrow must contend two days later with cult members' perceptions of the continued existence of the world. Literary critical claims that a particular theme is central to a novel must contend with the words inscribed by the author as read by a reader. Various discourse communities appeal to various kinds of experience as touchstones for their negotiations of communal meanings. In some religious communities, for example, particular emotional states, identified and interpreted appropriately, serve to confirm and define the reality of a cluster of essential meanings. Such states are in fact encouraged through architecture, music, ritual activity, and rules for regularized prayer and group interactions.

Science, however, has taken empirical experience as its major touchstone, so that in the process of negotiation of meaning, empirical experience not only constrains the range of possible meanings but is actively sought in the attempt to establish stable meanings from the negotiation. Thus, whatever may be the source of statements, the fate of statements depends on the experience generated by them. In this way science has made nature its ally. The claims that endure do so precisely because (within the particular set of problems and activities considered important) they have been able to ally themselves closer to nature than their competition, so that in the long run, one set of terms rather than another proves more fundamentally useful in carrying on activities.

In the last three paragraphs I have been elaborating a Vygotskian perspective on cultural/semiotic evolution through concepts borrowed from Ludwik Fleck. In *The Genesis and Evolution of a Scientific Fact*, Fleck proposed that formulations of knowledge within a community (or thought collective) were influenced by two types of constraints. The first, active constraints, consisted of the elements of the thought style of the thought collective. In his analysis these elements of thought style actually turned out to be habits, patterns, and available means of representation—through language, drawing, or other symbolic media. This seating of thought within a collective drawn together through semiotic means places his ideas in the same general area as Vygotsky's.

Moreover, in proposing a second kind of constraint on formulations, what he calls passive constraints, he comes even closer to Vygotsky. Natural phenomena passively constrain the kinds of formulations you can make in the sense that once you begin formulating statements in whatever style of your thought collective, certain behaviors or features of nature will limit what you can properly say. Once you have estab-
lished, for example, a procedure for identifying the hardness of rocks and have developed a taxonomy of rock types, which rocks are labelled as harder than which others is no longer a matter of cultural discretion. Thus, formulating practices are constrained by the activities that bring the language user into active contact with nature.

According to Fleck, a scientific fact for a thought collective is the representation of that passive constraint within the stylized representational manner of the thought style. Moreover, Fleck suggests that the scientific community is marked by the active pursuit of passive constraints. That is, the thought style of science actively seeks to increase the relationship between representations and empirical experience.

This Vygotsky-Fleck model of formulating practices seems to me most fruitful for the issues I have investigated in this study and the data I have examined. By seating language use in a social/empirical/cognitive activity, this model allows us to see the multivalency of symbolic formulations and to give a plausible account of the kinds of work we know through our daily experience that science does. But it does not give undue status to the statements of science, which by their own nature can be nothing more than constructions of the humans who use them. Scientific formulations embody all the complex impulses and limitations of any human product. Such a model allows us to accept the deep insights of the recent social analysis of language use within science without being driven to the absurdity of considering scientific activity cut off from its concern with the natural world.

The Historical Analysis of Language Use

By situating scientific language use and cognition within specific social/empirical moments, this model suggests that scientific language needs to be studied as a historical phenomenon. (Vygotsky argued similarly for a historical/genetic analysis of language; see Scribner, "Vygotsky's Uses of History" in Culture, Communication, and Cognition, and Wertsch, Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind, chap. 2). To understand what scientific language is and does, we need to look at what kind of tool it is. We need to see when, how, and to what purpose it is employed in the concrete settings of human history. History is not just kings quarrelling, but apparatus being built, balls being released down ramps, astronomers looking at the moon and arguing over the different things they claim to have seen, political scientists interviewing southern voters, articles being written, articles being read. Thus in this book, I have offered accounts of what forces constrained and impelled
Newton, Compton, Oldenburg, Wundt, and a host of other scientists to use language (both reading and writing) in particular ways at particular moments. I have looked at their linguistic inventions as creative responses to their situations, investigations, and goals as they evolve in historical settings. But this kind of narrative of rhetorical moments only displays the first level of history, the single living moment.

But the model proposed and the data examined suggest that history makes history, so that I have looked at a second, third, and fourth levels of history. The second level is the history of an individual that defines the symbolic resources, experience, and perceptions of that individual coming to any particular moment. This corresponds to Vygotsky's auto-genetic analysis. Accordingly, chapter 6 of this book describes how Compton's underlying conception and formulations in one article had been shaped by his history in trying to come to terms with a problem—both in his laboratory and in communication with the ideas and opinions of his colleagues. Chapter 4 similarly reveals how Isaac Newton had to work through many formulations in many situations in order to find the final public form in which to express the scientific meaning of some empirical experiences of forty years before. In the process of finding a satisfactory mode of public discourse, both Compton and Newton were creating intersubjective, reliably reproducible phenomena for their disciplines out of what first were only private experiences.

This creation of community-wide, intersubjective realities brings us to our third level of history—the genetic account of the community as a whole—those events that have lead to the momentary state of the debate or communal activity. This corresponds to Vygotsky's cultural history. We have seen this in the issues and claims and counterclaims, the negotiations going on in almost every chapter in this book. We see the development of arguments, the mutual construction of theoretical perspectives, the populating of the experiential/conceptual world with re-constitutable phenomena of varying reliability, states of negotiation, and intersubjective congruence. We have the emergence of procedures and formulations.

But out of this fluid world of ever-new and ever-different social action, interaction, and symbolic realizations certain regularities develop in the social forms—what Fleck would call the distinctive features of thought style, but which Vygotsky might see more broadly as the characteristic cultural forms. These regularities encompass when and how one would approach a test tube or a colleague, how one would go about reading a text, as well as how one would draw a diagram or frame an argument. An account of the emergence, evolution, and extinction of these regularities comprises the fourth level of history: the history of
cultural forms. The evolution of cultural forms shape, constrain, and create opportunities for the historical events seen through the previous three perspectives.

Previous structural examinations of scientific language have been at this level of analysis, but without recognizing the historical/cultural character of the forms studied. By identifying certain regularities appearing currently within certain limited locales and activities as characteristic of scientific language, linguists have given the impression that these regularities are timeless expressions of the essential character of science, and that these regularities give a grasp on the whole of scientific use of language. But when we view these regularities through the model proposed here, we become aware that we must account for the functional emergence of such regularities to understand what they are and what they do. We must see them as fluid to varying degrees and in relation to even more fluid elements, and must see them in relation to the complex activities that employ these regularities. Thus broad, ahistorical, static identification of features such as the standard five-part structure of the experimental report or the use of the passive voice and avoidance of the first person, are found inaccurate with the slightest amount of historical digging; moreover, such investigations tell us very little about how and why to use these features.

Rather, we need to understand why regularities emerge, evolve, and vanish; what the writers accomplish through the use of these features within the activity of the discipline; why these particular symbolic choices have seemed advisable to so many members of the community that they become regular practices; whether these habitual practices have become institutionalized; and what the effect is of regularities and institutions on science’s ongoing work.

The Cultural Form of the Experimental Article and Its Impact

The studies represented in this book have looked at all four levels of history realized in the linguistic moment. But the central focus has been on the fourth—the history of cultural forms. In this case, the cultural form is the genre of experimental research article. In its emergence and continuing fluidity we see the impact of the other three levels of historical analysis, and in its normative stabilization and institutionalization we see the consequences of the genre for the other three levels. That is, cultural forms emerge and evolve through individual and
communal activity; in turn, cultural forms give shape and focus to con­
tinuing activity.

The framing themes of the historical narrative of this book are (a) that
the features of the modern scientific article emerged as responses to
(and realizations of) social and intellectual history within the emergent
scientific community; and (b) that these larger communal regularities
emerged out of the activity of individuals, attempting to accomplish
their goals within their perceived situations. The growth of the scientific
periodical press and the rise of scientific societies (both in seventeenth-
century England and late nineteenth-century America), and the
emergence of new disciplines and reformulations of fundamental prob­
lems (as with experimental psychology and political science) have cre­
ated major shaping pressures on the genre. But it is the individuals
(both towering figures and lesser souls) who perceive and respond to
these pressures to remake the genre at each act of reading and writing.

Regularities occurred because individuals perceive situations as sim­
ilar and make similar choices. Institutionalization and codification oc­
curred because repeated choices appear to the collective wisdom (or
wisdom of a few powerful actors) to be generally and explicitly advis­
able. The agonistic forum of the scientific journal made special demands
on communication that made exploring the rhetorical possibilities of
empirical representation a particularly attractive rhetorical resource. As
the genre and the consequent literature took shape, they themselves
became increasingly important social facts to be addressed in new texts.
References, citation practices, and embedding of contributions in the­
ory gave textual form to the increasing explicit intertextual activity of
each individual author. The success of the genre in carrying out the busi­
ness of the scientific community has also turned the genre into another
kind of social fact, as an authoritative model to be emulated by other
disciplines, interpreted through their own perceptions and problems.

Institutionalized patterns of representation not only shape the form
of the utterance, but all the activity leading up to, surrounding, and
following after the utterance. We have seen some of the argumentative
assumptions built into generic features of the research article. In the
case of Compton we have seen how his activity, his normative behavior,
and his basic perception of the cognitive task he was engaged in were
shaped by the form of the answer that he was seeking. We have exam­
in ed how the patterns of argumentation impel the strategies of argu­
mentation and the surrounding activity. Good science—both experi­
mental psychology and physics—seems in part defined by the form of
one's claims, and that desired form provides a goal for the activity. The
history of the APA style sheet reveals it not only as an attempt to regu-
late form, but as a way to socialize neophytes into acceptable scientific practices and appropriate communicative relationships among professional researchers. We have also seen how the necessity to produce new statements even influences the reading of prior statements in fundamental ways.

But of all the stories recounted in this book, the most poignant one, to my mind, for revealing the utterance as crystallization of experience, realization of social action, and shaper of personal and social cognition is the story of Newton's search for the most persuasive, compelling form to create shared appreciation of his perceived experience—what he saw with his prism. In eventually finding that his material was amenable to a tightly sequential form, constraining and constructing the reader's reasoning, experience, and perceptual framework, Newton not only quietened his critics and won the argument; not only did he establish his "facts" as reliably reconstitutable phenomena for all to see; not only did he create a perceptual/behavioral/empirical complex so strong that he closed off serious investigation of alternatives for a century; not only did he invent a way of arguing that led to the even more mighty *Principia* that seemed an immovable mountain for two centuries; but, most powerfully, he provided a model for the form of scientific argument that influenced all of scientific practice.

The evolution of scientific use of language hardly ended with Newton, nor had it begun with him. But given the contemporary means, problems, social relationships, and activity of science, he organized them to create a shared, relatively stable semiotic universe which has only in this century been displaced by a communal creation. He dominated the history of science not just because he discovered a few major laws, but because in finding the way to articulate those laws he found a powerful, long-lasting (though ultimately and necessarily temporary) solution to the problem of how one should talk about the subject.

That debate over how to talk about one's subject continues in all disciplines today, and cannot be separated from the fundamental practices of those disciplines. If there is any essential message of this book it is in precisely this: in those communal endeavors whose goal is symbolic knowledge, the more we understand the way symbols are used in the activity, the better we can carry out that activity. In Vygotskian terms, ability to talk about our language behavior offers us a higher form of self monitoring and regulation of behavior.
The forms of writing are historical phenomena—created, recognized, mobilized, and given force within the mind of each writer and reader at specific social-historical moments, but transmitted in the accumulation of texts. Accumulated, socially contexted, textual experience increases the formal repertoire and procedural command of each writer and reader. This book has explored the changing repertoire within the domain of scientific writing and the social, empirical, and epistemological consequences of that repertoire in use within changing contexts.

The repertoire has grown and changed as individuals have confronted specific rhetorical problems within specific rhetorical situations. In adopting the role of scientist, individuals commit themselves to creating novel claims persuasive to other scientists knowledgeable and experienced in their specialty. They must draw on their reading, their empirical experience, and their interactions with their peers so as to use the existing symbol system to point to phenomena previously uncontained by symbols but reliably reproducible, recognizable, and persuasive to peers. In cases presented here and elsewhere in the literature on the rhetoric of science, we have seen individuals use, transform, and invent tools and tricks of the symbolic trade.
Genre as a Sociopsychological Category

Some of these tools and tricks have proven so useful and forceful as to become regularized and even institutionalized mandatory features (both formal and procedural) of particular types of scientific communication. What we recognize as the genre of the experimental article embodies many such regularized formal and procedural elements. Genre, then, is not simply a linguistic category defined by a structured arrangement of textual features. Genre is a sociopsychological category which we use to recognize and construct typified actions within typified situations. It is a way of creating order in the ever-fluid symbolic world.

The textual features we may associate with any particular genre have no necessarily fixed definition. Even attempts to hold features firm by social processes of institutionalization lead only to a temporary stability; despite the great influence of the APA Publication Manual, a quick scan of psychology journals in 1987 will reveal a wide range of rhetorical innovation, hardly contained within the bounds of the idealized model (chapter 9). Nor are the textual features that we associate with a genre all of the same order. Some are large organizational features, such as the presentation of method after the introduction and before results in many versions of the experimental article. Others are associated with citation practices (both in terms of citation format and quantity and in terms of the role of citation within the argument). Others are matters of quantity and location of detail. Still others have to do with the level, function, and placement of generalization. The use or absence of transitions also characterizes the genre at different moments in different disciplines—and so on, through all the myriad kinds of features discussed in the previous chapters.

Most important, the features we may associate with genre are hardly contained in their formal appearances on the page. The formal features are only ways more fundamental relations and interactions are realized in the act of communication. In recognizing and using genre, we are mobilizing multidimensional clusters of our understanding of the situation, our goals, and our activity. Some of these relational themes we have seen expressed at various times within the genre of experimental article have to do with the agonistic structure of discussion within journal forums, the desire to compel assent, the emergence of a domain of general claims separate from a domain of specific claims, the attempt to construct empirical experience through experimental intervention into nature and to represent that experience, the enactment of the emerging role of scientist within a changing structure of the community, the mutu-
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al construction of a shared knowledge within the community, and the changing relations with communities involved in more applied endeavors. These relations are played out on social, psychological, empirical, epistemological, as well as textual gameboards. Understanding the genre one is working in is understanding decorum in the most fundamental sense—what stance and attitude is appropriate given the world one is engaged in at that moment.

Because genre is such a multidimensional, fluid category that only gains meaning through its use as an interpretive, constructive tool, the reduction of any genre to a few formal items that must be followed for the sake of propriety (decorum in its most restricted sense) misses the life that is embodied in the generically shaped moment. As writers, we find a list of formal requirements of any particular genre gives us only weak command over what we are doing and gives us no choice in mastering or transforming the moment. As teachers, if we provide our students with only the formal trappings of the genres they need to work in, we offer them nothing more than unreflecting slavery to current practice and no means to ride the change that inevitably will come in the forty to fifty years they will practice their professions. We do better to grant ourselves and our students means to understand the forms of life embodied in current symbolic practice, to evaluate the consequences of the received rhetoric, and to attempt to transform our rhetorical world when such transformation appears advisable.

Rhetorical Self-Consciousness and the Invention of Science

Sometimes individuals who have significantly transformed scientific writing have had some degree of rhetorical self-consciousness, as we have seen in the cases of Newton and Oldenburg. Elsewhere individuals seem to veil their rhetorical awareness behind other sets of beliefs, as in mid-twentieth-century experimental psychology. There rhetoric is denied even as it is practiced, because the practitioners feel they have no other alternative; as I have heard a number of experimental psychologists say in response to my chapter on the writing of their field, "the practices you describe are not rhetoric; they are simply good science." And some individuals with little self-consciousness about their formulating practices just keep doing what seems demanded by the situation, what is rewarded by persuasive success, as seems to be the case of many of the contributors to the early Philosophical
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Transactions. When elaborate practices are deeply embedded in the training and socialization of scientists, as among twentieth-century physicists, innovations in symbolic process are likely not to be perceived as either rhetorical or innovations, but rather just as continuing business as usual.

No matter the degree of self-consciousness accompanying the innovations and emergence of regularized procedures, these transformations of rhetorical practice matter. They matter significantly, for they create the symbolic ground on which scientific formulation and argument occur and they shape the communal action and the structured interaction of the scientific community. The regularized symbolic practices define the symbolic universe within which the community operates; and the degrees and kinds of restrictiveness within these practices define the directions and dynamics of growth for the knowledge to be produced by the field. As we have seen, the symbolic practices even deeply influence the empirical experience of individuals and the identification of communally reconstitutable phenomena.

The tools and tricks of the symbolic trade are what make possible an empirical science that uses symbols to formulate knowledge about natural phenomena. The various cases studied here all reveal a history of symbolic practices defining phenomena of substantive and evidentiary interest, then drawing closer to the phenomena within the stylized communication of the research community, driven by the difficulties of persuading motivatedly agonistic peers. Persuasion is at the heart of science, not at the unrespectable fringe. An intelligent rhetoric practiced within a serious, experienced, knowledgeable, committed research community is a serious method of truth seeking. The most serious scientific communication is not that which disowns persuasion, but which persuades in the deepest, most compelling manner, thereby sweeping aside more superficial arguments. Science has developed tools and tricks that make nature the strongest ally of persuasive argument, even while casting aside some of the more familiar and ancient tools and tricks of rhetoric as being only superficially and temporarily persuasive.

Scientific Writing and the Rhetorical Tradition

Skill in scientific writing, as with most human arts, is knowing what you are doing and making intelligent choices. This is hardly a startling pronouncement and firmly within the rhetorical tradi-
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tion. Classical rhetoric is an art of oral performance built on the analysis of the kinds of rhetorical situations, goals, and tools that resided within the legal and political world of ancient Greece and Rome. The basic goals of the study of political and scientific language, as of all language uses, share a fundamental concern: to understand and control the symbolic actions in order to achieve desired communal ends. But the rhetorical situations, goals, and tools of contemporary journal science are quite different from those of the Athenian agora, and as the symbolic means for science developed they were consistently distinguished from arts of political oratory identified as Rhetoric. Quite appropriately the two forms of symbolic art developed different conceptual vocabularies and analyses. However, in the search for certainty of statement and compellingness of argument, the constructed, socially active character of the scientific symbolic system seemed to be forgotten. Scientific language began to seem an escape from language, and thus not a matter for conscious control. Appropriateness and clarity, not letting errors of language get in the way, were all the scientific writer needed to worry about. Where this book diverges from tradition is only in explicitly recognizing that scientific language is of our own making and used only in human, social contexts; therefore it is a matter for our conscious control. And the levels of our conscious control can extend as deeply as we can come to understand the communication process.

The historical overt disavowal of the socially active, rhetorical character of scientific use of language did not, however, mean that individual writers confronting blank pages to be filled and filled pages to be read did not implicitly have an understanding of what written texts could do. They expressed various kinds of conscious and unconscious practical control over their language and the complex practices in which the language was embedded. The detailed analyses of the preceding chapters


2. In composition and the teaching of writing, research and theory have recently turned toward an examination of the social bases of writing, thereby coming closer to the concerns of classical rhetoric in understanding statement making as a socially embedded form of social action. See, for example, Bizzell; Cooper; Ede; Faigley; Herrington; LeFevre; North; Nystrand; Odell and Goswami; Perelman; Rubin and Rafoth.

3. In the last decade within the discipline of rhetoric some limited attempts have been made to address the rhetorical character of scientific writing. See, for example, Fahnestock; Halloran; Overington; Weimer.
serve exactly to make explicit the complex rhetorical concerns embedded within the emerging practices. These kinds of rhetorical analyses help us to understand the meaning of our choices and raise the possibilities of alternatives.

A rhetorical approach to writing well in science would not set forth a set of formal prescriptions to be followed for propriety’s sake, nor would it suggest a set of universally advisable procedures. A rhetorical approach would attend to the range and meaning of current practices and then suggest how to deploy them appropriately and effectively within specific contexts. The current practices, properly understood, within themselves contain their own recommendations for appropriateness and advisability, for they embody a history of inventions and choices by prior writers addressing and shaping similar situations. The following practical morals of the analyses of this book neither identify a set of rules nor define a limited linguistic technology of responses for all of science. Science is no one single thing, and rules and language technology are continually changing in form and meaning. The advice I offer, rather, is to hold up for reconsideration the concerns embodied within the historical development and current practice of scientific writing. Reexamination of fundamental concerns gives us a position from which to reconsider our current choices.

- **Consider Your Fundamental Assumptions, Goals, and Projects**

The underlying epistemology, history, and theory of a field cannot be separated from its rhetoric. The rhetorical action is mounted within a conceived world and in pursuit of ultimate as well as immediate goals. The more you understand the fundamental assumptions and aims of the community, the better able you will be able to evaluate whether the rhetorical habits you and your colleagues bring to the task are appropriate and effective. Much of the rhetorical change we have observed in various periods has been driven by the gradual realization of the rhetorical consequences of epistemological commitments and communal goals. The realization of the empiricist project (as embedded in an agonistic social structure) lies behind much of the movement of the experimental article in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Similarly, behaviorism, as we have seen, has had a deep effect on the institutionalized rhetoric of experimental psychology. Greater rhetorical self-consciousness may not have changed the overall shapes of the rhetorical practices that eventually emerged, but it may have led to those results more rapidly and with greater precision. Indeed, some of the current problems of
writing in political science seem to come from inadequate consideration of the epistemic consequences of the rhetoric adopted.

And conversely, epistemological change and reformulations of goals have come in the wake of rhetorical change. The ideal of Newtonian science structured as a comprehensive deductive system of great generality can be seen as fostered by Newton's discoveries of the most advisable procedures for winning his arguments. Newton's abilities to recognize and heighten the epistemic consequences of his rhetorical struggles presented him with powerful tools to transform science.

More locally, it is useful to understand how your individual assumptions and goals fit in with the epistemology and goals of the community you are participating in and contributing to. If your work is simply harmonious with disciplinary assumptions and projects, and if the discipline has forged a rhetoric adequate to its beliefs and tasks, you can adopt the local rhetoric with a fuller understanding and commitment. If, however, you find yourself in some way at odds, you can begin to understand the rhetorical task before you—both in developing terms appropriate to your emerging claims and in finding ways to make your claims intelligible and persuasive to peers committed to other beliefs and rhetorics. Newton, as we have seen, had to struggle with the Baconian empiricism and the Cartesian skepticism he perceived around him in order to find ways first to present his findings and then to assert arguments of great certainty and generality.

- Consider the Structure of the Literature, the Structure of the Community, and Your Place in Both

At any particular moment the literature of a field is structured around issues and themes historically evolving and of current moment. The prior literature establishes a conversation that has established accepted understandings, visions of the world, topics of concern and open questions. As you step in to add your utterance, it necessarily must address the rhetorical situation established by that literature, for certainly it will be received and measured against that communal construction. Even a newly emerging field with a small and loosely structured literature draws on the literary capital of other specialties out of which it emerged; however, the protean possibilities of a newly emerging field offer opportunities for direction-setting innovations. In more established fields, more must be uprooted to significantly alter the rhetorical dynamics.

The explicit recognition of the importance of prior statements has been realized through the techniques of overt intertextuality developed over the last few centuries (such as references and citations, article in-
introductions, reviews of literature, eponymity, and shared theory). Thus in addition to evaluating the state of the discussion to evaluate the rhetorical moment, you must represent that state of the discussion so as to locate and justify your contribution. Swales's schematic analysis of the four moves of a typical article introduction (establishing the field, summarizing previous research, preparing for present research, and introducing present research) is precisely an elaboration of the standard current strategies of this generic task.

Explicit intertextuality also helps mobilize a range of literature to support and extend the new claim. The more firmly you can tie the claim to the accepted intertextual web, the more persuasive the claim appears. The more centrally the claim can be placed at a crucial juncture in the web, the greater significance it will have. Finally, explicit intertextuality offers opportunities for rewriting history from your vantage point. The opportunities for persuasive restructuring of the literature depend both on how tightly and convincingly the literature currently seems structured to members of the community and on the powerfulness of the new perspective from which you wish to re-view the prior conversation.

The need to assert your work against an explicitly recognized literature heightens the need to know how and why you are reading that literature. Reading the literature against a developing schematic view of what problems the discipline has addressed, what the discipline has learned, where it is going, who the major actors are, and how all these things contribute to your own project, helps you interpret the literature actively in support of your developing project. The highly developed and self-conscious reading behaviors of the physicists interviewed for chapter 8 indicate the importance these individuals had placed on becoming skilled, active readers of their discipline.

The rhetorical moment one speaks to is shaped not only by a history of paper, but by living persons whom you wish to move in some manner by your written comments. These individuals share, to differing extents, communal assumptions and projects as well as a familiarity with the disciplinary literature. However, these individuals are also driven by their own active projects and view the communal legacy through their own interests and schema.

To some extent, you can know parts of your audience as individuals, through face-to-face interaction and familiarity with their writing; however, except in the most contained and tightly structured fields, you can come to know only a few individuals well, a wider group superficially, and the greater number of colleagues not at all. Through coming to know how statuses, roles, and relations tend to be structured in a field you can, nevertheless, gain a fairly good idea of your audience, and
even more of yourself in relation to that audience. Familiarity with the social structure of a community surrounds you with statuses, roles, norms, rights, obligations, appropriate attitudes, and acceptable actions. You learn what you must do and how you must act to participate in the activity of the community, what the acceptable degrees and ranges of variation are, and what sanctions are likely for violation.

In most cases, accepting your place within the social structure grants you sufficient voice to assert your projects, particularly if the projects are conceived and carried out well within the standards of the community; occasionally, however, establishing new social relations can have revolutionary impact on the community. Compton's arguments were credible to his peers because he acted as a physicist in his time and place should; he did so precisely because he himself was a committed physicist according to the standards of the time. On the other hand, Newton, who adopted the guise of a Baconian in his "New Theory" article, got into more fundamental persuasive difficulties, because he wished to carry a different kind of argument than was currently allowed Baconians. He had to rewrite the social structure and social relations, with himself at the top of a compelling hierarchy, in order to persuade the community of his experience and beliefs. The consequences of the restructuring extended far beyond the acceptance of his claims about colors.

- **Consider Your Immediate Rhetorical Situation and Rhetorical Task**

Within all the fundamental frameworks of disciplinary and personal assumptions and goals, of structured literature and structured community, the rhetorical moment presents itself and you must define an immediate rhetorical task. Large issues coalesce into a specific question, large research goals take shape in a specific project, a local environment of immediately relevant claims and counterclaims emerges from the literature, and you find yourself positioned in a certain relationship with your colleagues. The more clearly you understand this emergent rhetorical situation, the more precisely and effectively you can choose what you do next. Assessing the situation helps you judge what kind of statement is called for, if any. The situation may seem to call for an immediate written response, it may call for further experiments to address unresolved questions and criticisms and to result in a compelling published answer, or it may call for fundamental investigations out of which whole new kinds of statements will grow.

Within the conversation of communal science, all choices have rhe-
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torical import, for they help shape the next statement to be made. Compton's sequence of investigations and papers reveals consistent rhetorical choices as to how more satisfactory and persuasive claims might be developed and pressed. Newton's hand-to-hand combat over his optical claims reveals continual rhetorical choice making. No less do all the cases discussed here show the impact of rhetorical attempts to address the rhetorical moment, although the agonistic struggle may not be nearly as dramatic. With greater or lesser clarity, each writer has set out to make some argumentative gain within the field at a particular moment in the communal discussion.

- CONSIDER YOUR INVESTIGATIVE AND SYMBOLIC TOOLS

The tools available to pursue goals of asserting claims within science are dialectically related empirical experience and symbols. The textual analyses here have revealed some of the resources available within scientific use of language and the kinds of impacts and actions realized by these resources. The genre of experimental article has found ways of bringing to bear on any particular argument the literature of the field, the currently accepted theory, deductive reasoning, representations of method, and representation of empirical experience. At particular moments, other forces are also brought to bear.

No less are the panoply of investigative tools rhetorically significant, for the scientific argument hangs on the quality and character of the evidence. Experimental and observational techniques are precisely ways of transforming nature into symbolic representations, which then have meaning for claims and arguments asserted on the symbolic plane. Choice of the investigative tool determines the kind of evidence available to generate new claims and to bolster old claims. A new method of investigation can bring a powerful resource to an argument by generating data of more exact relevance to the issues in question, by exposing new issues, and by creating a new kind of symbolic grounds on which to carry out the argument.

Thus a key issue in developing rhetorically effective science is considering how you may make nature your ally. On the most simple level, of course, this means advancing claims consonant with the available evidence (symbolic representations of empirical experience). More deeply, however, this means several other kinds of strategic choices. You can choose to pursue investigations that are likely to result in strong and striking evidence for the emergent claims. You can choose investigations where you suspect the emerging evidence is likely to expose new issues or reopen old ones. Or you can choose to employ new or different
investigative tools that you suspect will make the familiar look different, that will make the hidden visible in powerful ways. By shaping your research program you can use empirical experience as a heuristic to generate new statements about nature. Thus which research program to pursue and which means to use to pursue that program are important rhetorical choices affecting the kinds of claims and arguments that will emerge at the end. Shrewd guesses as to what kind of researches will produce empirical leverage against symbolic issues can generate much ultimate rhetorical power. Zuckerman's study of Nobel Prize winners reveals how much conscious thought these eminent scientists put into choosing what to investigate and how to investigate it so as to produce those powerful statements that win prizes (Scientific Elite).

**Consider the Processes of Knowledge Production**

Although it is the final, publically stated claim that has rhetorical power, one cannot simply think only in terms of the final shape claims will take. Early choices of questions to consider, claims to pursue, literature to read, colleagues to discuss ideas with, investigative techniques to employ, analyses to carry out, and so on will all affect what kind of product will emerge at the end. These choices will generate thinking, data, formulations, and arguments which may well find expression in the final article. Moreover, the experimental article requires a certain amount of explicit representation of selected parts of the process that goes into its creation, such as the after-the-fact reconstruction of the intellectual genealogy in the review of the literature, the focused procedural account of methods, and the selective narrative of results. Finally, the representation of the final paper implies a web of activities and relations engaged in by the author as part of the construction of the argument, implicit activities that may be summed up by saying that the author has in the preparation of the article acted as a scientist (with whatever local meaning that takes on within the relevant specialty).

Because the final text is so dependent on the process by which it is produced, it is important to consider how you should go about producing the text so as to wind up with the kind of statement you hope for, without leaving yourself open to charges of fraud for representing a process that did not occur or improper conduct for not living up to implied behavior. In fact, process is so important to the production of persuasive scientific arguments that the final representation or writing-up seems a limited activity, with all the major parameters of the text determined by prior decisions. Well-considered procedure is not only good science, it results in good rhetoric.
Just as a consideration of the process of text production helps gain control of the final text, an anticipation of a text's reception helps gain control of the meaning likely to be attributed to a text. Given the positions held by colleagues, the kinds of arguments previously used, and the dynamics of competing research programs, you can often gain some sense of what kind of impact a reported experiment or a newly framed argument is likely to have. Anticipation of the impact can help you shape the presentation to forestall unwanted responses and heighten the desired ones. You can cut opposition off at the pass, press your advantages, draw in desired audiences, and provoke desired follow-up work.

- **Accept the Dialectics of Emergent Knowledge**

Despite the attempt to understand and control all the dynamics of written communication, we are always reaching into the unknown. The outcomes of investigations, writing processes, and social interaction can never be anticipated with clarity and certainty. Having made our best guesses as to how to proceed, we must then be ready to notice what develops and revise our plans accordingly.

As events unfold we discover that our nascent formulations match and mismatch in curious ways with the data we pursue in order to explore those investigations. The dialectical struggle to find ways of generating data significant for our formulations and to then reconcile that data with those formulations can lead to manifold discoveries of new kinds of data, new kinds of claims, new issues to investigate and new methods of investigation. We do not know what we will find, and what we will be led to say by what we find. Although we need issues, assumptions, methods, hypotheses to drive our discovery process, we must be ready to accept the worlds revealed to us in our attempt to come to terms with what we discover. Otherwise, we may throw away our most promising stories.

Similarly, as we start to draw all the elements of our investigation together in the single location of a text, we are forced to reexamine how the parts fit together. Again this is a moment that calls for an openness of imagination, as we create a coherent account of the literature, issues, theoretical positions, investigative goals, empirical events, and conclusions we draw. Creating a single text provides us with a retrospective vision that can tighten threads of connections, reveal new issues and anomalies, excite new insights, and define new projects. As well, the formal requirements of completing a text puts us on the spot, forcing us to fill in the blanks as best we are able, to dig deeply into our thought
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and experience to fulfill the outlines of the argument demanded by the rhetorical situation and our rhetorical tools. If we do not have the means to live up to the rhetorical demands, we are forced back into both the library and the laboratory.

And finally, having sent our text out into the world, we need to be open to what experience and thought others bring to the published formulations. We need to understand what kind of social reality the text becomes, so as to pursue the conversation of knowledge to the best advantage. Sometimes this may mean buttressing arguments, closing loopholes, and clearing up misunderstandings. These acts in themselves may lead to new discoveries or more powerful formulations. But often responses can teach us new contexts which generate new meaning for the work. Interaction with new realms of ideas, problems, and data can transform the claims. And the evolution of continuing work will assign a social meaning and pragmatic role for our formulations; our understanding of and reactions to that social meaning will influence our future investigations and formulations. To keep the conversation going, we must constantly reread the dynamics and meaning of the conversation and our place in it. An inability to recognize the continuing evolution of the communal projects will leave us singing the same old song, a song that may lose its meaning when sung out of season.

As we create the formulations that gain communal meaning as knowledge, we are bringing worlds into being. By identifying, selecting, recording, and making claims about empirical experience, we are bringing our experience of the world of objects into the human-created world of symbolic actions. Although our procedures of generating and using statements through our empirical experience bring the world of objects in relation to the world of symbols, the world of symbols does not exist and our knowledge does not exist until we make them within the social world, as protean and transient as that is. We cannot fully know what we bring into being until it has taken its place in our world, but then, since the world immediately starts changing around it, what we have made changes. To gain what limited mastery we can over this changing social world of symbols, we should follow Odysseus, who must catch Proteus in his own lair on the edge of the ever-changing sea.

In short, writing well in science means to apply to one's own situation and tasks the same rhetorical understanding applied in this book to a wide range of texts and writers. Playing chess well involves an analytical knowledge of the most interesting and informative of prior games, and then applying that knowledge to the position in front of you. By recognizing the power of different moves in different contexts, you can then mobilize that power. To see the practices and institutions of scientific
writing as protean and evolving is not to discredit them as transitory, but to grant them the proper respect for the great power they realize.

The Limits of Rhetorical Self-Awareness and the Teaching of Writing

To hold every statement up for rhetorical examination is, of course, an unrealistic demand. Both art and science are long, and life is short. We must make choices as to where we devote our energies. It seems enough to ask a physicist to learn physics and the symbol system of mathematics. Should we then also demand competence in the other symbol system of words? And how much competence? Certainly not a Ph.D. in rhetoric. On the other hand, more than a junior high school course in grammar and spelling seems required.

Just as scientists in different specialties and of different personal bents master mathematics in different areas and to different depths, depending on applied need and theoretical grasp, so too will rhetorical needs and command vary. In fields with restricted, slowly evolving, and apparently adequate rhetorical practices, a thorough practical command within the regularized domain may need to be supplemented only by an analysis of the implications and a cursory knowledge of basic rhetorical concepts. Then, if the rhetorical problems heat up, the individual scientist can at least recognize the problem and know where to begin looking for answers. Interdisciplinary fields that draw on several bodies of knowledge may require greater virtuosity and understanding of the technologies of literature discussion, synthesis, and citation; as well, the ability to analyze the communicative dynamics of different fields may aid both interpretation of the varied literatures and the formulation of arguments for different venues. Fields with rapidly evolving theory require other skills, such as complex argumentative structuring and organizational flexibility. Fields that depend on descriptive taxonomies or historical reconstructions may call for large depictional and narrative repertoires, while other fields need tricks of aggregation. Choices are necessary as to which parts of rhetoric are likely to have the biggest payoffs in each case.

However, here is where the big difference currently exists between rhetoric and mathematics. Needs for mathematics are well recognized and often well-defined. Scientists are likely to know when they have need of additional mathematical tools, what those tools are, and where to go to find out about them. They know which books they must study, which courses to regret having by-passed, which colleagues in the
mathematics department to talk to. Moreover, their colleagues in the math department are used to applying their abstract knowledge to problems in the natural and quantitative social sciences, so that a broad and useful common ground for discussion exists. Even when the mathematics is new or exotic or when the application is unusual, so that the right tool does not immediately come to hand, at least the scientist and mathematician know they can and should be talking with each other.

Scientists, however, are unlikely to recognize difficulties in framing successful investigations and claims as rhetorical, unlikely even to be aware of rhetoric as a relevant field. Even if they are aware that their claim making can be fruitfully conceived in rhetorical terms, they may have little idea of what the relevant branches of rhetoric are, what books to read, or whom to talk to. Finally, even if they find a willing rhetorician to talk to, very few of those rhetoricians have had any experience in talking to scientists and applying rhetorical knowledge to problems of scientific communication.

Rhetoric has only recently begun to take up the challenge of scientific use of language. While classical rhetoric does have a well-defined body of knowledge of several discrete parts and well-known procedures of application, appropriate to different kinds of situations, that rhetorical technology applies only to politics, the courts, and similar contexts. No such technology exists for knowledge-generating disciplines, or more particularly the sciences. Few rhetoricians have attempted serious studies of scientific use of language. While a few interesting propositions have been put forward, substantiated claims based on examination of actual language practices in science have been rare.

We need thoroughgoing and wide-ranging research into the historical and current rhetoric within the sciences and other knowledge-generating communities to gain a grasp of the range of practices, the thematic interactional concerns, the local emergence of typified forms and actions, and the implications for socially produced knowledge. We need far more than one writer’s idiosyncratic glimpses into only a few scattered rhetorical locations, such as offered here. Only with a communally shared, reliable set of formulations will we be able to develop intelligent curricula to meet the local rhetorical needs of students entering into specific knowledge-generating communities, to frame efficient analytical procedures to allow writers to analyze their rhetorical situations and rhetorical options, and to present to other disciplines a knowledge and technology that will be of obvious use and power. Only then may other disciplines recognize the deeply rhetorical character of their enterprises, realize that the discipline of rhetoric can offer them important tools for their symbol-creating tasks, and wish to talk with us. Then the fun will begin.
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Shaping Written Knowledge

The Genre and Activity of the Experimental Article in Science

Charles Bazerman

The immense force of scientific language in our world has in recent years commanded the attention of a number of scholarly disciplines, ranging from the history of science to literary theory, from philosophy to the teaching of writing. Each foray into the language of science, however, has been motivated by the discipline and school of the researcher. *Shaping Written Knowledge* confronts scientific language more directly, by making its special character the real center of the inquiry. Original and extensive, this work will be of great interest to scholars concerned with the sociology and history of science, language theory, the history of literacy, the rhetoric of knowledge, technical writing, and the teaching of composition.

The emergence of the experimental article in science, Bazerman shows, is a response to the social and rhetorical situation of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century natural philosophy activated by the need to communicate findings and the exigencies of conflict that arise from communication. The appearance of the argumentative forms of scientific writing are coincident with the rise of the scientific community and the development of experimental procedures. All three interactively structure each other. Bazerman shows that later developments of the experimental article, in both the physical and social sciences of the twentieth century, have been made within the contexts of various disciplines. An understanding of what forces have shaped the experimental report, what functions the features were designed to serve, and the impact of rhetoric on the rest of scientific activity help to evaluate all statements of knowledge and increase our ability to make intelligent writing choices.

Charles Bazerman, Professor of English at Bernard M. Baruch College of City University of New York, sees his research into the history and dynamics of scientific writing as an extension of his interest in the teaching of academic writing. His numerous publications in the field of rhetoric and composition include *The Informed Writer: Using Sources in the Disciplines*, *The Informed Reader: Contemporary Issues in the Disciplines*, and, with Harvey Wiener, *The Writing Skills Handbook* (all published by Houghton Mifflin).